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INTRODUCTION

The Security Council is the organ of the United Nations which has primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security under the Charter of the United Nations. The Council, which is composed of 15 members, is organized so as to be able to function continuously.

The Index to Proceedings of the Security Council is a guide to the documentation and proceedings of the Security Council, its commissions, committees and ad hoc committees. The present issue covers the sixty-fifth year (2010) of the Security Council and its sub-bodies which met during the year. The Index is prepared by the Dag Hammarskjöld Library, Department of Public Information, as one of the products of the United Nations Bibliographic Information System (UNBIS).

ARRANGEMENT OF THE INDEX

The Index consists of the following parts:

Sessional information, listing members and officers, and providing information on rules of procedure and on resolutions and decisions;

Check-list of meetings, listing the meetings of the Council and those of its subsidiary bodies that met during the year;

Agenda, listing matters considered by and brought before the Council together with the subject headings under which these items are listed in the Subject index;

Subject index, providing topical access to Security Council documentation arranged alphabetically by subjects and listing documents submitted to the Council, the meetings at which items were considered and the action taken, if any;

Index to speeches, providing access to speeches that were made before the Security Council. The index is subdivided into three sections: corporate names/countries, speakers and subjects;

List of documents, listing documents arranged by symbol;

Resolutions adopted by the Security Council, 2010, listing resolution numbers, the subjects under which they may be found in the Subject index, as well as meetings and dates on which the resolutions were adopted;

Speakers’ names are based on information found in United Nations documents. To submit a name correction, please send an e-mail to unreference@un.org

Voting chart, indicating the voting for resolutions adopted by the Council.

DOCUMENTATION OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

Documents of the Security Council are first issued in provisional form. A selected number of them are subsequently printed in the quarterly Supplements to Official Records, where they are arranged chronologically. Some special reports are issued individually as numbered Special Supplements. Resolutions adopted by the Security Council, first issued in provisional form, are later collected along with decisions taken, in a separate volume of the Official Records of the year. After their republication in the Official Records, the provisional documents are no longer available.

Double-symbol documents bearing both S/- and A/- symbols were submitted to both the Security Council and the General Assembly.

Verbatim records of meetings of the Security Council appear first in provisional form. They may be identified by their symbol, which consists of the series corresponding to that of the meeting, e.g., S/PV.6271. Verbatim records of meetings are later printed as separate fascicles in the Official Records.

HOW TO OBTAIN DOCUMENTS

Printed documentation for the Security Council, sixty-fifth year, may be obtained or purchased from authorized sales agents by providing the following information:

Official Records of the Security Council, Sixty-fifth Year:

Meeting . . (specify meeting number) for verbatim records.

Supplement for . . . (specify quarter of year or special supplement no.).

Resolutions and decisions (for the collected edition of resolutions and decisions adopted during the year).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Add.</td>
<td>Addendum, addenda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMISOM</td>
<td>African Union Mission in Somalia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art.</td>
<td>Article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN</td>
<td>Association of South-East Asia Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BINUB</td>
<td>United Nations Integrated Office in Burundi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNUB</td>
<td>United Nations Office in Burundi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BINUCA</td>
<td>United Nations Integrated Peacebuilding Office in the Central African Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corr.</td>
<td>Corrigendum; corrigenda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTC</td>
<td>United Nations Counter-Terrorism Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTED</td>
<td>United Nations Counter-Terrorism Executive Directorate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOWAS</td>
<td>Economic Community of West African States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUFOR</td>
<td>European Union-led Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAEA</td>
<td>International Atomic Energy Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBRD</td>
<td>International Bank for Reconstruction and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICJ</td>
<td>International Court of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICTR</td>
<td>International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICTY</td>
<td>International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGAD</td>
<td>Intergovernmental Authority on Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISAF</td>
<td>International Security Assistance Force in Afghanistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KFOR</td>
<td>Kosovo Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINURCA</td>
<td>United Nations Mission in the Central African Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINURCAT</td>
<td>United Nations Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINURSO</td>
<td>United Nations Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINUSTAH</td>
<td>United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONUC</td>
<td>United Nations Organization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Number(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAS</td>
<td>Organization of American States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIC</td>
<td>Organization of the Islamic Conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>para., paras.</td>
<td>Paragraph(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNTL</td>
<td>Policía Nacional de Timor-Leste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev.</td>
<td>Revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOR</td>
<td>Official Records of the Security Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sess.</td>
<td>Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFOR</td>
<td>Stabilization Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suppl.</td>
<td>Supplement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFG</td>
<td>Transitional Federal Government (Somalia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNAMA</td>
<td>United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNAMI</td>
<td>United Nations Assistance Mission for Iraq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNAMID</td>
<td>African Union/United Nations Hybrid Operation in Darfur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDOF</td>
<td>United Nations Disengagement Observer Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFICYP</td>
<td>United Nations Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIFIL</td>
<td>United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIOGBIS</td>
<td>United Nations Integrated Peacebuilding Office in Guinea-Bissau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIPSIL</td>
<td>United Nations Integrated Peacebuilding Office in Sierra Leone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNMIL</td>
<td>United Nations Mission in Liberia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNMIN</td>
<td>United Nations Political Mission in Nepal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNMIS</td>
<td>United Nations Mission in Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNMIT</td>
<td>United Nations Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNOCI</td>
<td>United Nations Operation in Côte d'Ivoire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNOGBIS</td>
<td>United Nations Post-Conflict Peace Building Support Office in Guinea-Bissau</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION

MEMBERS AND TERMS OF OFFICE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Members</th>
<th>Date of election by the General Assembly</th>
<th>Term of office (1 Jan.-31 Dec.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>17 Oct. 2008</td>
<td>2009-2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
<td>15 Oct. 2009</td>
<td>2010-2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>15 Oct. 2009</td>
<td>2010-2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Permanent member under Art. 23 of the Charter</td>
<td>2010-2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Permanent member under Art. 23 of the Charter</td>
<td>2010-2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>15 Oct. 2009</td>
<td>2009-2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>17 Oct. 2008</td>
<td>2009-2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>15 Oct. 2009</td>
<td>2010-2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>17 Oct. 2008</td>
<td>2009-2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>15 Oct. 2009</td>
<td>2010-2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>Permanent member under Art. 23 of the Charter</td>
<td>2010-2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>17 Oct. 2008</td>
<td>2009-2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>17 Oct. 2008</td>
<td>2009-2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Permanent member under Art. 23 of the Charter</td>
<td>2009-2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Permanent member under Art. 23 of the Charter</td>
<td>2009-2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A list of representatives and advisers for 2010 is included in Permanent Missions to the United Nations (ST/SG/SER.A/300).

PRESIDENTS

In accordance with rule 18 of the provisional rules of procedure of the Security Council, the presidency of the Council is held in turn by Member States, normally in the English alphabetical order of their names. Each President holds office for one calendar month. During 2010, the presidency was held as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>President</th>
<th>Meetings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>China (Zhang, Yesui) (Liu, Zhenmin)</td>
<td>6255-5257, 6259-6265, 6266-6267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6265(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>France (Araud, Gérard) (Araud, Gérard / Rivière, Nicolas de)</td>
<td>6268-6270, 6271-6274, 6276-6279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6270(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>Gabon (Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel) (Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred)</td>
<td>6280-6281, 6283-6288, 6289-6292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6288(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Month</td>
<td>President</td>
<td>Meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>(Takasu, Yukio) 6293, 6297, 6298 + (Resumption1), 6299(Resumption1), 6300, 6301-6305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Okuda, Norihiro) 6300(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Okada, Katsuya) 6299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>(Salam, Nawaf A.) 6306, 6308-6309, 6311-6321, 6324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Salam, Nawaf A. / Ziade, Caroline) 6310, 6325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Hariri, Saad) 6322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Ziade, Caroline) 6323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>(Heller, Claude) 6326-6327, 6329-6330, 6333, 6335-6336, 6338-6340, 6342, 6344-6346, 6347(Resumption1), 6348-6352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Espinosa Cantellano, Patricia / Heller, Claude / Puente, Guillermo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Heller, Claude / Puente, Guillermo) 6341(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Gómez Robledo, Juan Manuel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>(Ogwu, U. Joy) 6353, 6354 + (Resumption1), 6355-6356, 6358-6359, 6360(Resumption1), 6362, 6363 + (Resumption1), 6364-6366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Ajumogobia, Odein) 6360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>(Churkin, Vitaly I.) 6367-6372, 6374-6375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>(Apakan, Ertugrul) 6377-6379, 6381-6388, 6391-6394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Gül, Abdullah) 6389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Davutoğlu, Ahmet) 6390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>(Rugunda, Ruhakana) 6395-6403, 6404 + (Resumption1), 6405-6407, 6410, 6411(Resumption1), 6413-6414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Kategaya, Eriya) 6409, 6411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>(Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir) 6415-6418, 6421-6424, 6427, 6428-6431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Hague, William) 6425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Parham, Philip John) 6426, 6427(Resumption1), 6432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>(Anderson, Brooke D.) 6434, 6449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Rice, Susan E.) 6437-6440, 6442, 6444-6448, 6451-6453, 6458-6462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Biden, Joseph R.) 6450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(DiCarlo, Rosemary A.) 6453(Resumption1), 6454-6455, 6457, 6463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Rice, Susan E. / DiCarlo, Rosemary A.) 6464</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RULES OF PROCEDURE

During 2010, the provisional rules of procedure of the Security Council contained in document S/96/Rev.7 were in effect (Sales No. E.83.1.4).

RESOLUTIONS AND DECISIONS

Resolutions adopted and decisions taken by the Council during 2010 are collected in volumes of the Official Records of the Security Council, Sixty-fifth Year (documents S/INF/65 and S/INF/66 (to be issued)).

Resolutions initially issued separately in provisional form under the symbols S/RES/1908-1966 (2010), are listed on pages 269-271 entitled “Resolutions adopted by the Security Council”.
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## CHECK-LIST OF MEETINGS

(Symbol: S/PV.-)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting</th>
<th>Date, 2010</th>
<th>Meeting</th>
<th>Date, 2010</th>
<th>Meeting</th>
<th>Date, 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6255</td>
<td>6 Jan.</td>
<td>6308</td>
<td>5 May</td>
<td>6363</td>
<td>21 July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6256</td>
<td>12 Jan.</td>
<td>6309</td>
<td>10 May</td>
<td>6364</td>
<td>22 July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6257</td>
<td>13 Jan.</td>
<td>6310</td>
<td>11 May</td>
<td>6365</td>
<td>27 July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6258</td>
<td>14 Jan.</td>
<td>6311</td>
<td>12 May</td>
<td>6366</td>
<td>30 July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6261</td>
<td>19 Jan.</td>
<td>6314</td>
<td>17 May</td>
<td>6369</td>
<td>5 Aug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6264</td>
<td>22 Jan.</td>
<td>6317</td>
<td>19 May</td>
<td>6372</td>
<td>17 Aug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6268</td>
<td>5 Feb.</td>
<td>6322</td>
<td>26 May</td>
<td>6377</td>
<td>7 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6269</td>
<td>11 Feb.</td>
<td>6323</td>
<td>27 May</td>
<td>6378</td>
<td>7 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6270</td>
<td>12 Feb.</td>
<td>6324</td>
<td>28 May</td>
<td>6379</td>
<td>8 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6270(Resumption1)</td>
<td>12 Feb.</td>
<td>6325</td>
<td>31 May</td>
<td>6380</td>
<td>9 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6271(Resumption1)</td>
<td>16 Feb.</td>
<td>6326</td>
<td>1 June</td>
<td>6381</td>
<td>8 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6272</td>
<td>16 Feb.</td>
<td>6327</td>
<td>2 June</td>
<td>6382</td>
<td>13 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6273</td>
<td>18 Feb.</td>
<td>6328</td>
<td>3 June</td>
<td>6383</td>
<td>15 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6274</td>
<td>19 Feb.</td>
<td>6329</td>
<td>3 June</td>
<td>6384</td>
<td>15 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6275</td>
<td>22 Feb.</td>
<td>6330</td>
<td>4 June</td>
<td>6385</td>
<td>15 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6276</td>
<td>23 Feb.</td>
<td>6331</td>
<td>4 June</td>
<td>6386</td>
<td>16 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6277</td>
<td>24 Feb.</td>
<td>6332</td>
<td>4 June</td>
<td>6387</td>
<td>17 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6278</td>
<td>26 Feb.</td>
<td>6333</td>
<td>7 June</td>
<td>6388</td>
<td>17 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6279</td>
<td>26 Feb.</td>
<td>6334</td>
<td>8 June</td>
<td>6389</td>
<td>23 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6280</td>
<td>4 Mar.</td>
<td>6335</td>
<td>9 June</td>
<td>6390</td>
<td>27 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6281</td>
<td>5 Mar.</td>
<td>6336</td>
<td>11 June</td>
<td>6391</td>
<td>28 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6282</td>
<td>10 Mar.</td>
<td>6337</td>
<td>11 June</td>
<td>6392</td>
<td>29 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6283</td>
<td>12 Mar.</td>
<td>6338</td>
<td>14 June</td>
<td>6393</td>
<td>29 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6284</td>
<td>17 Mar.</td>
<td>6339</td>
<td>15 June</td>
<td>6394</td>
<td>29 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6287</td>
<td>18 Mar.</td>
<td>6341(Resumption1)</td>
<td>16 June</td>
<td>6397</td>
<td>14 Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6288(Resumption1)</td>
<td>19 Mar.</td>
<td>6343</td>
<td>21 June</td>
<td>6399</td>
<td>14 Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6291</td>
<td>22 Mar.</td>
<td>6346</td>
<td>29 June</td>
<td>6402</td>
<td>15 Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6292</td>
<td>24 Mar.</td>
<td>6347</td>
<td>29 June</td>
<td>6403</td>
<td>15 Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6293</td>
<td>6 Apr.</td>
<td>6347(Resumption1)</td>
<td>29 June</td>
<td>6404</td>
<td>18 Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6294</td>
<td>7 Apr.</td>
<td>6348</td>
<td>29 June</td>
<td>6404(Resumption1)</td>
<td>18 Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6295</td>
<td>9 Apr.</td>
<td>6349</td>
<td>29 June</td>
<td>6405</td>
<td>19 Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6297</td>
<td>13 Apr.</td>
<td>6351</td>
<td>30 June</td>
<td>6407</td>
<td>21 Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6298</td>
<td>14 Apr.</td>
<td>6352</td>
<td>30 June</td>
<td>6408</td>
<td>21 Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6298(Resumption1)</td>
<td>14 Apr.</td>
<td>6353</td>
<td>6 July</td>
<td>6409</td>
<td>22 Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6299(Resumption1)</td>
<td>16 Apr.</td>
<td>6354(Resumption1)</td>
<td>7 July</td>
<td>6411</td>
<td>26 Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6300</td>
<td>22 Apr.</td>
<td>6355</td>
<td>9 July</td>
<td>6411(Resumption1)</td>
<td>26 Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6300(Resumption1)</td>
<td>22 Apr.</td>
<td>6356</td>
<td>12 July</td>
<td>6412</td>
<td>27 Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6301</td>
<td>27 Apr.</td>
<td>6357</td>
<td>12 July</td>
<td>6413</td>
<td>28 Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6302</td>
<td>27 Apr.</td>
<td>6358</td>
<td>13 July</td>
<td>6414</td>
<td>29 Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6303</td>
<td>28 Apr.</td>
<td>6359</td>
<td>15 July</td>
<td>6415</td>
<td>3 Nov.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6304</td>
<td>29 Apr.</td>
<td>6360</td>
<td>16 July</td>
<td>6416</td>
<td>5 Nov.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6305</td>
<td>30 Apr.</td>
<td>6360(Resumption1)</td>
<td>16 July</td>
<td>6417</td>
<td>9 Nov.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6306</td>
<td>4 May</td>
<td>6361</td>
<td>19 July</td>
<td>6418</td>
<td>10 Nov.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6307</td>
<td>5 May</td>
<td>6362</td>
<td>20 July</td>
<td>6419</td>
<td>10 Nov.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## CHECK-LIST OF MEETINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting</th>
<th>Date, 2010</th>
<th>Meeting</th>
<th>Date, 2010</th>
<th>Meeting</th>
<th>Date, 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6420</td>
<td>11 Nov.</td>
<td>6435</td>
<td>6 Dec.</td>
<td>6451</td>
<td>16 Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6421</td>
<td>11 Nov.</td>
<td>6436</td>
<td>7 Dec.</td>
<td>6452</td>
<td>16 Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6422</td>
<td>12 Nov.</td>
<td>6437</td>
<td>7 Dec.</td>
<td>6453</td>
<td>16 Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6423</td>
<td>12 Nov.</td>
<td>6438</td>
<td>8 Dec.</td>
<td>6453(Resume1)</td>
<td>17 Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6424</td>
<td>15 Nov.</td>
<td>6439</td>
<td>9 Dec.</td>
<td>6454</td>
<td>17 Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6425</td>
<td>16 Nov.</td>
<td>6440</td>
<td>9 Dec.</td>
<td>6455</td>
<td>17 Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6426</td>
<td>18 Nov.</td>
<td>6441</td>
<td>9 Dec.</td>
<td>6456</td>
<td>19 Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6427</td>
<td>22 Nov.</td>
<td>6442</td>
<td>10 Dec.</td>
<td>6457</td>
<td>20 Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6427(Resume1)</td>
<td>22 Nov.</td>
<td>6443</td>
<td>10 Dec.</td>
<td>6458</td>
<td>20 Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6428</td>
<td>23 Nov.</td>
<td>6444</td>
<td>14 Dec.</td>
<td>6459</td>
<td>20 Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6429</td>
<td>23 Nov.</td>
<td>6445</td>
<td>14 Dec.</td>
<td>6460</td>
<td>20 Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6431</td>
<td>24 Nov.</td>
<td>6447</td>
<td>14 Dec.</td>
<td>6462</td>
<td>22 Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6432</td>
<td>29 Nov.</td>
<td>6448</td>
<td>14 Dec.</td>
<td>6463</td>
<td>22 Dec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6434</td>
<td>6 Dec.</td>
<td>6450</td>
<td>15 Dec.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ad Hoc Committees

UNITED NATIONS COMPENSATION COMMISSION
(Symbol: S/AC.26/SR.-)

Established at the 2987th meeting, 20 May 1991.
President: Christian Strohal (Austria).
Vice-Presidents: representatives of Brazil and Japan.
Meetings: meetings are held in closed session.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Date, 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>27-29 Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>9-11 Nov.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Restricted distribution of meeting records)

SECURITY COUNCIL COMMITTEE ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO RESOLUTION 1267 (1999) CONCERNING AL-QAIDA AND THE TALIBAN AND ASSOCIATED INDIVIDUALS AND ENTITIES
(Symbol: S/AC.37/SR.-)

Established at the 4051st meeting, 15 Oct. 1999.
Chairman: Thomas Mayr-Harting (Austria).
Vice-Chairmen: representatives of Brazil and Russian Federation.
Meetings: meetings are held in closed session.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting</th>
<th>Date, 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>7 Dec.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Restricted distribution of meeting records)
SECURITY COUNCIL COMMITTEE ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO
RESOLUTION 1373 (2001) CONCERNING COUNTER-TERRORISM
(Symbol: S/AC.40/SR.-)

Established at the 4385th meeting, 28 Sept. 2001
Chairman: Ertugrul Apakan (Turkey)
Vice-Chairmen: representatives of France, Gabon and Russian Federation.
Meetings: meetings are held in closed session.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting</th>
<th>Date, 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>21 Jan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231</td>
<td>28 Jan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>232</td>
<td>4 Mar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233</td>
<td>25 Mar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
<td>15 Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>235</td>
<td>12 May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>236</td>
<td>3 June</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>237</td>
<td>9 June</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>238</td>
<td>22 July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>239</td>
<td>9 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>14 Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>241</td>
<td>28 Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>242</td>
<td>23 Nov.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243</td>
<td>16 Dec.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Restricted distribution of meeting records)

SECURITY COUNCIL COMMITTEE ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO
RESOLUTION 1540 (2004) CONCERNING NON-PROLIFERATION OF NUCLEAR,
CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS
(Symbol: S/AC.44/SR.-)

Established at the 4956th meeting, 28 Apr. 2004.
Chairman: Claude Heller (Mexico).
Vice-Chairmen: representatives of Lebanon, Turkey and United Kingdom.
Meetings: meetings are held in closed session.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting</th>
<th>Date, 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>17 Mar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>28 Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>7 June</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>12 July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>9 Aug.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>17 Sept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>19 Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>18 Nov.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>20 Dec.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Restricted distribution of meeting records)
AGENDA

The Council’s practice is to adopt at each meeting, on the basis of a provisional agenda circulated in advance, the agenda for that meeting. At subsequent meetings an item may appear in its original form or with the addition of such sub-items as the Council may decide to include. Once included in the agenda, an item remains on the list of matters of which the Council is seized, until the Council agrees to its removal.

The agenda as adopted for each meeting in 2010 will be found in the Official Records of the Security Council, Sixty-Fifth Year (S/PV.6255-6464). A list of weekly summary statements of matters of which the Security Council is seized, and on the stage reached in their consideration, submitted by the Secretary-General under rule 11 of the provisional rules of procedure of the Security Council, appears in the Subject index under the heading “UN. SECURITY COUNCIL (2010)–AGENDA”.

Listed below are the matters considered by, or brought to the attention of the Council during 2010. They are arranged alphabetically by the subject headings under which related documents are to be found in the Subject index.

LIST OF MATTERS CONSIDERED BY THE SECURITY COUNCIL DURING 2010

NOTE: Subject headings under which documentation related to agenda items is listed in the Subject index appear in capital letters following the title of the item.

1. The situation in Afghanistan.
   See AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
   See UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN

2. Peace and security in Africa.
   See AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY

3. The situation in Burundi.
   See BURUNDI SITUATION

4. The situation in the Central African Republic.
   See CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC SITUATION
   See UN MISSION IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD

5. Relations between Chad and Sudan.
   See CHAD–SUDAN

6. The situation in Chad.
   See CHAD SITUATION

7. Protection of civilians in armed conflicts.
   See CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
   7a. Children and armed conflicts.
   See CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
   7b. Women and armed conflicts.
   See WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS

8. Political conditions in Côte d’Ivoire.
   See CÔTE D’IVOIRE –POLITICAL CONDITIONS
   See UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D’IVOIRE

9. The situation in Cyprus.
   See CYPRUS QUESTION
   See UN PEACEKEEPING FORCE IN CYPRUS
10. The situation in the Democratic Republic of the Congo.
   See DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO SITUATION
        See UN ORGANIZATION MISSION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
   10b. UN ORGANIZATION STABILIZATION MISSION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

11. Disarmament matters.
    See DISARMAMENT
    11a. NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT

12. Relations between Djibouti and Eritrea.
    See DJIBOUTI–ERITREA

13. Regional security in Europe.
    See EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY

14. The situation in the Former Yugoslavia.
    See FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
    14a. The situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
         See BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
         See UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
    14c. The situation in Kosovo.
         See KOSOVO (SERBIA)

15. The situation in Guinea-Bissau.
    See GUINEA–BISSAU SITUATION

16. Political conditions in Guinea.
    See GUINEA–POLITICAL CONDITIONS

17. Political conditions in Haiti.
    See HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
         See UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI

18. Election of members of the International Court of Justice.
    See ICJ–MEMBERS

    See INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

    See INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA

    See INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
22. The situation in Iraq.
   See IRAQ SITUATION
       See UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ

23. Question of Korea.
   See KOREAN QUESTION

24. The situation in Liberia.
   See LIBERIA SITUATION
       See UN MISSION IN LIBERIA

25. The situation in the Middle East.
    See MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
    25a. Political conditions in Lebanon.
         See LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
           See UN INTERIM FORCE IN LEBANON
    25b. The situation in Palestine.
         See PALESTINE QUESTION
    25c. The situation in the occupied Arab territories.
         See TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
         See UN DISENGAGEMENT OBSERVER FORCE

    See NARCOTIC DRUGS

27. Political conditions in Nepal.
    See NEPAL–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
         See UN POLITICAL MISSION IN NEPAL

28. Matters concerning the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons.
    See NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
    28a. Missile launches conducted by the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.
         See DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF KOREA–MISSILE LAUNCHINGS

29. Building peace.
    See PEACEBUILDING

    See PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS

    See REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN

32. The situation in Rwanda.
    See RWANDA–SITUATION

33. Political conditions in Sierra Leone.
    See SIERRA LEONE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
         See UN INTEGRATED PEACEBUILDING OFFICE IN SIERRA LEONE

34. Small arms.
    See SMALL ARMS

35. The Somalia situation.
    See SOMALIA SITUATION
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36. Political conditions in the Sudan.  
   See SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS  
   See UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN  
   See AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR  

37. International terrorism.  
   See TERRORISM  

38. The situation in Timor-Leste.  
   See TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION  
   See UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR–LESTE  

   See UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK  

40. Annual report of the Security Council to the General Assembly.  
   See UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–REPORTS (2009-2010)  

41. The question of Western Sahara.  
   See WESTERN SAHARA QUESTION  
   See UN MISSION FOR THE REFERENDUM IN WESTERN SAHARA
OTHER MATTERS BROUGHT TO THE ATTENTION OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL DURING 2010

NOTE: These items were not discussed by the Council

1. Relations between Armenia and Azerbaijan.  
   See ARMENIA–AZERBAIJAN

2. Relations between Cambodia and Thailand.  
   See CAMBODIA–THAILAND

3. Relations between Cameroon and Nigeria.  
   See CAMEROON–NIGERIA

4. Relations between Eritrea and Ethiopia.  
   See ERITREA–ETHIOPIA  
       See UN MISSION IN ETHIOPIA AND ERITREA

5. The situation in Georgia.  
   See GEORGIA SITUATION  
       See UN OBSERVER MISSION IN GEORGIA

   See GREAT LAKES REGION (AFRICA)–REGIONAL SECURITY

7. Relations between Greece and The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.  
   See GREECE–THE FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA

8. Human rights matters.  
   See HUMAN RIGHTS

   See INDIA–PAKISTAN QUESTION

10. Relations between the Islamic Republic of Iran and United Arab Emirates.  
    See IRAN (ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF)–UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

11. Relations between the Islamic Republic of Iran and United States.  
    See IRAN (ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF)–UNITED STATES

    See KFOR

13. Implementation of sanctions by Member States.  
    See SANCTIONS COMPLIANCE

14. Special Court for Sierra Leone.  
    See SPECIAL COURT FOR SIERRA LEONE

15. United Nations Commission of Inquiry into the Facts and Circumstances of the  
    Assassination of the Former Prime Minister of Pakistan, Mohtarma Benazir Bhutto.  
    See UN COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF  
    THE ASSASSINATION OF THE FORMER PRIME MINISTER OF PAKISTAN,  
    MOHTARMA BENAZIR BHUTTO

16. Election of Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen of Sanctions Committees of the Security  
    Council.  
    See UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–SANCTIONS COMMITTEES–OFFICERS

    See WORLD WAR (1939-1945)–ANNIVERSARIES (65TH)
OTHER MATTERS INCLUDED IN THE INDEX

1. Matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration. See UN. SECURITY COUNCIL (2010)–AGENDA


AFGHANISTAN SITUATION

Reports


AFGHANISTAN SITUATION (continued)


General documents

S/2010/47 Letter, 26 Jan. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA) established pursuant to Security Council resolution 1401 (2002) and reports his intention to appoint Staffan de Mistura (Sweden) as his Special Representative for Afghanistan and Head of UNAMA.
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION (continued)

S/2010/48 Letter, 27 Jan. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to letter of the Secretary-General dated 26 Jan. 2010 (S/2010/47) concerning his intention to appoint Staffan de Mistura (Sweden) as his Special Representative for Afghanistan and Head of the UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA) and reports that members of the Security Council have taken note of his intention.


S/2010/325 Letter, 14 June 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Reports that the members of the Security Council have decided to send a mission to Afghanistan from 21 to 24 June 2010 and that it will be led by Ambassador Ertugrul Apakan of Turkey; includes the terms of reference of the mission in an annex.

S/2010/341 Letter, 28 June 2010, from the Chairman of the Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1267 (1999) concerning Al-Qaida and the Taliban and associated individuals and entities. Concerns status of the review of the names on the Consolidated List pursuant to resolution 1822 (2008); requests extension of the period of the review for one more month, until 31 July 2010.

S/2010/342 Letter, 29 June 2010, from the Chairman of the Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1267 (1999) concerning Al-Qaida and the Taliban and associated individuals and entities. Refers to letter of the Chairman of the Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1267 (1999) concerning Al-Qaida and the Taliban and associated individuals and entities dated 28 June 2010 (S/2010/341) concerning the request that the Security Council extend the deadline of the review described in paragraph 25 of resolution 1822 (2008) until 31 July 2010; reports that the Council agrees to extend the deadline mentioned above, in accordance with the Committee’s request.


S/2010/542 Letter, 15 Oct. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Transmits letter dated 6 Oct. 2010 from the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Afghanistan, welcoming the proposed extension of the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) mandate until the Afghan security forces are fully able to provide and maintain security and law and order on their own.

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION (continued)


Draft resolutions

S/2010/147 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA)] / Turkey.


Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


S/PV.6287 (18 Mar. 2010) Afghanistan, Australia, Canada, Germany, India, Italy, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan and Poland.


S/PV.6310 (11 May 2010) Argentina, Colombia, Cuba, India, Islamic Republic of Iran, Israel, Morocco, New Zealand, Norway, Syrian Arab Republic, Tunisia and Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela.

S/PV.6351 (30 June 2010) Afghanistan, Australia, Canada, Germany, India, Italy, Norway and Pakistan.

S/PV.6394 (29 Sept. 2010) Afghanistan, Australia, Canada, Germany, India, Italy, New Zealand, Norway and Pakistan.


S/PV.6464 (22 Dec. 2010) Afghanistan, Australia, Canada, Germany, India, Islamic Republic of Iran, Italy and Pakistan.

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6255 (6 Jan. 2010).

S/PV.6258 (5 Feb. 2010).

S/PV.6287 (18 Mar. 2010).

S/PV.6290 (22 Mar. 2010). At the 6290th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/147 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1917 (2010).

S/PV.6310 (11 May 2010).

S/PV.6351 (30 June 2010).

S/PV.6394 (29 Sept. 2010).


S/PV.6464 (22 Dec. 2010).
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION (continued)

Resolutions

S/RES/1917(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA)].
Decides to extend until 23 Mar. 2011 the mandate of UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA); decides further that UNAMA and the Special Representative of the Secretary-General, will continue to lead the international civilian efforts; stresses the importance of strengthening and expanding the presence of UNAMA; underscores the importance of the upcoming national legislative elections to Afghanistan's democratic development; welcomes also the Government's commitment to develop and implement an effective, inclusive, transparent and sustainable national Peace and Reintegration Programme and encourages the international community to assist the efforts of the Government of Afghanistan in this regard including through a Peace and Reintegration Trust Fund; condemns in the strongest terms all attacks; expresses its strong concern about the recruitment and use of children by Taliban forces in Afghanistan; stresses in this context the importance of further progress in the reconstruction and reform of the prison sector in Afghanistan, in order to improve the respect for the rule of law and human rights therein; affirms also the importance of voluntary, safe, orderly return and sustainable reintegration of the internally displaced persons; requests the Secretary-General to report to the Council every 3 months on developments in Afghanistan. (Adopted unanimously, 6290th meeting, 22 Mar. 2010)

Decides to extend the authorization of the International Security Assistance Force, as defined in resolution 1386 (2001) and 1510 (2003), for a period of 12 months until 13 Oct. 2011; authorizes the Member States participating in ISAF to take all necessary measures to fulfill its mandate; recognizes the need to further strengthen ISAF to meet all its operational requirements, and in this regard calls upon Member States to contribute personnel, equipment and other resources to ISAF; calls upon ISAF and the NATO Senior Civilian Representative to continue to work in close consultation with the Afghan Government and the Special Representative of the UN Secretary-General in accordance with Security Council resolution 1917 (2010) as well as with the OEF coalition in the implementation of the ISAF mandate. (Adopted unanimously, 6395th meeting, 22 Mar. 2010)

AFRICA—REGIONAL SECURITY

Reports


S/2010/534 (A/65/517) Identical letters, 13 Oct. 2010, from the Democratic Republic of the Congo addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits, as the representative of the Chairman of the UN Standing Advisory Committee on Security Questions in Central Africa, the report of the 30th ministerial meeting of the Committee, held in Kinshasa, 26-30 Apr. 2010.


S/2010/693 Letter, 10 Dec. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Transmits an independent study on the UN Office for West Africa (UNOWA) conducted by the Center on International Cooperation of New York University.

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY (continued)

General documents

S/2010/116 Letter, 1 Mar. 2010, from Eritrea. Transmits copy of letter addressed to the Secretary-General and a petition calling on the UN to repeal the sanctions imposed on Eritrea; the electronic version of the petition, with 118,000 signatures, from the E-SMART Campaign (Eritrean Sanctions Must Be Annullled Today), a project of the Organization of Eritrean Americans, in response to resolution 1907 (2009), is available in the Secretariat.


S/2010/187 Letter, 14 Apr. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Reports that members of the Security Council have decided to send a mission to Africa (Democratic Republic of the Congo) led by Gérard Araud (France), tentatively from 16 to 20 Apr. 2010.


S/2010/225 Letter, 3 May 2010, from Mexico. Transmits letter from the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Eritrea, enclosing the following documents: Eritrea’s stance on Security Council resolution 1907 (2009); Submissions of Eritrea to the Security Council on Ethiopia’s military occupation of sovereign Eritrean territory; Eritrea’s position on relations with Djibouti; Eritrea’s submission to the Security Council on peace and justice in Somalia; and Relevant attachments.


S/2010/350 Letter, 30 June 2010, from Eritrea. Refers to the report of the Secretary-General on Eritrea (S/2010/327) and reports that Eritrea concurs with most of the issues concerning Djibouti, Somalia and Ethiopia mentioned in the report.

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY (continued)


S/2010/433 Letter, 6 Aug. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to his report of 18 Sept. 2009 on support to African Union peacekeeping operations (A/64/359-S/2009/470) and reports his intention to appoint Zachary Muburi-Muita (Kenya) at the level of Assistant Secretary-General, as the Head of UN Office to the African Union, which was established by the General Assembly on 1 July 2010.

S/2010/434 Letter, 13 Aug. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Reports that the members of the Security Council have taken note of the Secretary-General's intention in his letter dated 6 Aug. 2010 (S/2010/433) to appoint Zachary Muburi-Muita (Kenya) as the Head of UN Office to the African Union at the level of Assistant Secretary-General.

S/2010/457 Letter, 30 Aug. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to Secretary-General's letter dated 11 Dec. 2009 (S/2009/697) expressing his intention to establish a UN Office for Central Africa in Libreville and states that members of the Council have taken note of the intention expressed in the letter and they welcome the establishment of the proposed Office for an initial period of 2 years, with a review of its mandate after 18 months.


S/2010/660 Letter, 14 Dec. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Transmits the draft mandate of the UN Office for West Africa.
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AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY (continued)
S/2010/661 Letter, 20 Dec. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to Secretary-General’s letter dated 14 Dec. 2010 (S/2010/660) concerning the mandate of the UN Office for West Africa and reports that members of the Security Council concur with the recommendation contained in the report of the activities of the Office (S/2010/614), to extend the mandate of the Office for a further period of 3 years, from 1 Jan. 2011-31 Dec. 2013; requests the Secretary-General to report to the Council every 6 months on the fulfilment by the Office of its revised mandate.

Statements by the President of the Security Council
Welcomes the recent positive developments in Guinea while remaining concerned by the situation; reiterates the statement of its President (S/PRST/2009/27); looks forward to the timely restoration of the normal constitutional order in a peaceful manner through a civilian-led transition; reiterates its support for the efforts of the Economic Community of West African States and the African Union; calls upon all Guinean stakeholders to implement the Joint Declaration of Ouagadougou in full, to engage actively into the transition towards the restoration of the normal constitutional order through the holding of elections within 6 months; urges the national authorities to prevent any further violence, and uphold the rule of law, including promotion, protection and respect for human rights and due process and stresses their obligations towards the victims and witnesses; reiterates the call it made in its resolution 1888 (2009) to increase the representation of women in mediation processes and decision-making processes with regard to conflict resolution and peacebuilding.

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY (continued)
Is gravely concerned about the illicit manufacture, transfer and circulation of small arms and light weapons (SALW) and their excessive accumulation and uncontrolled spread in many regions of the world, particularly in the subregion of Central Africa; underlines the vital importance of effective regulations and controls of the transparent trade in SALW in order to prevent their illegal diversion and re-export; reiterates that Member States should comply with existing arms embargoes and export bans and take necessary steps to effectively implement these measures imposed by the Council in its relevant resolutions; calls on the States of the subregion to strengthen efforts to establish mechanisms and regional networks among their relevant authorities for information sharing to combat the illicit circulation and trafficking in SALW; encourages the Committees in charge of monitoring arms embargoes in Central African countries and neighbouring countries, consistent with their mandates, to establish channels of communication, with the Economic Community of Central African States, its Member States, and with the UN Standing Advisory Committee on Security Questions in Central Africa; supports the action of the UN Missions present in the subregion, consistent with their mandates, to assist disarmament processes in the framework of DDR Programmes.

Recalls that the prevention of conflict remains a primary responsibility of Member States; recalls that early warning, preventive diplomacy, preventive deployment, mediation, practical disarmament measures and postconflict peacebuilding are interdependent and complementary components of a comprehensive conflict prevention strategy; acknowledges the potential benefits and efficiencies that could be achieved through an integrated approach to preventive diplomacy efforts similar to the approach to peacekeeping and peacebuilding methods; encourages the development of peaceful settlement of local disputes through regional arrangements; welcomes the promotion of regional approaches to the peaceful settlement of disputes; recognizes the importance of enhancing efforts, including coordination among relevant bilateral and multilateral donors.
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY (continued)

S/PV.6360 (16 July 2010) Algeria, Australia, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Canada, Egypt, Gambia, Germany, Ghana, Kenya, Morocco, Pakistan, Republic of Korea, Senegal, Sierra Leone, South Africa and United Republic of Tanzania.

Discussions in plenary

S/PV.6256 (12 Jan. 2010).
S/PV.6272 (16 Feb. 2010). At the 6272nd meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among the members on the item entitled “Peace consolidation in West Africa”: S/PRST/2010/3.
S/PV.6288 (19 Mar. 2010).
S/PV.6288(Resumption1) (19 Mar. 2010). At the 6288th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among the members on the item entitled “Central African region”: S/PRST/2010/6.
S/PV.6316 (19 May 2010).
S/PV.6358 (13 July 2010).
S/PV.6360 (16 July 2010). At the 6360th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members on the item entitled “Maintenance of international peace and security: Optimizing the use of preventive diplomacy tools: prospects and challenges in Africa”: S/PRST/2010/14.

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY (continued)

S/PV.6350(Resumption1) (16 July 2010).
S/PV.6362 (20 July 2010).
S/PV.6409 (22 Oct. 2010). At the 6409th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among the members on the item entitled “Peace and security in Africa”: S/PRST/2010/21.
S/PV.6455 (17 Dec. 2010).
S/PV.6457 (20 Dec. 2010).

ARMENIA–AZERBAIJAN

General documents

ARMENIA–AZERBAIJAN (continued)

S/2010/239 (A/64/782) Letter, 10 May 2010, from Azerbaijan. Concerns mass media reports of parliamentary elections in the Nagorny Karabakh region; states that the arranging of any kind of voting process in that region cannot be recognized as legally valid and affects the pre-existing legal status of these territories.


ARMENIA–AZERBAIJAN (continued)


S/2010/373 (A/64/863) Letter, 9 July 2010, from Armenia. Transmits information on ceasefire violations allegedly carried out by Azerbaijan from 1 June to 1 July 2010.


S/2010/500 (A/65/398) Letter, 28 Sept. 2010, from Azerbaijan. Reports that on 27 Sept. 2010 the Permanent Mission of Armenia to the UN allegedly installed two flags on its premises in New York, the national flag of Armenia and a piece of coloured stuff or rag purported to be a “flag” of the “Nagorno-Karabakh Republic”; states also that Azerbaijan considers this action as a challenge to the efforts towards the negotiated settlement of the conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan.


ARMENIA–AZERBAIJAN (continued)


AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR

Reports


Draft resolutions

AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
(continued)

S/PV.6425 (16 Nov. 2010).
At the 6425th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "Reports of the Secretary-General on the Sudan": S/PRST/2010/24.

S/PV.6440 (9 Dec. 2010).

At the 6452nd meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "Reports of the Secretary-General on the Sudan": S/PRST/2010/28.

Resolutions


Decides to extend the mandate of the African Union-United Nations Hybrid Operation in Darfur (UNAMID) as set out in resolution 1769 (2007) for a further 12 months to 31 July 2011; strongly condemns all attacks on UNAMID; underlines that any attack or threat on UNAMID is unacceptable; urges the Government of Sudan to comply with the Status of Forces Agreement fully and without delay, particularly regarding flight and equipment clearances, and the removal of all obstacles to the use of UNAMID aerial assets; requests UNAMID to assist and complement the UN Mission in Sudan (UNMIS) efforts in preparing for the referenda in Southern Sudan and Abyei, including coordinating closely with UNMIS in sharing analysis of risks in the border areas, particularly regarding threats to civilians. (Adopted unanimously, 6366th meeting, 30 July 2010)

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
(continued)

General documents


Draft resolutions

S/2010/582 Draft resolution (on authorization of the Member States to establish a multinational stabilization force (EUFOR) in Bosnia and Herzegovina as a legal successor to SFOR) / Austria, France, Germany, Italy, Russian Federation, Turkey, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)

S/PV.6426 (18 Nov. 2010) Germany and Italy.

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6319 (24 May 2010).
S/PV.6421 (11 Nov. 2010).
S/PV.6426 (18 Nov. 2010).
At the 6426th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/582 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1948 (2010).
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
(continued)

Resolutions
S/RES/1948(2010) [Authorization of the Member States to establish a multinational stabilization force (EUFOR) in Bosnia and Herzegovina as a legal successor to SFOR].

Authorizes the Member States acting through or in cooperation with the European Union to establish for a further period of 12 months, starting from the date of the adoption of this resolution, a multinational stabilization force (EUFOR) as a legal successor to SFOR under unified command and control, which will fulfil its missions in relation to the implementation of annex 1-A and annex 2 of the Peace Agreement in cooperation with the NATO Headquarters presence; authorizes the Member States to take all necessary measures to effect the implementation of and to ensure compliance with annexes 1-A and 2 of the Peace Agreement; authorizes Member States to take all necessary measures, at the request of either EUFOR or the NATO Headquarters, in defence of the EUFOR or NATO presence respectively, and to assist both organizations in carrying out their missions, and recognizes the right of both EUFOR and the NATO presence to take all necessary measures to defend themselves from attack or threat of attack; authorizes the Member States to take all necessary measures to ensure compliance with the rules and procedures governing command and control of airspace over Bosnia and Herzegovina with respect to all civilian and military air traffic; demands that the parties respect the security and freedom of movement of EUFOR, the NATO presence, and other international personnel. (Adopted unanimously, 6426th meeting, 18 Nov. 2010)

BURUNDI SITUATION (continued)

Resolutions
S/2010/157 Letter, 25 Mar. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to Secretary-General's letter dated 23 Mar. 2010 (S/2010/156) and reports that his intention to appoint Charles Petrie (United Kingdom/Canada) as the Executive Representative of the Secretary-General for Burundi and Head of the United Nations Integrated Office in Burundi has been brought to the attention of the Council.

S/2010/677 Letter, 22 Dec. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the UN Office in Burundi (BINUB) established by the Security Council resolution 1959 (2010) and reports the Secretary-General's intention to appoint Karin Landgren (Sweden) as the Special Representative in Burundi and Head of BINUB.

S/2010/678 Letter, 30 Dec. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to Secretary-General's letter dated 22 Dec. 2010 (S/2010/677) and reports that members of the Security Council have taken note of his intention to appoint Karin Landgren (Sweden) as the Special Representative in Burundi and Head of the UN Office in Burundi.

Draft resolutions
S/2010/640 Draft resolution [on establishment of the UN Office in Burundi (BINUB)] / France, Gabon, Japan, Lebanon, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)
S/PV.6309 (10 May 2010) Burundi.

Discussion in plenary
S/PV.6309 (10 May 2010).
S/PV.6439 (9 Dec. 2010).
S/PV.6451 (16 Dec. 2010).

At the 6451st meeting, draft resolution S/2010/640 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1959 (2010).
BURUNDI SITUATION (continued)

Resolutions

S/RES/1959(2010) [Establishment of the UN Office in Burundi (BNUB)]. Requests the Secretary-General to establish the UN Office in Burundi (BNUB), as recommended in his report (S/2010/608), as a significantly scaled-down UN presence, for an initial period of 12 months beginning on 1 Jan. 2011, to support the progress achieved in recent years by all national stakeholders in consolidating peace, democracy and development in Burundi; underscores the need for a smooth transition from BINUB to BNUB; underlines the importance of establishing a fully integrated office with effective coordination of strategy and programmes among the UN agencies, funds and programmes in Burundi, and emphasizes the need for the UN System to support and cooperate fully with BNUB; urges the Government to investigate reports of human rights violations, to take the necessary steps to prevent further violations and to ensure that those responsible for such violations are brought to justice. (Adopted unanimously, 6451st meeting, 16 Dec. 2010)

CAMBODIA–THAILAND

General documents

S/2010/426 (A/64/891) Identical letters, 8 Aug. 2010, from Cambodia addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits letter from the Prime Minister referring to the statement made by the Prime Minister of Thailand during a public meeting on 7 Aug. 2010 with the People’s Alliance for Democracy, which declared that "About the land encroachment, we will cancel the memorandum of understanding if the problem can't be settled. We will use both diplomatic and military means."; states that it constitutes on the one hand an obvious threat to cancel unilaterally a legal document, namely the memorandum of understanding signed on 14 June 2000 bet. Cambodia and Thailand for the demarcation of the border, and on the other hand a clear threat to use military force to settle the problem of the demarcation of the border.


CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC SITUATION

Reports


General documents

S/2010/292 Letter, 3 June 2010, from the Secretary-General. Reports the intention to appoint Youssef Mahmoud (Tunisia), who has been serving as Acting Special Representative since 1 Apr. 2010, as Special Representative for the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT), from 1 June to 31 Dec. 2010, to succeed Victor da Silva Angelo (Portugal), who served as Special Representative for MINURCAT until 31 Mar. 2010.

CAMEROON–NIGERIA (continued)

S/2010/638 Letter, 10 Dec. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to letter dated 7 Dec. 2010 (S/2010/637) from the Secretary-General concerning his intention to continue the activities of the UN support team to the Cameroon-Nigeria Mixed Commission; reports that the members of the Security Council take note of the information contained in the letter and the intention expressed therein and urge the members of the Mixed Commission to work with international donors to seek further voluntary contributions.

CAMEROON–NIGERIA

General documents

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC SITUATION (continued)

S/2010/293 Letter, 8 June 2010 from the President of the Security Council. Reports that the letter of the Secretary-General dated 3 June 2010 (S/2010/292) concerning the intention to appoint Youssouf Mahmoud (Tunisia) as Special Representative for the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT) was brought to the attention of the members of the Council and that they have taken note of said intention.


Draft resolutions

S/2010/130 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT)] / Austria, Brazil, France, Gabon, Japan, Lebanon, Mexico, Nigeria, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

S/2010/237 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT)] / France.

S/2010/251 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT)] / France.

Statements by the President of the Security Council

S/PRST/2010/26 Statement [made on behalf of the Security Council, at the 6444th meeting, 14 Dec. 2010, in connection with the Council's consideration of the item entitled “The situation in the Central African Republic”] / by the President of the Security Council. Supports the ongoing efforts aimed at national reconciliation in the Central African Republic and welcomes the progress achieved so far; it calls on the politico-military groups that have not joined the political peace process to do so; calls upon the Government of the Central African Republic and all national stakeholders to continue their efforts to move forward expeditiously with the preparation and conduct of free, fair, transparent and credible elections; renews its call to the Government of the Central African Republic to revive the efforts to reform the security sector institutions, which is a crucial element of the peacebuilding process in the Central African Republic, and for addressing widespread impunity, promoting the rule of law and increasing respect for human rights; remains seriously concerned by the security situation in Central African Republic; condemns all attacks by local and foreign armed groups that threaten the population as well as peace and stability of the Central African Republic and the sub-region, including the July 19 and Nov. 24 attacks by the Convention of Patriots for Justice and Peace (CPJP) on Birao.

S/PRST/2010/29 Statement [made on behalf of the Security Council, at the 6460th meeting, 20 Dec. 2010, in connection with the Council's consideration of the item entitled "The situation in Chad, the Central African Republic and the subregion"] / by the President of the Security Council. Takes note of the report of the Secretary-General on the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and in Chad (MINURCAT); commends the contribution of MINURCAT for providing security for refugees, internally displaced persons and humanitarian actors in eastern Chad; acknowledges the critical role the Détachement intégré de sécurité (DIS) will have to perform in the foreseeable future for the protection of civilians; has taken note of the complete withdrawal of MINURCAT from the Central African Republic on 15 Nov. 2010; recognizes the contribution of the Mission for the Consolidation of Peace in Central African Republic (MICOPAX) in support of durable peace and security in the Central African Republic.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6282 (10 Mar. 2010).
S/PV.6283 (12 Mar. 2010). At the 6283rd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/130 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1913 (2010).
S/PV.6307 (5 May 2010).
S/PV.6312 (12 May 2010). At the 6312th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/237 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1922 (2010).
S/PV.6321 (25 May 2010). At the 6321st meeting, draft resolution S/2010/251 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1923 (2010).
S/PV.6345 (28 June 2010).
S/PV.6371 (10 Aug. 2010).
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC SITUATION
(continued)

S/PV.6438 (8 Dec. 2010).
S/PV.6443 (10 Dec. 2010).
S/PV.6444 (14 Dec. 2010).
At the 6444th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled “The situation in the Central African Republic”: S/PRST/2010/26.

S/PV.6460 (20 Dec. 2010).
At the 6460th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled “The situation in Chad, the Central African Republic and the subregion”: S/PRST/2010/29.

Resolutions

S/RES/1913(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT)].
Decides to extend until 15 May 2010 the mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT) as set out in resolution 1861 (2009). (Adopted unanimously, 6283rd meeting, 12 Mar. 2010)

S/RES/1922(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT)].
Decides to extend until 26 May 2010 the mandate of MINURCAT as set out in resolution 1861 (2009), extended by resolution 1913 (2010). (Adopted unanimously, 6312th meeting, 12 May 2010)

S/RES/1923(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT)].
Decides to extend the mandate of the MINURCAT until 31 Dec. 2010; decides that the military component of MINURCAT shall be reduced to 2,200 military personnel and 25 military liaison officers and further decides that MINURCAT should include a maximum of 300 police officers and an appropriate number of civilian personnel; decides that MINURCAT shall have the following mandate in eastern Chad and the north-eastern Central African Republic, in liaison with the UN country team and, as appropriate, in liaison with the UN Integrated Peacebuilding Office in the Central African Republic (BINUCA): (i) to select, mentor, monitor, train, advise and facilitate support to elements of the Chadian Département intégré de sécurité; (ii) to liaise with the Chadian Government and the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in support of their efforts to relocate refugee camps which are in close proximity to the border, and to provide to UNHCR, logistical assistance for that purpose; (iii) to liaise with the national army, the gendarmerie and police forces, the nomad national guard, the judicial authorities and prison officials in Chad and the Central African Republic, the Sudanese Government, the UN Mission in Sudan, the AU/UN Hybrid Operation in Darfur, BINUCA, the Multinational Force of the Economic Community of the Central African States in Central African Republic and the Community of Sahelo-Saharan States to exchange information on banditry, criminality and emerging threats to humanitarian activities in the region; (iv) to support the initiatives of national and local authorities in Chad to resolve local tensions and promote local reconciliation efforts; (v) to contribute to the monitoring and to the promotion and protection of human rights in Chad, with particular attention to sexual and gender-based violence; (vi) to support, within its capabilities, efforts aimed at strengthening the capacity of the Government of Chad and civil society through training in international human rights standards, and efforts to put an end to recruitment and use of children by armed groups; (vii) to assist the Government of Chad in the promotion of the rule of law, in close coordination with UN agencies. (Adopted unanimously, 6321st meeting, 25 May 2010)
CHAD–SUDAN

General documents


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6318 (20 May 2010).

CHAD SITUATION (continued)


S/2010/292 Letter, 3 June 2010, from the Secretary-General. Reports the intention to appoint Youssef Mahmoud (Tunisia), who has been serving as Acting Special Representative since 1 Apr. 2010, as Special Representative for the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT), from 1 June to 31 Dec. 2010, to succeed Victor da Silva Angelo (Portugal), who served as Special Representative for MINURCAT until 31 Mar. 2010.

S/2010/293 Letter, 8 June 2010 from the President of the Security Council. Reports that the letter of the Secretary-General dated 3 June 2010 (S/2010/292) concerning the intention to appoint Youssef Mahmoud (Tunisia) as Special Representative for the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT) was brought to the attention of the members of the Council and that they have taken note of said intention.

S/2010/375 Letter, 8 July 2010, from Chad. Transmits events that illustrate the carrying out by the Chadian authorities of their mission to protect civilians in eastern Chad, in accordance with their commitments as stipulated in Security Council resolution 1923 (2010).


S/2010/470 Letter, 7 Sept. 2010, from Chad. Transmits the plan concerning the support to be provided to elements of the sustainment of the Détachement intégré de sécurité following the departure of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad.

S/2010/536 Letter, 15 Oct. 2010, from Chad. Transmits a new plan by Chad for the sustainment of the Détachement intégré de sécurité (DIS) following the departure of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT).
CHAD SITUATION (continued)

Draft resolutions

S/2010/130  Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT)] / Austria, Brazil, France, Gabon, Japan, Lebanon, Mexico, Nigeria, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

S/2010/237  Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT)] / France.

S/2010/251  Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT)] / France.

Statements by the President of the Security Council


Takes note of the report of the Secretary-General on the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and in Chad (MINURCAT); commends the contribution of MINURCAT for providing security for refugees, internally displaced persons and humanitarian actors in eastern Chad; acknowledges the critical role the Détachement intégré de sécurité (DIS) will have to perform in the foreseeable future for the protection of civilians; has taken note of the complete withdrawal of MINURCAT from the Central African Republic on 15 Nov. 2010; recognizes the contribution of the Mission for the Consolidation of Peace in Central African Republic (MICOPAX) in support of durable peace and security in the Central African Republic.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6282  (10 Mar. 2010).

S/PV.6283  (12 Mar. 2010).

At the 6283rd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/130 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1913 (2010).

S/PV.6307  (5 May 2010).

S/PV.6312  (12 May 2010).

At the 6312th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/237 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1922 (2010).

S/PV.6321  (25 May 2010).

At the 6321st meeting, draft resolution S/2010/251 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1923 (2010).

S/PV.6371  (10 Aug. 2010).


S/PV.6443  (10 Dec. 2010).


S/PV.6460  (20 Dec. 2010).

At the 6460th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "The situation in Chad, the Central African Republic and the subregion": S/PRST/2010/29.

Resolutions


Decides to extend until 15 May 2010 the mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT) as set out in resolution 1861 (2009). (Adopted unanimously, 6283rd meeting, 12 Mar. 2010)


Decides to extend until 26 May 2010 the mandate of MINURCAT as set out in resolution 1861 (2009), extended by resolution 1913 (2010). (Adopted unanimously, 6312th meeting, 12 May 2010)
CHAD SITUATION (continued)

S/RES/1923(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT)].

Decides to extend the mandate of the MINURCAT until 31 Dec. 2010; decides that the military component of MINURCAT shall be reduced to 2,200 military personnel and 25 military liaison officers and further decides that MINURCAT should include a maximum of 300 police officers and an appropriate number of civilian personnel; decides that MINURCAT shall have the following mandate in eastern Chad and the north-eastern Central African Republic, in liaison with the UN country team and, as appropriate, in liaison with the UN Integrated Peacebuilding Office in the Central African Republic (BINUCA); (i) to select, mentor, monitor, train, advise and facilitate support to elements of the Chadian Département intégré de sécurité; (ii) to liaise with the Chadian Government and the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in support of their efforts to relocate refugee camps which are in close proximity to the border, and to provide to UNHCR, logistical assistance for that purpose; (iii) to liaise with the national army, the gendarmerie and police forces, the nomad national guard, the judicial authorities and prison officials in Chad and the Central African Republic, the Sudanese Government, the UN Mission in Sudan, the AU/UN Hybrid Operation in Darfur, BINUCA, the Multinational Force of the Economic Community of the Central African States in Central African Republic and Sudanese State to exchange information on banditry, criminality and emerging threats to humanitarian activities in the region; (iv) to support the initiatives of national and local authorities in Chad to resolve local tensions and promote local reconciliation efforts; (v) to contribute to the monitoring and to the promotion and protection of human rights in Chad, with particular attention to sexual and gender-based violence; (vi) to support, within its capabilities, efforts aimed at strengthening the capacity of the Government of Chad and civil society through training in international human rights standards, and efforts to put an end to recruitment and use of children by armed groups; (vii) to assist the Government of Chad in the promotion of the rule of law, in close coordination with UN agencies. (Adopted unanimously, 6321st meeting, 25 May 2010)

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS (continued)

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS

Reports

Issued: 9 July 2010.


Issued: 9 Nov. 2010.

Issued: 24 Nov. 2010.

General documents


S/2010/63 Letter, 2 Feb. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to letter from the Secretary-General dated 29 Jan. 2010 (S/2010/62) and reports that members of the Security Council have taken note of the intention to appoint Margot Wallström (Sweden) as Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in Conflict.


S/2010/316 Letter, 11 June 2010, from Palestine. Requests that the Security Council invite the Permanent Observer of Palestine to the UN to participate in the meeting of the Security Council to be held on Wednesday, 16 June 2010, in connection with the item entitled “Children and armed conflict.”
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS (continued)


S/2010/416 Letter, 29 July 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to para. 27 of resolution 1888 (2009) of Sept. 2009 by which the Security Council requested the Secretary-General to submit annual reports on the implementation of resolution 1820 (2008) and to submit his next report by Sept. 2010 on the implementation of both resolutions; requests an extension of the time frame for submission to be on 1 Dec. 2010 instead of Sept. 2010.

S/2010/417 Letter, 3 Aug. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Reports that the letter of the Secretary-General dated 29 July 2010 (S/2010/416) concerning the issuance of the report requested by the Security Council in para. 27 of its resolution 1888 (2009), under the agenda item "Women and peace and security", has been brought to the attention of the members of the Council.


S/PV.6341 (16 June 2010) Afghanistan, Argentina, Australia, Azerbaijan, Belgium, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Finland, Georgia, Germany, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Israel, Italy, Kazakhstan, Liechtenstein, Myanmar, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Pakistan, Peru, Qatar, Republic of Korea, Sierra Leone, Slovenia, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Switzerland, Thailand, Viet Nam and Yemen.


Reiterates its equally strong condemnation of all violations of applicable international law involving the recruitment and use of children by parties to armed conflict as well as their re-recruitment, killing and maiming, rape and other sexual violence, abductions, attacks against schools or hospitals and denial of humanitarian access by parties to armed conflict; demands that all relevant parties immediately put an end to such practices and take special measures to protect children; calls upon the Secretary-General to redouble his efforts to ensure strengthening of the Monitoring and Reporting Mechanism's capacities; reiterates its request that UN peacekeeping, peacebuilding and political missions as well as UN country teams; develop appropriate strategies and coordination mechanisms for information exchange and cooperation on cross-border child protection concerns; welcomes the efforts undertaken by UNICEF in carrying out its mandate on child protection by supporting the overall development and implementation of the Monitoring and Reporting Mechanism.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)

S/PV.6341 (16 June 2010) Afghanistan, Argentina, Australia, Azerbaijan, Belgium, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Finland, Georgia, Germany, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Israel, Italy, Kazakhstan, Liechtenstein, Myanmar, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Pakistan, Peru, Qatar, Republic of Korea, Sierra Leone, Slovenia, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Switzerland, Thailand, Viet Nam and Yemen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS (continued)

S/PV.6453 (16 Dec. 2010) Albania, Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Belgium, Benin, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Czech Republic, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Denmark, Djibouti, Estonia, Finland, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Kenya, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, Montenegro, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Panama, Papua New Guinea, Peru, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Romania, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Timor-Leste and Ukraine.

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6341 (16 June 2010).

S/PV.6341(Resumption1) (16 June 2010).
At the 6341st meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "Children and armed conflict": S/PRST/2010/10.

S/PV.6453 (16 Dec. 2010).
At the 6453rd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/641 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1960 (2010).

S/PV.6457 (20 Dec. 2010).

Resolutions

Requests the Secretary-General to apply the listing and de-listing criteria for parties listed in his annual report on sexual violence in armed conflict; requests the Secretary-General to track and monitor implementation of these commitments by parties to armed conflict on the Security Council's agenda that engage in patterns of rape and other sexual violence; requests the Secretary General to establish monitoring; requests the Secretary-General to continue to ensure full transparency, cooperation and coordination of efforts between the Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Children and Armed Conflict and the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in Conflict; invites the Special Representative on Sexual Violence in Conflict to continue to provide briefings on sexual violence; requests that the Secretary-General continue to submit annual reports to the Council. (Adopted unanimously, 6453rd meeting, 16 Dec. 2010)

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS (continued)

Reports

Issued: 11 Nov. 2010.

Issued: 24 Nov. 2010.

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS (continued)

General documents


S/2010/63 Letter, 2 Feb. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to letter from the Secretary-General dated 29 Jan. 2010 (S/2010/62) and reports that members of the Security Council have taken note of the intention to appoint Margot Wallström (Sweden) as Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in Conflict.

S/2010/416 Letter, 29 July 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to para. 27 of resolution 1888 (2009) of Sept. 2009 by which the Security Council requested the Secretary-General to submit annual reports on the implementation of resolution 1820 (2008) and to submit his next report by Sept. 2010 on the implementation of both resolutions; requests an extension of the time frame for submission to be on 1 Dec. 2010 instead of Sept. 2010.

S/2010/417 Letter, 3 Aug. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Reports that the letter of the Secretary-General dated 29 July 2010 (S/2010/416) concerning the issuance of the report requested by the Security Council in para. 27 of its resolution 1888 (2009), under the agenda item "Women and peace and security", has been brought to the attention of the members of the Council.

Draft resolutions

S/2010/641 Draft resolution [on sexual violence against women and children in situations of armed conflict] / Albania, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Benin, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Czech Republic, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Denmark, Djibouti, Estonia, Finland, France, Gabon, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Lebanon, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Mexico, Monaco, Montenegro, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Panama, Papua New Guinea, Peru, Portugal, Romania, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Timor-Leste, Turkey, Uganda, Ukraine, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS (continued)

Statements by the President of the Security Council


Recognizes that States bear the primary responsibility to respect and ensure the human rights of all individuals within their territory and subject to their jurisdiction as provided for by relevant international law; emphasizes that the promotion of peace processes and the achievement of sustainable peace and development as well as respect for human rights and the rule of law are of utmost importance for the long term protection of civilians; reiterates its strong condemnation of all violations of applicable international law and demands that parties to armed conflict comply strictly with the obligations applicable to them under international humanitarian, human rights and refugee law, as well as to implement all relevant decisions of the Security Council; recognises the needs of civilians under foreign occupation and stresses further, in this regard, the responsibilities of the occupying power in full compliance with international humanitarian law; stresses the importance of achieving durable solutions for refugees and internally displaced persons, in particular their voluntary, safe and dignified return, or local integration or resettlement; emphasizes that all civilians affected by armed conflict, including those suffering losses as a result of lawful acts under international law, deserve assistance and recognition in respect of their inherent dignity as human beings.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)

S/PRST/2010/25 (22 Nov. 2010) Afghanistan, Argentina, Australia, Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Botswana, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Egypt, Georgia, Germany, Ghana, India, Indonesia, Israel, Italy, Liechtenstein, Morocco, Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Slovenia, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Switzerland, Syrian Arab Republic, Uganda, and Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela.


CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS (continued)

S/PV.6453 (16 Dec. 2010) Albania, Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Belgium, Benin, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Czech Republic, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Denmark, Djibouti, Estonia, Finland, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Kenya, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, Montenegro, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Panama, Papua New Guinea, Peru, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Romania, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Timor-Leste and Ukraine.

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6354 (7 July 2010).
S/PV.6354(Resumption1) (7 July 2010).
S/PV.6427 (22 Nov. 2010).

At the 6427th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled “Protection of civilians in armed conflict”: S/PRST/2010/25.

S/PV.6427(Resumption1) (22 Nov. 2010).

S/PV.6453 (16 Dec. 2010).

At the 6453rd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/641 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1960 (2010).

Resolutions


Requests the Secretary-General to apply the listing and de-listing criteria for parties listed in his annual report on sexual violence in armed conflict; requests the Secretary-General to track and monitor implementation of these commitments by parties to armed conflict on the Security Council's agenda that engage in patterns of rape and other sexual violence; requests the Secretary General to establish monitoring; requests the Secretary-General to continue to ensure full transparency, cooperation and coordination of efforts between the Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Children and Armed Conflict and the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in Conflict; invites the Special Representative on Sexual Violence in Conflict to continue to provide briefings on sexual violence; requests that the Secretary-General continue to submit annual reports to the Council. (Adopted unanimously, 6453rd meeting, 16 Dec. 2010)

CÔTE D'IVOIRE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS

Reports


CÔTE D’IVOIRE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)


General documents


S/2010/104 Identical letters, 23 Feb. 2010, from Burkina Faso addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits press release issued following the working visit conducted on 22 Feb. 2010 by the Facilitator of the inter-Ivorian direct dialogue, the President of Burkina Faso, regarding the current crisis in Côte d’Ivoire.

CÔTE D’IVOIRE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)

S/2010/485 Letter, 14 Sept. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to para. 20 of Security Council resolution 1933 (2010) and recommends that the Security Council approve the deployment of a total of 300 troops (1 company each from 2 existing francophone troop contributors) and 100 formed police unit personnel (from 3 identified existing pol) for a period of up to 6 months; also reports that the Secretariat is exploring the possibility of deploying an aviation unit to the UN Operation in Côte d’Ivoire comprising up to 2 helicopters for a period of up to 3 months.

S/2010/486 Letter, 17 Sept. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to the letter of the Secretary-General dated 14 Sept. 2010 (S/2010/485) concerning raising, for a limited period of time prior to and after the elections in Côte d’Ivoire, the level of authorized military and police personnel of the UN Operation in Côte d’Ivoire, and states that it has been brought to the attention of the members of the Council and they take note of the information contained in the letter and approve the course of action outlined therein.

S/2010/493 Letter, 23 Sept. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to para. 6 of Security Council resolution 1765 (2007) in which the Council decided that the Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Côte d’Ivoire shall certify the electoral process; transmits statements issued on 24 Sept. 2010 entitled “Statement on the certification of the final voters list by Choi Young-Jin, Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Côte d’Ivoire” and “Statement attributable to the Spokesperson for the Secretary-General on the certification process in Côte d’Ivoire”.


S/2010/601 Letter, 22 Nov. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the UN Operation in Côte d’Ivoire (UNOCI) and to Security Council resolution 1942 (2010) of 29 Sept. 2010, in which the Council authorized a temporary increase of UNOCI military and police personnel from 8,650 to 9,150, and the immediate deployment of those additional capacities for a period of up to 6 months; informs that the deployment of the additional 500 military and police personnel to UNOCI was completed in a timely manner on 18 Oct. 2010.


Draft resolutions

S/2010/41 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d’Ivoire (UNOCI)] / France.
CÔTE D'IVOIRE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
(continued)
S/2010/253 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI)] / France.
S/2010/338 Draft resolution [on renewal of the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI) and of the French forces which support it] / France.
S/2010/499 Draft resolution [on authorization of the temporary increase of the military and police personnel of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI)] / France.
S/2010/602 Draft resolution [on redeployment of infantry companies and an aviation unit from UN Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) to the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI)] / France and United States of America.
S/2010/644 Draft resolution [on renewal of the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI) and of the French forces which support it] / Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, France, Gabon, Germany, Nigeria, Turkey, Uganda, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)
S/PV.6329 (3 June 2010) Côte d'Ivoire.
S/PV.6415 (3 Nov. 2010) Côte d'Ivoire.

Discussion in plenary
S/PV.6258 (14 Jan. 2010).
At the 6267th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/41 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1911 (2010).
S/PV.6323 (27 May 2010).
At the 6323rd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/253 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1924 (2010).
S/PV.6329 (3 June 2010).

CÔTE D'IVOIRE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
(continued)
S/2010/645 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of UNOCI until 31 May 2010, in particular to support the organization in Côte d'Ivoire of free, fair open and transparent elections; expresses its intention in principle to raise for a limited period of time the current level of 7450 authorized military personnel as will be needed and up to no more than 7950 personnel; stresses in this regard that it will hold the Ivorian parties fully accountable for the respect of the electoral timeline; requests UNOCI to continue to assist the Facilitator and his Special Representative in Abidjan in the conduct of the facilitation; decides to extend until 31 May 2010 the authorization it provided to the French forces in order to support UNOCI; expresses its intention to review in full by 31 May 2010 the mandate of UNOCI. (Adopted unanimously, 6267th meeting, 28 Jan. 2010)

Resolutions
S/RES/1911(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI)].
Reiterates its determination to bring its full support to a credible electoral process in Côte d'Ivoire; urges the relevant Ivorian stakeholders to ensure the publication of the final voters list; stresses that it will base its assessment of the electoral process on the certification that will be prepared by the Special Representative consistent with the five-criteria framework referred to in document S/2008/250; stresses the importance of an inclusive participation of the Ivorian civil society in the electoral process; urges again the political parties to comply fully with the Code of Good Conduct for elections which they signed under the auspices of the Secretary-General; urges the Government of Côte d'Ivoire to provide the operators involved in the electoral process with the necessary support; urges the Ivorian parties to make further concrete progress, before and after the elections, to advance the reunification and disarmament processes; decides to renew the mandate of UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI) until 31 May 2010, in particular to support the organization in Côte d'Ivoire of free, fair open and transparent elections; expresses its intention in principle to raise for a limited period of time the current level of 7450 authorized military personnel as will be needed and up to no more than 7950 personnel; stresses in this regard that it will hold the Ivorian parties fully accountable for the respect of the electoral timeline; requests UNOCI to continue to assist the Facilitator and his Special Representative in Abidjan in the conduct of the facilitation; decides to extend until 31 May 2010 the authorization it provided to the French forces in order to support UNOCI; expresses its intention to review in full by 31 May 2010 the mandate of UNOCI. (Adopted unanimously, 6267th meeting, 28 Jan. 2010)
CÔTE D'IVOIRE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
(continued)

S/RES/1924(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI)].

Decides to extend until 30 June 2010 the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI) as determined in resolution 1739 (2007); decides to extend until 30 June 2010 the authorization the Security Council provided to the French forces in order to support UNOCI within the limits of their deployment and capabilities. (Adopted unanimously, 6323rd meeting, 27 May 2010)

S/RES/1933(2010) [Renewal of the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI) and of the French forces which support it].

Urges the relevant Ivorian stakeholders to ensure the publication of the final voters list without further delay; urges again the political parties to comply fully with the Code of Good Conduct for elections; urges the signatories of the Ouagadougou Political Agreement to work towards a sustainable solution for the voluntary return, reinstallation, reintegration and security of displaced persons; requests UNOCI to prioritize the consolidation of the stability of the country; decides that UNOCI shall have the following mandate from the date of adoption of this resolution until 31 Dec. 2010: (a) monitoring the armed groups; (b) protection of civilians; (c) monitoring of the arms embargo; (d) public information; (e) assistance in the field of human rights; (f) support for humanitarian assistance; (g) support for the organization of open, free, fair and transparent elections; (h) operations of identification of the population; (i) disarmament, demobilization, storage of weapons and reintegration of former combatants of the 2 parties and members of militias; (j) support to redeployment of Ivorian state administration and Justice throughout the country; (k) reform of the security sector; (l) facilitation; (m) protection of UN personnel; decides that UNOCI will comprise a maximum of 7392 authorized military personnel; decides to extend until 31 Dec. 2010 the authorization the Security Council provided to the French forces in order to support UNOCI. (Adopted unanimously, 6350th meeting, 30 June 2010)

S/RES/1942(2010) [Authorization of the temporary increase of the military and police personnel of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI)].

Decides to authorize, as recommended by the Secretary-General in his letter dated 14 Sept. 2010 (S/2010/485), a temporary increase of UNOCI's authorized military and police personnel from 8,650 to 9,150; authorizes the immediate deployment of those additional capacities for a period of up to 6 months. (Adopted unanimously, 6393rd meeting, 29 Sept. 2010)


Decides to renew until 30 Apr. 2011 the measures on arms and the financial and travel measures imposed by paras. 7 to 12 of resolution 1572 (2004) and the measures preventing the importation by any State of all rough diamonds from Côte d'Ivoire imposed by para. 6 of resolution 1643 (2005); decides, in line with para. 27 of resolution 1933 (2010) and in addition to the provisions of para. 8 of resolution 1572 (2004), that the arms embargo shall not apply to the supplies of non-lethal equipment intended solely to enable the Ivorian security forces to use only appropriate and proportionate force while maintaining public order, as approved in advance by the Sanctions Committee; decides to extend the mandate of the Group of Experts as set out in para. 7 of resolution 1727 (2006) until 30 Apr. 2011 and requests the Secretary-General to take the necessary administrative measures. (Adopted unanimously, 6402nd meeting, 15 Oct. 2010)

S/RES/1951(2010) [Redeployment of infantry companies and an aviation unit from UN Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) to the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI)].

Decides to authorize the Secretary-General to temporarily redeploy from UN Mission in Liberia to the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire for a period of no more than 4 weeks a maximum of 3 infantry companies and an aviation unit comprised of 2 military utility helicopters. (Adopted unanimously, 6431st meeting, 24 Nov. 2010)

S/RES/1962(2010) [Renewal of the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI) and of the French forces which support it].

Urges all the Ivorian parties and stakeholders to respect the will of the people and the outcome of the election in view of Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) and African Union’s recognition of Alassane Dramane Ouattara as President-elect of Côte d'Ivoire; decides to renew the mandate of UN Operations in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI) until 30 June 2011; decides that UNOCI will maintain its total authorized strength at 8,650 personnel until 30 June 2011; decides to authorize the Secretary-General to extend until 31 Mar. 2011 the temporary deployment of up to 500 additional personnel; decides to authorize the Secretary-General to extend by up to 4 additional weeks the temporary redeployment from the UN Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) to UNOCI of a maximum of 3 infantry companies and 1 aviation unit comprised of 2 military utility helicopters; decides to extend until 30 June 2011 the authorization the Security Council provided to the French Forces in order to support UNOCI, within the limits of their deployment and their capabilities. (Adopted unanimously, 6458th meeting, 20 Dec. 2010)
CYPRUS QUESTION (continued)

S/2010/261 Letter, 28 May 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to Secretary-General's letter dated 27 May 2010 (S/2010/260) and reports that members of the Council have taken note of the Secretary-General's intention to appoint Lisa Buttenheim (United States) as Special Representative in Cyprus and head of the UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP) to replace Tayé-Brook Zerihoun (Ethiopia) who completed his assignment on 30 Apr. 2010.


Draft resolutions

S/2010/311 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP)] / China, France, Russian Federation, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States.

S/2010/631 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP)] / China, France, Russian Federation, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6339 (15 June 2010). At the 6339th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/311 was adopted (14-1-0): resolution 1930 (2010).

S/PV.6435 (6 Dec. 2010).
Resolutions

S/RES/1930(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP)]. Welcomes the progress made so far in the fully fledged negotiations; urges full exploitation of this opportunity preserving the current atmosphere of trust and goodwill, and engaging in the process in a constructive and open manner; urges also the implementation of confidence-building measure; calls on both sides to continue to engage in consultations with UNFICYP on the demarcation of the buffer zone; requests the Secretary-General to submit a report on implementation of this resolution, including on contingency planning in relation to the settlement, by 1 Dec. 2010 and to keep the Security Council updated on events as necessary; welcomes the efforts being undertaken by UNFICYP to implement the Secretary-General's zero tolerance policy on sexual exploitation and abuse and to ensure full compliance of its personnel with the UN code of conduct. (Adopted 14-1-0, 6445th meeting, 15 June 2010)

S/RES/1953(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP)]. Urges the implementation of confidence-building measures; expresses its full support for UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP) and decides to extend its mandate for a further period ending 15 June 2011; calls on both sides to continue to engage in consultations with UNFICYP on the demarcation of the buffer zone; requests the Secretary-General to submit a report on implementation of this resolution, including on contingency planning in relation to the settlement, by 1 June 2011 and to keep the Security Council updated on events as necessary. (Adopted 14-1-0, 6445th meeting, 14 Dec. 2010)

Reports


Draft resolutions


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6333 (7 June 2010). At the 6333rd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/285 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1928 (2010).
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
SITUATION
Reports
General documents
S/2010/93 Letter, 12 Feb. 2010, from Rwanda. Transmits a letter addressed to the Chairman of the Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1533 (2004), conveying additional information on members of the Forces démocratiques de libération du Rwanda (FDLR) and the Rally for Unity and Democracy (RUD-Urunana) and other individuals referred to in the final report of the Group of Experts on the Democratic Republic of the Congo dated 9 Nov. 2009 (S/2009/603).
S/2010/187 Letter, 14 Apr. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Reports that members of the Security Council have decided to send a mission to Africa (Democratic Republic of the Congo) led by Gérard Araud (France), tentatively from 16 to 20 Apr. 2010.
S/2010/207 Letter, 22 Apr. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to Security Council resolution 1896 (2009) of 30 Nov. 2009 concerning the Democratic Republic of the Congo and the extension of the Group of Experts established pursuant to resolution 1533 (2004) and reports that, after consulting with the Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1533 (2004), he has appointed experts Pawel Tarnawski, Poland (logistics) and Fred Roberts, United Kingdom (regional issues).
S/2010/303 Letter, 7 June 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the UN Organization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUC), established on 30 Nov. 1999 pursuant to Security Council resolution 1279 (1999) and to its extension pursuant to resolution 1925 (2010) until 30 June 2010, after which date the Mission will bear the title of UN Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUSCO), and reports the intention to appoint Roger A. Meece (United States) as Special Representative for the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Head of MONUSCO.
S/2010/304 Letter, 9 June 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to the letter of the Secretary-General dated 9 June 2010 (S/2010/303) concerning his intention to appoint Roger A. Meece (United States) as Special Representative for the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Head of the UN Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo; reports that the members of the Council have taken note of said intention.
S/2010/337 Letter, 25 June 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to Security Council resolution 1896 (2009) of 30 Nov. 2009 concerning the Democratic Republic of the Congo and the extension, for a period expiring on 30 Nov. 2010, of the Group of Experts established pursuant to resolution 1533 (2004); reports the appointment of Steven Hege, (United States (armed groups)), to replace Philip Lancaster, (Canada (armed groups)), who resigned from the Group, and Mouctar Kokouma Diallo, (Guinea (customs and finance)), to replace Philip Lancaster as Coordinator of the Group of Experts.
S/2010/367 Letter, 6 July 2010, from the Secretary-General. Reports his intention to appoint Lieutenant General Chander Prakash (India) as Force Commander of MONUSCO to replace Lieutenant General Babacar Gaye (Senegal), who will complete his tour of duty with the Mission on 31 July 2010.
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
SITUATION (continued)

S/2010/368 Letter, 8 July 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Reports that the letter of the Secretary-General dated 6 July 2010 (S/2010/367) concerning his intention to appoint Lieutenant General Chander Prakash (India) to the post of Force Commander of the UN Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo has been brought to the attention of the members of the Security Council.


Draft resolutions

S/2010/256 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Organization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUC)] / France, Gabon, Uganda, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.


Statements by the President of the Security Council


Reiterates its strong condemnation of mass rapes which occurred in the east of the Democratic Republic of the Congo late July and Aug.; urges the Government of the Democratic Republic of the Congo to ensure a swift and fair prosecution of the perpetrators of these terrible crimes and to inform the Security Council on measures undertaken to this end; expresses its readiness to consider all appropriate actions, including targeted measures against the perpetrators; reiterates its urgent call to the Government of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, in cooperation with the UN and other relevant actors, to put an end to impunity, in particular those bearing responsibility for gross human rights violations must be held to account; stresses that the fight against impunity is an integral part of the urgently-needed reform of the security sector; supports the launch by MONUSCO and the UN Country Team of a sensitization campaign, including through Radio Okapi, to encourage victims of sexual violence to report and to seek treatment and legal assistance; reaffirms its resolve to eliminate all forms of violence against women and children during and after armed conflict.

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
SITUATION (continued)

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6294 (7 Apr. 2010).
S/PV.6297 (13 Apr. 2010).
S/PV.6317 (19 May 2010).
S/PV.6324 (28 May 2010).

At the 6324th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/256 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1925 (2010).
S/PV.6378 (7 Sept. 2010).
S/PV.6387 (17 Sept. 2010).

At the 6387th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "The situation concerning the Democratic Republic of the Congo": S/PRST/2010/17.
S/PV.6432 (29 Nov. 2010).

At the 6432nd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/597 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1952 (2010).
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

SITUATION (continued)

Resolutions


Decides to extend the mandate of MONUC until 30 June 2010 and further decides that, in view of the new phase that has been reached in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the UN mission in that country, MONUC, shall, as from 1 July 2010, bear the title of the UN Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUSCO); decides that MONUSCO shall be deployed until 30 June 2011 and authorizes that MONUSCO shall comprise, in addition to the appropriate civilian, judiciary and correction components, a maximum of 19,815 military personnel, 760 military observers, 391 police personnel and 1,050 personnel of formed police units; authorizes the withdrawal of up to 2,000 UN military personnel by 30 June 2010 from areas where the security situation permits; authorizes MONUSCO, while concentrating its military forces in the east of the country, to keep a reserve force capable of redeploying rapidly elsewhere in the country; decides that future reconfigurations of MONUSCO should be determined on the basis of the evolution of the situation on the ground and on the achievement of the objectives to be pursued by the Government of the Democratic Republic of the Congo and the UN mission; requests the Secretary-General to take the necessary measures to ensure full compliance of MONUSCO with the UN zero-tolerance policy on sexual exploitation and abuses and to keep the Council informed if cases of such conduct occur. (Adopted unanimously, 6324th meeting, 28 May 2010)


Decides to renew until 30 Nov. 2011 the measures on arms, transport, financial and travel against the Democratic Republic of the Congo imposed by resolution 1807 (2008) and expansion of the mandate of the Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1533 (2004)].

Decides to renew until 30 Nov. 2011 the measures on arms imposed by para. 1 of resolution 1807 (2008) and reaffirms the provisions of paras. 2, 3 and 5 of that resolution; decides to renew the measures on transport imposed by paras. 6 and 8 of resolution 1807 (2008) and reaffirms the provisions of para. 7 of that resolution; decides to renew the financial and travel measures imposed by paras. 9 and 11 of resolution 1807 (2008); requests the Secretary-General to extend the Group of Experts Established pursuant to Resolution 1533 (2004); decides that the Committee should consider whether the individual or entity has exercised due diligence consistent with the steps set out in para. 8; urges UN Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUSCO) to continue supporting the efforts of the Congolese authorities; recommends that all States regularly publish full import and export statistics for natural resources; decides that, when appropriate and no later than 30 Nov. 2011, it shall review the measures set forth in this resolution. (Adopted unanimously, 6432nd meeting, 29 Nov. 2010)

DISARMAMENT

General documents


Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)

S/PV.6310 (11 May 2010) Argentina, Colombia, Cuba, India, Islamic Republic of Iran, Israel, Morocco, New Zealand, Norway, Syrian Arab Republic, Tunisia and Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela.

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6310 (11 May 2010).

DJIBOUTI–ERITREA

Reports

DJIBOUTI–ERITREA (continued)

General documents

S/2010/116 Letter, 1 Mar. 2010, from Eritrea. Transmits copy of letter addressed to the Secretary-General and a petition calling on the UN to repeal the sanctions imposed on Eritrea; the electronic version of the petition, with 118,000 signatures, from the E-SMART Campaign (Eritrean Sanctions Must Be Annullled Today), a project of the Organization of Eritrean Americans, in response to resolution 1907 (2009), is available in the Secretariat.


S/2010/291 (A/64/806) Letter, 7 June 2010, from Qatar. Transmits letter dated 6 June 2010 from the Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs of Qatar transmitting the Agreement concerning peaceful settlement of the border dispute between the Eritrea and Djibouti, signed on 6 June 2010 by the Presidents of Eritrea and Djibouti, and signed on behalf of Qatar as mediator and witness by the Emir of Qatar.

S/2010/350 Letter, 30 June 2010, from Eritrea. Refers to the report of the Secretary-General on Eritrea (S/2010/327) and reports that Eritrea concurs with most of the issues concerning Djibouti, Somalia and Ethiopia mentioned in the report.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6316 (19 May 2010).

S/PV.6362 (20 July 2010).

S/PV.6457 (20 Dec. 2010).

ERITREA–ETHIOPIA

General documents

S/2010/38 Letter, 18 Jan. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to letter dated 2 Oct. 2008 (S/2008/630) from the Secretary-General regarding regular reports to the Security Council following the termination of the mandate of the UN Mission in Ethiopia and Eritrea and transmits letter of 20 Nov. 2009 from the President of the Eritrea-Ethiopia Claims Commission including the final report to the Secretary-General on the work of the Commission.


EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY

General documents

S/2010/43 Letter, 25 Jan. 2010, from Croatia. Refers to statement made by the Serbian President, Boris Tadic, at the Security Council debate on the UN Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo held on 22 Jan. 2010 and concludes that this will not deter Croatia from pursuing good-neighbourly relations with all countries in the South-East European region.

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6268 (5 Feb. 2010).
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FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION

Reports

S/2010/5 Letter, 5 Jan. 2010, from the Secretary-General to the President of the International Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia seeking the extension of the terms of office for ad litem judges, Kimberly Prost (Canada) and Ole Bjørn Stole (Norway), until the end of May 2010, so that they may complete the judgment in the case of Prosecutor v. Popovic et al.

S/2010/77 Letter, 8 Feb. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Transmits reports on the international security presence in Kosovo covering the period from 1 July to 30 September 2009 (Annex I); 1 April-30 June 2009 (Annex II); 1 January-31 March 2009 (Annex III); 1 November-31 December 2008 (Annex IV); and 1 August-31 October 2008 (Annex V).


General documents

S/2010/43 Letter, 25 Jan. 2010, from Croatia. Refers to statement made by the Serbian President, Boris Tadic, at the Security Council debate on the UN Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo held on 22 Jan. 2010 and concludes that this will not deter Croatia from pursuing good-neighbourly relations with all countries in the South-East European region.


S/2010/521 Letter, 29 July 2010, from the Secretary-General. Transmits the monthly report on the operations of the Kosovo Force covering the period from 1 July to 31 Aug. 2010.


FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION (continued)

S/2010/599 (A/65/588) Identical letters, 23 Nov. 2010, from the Secretary-General addressed to the President of the General Assembly and the President of the Security Council. Transmits letter dated 9 Nov. 2010 from the President of the International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since 1991 requesting that the term of office of Judge Uldis Kinis and Judge Kevin Parker be extended so that they may complete the Gotovina et al. trial and the Dordevic trial respectively, and that Judge Kinis be permitted to serve at the Tribunal beyond the cumulative period of 3 years stipulated under article 13 ter, para. 2, of the statute of the Tribunal.

Draft resolutions

S/2010/138 Draft resolution [on the maximum number of ad litem judges serving at the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY)] / Austria.

S/2010/347 Draft resolution [on extension of the terms of office of permanent and ad litem judges to the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY)] / Austria.

S/2010/582 Draft resolution [on authorization of the Member States to establish a multinational stabilization force (EUFOR) in Bosnia and Herzegovina as a legal successor of SFOR] / Austria, France, Germany, Italy, Russian Federation, Turkey, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America.

S/2010/629 Draft resolution [on authorization of the judges to complete cases notwithstanding the expiry of their term of office at the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY)] / Austria.

S/2010/651 Draft resolution [on establishment of the International Residual Mechanism for Criminal Tribunals with two branches and the adoption of the Statute of the Mechanism].

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


S/PV.6314 (17 May 2010).

S/PV.6319 (24 May 2010).

S/PV.6342 (18 June 2010).

S/PV.6353 (6 July 2010).

S/PV.6367 (3 Aug. 2010).

S/PV.6421 (11 Nov. 2010).

S/PV.6422 (12 Nov. 2010).

S/PV.6426 (18 Nov. 2010).

At the 6426th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/582 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1948 (2010).

S/PV.6434 (6 Dec. 2010).

S/PV.6446 (14 Dec. 2010).

At the 6446th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/629 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1954 (2010).

S/PV.6463 (22 Dec. 2010).

At the 6463rd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/651 was adopted (14-0-1): resolution 1966 (2010).

Resolutions

S/RES/1915(2010) [The maximum number of ad litem judges serving at the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY)].

Decides that the total number of ad litem judges serving at the International Tribunal may temporarily exceed the maximum of 12 provided for in art. 12, para. 1, of the Statute of the International Tribunal, to a maximum of 13 at any one time, returning to a maximum of 12 by 30 June 2010, or upon completion of the Popovic case if sooner. (Adopted unanimously, 6286th meeting, 18 Mar. 2010)
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION (continued)

S/RES/1931(2010) [Extension of the terms of office of permanent and ad litem judges to the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY)].

Decides to extend the terms of office of the permanent judges at the International Tribunal, who are members of the Appeals Chamber, until 31 Dec. 2012 or until the completion of the cases to which they are assigned or until the completion of their term as members of the Appeals Chamber; decides to extend the term of office of the permanent judges at the International Tribunal, who are members of the Trial Chamber, until 31 Dec. 2011 or until the completion of the cases to which they are assigned; underlines its intention to extend, by 30 June 2011, the terms of office of the trial judges at the International Tribunal based on the Tribunal's projected trial schedule, and requests the President of the International Tribunal to submit to the Council an updated trial and appeals schedule no later than 15 May 2011; decides to allow ad litem Judges Baird, David, Gwaunza, Harhoff, Lattanzi, Mindua, Picard, Prandler, and Trechsel to serve at the International Tribunal beyond the cumulative period of service provided for under article 13 ter, para. 2, of the Statute of the International Tribunal; urges the International Tribunal to complete its work expeditiously. (Adopted unanimously, 6348th meeting, 29 June 2010)

S/RES/1948(2010) [Authorization of the Member States to establish a multinational stabilization force (EUFOR) in Bosnia and Herzegovina as a legal successor to SFOR].

Authorizes the Member States acting through or in cooperation with the European Union to establish for a further period of 12 months, starting from the date of the adoption of this resolution, a multinational stabilization force (EUFOR) as a legal successor to SFOR under unified command and control, which will fulfil its missions in relation to the implementation of annex 1-A and annex 2 of the Peace Agreement in cooperation with the NATO Headquarters presence; authorizes the Member States to take all necessary measures to effect the implementation of and to ensure compliance with annexes 1-A and 2 of the Peace Agreement; authorizes Member States to take all necessary measures, at the request of either EUFOR or the NATO Headquarters, in defence of the EUFOR or NATO presence respectively, and to assist both organizations in carrying out their missions, and recognizes the right of both EUFOR and the NATO presence to take all necessary measures to defend themselves from attack or threat of attack; authorizes the Member States to take all necessary measures to ensure compliance with the rules and procedures governing command and control of airspace over Bosnia and Herzegovina with respect to all civilian and military air traffic; demands that the parties respect the security and freedom of movement of EUFOR, the NATO presence, and other international personnel. (Adopted unanimously, 6426th meeting, 18 Nov. 2010)

S/RES/1954(2010) [Authorization of the judges to complete cases notwithstanding the expiry of their term of office at the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY)].

Decides that, notwithstanding the expiry of his term of office on 31 Dec. 2010, Judge Uldis Kinis is authorized to complete the Gotovina et al. case; and takes note of the intention of the International Tribunal to complete the case by the end of Feb. 2011; decides that, notwithstanding the expiry of his term of office on 31 Dec. 2010, Judge Kevin Parker is authorized to complete the Dordevic case; and takes note of the intention of the International Tribunal to complete the case by the end of Mar. 2011; decides to allow Judge Kinis to serve at the International Tribunal beyond the cumulative period of service provided for under article 13 ter, para. 2, of the Statute of the International Tribunal. (Adopted unanimously, 6446th meeting, 14 Dec. 2010)


Decides to establish the International Residual Mechanism for Criminal Tribunals ("the Mechanism") with 2 branches, which shall commence functioning on 1 July 2010 (branch for the ICTR) and 1 July 2013 (branch for the ICTY), and to this end decides to adopt the Statute of the Mechanism in Annex 1 of this resolution; decides that the provisions of this resolution and the Statutes of the Mechanism and of the International Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and International Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) shall be subject to the transitional arrangements; requests the ICTY and the ICTR to take all possible measures to expeditiously complete all their remaining work; decides that the Mechanism shall continue the jurisdiction, rights and obligations and essential functions of the ICTY and the ICTR, respectively; decides that the Rules of Procedure and Evidence of the Mechanism and any amendments thereto shall take effect upon adoption by the judges of the Mechanism unless the Security Council decides otherwise; decides that all States shall cooperate fully with the Mechanism; requests the Tribunals and the Mechanism to cooperate with the countries of the former Yugoslavia and with Rwanda; decides that the Mechanism shall operate for an initial period of 4 years. (Adopted 14-0-1, 6463rd meeting, 22 Dec. 2010)

GEORGIA SITUATION

General documents

S/2010/6 (A/64/618) Identical letters, 29 Dec. 2009, from Georgia to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits statements by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on agreement between the Russian Federation and Abkhazia (Georgia) in the field of energy and an alleged denial of access to the World Food Programme into Georgia.
GEORGIA SITUATION (continued)


S/2010/103 Letter, 25 Feb. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the Joint Incident Prevention and Response Mechanism and reports his intention to appoint Antti Turunen (Finland) as UN Representative.


S/2010/176 (A/64/740) Identical letters, 7 Apr. 2010, from Georgia to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits 4 statements of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs reporting on the Geneva talks, held 29-30 Mar. 2010 regarding an alleged establishment of a trade mission, a construction-assemble works of heliports in the territory of Georgia and the ratification of agreements on “joint efforts for the protection of the so-called border” between Russia and the Sokhumi and Tskhinvali proxy regimes; also reports discussion by the working groups concerning measures for the safe return of the refugees and internally displaced persons.


S/2010/309 (A/64/812) Identical letters, 9 June 2010, from Georgia addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits statement of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on the 11th round of the Geneva talks, held 7-8 June 2010, at which the issues of security and stability in Georgia’s occupied Abkhazia and Tskhinvali regions and the safe and dignified return of the internally displaced persons and refugees to the places of their habitual residence were discussed.

S/2010/400 (A/64/875) Identical letters, 26 July 2010, from Georgia addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits the Action Plan for Engagement, issued by the Office of the State Minister for Reintegration of Georgia, 6 July 2010.

S/2010/412 (A/64/882) Identical letters, 29 July 2010, from Georgia addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits statement of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on the 12th round of the Geneva talks, held 26 and 27 July 2010, at which the issues of security and stability in Georgia’s occupied Abkhazia and Tskhinvali regions and the safe and dignified return of the internally displaced persons and refugees to the places of their habitual residence were discussed.


S/2010/541 (A/65/521) Identical letters, 15 Oct. 2010, from Georgia addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits statement of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Georgia on the 13th round of the Geneva Discussions, held on 14 Oct. 2010, at which the issues of security and stability in Abkhazia and Tskhinvali regions and the return of internally displaced persons and refugees to the places of their habitual residence were discussed.


S/2010/613 (A/65/600) Identical letters, 3 Dec. 2010, from Georgia addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits statement of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Georgia concerning the alleged ongoing acts of vandalism towards Georgian cultural and religious monuments in Abkhazia, Georgia.

GREAT LAKES REGION (AFRICA) – REGIONAL SECURITY

General documents

S/2010/187 Letter, 14 Apr. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Reports that members of the Security Council have decided to send a mission to Africa (Democratic Republic of the Congo) led by Gérard Araud (France), tentatively from 16 to 20 Apr. 2010.


GREECE–THE FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA

General documents


GUINEA–POLitical CONDITIONS

General documents


Statements by the President of the Security Council


Welcomes the recent positive developments in Guinea while remaining concerned by the situation; reiterates the statement of its President (S/PRST/2009/27); looks forward to the timely restoration of the normal constitutional order in a peaceful manner through a civilian-led transition; reiterates its support for the efforts of the Economic Community of West African States and the African Union; calls upon all Guinean stakeholders to implement the Joint Declaration of Ouagadougou in full, to engage actively into the transition towards the restoration of the normal constitutional order through the holding of elections within 6 months; urges the national authorities to prevent any further violence, and uphold the rule of law, including promotion, protection and respect for human rights and due process and stresses their obligations towards the victims and witnesses; reiterates the call it made in its resolution 1888 (2009) to increase the representation of women in mediation processes and decision-making processes with regard to conflict resolution and peacebuilding.

Discussions in plenary

S/PV.6272 (16 Feb. 2010). At the 6272nd meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled “Peace consolidation in West Africa”: S/PRST/2010/3.

GUINEA-BISSAU SITUATION

Reports


Draft resolutions

S/2010/591 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Integrated Peacebuilding Office in Guinea-Bissau (UNIOGBIS)] / Nigeria.
GUINEA-BISSAU SITUATION (continued)

Statements by the President of the Security Council


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6281 (5 Mar. 2010).

S/PV.6359 (15 July 2010).

S/PV.6364 (22 July 2010).

At the 6364th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members on the item entitled "The situation in Guinea-Bissau": S/PRST/2010/15.

S/PV.6416 (5 Nov. 2010).

S/PV.6428 (23 Nov. 2010).

At the 6428th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/591 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1949 (2010).

GUINEA-BISSAU SITUATION (continued)

Resolutions

S/RES/1949(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Integrated Peacebuilding Office in Guinea-Bissau (UNIOGBIS)].

Decides to extend the mandate of the UN Integrated Peacebuilding Office in Guinea-Bissau (UNIOGBIS) until 31 Dec. 2011; requests the Secretary-General to develop a strategic workplan with appropriate benchmarks to measure and track progress on the implementation of the UNIOGBIS mandate; calls on the Government of Guinea-Bissau to conclude the investigations into the political assassinations of Mar. and June 2009 and ensure that the results of the investigations and the work of the National Commission of Inquiry are credible, transparent and consistent with internationally agreed standards and to ensure the prosecution of those responsible for criminal acts, so that they are held accountable; requests the Secretary-General to assist in the conclusion of these investigations and overall efforts to end impunity, promote the rule of law and constitutional order in Guinea-Bissau; requests the Secretary-General, through his Special Representative in Guinea-Bissau, to continue to support national efforts to effectively coordinate international assistance for credible security sector reform under the principle of full civilian control of the military and on the basis of a comprehensive threat assessment, taking into account the work already undertaken by the European Union and other international actors in this area. (Adopted unanimously, 6428th meeting, 23 Nov. 2010)

HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS

Reports


Issued: 1 Sept. 2010.

General documents

S/2010/23 Letter, 13 Jan. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) and reports the intention to immediately deploy Edmond Mulet, Assistant Secretary-General, Office of Operations, Department of Peacekeeping Operations, to serve as his Acting Special Representative and Head of MINUSTAH.
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)

S/2010/24 Letter, 13 Jan. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to letter dated 13 Jan. 2010 (S/2010/23) from the Secretary-General concerning the intention to deploy Edmund Mulet as Acting Special Representative and Head of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) and reports that members of the Security Council take note of the intention expressed therein.


S/2010/131 Letter, 8 Mar. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) and reports the Secretary-General’s intention to appoint Major General Luiz Guilherme Paul Cruz (Brazil) as Force Commander of MINUSTAH, to replace Major General Florian Peixoto (Brazil) who will complete his tour of duty on 9 Apr. 2010.

S/2010/132 Letter, 10 Mar. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to Secretary-General’s letter dated 10 Mar. 2010 (S/2010/131) and reports that his intention to appoint Major General Luiz Guilherme Paul Cruz (Brazil) as Force Commander of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) has been brought to the attention of the Council and they have taken note thereof.

S/2010/160 Letter, 26 Mar. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) and reports the Secretary-General’s intention to appoint Edmond Mulet (Guatemala) as his Special Representative in Haiti and Head of MINUSTAH.

S/2010/161 Letter, 29 Mar. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to Secretary-General’s letter dated 26 Mar. 2010 (S/2010/160) and reports that members of the Security Council have taken note of his intention to appoint Edmond Mulet (Guatemala) as his Special Representative and Head of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti.

Draft resolutions

S/2010/29 Draft resolution [on increasing the overall force levels of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) to support the immediate recovery, reconstruction and stability efforts] / Argentina, Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, France, Gabon, Guatemala, Japan, Lebanon, Mexico, Nigeria, Peru, Russian Federation, Turkey, Uganda, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America and Uruguay.

S/2010/277 Draft resolution [on the composition of the military and police components of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH)] / Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Canada, Chile, France, Guatemala, Japan, Mexico, Peru, Spain, United States of America and Uruguay.

S/2010/519 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH)] / Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Ecuador, France, Guatemala, Japan, Mexico, Peru, Spain, United States of America and Uruguay.

HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


S/PV.6303 (28 Apr. 2010) Argentina, Canada, Dominican Republic, Colombia, Guatemala, Haiti, Norway, Peru, Spain and Uruguay.

S/PV.6330 (4 June 2010) Argentina, Canada, Chile, Guatemala, Haiti, Peru, Spain and Uruguay.

S/PV.6382 (13 Sept. 2010) Argentina, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Haiti, Norway, Peru and Uruguay.

S/PV.6399 (14 Oct. 2010) Argentina, Canada, Chile, Ecuador, Guatemala, Haiti, Peru, Spain and Uruguay.

Discussion in plenary


S/PV.6274 (19 Feb. 2010).

S/PV.6303 (28 Apr. 2010).

S/PV.6330 (4 June 2010). At the 6330th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/277 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1927 (2010).

S/PV.6380 (9 Sept. 2010).

S/PV.6382 (13 Sept. 2010).

S/PV.6399 (14 Oct. 2010). At the 6399th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/519 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1944 (2010).

Resolutions

S/RES/1908(2010) [Increasing the overall force levels of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) to support the immediate recovery, reconstruction and stability efforts].

Endorses the recommendation made by the Secretary-General to increase the overall force levels of UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti to support the immediate recovery, reconstruction and stability efforts; decides that MINUSTAH will consist of a military component of up to 8,940 troops of all ranks and of a police component of up to 3,711 police and that it will keep the new levels of troops and police in MINUSTAH under review as necessary. (Adopted unanimously, 6261st meeting, 19 Jan. 2010)
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)

S/RES/1927(2010) [The composition of the military and police components of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH)].

Authorizes the deployment of a further 680 police in addition to the police strength authorized by resolution 1908 (2010), as a temporary surge capacity with clearly defined objectives, and a particular focus on building the capacity of the Haitian National Police; decides, therefore, that MINUSTAH will consist of a military component of up to 8,940 troops of all ranks and of a police component of up to 4,391 police and that it will keep the new levels of troops and police in MINUSTAH under close and regular review, including through the electoral period and subsequent constitutional transfer of power, and requests MINUSTAH to continue, within its current mandate, its collaboration with OCHA and the UN Country Team in supporting the humanitarian and recovery efforts and further encourages all actors to continue to engage in joint planning and coordination at the national and local level; requests MINUSTAH to continue its support to the Haitian Government and to the Provisional Electoral Council, as requested, in the preparation and conduct of Haiti's elections, and to coordinate international electoral assistance to Haiti in cooperation with other international stakeholders including the OAS. (Adopted unanimously, 6330th meeting, 4 June 2010)

S/RES/1944(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH)].

Decides to extend the mandate of MINUSTAH until 15 Oct. 2011, with the intention of further renewal; decides to maintain the current Mission overall force levels, which consists of a military component of up to 8940 troops of all ranks and of a police component of up to 4391 police and calls on the Secretary-General to conduct a comprehensive assessment of the security environment following the election and transfer of power to a new government in 2011; requests the UN country team, to complement security and development operations undertaken by the Government of Haiti with the support of MINUSTAH with activities aimed at effectively improving the living conditions of the concerned populations, in particular women and children; requests MINUSTAH to continue to implement quick-impact projects that further enhance the trust of the Haitian population towards MINUSTAH; strongly condemns the grave violations against children affected by armed violence, as well as widespread rape and other sexual abuse of women and girls, and calls upon the Government of Haiti, with the support of MINUSTAH and the UN country team, to continue to promote and protect the rights of women and children; requests MINUSTAH to continue to pursue its expanded community violence reduction approach, adapting the programme to the changing requirements of the post-earthquake Haitian context with a particular focus on the displaced and those living in violence-affected neighbourhoods; requests MINUSTAH to continue to support the Haitian authorities in their efforts to control the flow of small arms including labour-intensive projects, the development of a weapons registry, the revision of current laws on importation and possession of arms, reform of the weapons permit system and the development and implementation of a national community policing doctrine; requests the Secretary-General to include in his reports a comprehensive assessment of threats to security in Haiti and give particular attention to the protective environment for all, in particular women and children, and on progress in the sustainable resettlement of displaced persons, and to propose, as appropriate, options to reconfigure the composition of MINUSTAH. (Adopted unanimously, 6399th meeting, 14 Oct. 2010)

HUMAN RIGHTS

General documents

ICJ–MEMBERS

General documents

S/2010/136 Note concerning the date of an election to fill a vacancy in the International Court of Justice / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/255 Note concerning the date of an election to fill a vacancy in the International Court of Justice / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/297 (A/64/807) Election of a member of the International Court of Justice: submission of a nomination by national groups: note / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/298 (A/64/808) Election of a member of the International Court of Justice: memorandum / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/299 (A/64/809) Election of a member of the International Court of Justice: curriculum vitae of the candidate nominated by national groups: note / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/442 (A/64/899) Election of a member of the International Court of Justice: memorandum / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/443 (A/64/900) Submission of a nomination by national groups: note / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/444 (A/64/901) Curriculum vitae of the candidate nominated by national groups: note / by the Secretary-General.

Draft resolutions

S/2010/141 Draft resolution [on the date of election to fill a vacancy in the International Court of Justice].

S/2010/271 Draft resolution [on the date of election to fill a vacancy in the International Court of Justice].

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6285 (18 Mar. 2010).
At the 6285th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/141 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1914 (2010).

S/PV.6327 (2 June 2010).
At the 6327th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/271 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1926 (2010).

S/PV.6346 (29 June 2010).
At the 6346th meeting, Hanquin Xue (China), having received the required majority of votes in the Security Council and the General Assembly, has been elected a member of the International Court of Justice for the remainder of the term of office of Judge Shi Jiuyong until 5 Feb. 2012.

S/PV.6381 (9 Sept. 2010).
At the 6381st meeting, Joan E. Donoghue, having received the required majority of votes in the Security Council and the General Assembly, was elected as a member of the ICJ until 5 Feb. 2015.

S/PV.6412 (27 Oct. 2010).

ICJ–MEMBERS (continued)

Resolutions

S/RES/1914(2010) [The date of election to fill a vacancy in the International Court of Justice].
Decides that the election to fill the vacancy shall take place on 29 June 2010 at a meeting of the Security Council and at a meeting of the General Assembly at its 64th session. (Adopted unanimously, 6285th meeting, 18 Mar. 2010)

S/RES/1926(2010) [The date of election to fill a vacancy in the International Court of Justice].
Decides that the election to fill the vacancy shall take place on 9 Sept. 2010 at a meeting of the Security Council and at a meeting of the General Assembly at its 64th session. (Adopted unanimously, 6327th meeting, 2 June 2010)

INDIA-PAKISTAN QUESTION

General documents


INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

Reports


General documents

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY (continued)

**Draft resolutions**

S/2010/557 Draft resolution [on affirming the importance of the UN Peacebuilding Commission]

**Statements by the President of the Security Council**


Notes with concern the serious threats posed in some cases by drug trafficking and transnational organized crime to international security and the increasing link between drug trafficking and the financing of terrorism; notes that these transnational crimes may threaten the security of countries on its agenda and undermine the authority of states; notes that organized crime groups and networks are becoming more diversified and connected in their illicit operations; calls upon Member States to increase international and regional cooperation, as well as their cooperation with the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) and the International Narcotic Control Board; encourages the coordination of UN actions in order to enhance the effectiveness of appropriate international efforts; reaffirms and commends the important work of UNODC in collaboration with other relevant entities of the UN; encourages States to strengthen international, regional and sub-regional cooperation to counter drug trafficking, transnational organized crime, terrorism and corruption and to investigate and prosecute persons and entities responsible for these crimes consistent with international law; expresses its concern about the number of victims caused by acts of terrorism; invites the Secretary-General to consider these threats as a factor in conflict prevention strategies, conflict analysis, integrated missions' assessment and planning and to consider including in his reports analysis on the role played by these threats in situations on its agenda.


**S/2010/248** Letter, 19 May 2010, from Lebanon. Transmits concept paper for the Security Council meeting on the theme "Intercultural Dialogue for Peace and Security", to be held on 26 May 2010 in connection with the item entitled "Maintenance of international peace and security".

**S/2010/284** Letter, 18 June 2010, from Mexico. Transmits concept note for the open thematic debate in the Security Council to be held on 29 June 2010 under the presidency of Mexico, on the promotion and strengthening of the rule of law in the maintenance of international peace and security.


**S/2010/461** Letter, 1 Sept. 2010, from Turkey. Transmits concept paper for the Security Council summit on "Ensuring the Security Council's effective role in maintaining international peace and security" to be held on 23 Sept. 2010.

**S/2010/462** Letter, 1 Sept. 2010, from Turkey. Transmits concept note regarding the briefing on counter-terrorism, which will be held in the Security Council on 27 Sept. 2010.


**S/2010/690** Letter, 30 Dec. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to Security Council resolution 1646 (2005), adopted on 20 Dec. 2005; reports that, following informal consultations, the members of the Security Council agreed on the selection of Gabon and Colombia as the 2 elected members of the Council to participate in the Organizational Committee for a term of 1 year, until the end of 2011.
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY (continued)


Stresses that the comprehensive and coherent use of preventive diplomacy, peacemaking, peacekeeping and peacebuilding tools is important in creating the conditions for sustainable peace; undertakes to provide the necessary political support to ensure this overarching objective; also reiterates its strong support for the protection of civilians and reaffirms its conviction that the protection of civilians in armed conflicts, particularly women and children, should be an important aspect of any comprehensive strategy to resolve conflicts; calls upon Member States to resolve differences peacefully and draws particular attention to the importance of preventive diplomacy as a cost-effective and efficient way of crisis management and conflict resolution; further commits to following closely existing and potential conflict situations that may affect international peace and security, engaging with parties undertaking preventive efforts, encouraging the steps taken to de-escalate tension and build confidence, supporting efforts aimed at mobilizing the necessary expertise and capabilities available in and to the UN.


Condemns terrorism in all its forms and manifestations, reaffirms that any terrorist acts are criminal and unjustifiable regardless of their motivations, whenever and by whomever committed, and reaffirms that terrorism cannot and should not be associated with any religion, nationality or ethnic group; renews its call upon all Member States to become party, as a matter of urgency, to the relevant international conventions and protocols, whether or not they are a party to regional conventions on the matter, and to fully implement their obligations under those to which they are a party; reiterates its call upon Member States to enhance their cooperation and solidarity, particularly through bilateral and multilateral arrangements and agreements to prevent and suppress terrorist attacks; reiterates the obligation of Member States to refrain from providing any form of support, active or passive, to entities or persons involved in or associated with terrorist acts.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)

S/PV.6310 (11 May 2010) Argentina, Colombia, Cuba, India, Islamic Republic of Iran, Iraq, Israel, Morocco, New Zealand, Norway, Syrian Arab Republic, Tunisia and Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela.

S/PV.6347 (29 June 2010) Argentina, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Australia, Botswana, Canada, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Guatemala, Italy, Liechtenstein, Norway, Peru, Republic of Korea, Solomon Islands, South Africa and Switzerland.

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY (continued)

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6277 (24 Feb. 2010).

At the 6277th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "Threats to international peace and security": S/PRST/2010/4.

S/PV.6310 (11 May 2010).

S/PV.6322 (26 May 2010).

S/PV.6347 (29 June 2010).

At the 6347th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "The promotion and strengthening of the rule of law in the maintenance of international peace and security": S/PRST/2010/11.

S/PV.6347(Resumption1) (29 June 2010).

At the 6347th resumed meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "The promotion and strengthening of the rule of law in the maintenance of international peace and security": S/PRST/2010/11.

S/PV.6389 (23 Sept. 2010).

At the 6389th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "The promotion and strengthening of the rule of law in the maintenance of international peace and security": S/PRST/2010/18.

S/PV.6390 (27 Sept. 2010).

At the 6390th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "Threats to international peace and security caused by terrorists acts": S/PRST/2010/19.


At the 6414th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/557 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1947 (2010).

S/PV.6457 (20 Dec. 2010).

Resolutions

S/RES/1947(2010) [Affirming the importance of the UN Peacebuilding Commission]

Requests all relevant UN actors to take forward, within their mandates and as appropriate, the recommendations of the report entitled "Review of the United Nations Peacebuilding Architecture", as set out in document S/2010/393, with the aim of further improving the effectiveness of the Peacebuilding Commission; recognizes that the peacebuilding work of the UN requires sustained support and adequate resources to meet the challenges; requests the Peacebuilding Commission to reflect in its annual reports progress made in taking forward the relevant recommendations of the report. (Adopted unanimously, 6414th meeting, 29 Oct. 2010)
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA

Reports


General documents

S/2010/133 Letter, 15 Mar. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Transmits letter dated 1 Mar. 2010 from the President of the International Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia seeking the extension of the terms of office of ad hoc judges, Kimberly Prost (Canada) and Ole Bjørn Stele (Norway), until the end of May, 2010, so that they may complete the judgment in the case of the Prosecutor v. Popovic et al.

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA (continued)

S/2010/330 (A/64/841) Identical letters, 18 June 2010, from the Secretary-General to the President of the General Assembly and the President of the Security Council. Transmits letter from President of the International Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia requesting the extension of the terms of office of all the Tribunal's judges, which expire on 31 Dec. 2010 depending on the exigency of their services.

S/2010/599 (A/65/588) Identical letters, 23 Nov. 2010, from the Secretary-General addressed to the President of the General Assembly and the President of the Security Council. Transmits letter dated 9 Nov. 2010 from the President of the International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since 1991 requesting that the term of office of Judge Uldis Kinis and Judge Kevin Parker be extended so that they may complete theGotovina et al. trial and the Dordevic trial respectively, and that Judge Kinis be permitted to serve at the Tribunal beyond the cumulative period of 3 years stipulated under article 13 ter, para. 2, of the statute of the Tribunal.

Draft resolutions

S/2010/138 Draft resolution [on the maximum number of ad hoc judges serving at the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY)] / Austria.

S/2010/347 Draft resolution [on extension of the terms of office of permanent and ad hoc judges to the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY)] / Austria.

S/2010/629 Draft resolution [on authorization of the judges to complete cases notwithstanding the expiry of their term of office at the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY)] / Austria.

S/2010/651 Draft resolution [on establishment of the International Residual Mechanism for Criminal Tribunals with two branches and the adoption of the Statute of the Mechanism].

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary


S/PV.6342 (18 June 2010).

S/PV.6348 (29 June 2010). At the 6348th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/347 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1931 (2010).

S/PV.6434 (6 Dec. 2010).
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA (continued)
S/PV.6446 (14 Dec. 2010).
At the 6468th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/629 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1966 (2010).

S/RES/1915(2010) [The maximum number of ad litem judges serving at the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY)].
Decides that the maximum number of ad litem judges serving at the International Criminal Tribunal may temporarily exceed the maximum of 12 provided for in art. 12, para. 2, of the Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal, to a maximum of 13 at any one time, returning to a maximum of 12 by 30 June 2010, or upon completion of the Popovic case if sooner. (Adopted unanimously, 6286th meeting, 18 Mar. 2010)

S/RES/1931(2010) [Extension of the terms of office of permanent and ad litem judges to the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY)].
Decides to extend the terms of office of the permanent judges at the International Criminal Tribunal, who are members of the Appeals Chamber, until 31 Dec. 2012 or until the completion of the cases to which they are assigned or until the completion of their term as members of the Appeals Chamber; decides to extend the term of office of the permanent judges at the International Criminal Tribunal, who are members of the Trial Chamber, until 31 Dec. 2011 or until the completion of the cases to which they are assigned; decides to extend the term of office of the ad litem judges at the International Criminal Tribunal, who are members of the Trial Chamber, until 31 Dec. 2011 or until the completion of the cases to which they are assigned; underlines its intention to extend, by 30 June 2011, the terms of office of the trial judges at the International Criminal Tribunal based on the Tribunal’s project trial schedule, and requests the President of the International Criminal Tribunal to submit to the Council an updated trial and appeals schedule no later than 15 May 2011; decides to allow ad litem Judges Baird, David, Gwaunza, Harhoff, Lattanzi, Mindua, Picard, Prandler, and Trechsel to serve at the International Criminal Tribunal beyond the cumulative period of service provided for under article 13 ter, para. 2, of the Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal; urges the International Criminal Tribunal to complete its work expeditiously. (Adopted unanimously, 6348th meeting, 29 June 2010)

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA (continued)
S/RES/1954(2010) [Authorization of the judges to complete cases notwithstanding the expiry of their term of office at the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY)].
Decides that, notwithstanding the expiry of his term of office on 31 Dec. 2010, Judge Kevin Parker is authorized to complete the Dordevic case; and takes note of the intention of the International Tribunal to complete the case by the end of Feb. 2011; decides that, notwithstanding the expiry of his term of office on 31 Dec. 2010, Judge Uldis Kinis is authorized to complete the Gotovina et al. case; and takes note of the intention of the International Criminal Tribunal to complete the case by the end of Mar. 2011; decides to allow Judge Kinis to serve at the International Criminal Tribunal beyond the cumulative period of service provided for under article 13 ter, para. 2, of the Statute of the International Criminal Tribunal. (Adopted unanimously, 6446th meeting, 14 Dec. 2010)

Decides to establish the International Residual Mechanism for Criminal Tribunals (“the Mechanism”) with 2 branches, which shall commence functioning on 1 July 2010 (branch for the ICTR) and 1 July 2013 (branch for the ICTY), and to this end decides to adopt the Statute of the Mechanism in Annex 1 of this resolution; decides that the provisions of this resolution and the Statutes of the Mechanism and of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and International Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) shall be subject to the transitional arrangements; requests the ICTY and the ICTR to take all possible measures to expeditiously complete all their remaining work; decides that the Mechanism shall continue the jurisdiction, rights and obligations and essential functions of the ICTY and the ICTR, respectively; decides that the Rules of Procedure and Evidence of the Mechanism and any amendments thereto shall take effect upon adoption by the judges of the Mechanism unless the Security Council decides otherwise; decides that all States shall cooperate fully with the Mechanism; requests the Tribunals and the Mechanism to cooperate with the countries of the former Yugoslavia and with Rwanda; decides that the Mechanism shall operate for an initial period of 4 years. (Adopted 14-0-1, 6463rd meeting, 22 Dec. 2010)

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA

Reports
S/2010/259 Letter, 28 May 2010, from the President of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. Transmits the assessments of the President and the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda on the implementation of the completion strategy of the Tribunal, pursuant to Security Council resolution 1534 (2004), as at 28 May 2009.
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA

(continued)


S/2010/574 Letter, 5 Nov. 2010, from the President of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. Transmits the assessments of the Presidents and the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda on the implementation of the completion strategy of the Tribunal, pursuant to Security Council resolution 1534 (2004), covering the period from 26 May to 1 Nov. 2010.


General documents

S/2010/289  (A/64/814) Identical letters, 2 June 2010, from the Secretary-General addressed to the President of the General Assembly and the President of the Security Council. Transmits letter dated 25 May 2010 from Judge Dennis Byron, President of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, submitting several requests concerning the completion of the work of the Tribunal and including the projected schedule for trial cases for the biennium 2010-2011 and the appeals schedule 2009-2013 of the Tribunal.

S/2010/513  (A/65/529) Identical letters, 13 Oct. 2010, from the Secretary-General addressed to the President of the General Assembly and the President of the Security Council. Transmits letters dated 20 and 23 Sept. 2010 from the President of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, requesting Judge Joseph Asoka de Silva and Judge Taghrid Hikmet be authorized to complete the Ndindiliyimana et al. case; requests also that the Tribunal be allowed to exceed temporarily the maximum number of 9 ad litem judges allowed and that either at least 3 ad litem judges be converted to permanent judges, or the statute be amended to permit ad litem judges to have the same powers as permanent judges.

S/2010/598  (A/65/587) Identical letters, 23 Nov. 2010, from the Secretary-General addressed to the President of the General Assembly and the President of the Security Council. Transmits letter dated 12 Nov. 2010 from Judge Dennis Byron, President of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, requesting Judge Joseph Masancho be authorized to complete the Hategekimana case.

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA

(continued)

Draft resolutions

S/2010/333 Draft resolution [on extension of the terms of office of permanent and ad litem judges to the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) and on amending article 12 of the Statute of the International Tribunal] / Austria.

S/2010/628 Draft resolution [on authorization of the judges to complete cases notwithstanding the expiry of their term of office at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR)] / Austria.

S/2010/651 Draft resolution [on establishment of the International Residual Mechanism for Criminal Tribunals with two branches and the adoption of the Statute of the Mechanism].

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6342 (18 June 2010).

S/PV.6349 (29 June 2010). At the 6349th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/333 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1932 (2010).

S/PV.6434 (6 Dec. 2010).


Resolutions

S/RES/1932(2010) [Extension of the terms of office of permanent and ad litem judges to the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) and on amending article 12 of the Statute of the International Tribunal]. Decides to extend the terms of office of the permanent judges at the International Tribunal, who are members of the Appeals Chamber, until 31 Dec. 2012 or until the completion of the cases to which they are assigned, if sooner; decides to extend the term of office of the ad litem judges at the International Tribunal, who are members of the Trial Chamber, until 31 Dec. 2011 or until the completion of the cases to which they are assigned, if sooner; decides to amend article 12 ter of the Statute of the International Tribunal as set out in the annex to this resolution; urges the International Tribunal to complete its work expeditiously. (Adopted unanimously, 6349th meeting, 29 June 2010).
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL– RWANDA
(continued)
S/RES/1955(2010) [Authorization of the judges to complete cases notwithstanding the expiry of their term of office at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR)].

Decides that, notwithstanding the expiry of their term of office on 31 Dec. 2010, Judge Joseph Asoka de Silva and Judge Taghrir Hikmet are authorized to complete the Ndindilyimana et al. case; and takes note of the intention of the International Tribunal to complete the case in Mar. 2011; decides that, notwithstanding the expiry of his term of office on 31 Dec. 2010, Judge Joseph Masanche is authorized to complete the Hategekimana case which he began before the expiry of his term of office; and takes note of the intention of the International Tribunal to complete the case in Jan. 2011; decides that in order for the International Tribunal to complete existing trials or conduct additional trials, the total number of ad litem Judges serving at the International Tribunal may from time to time temporarily exceed the maximum of 9 provided for in article 11, para. 1, of the Statute of the International Tribunal, to a maximum of 12 at any one time, returning to a maximum of 9 by 31 Dec. 2011. (Adopted unanimously, 6447th meeting, 14 Dec. 2010)


Decides to establish the International Residual Mechanism for Criminal Tribunals ("the Mechanism") with 2 branches, which shall commence functioning on 1 July 2010 (branch for the ICTR) and 1 July 2013 (branch for the ICTY), and to this end decides to adopt the Statute of the Mechanism in Annex 1 of this resolution; decides that the provisions of this resolution and the Statutes of the Mechanism and of the International Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and International Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) shall be subject to the transitional arrangements; requests the ICTY and the ICTR to take all possible measures to expeditiously complete all their remaining work; decides that the Mechanism shall continue the jurisdiction, rights and obligations and essential functions of the ICTY and the ICTR, respectively; decides that the Rules of Procedure and Evidence of the Mechanism and any amendments thereto shall take effect upon adoption by the judges of the Mechanism unless the Security Council decides otherwise; decides that all States shall cooperate fully with the Mechanism; requests the Tribunals and the Mechanism to cooperate with the countries of the former Yugoslavia and with Rwanda; decides that the Mechanism shall operate for an initial period of 4 years. (Adopted 14-0-1, 6463rd meeting, 22 Dec. 2010)

IRAN (ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF)– UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

General documents
S/2010/144 Letter, 12 Mar. 2010, from the League of Arab States. Transmits resolution 7165, adopted by the Council of the League of Arab States at its 133rd ordinary session, held at the ministerial level on 3 Mar. 2010, in Cairo, concerning the occupation by Iran of the three Arab islands in the Arabian Gulf belonging to the United Arab Emirates: the Greater Tunb, the Lesser Tunb and Abu Musa.

S/2010/516 Letter, 5 Oct. 2010, from the League of Arab States. Transmits resolution 7234, adopted by the Council of the League of Arab States at its 134th ordinary session, held at the ministerial level in Cairo on 6 Sept. 2010, concerning the "Occupation by Iran of the three Arab islands in the Arabian Gulf belonging to the United Arab Emirates: the Greater Tunb, the Lesser Tunb and Abu Musa".

IRAN (ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF)– UNITED STATES

General documents
S/2010/188 (A/64/745) Identical letters, 13 Apr. 2010, from the Islamic Republic of Iran addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to the Nuclear Posture Review of the United States and concerns further the public statements allegedly made by senior officials of the United States containing threats of resort to force against the Islamic Republic of Iran.

S/2010/431 (A/64/893) Identical letters, 4 Aug. 2010, from the Islamic Republic of Iran addressed to the Secretary-General, the President of the General Assembly and the President of the Security Council. Refers to the interview with Admiral Mike Mullen, the United States Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the "Meet the Press" programme of NBC channel broadcasted on 1 Aug. 2010; states that he, unwarrantedly and under the false pretext of Iran developing nuclear weapons, threatened to use force against the Islamic Republic of Iran.

IRAQ SITUATION

Reports


S/2010/166 First report of the Secretary-General pursuant to paragraph 3 of resolution 1905 (2009). Issued: 1 Apr. 2010.
IRAQ SITUATION (continued)


S/2010/300 Twenty-ninth report of the Secretary-General pursuant to paragraph 14 of resolution 1284 (1999).
Issued: 9 June 2010.


S/2010/359 Second report of the Secretary-General pursuant to paragraph 3 of resolution 1905 (2009).
Issued: 6 July 2010.

Issued: 29 July 2010.

S/2010/563 Third report of the Secretary-General pursuant to paragraph 3 of resolution 1905 (2009).
Issued: 1 Nov. 2010.

S/2010/606 Report of the Secretary-General pursuant to paragraph 6 of resolution 1936 (2010).
Issued: 26 Nov. 2010.

S/2010/627 Note verbale, 28 July 2010, from Iraq. Transmits report of the Board of Auditors on the UN escrow (Iraq) accounts for the biennium ended 31 Dec. 2009 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/635 Thirtieth report of the Secretary-General pursuant to paragraph 14 of resolution 1284 (1999).

General documents


S/2010/72 Letter, 4 Feb. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to Secretary-General’s letter of 29 Dec. 2009 (S/2009/685) and reports that the Security Council has decided to earmark $251,400 from the operating reserves and fund balance of the 2.2 per cent part of the Iraq Escrow Account intended for administration and operational costs to finance the continuation of the activities of the High-level Coordinator and his support staff until 30 June 2010.

S/2010/83 Letter, 4 Feb. 2010, from Iraq. Transmits an announcement of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Iraq’s official newspaper, “Al-Sabah”, issue No. 1881, on 1 Feb. 2010 calling on anyone who has any documents or Kuwaiti properties previously seized by the former regime, to deliver to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to be returned to Kuwaiti authorities.

IRAQ SITUATION (continued)


S/2010/310 Letter, 10 June 2010, from Kuwait. Refers to 29th report of the Secretary-General (S/2010/300) and informs that Kuwait supports extending the financing of the mandate of the High-Level Coordinator for a period of 1 year.


S/2010/377 Letter, 7 July 2010, from the Secretary-General. Proposes that resources in the amount of $233,600 be allocated to finance the activities of the High-level Coordinator and his support staff until 31 Dec. 2010 and suggests that these funds be earmarked from the operating reserves and fund balance of the 2.2 per cent part of the escrow account intended for administration and operational costs.

S/2010/378 Letter, 12 July 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Informs that the Security Council has decided to earmark $233,600 to finance the activities of the High-level Coordinator and his support staff until 31 Dec. 2010 and suggests that these funds be earmarked from the operating reserves and fund balance of the 2.2 per cent part of the escrow account intended for administration and operational costs.


S/2010/404 Note verbale, 28 July 2010, from Iraq. Transmits letter dated 28 July 2010 from the Minister for Foreign Affairs requesting the renewal of the mandate of the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI) for a further period of 12 months.

IRAQ SITUATION (continued)


S/2010/625 Letter, 9 Dec. 2010, from Iraq. Transmits letter from the Prime Minister of Iraq regarding the arrangement of the closure of the Oil-for-Food Programme.

S/2010/666 Letter, 21 Dec. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the letters between the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council, dated 21 Sept. 2004 (S/2004/764) and 1 Oct. 2004 (S/2004/765) concerning security arrangements for the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI) and reports the Secretary-General's intention to implement several adjustments to the integrated UN security structure in its original configuration from 2004.


Draft resolutions

S/2010/407 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI)] / Japan, Turkey, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

IRAQ SITUATION (continued)

S/2010/632 Draft resolution [on termination of the arrangements for depositing into the Development Fund for Iraq proceeds from export sales of petroleum, petroleum products and natural gas / Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, China, France, Gabon, Japan, Lebanon, Nigeria, Russian Federation, Turkey, Uganda, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

S/2010/633 Draft resolution [on termination of the weapons of mass destruction, missile, and civil nuclear-related measures imposed by resolutions 678 (1991) and 707 (1991)] / Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, China, France, Gabon, Japan, Lebanon, Nigeria, Russian Federation, Turkey, Uganda, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

S/2010/636 Draft resolution [on termination of all residual activities under the Oil-for-Food Programme] / Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, China, Gabon, Japan, Lebanon, Nigeria, Russian Federation, Turkey, Uganda, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

Statements by the President of the Security Council


Welcomes the letter sent by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Iraq on 18 Jan. 2010 which confirms that Iraq supports the international non-proliferation regime and complies with disarmament treaties and other relevant international instruments and is committed to taking additional steps to comply with non-proliferation and disarmament standards, and has also committed to inform the Security Council, IAEA and other relevant agencies on progress made towards implementing those measures in accordance with Iraq's constitutional and legislative procedures and in compliance with international norms and obligations; welcomes that Iraq signed in 2008 the Additional Protocol to the Comprehensive Safeguards Agreement with the IAEA and that the Additional Protocol is currently before Parliament for ratification, as is the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty; underlines, in particular, the importance of Iraq ratifying the Additional Protocol; also requests that the IAEA inform the Council as soon as possible regarding the quality of Iraq's safeguards-related cooperation with the IAEA, including provisional implementation of the Additional Protocol pending entry into force; underlines its readiness, once the necessary steps have been taken, to review, with a view towards lifting, the restrictions in resolutions 687 (1991) and 707 (1991) related to weapons of mass destruction and civil nuclear activities.
IRAQ SITUATION (continued)


Welcomes the agreement to form a national partnership government achieved in Iraq on 11 Nov.; welcomes the inclusive political process and representative outcome and encourages Iraq's leaders to rededicate themselves to the pursuit of national reconciliation; reafirms its commitment to the independence, sovereignty, unity and territorial integrity of Iraq, and emphasizes the importance of the stability and security of Iraq for its people, the region, and the international community.


Welcomes the positive developments in Iraq and recognizes that the situation now existing in Iraq is significantly different from that which existed at the time of the adoption of resolution 661 (1990); consistent with resolution 1859 (2008), also welcomes the important progress Iraq has made in regaining the international standing it held prior to the adoption of resolution 661 (1990); in recognition of Iraq's progress in supporting the international non-proliferation regime and complying with disarmament treaties and other relevant international instruments, its commitment to taking additional steps in this regard, and its provisional application of the Additional Protocol to the Comprehensive Safeguards Agreement with the IAEA, pending its ratification, the Security Council has adopted resolution 1957 (2010) which lifts the restrictions imposed by resolutions 687 and 707 relating to weapons of mass destruction and civilian nuclear activities; in recognition of Iraq's success in closing out remaining contracts in the Oil-for-Food program, the Council has also adopted resolution 1958 (2010) to terminate the residual activities of the Oil-For-Food program; and in recognition of Iraq's progress towards the establishment of effective and accountable successor arrangements for the transition of the Development Fund for Iraq, the Council has adopted resolution 1956 (2010), which terminates arrangements for the Development Fund for Iraq on June 30, 2011; welcoming the progress made by the Governments of Iraq and Kuwait towards the resolution of the outstanding issues between both countries, and encouraging their further cooperation, calls on Iraq to quickly fulfill its remaining obligations under the relevant Chapter VII Security Council resolutions pertaining to the situation between Iraq and Kuwait; reafirms its full support for the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI) and underscores UNAMI's important role in supporting the Iraqi people and Government to promote dialogue, ease tension, and encourage a negotiated political agreement to the nation's disputed internal boundaries, and calls upon all relevant parties to participate in an inclusive dialogue to this end.

IRAQ SITUATION (continued)

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)

S/PV.6356 (12 July 2010) Iraq.

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6271 (16 Feb. 2010).
S/PV.6279 (26 Feb. 2010).

At the 6279th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "The situation concerning Iraq": S/PRST/2010/5.
S/PV.6293 (6 Apr. 2010).
S/PV.6320 (25 May 2010).
S/PV.6356 (12 July 2010).
S/PV.6357 (12 July 2010).
S/PV.6369 (5 Aug. 2010).

At the 6369th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/407 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1936 (2010).

S/PV.6418 (10 Nov. 2010).
S/PV.6419 (10 Nov. 2010).
S/PV.6423 (12 Nov. 2010).

At the 6423rd meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "The situation concerning Iraq": S/PRST/2010/23.

S/PV.6450 (15 Dec. 2010).

At the 6450th meeting, action on draft resolutions was as follows: draft resolution S/2010/632, adopted unanimously: resolution 1956 (2010); draft resolution S/2010/633, adopted unanimously: resolution 1957 (2010); draft resolution S/2010/636, adopted (14-0-1); resolution 1958 (2010); at the same meeting, the President made a statement on behalf of Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "The situation concerning Iraq": S/PRST/2010/27.
IRAQ SITUATION (continued)

Resolutions

S/RES/1936(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI)]

Decides to extend the mandate of the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI) until 31 July 2011; decides further that the Special Representative of the Secretary-General and UNAMI shall continue to pursue their mandate as stipulated in resolution 1883 (2009); expresses its intention to review the mandate of UNAMI in 12 months or sooner, if requested by the Government of Iraq; requests the Secretary-General to report to the Council every 4 months on the progress made towards the fulfilment of all UNAMI’s responsibilities. (Adopted unanimously, 6369th meeting, 5 Aug. 2010)

S/RES/1956(2010) [Termination of the arrangements for depositing into the Development Fund for Iraq proceeds from export sales of petroleum, petroleum products and natural gas]

Decides to terminate, on 30 June 2011, the arrangements established in para. 20 of resolution 1483 (2003) for depositing into the Development Fund for Iraq proceeds from export sales of petroleum, petroleum products and natural gas and the arrangements referred to in para. 12 of resolution 1483 (2003) and para. 24 of resolution 1546 (2004) for the monitoring of the Development Fund for Iraq by the International Advisory and Monitoring Board and further decides that, subject to the exception provided for in para. 27 of resolution 1546 (2004), the provisions of para. 22 of resolution 1483 (2003) shall continue to apply until that date, including with respect to funds and financial assets and economic resources described in para. 23 of that resolution; decides that on 30 June 2011, the requirement established in para. 20 of resolution 1483 (2003) that all proceeds from export sales of petroleum, petroleum products and natural gas from Iraq be deposited into the Development Fund for Iraq shall no longer apply, and affirms that the requirement established in para. 21 of resolution 1483 (2003) that 5 percent of the proceeds from all export sales of petroleum, petroleum products and natural gas shall be deposited into the compensation fund established in accordance with para. 20 of resolution 1483 (1991) and subsequent resolutions, shall continue to apply, and further decides that 5 percent of the value of any non-monetary payments of petroleum, petroleum products and natural gas made to service providers shall be deposited into the compensation fund, and that unless the Government of Iraq and the governing council of the UN Compensation Commission, in the exercise of its authority over methods of ensuring that payments are made into the compensation fund, decide otherwise, the above requirements shall be binding on the Government of Iraq. (Adopted unanimously, 6450th meeting, 15 Dec. 2010)


Decides to terminate the weapons of mass destruction, missile, and civil nuclear-related measures imposed by paras. 8, 9, 10, 12 and 13 of resolution 687 (1991) and para. 3 (f) of resolution 707 (1991); and as reaffirmed in subsequent relevant resolutions; urges Iraq to ratify the Additional Protocol to the Comprehensive Safeguards Agreement and the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty as soon as possible; decides also to review in one year’s time progress made by Iraq on its commitment to ratify the Additional Protocol to the Comprehensive Safeguards Agreement and meet its obligations under the Chemical Weapons Convention, and requests the Secretary-General to report to the Council in this regard. (Adopted unanimously, 6450th meeting, 15 Dec. 2010)

S/RES/1958(2010) [Termination of all residual activities under the Oil-for-Food Programme]

Requests the Secretary-General to take all actions necessary to terminate all residual activities under the Program; authorizes the Secretary-General to establish an escrow account, to appoint independent and certified public accountants to audit it, and to keep the Government of Iraq fully informed; authorizes the Secretary-General to ensure that US$20 million of the Iraq Account are retained in the escrow account until 31 Dec. 2016, exclusively for the expenses of the UN related to the orderly termination of the residual activities of the Program, including the Organization’s support to member State investigations and member State proceedings related to the Program, and the expenses of the high-level coordinator’s office created pursuant to resolution 1284 and further requests that all remaining funds are to be transferred to the Government of Iraq by 31 Dec. 2016; authorizes the Secretary-General to ensure that up to US$131 million of the Iraq Account are retained in the escrow account for the purpose of providing indemnification to the UN, its representatives, agents, and independent contractors for a period of 6 years with regard to all activities in connection with the Program since its inception, and further requests that all remaining funds are to be transferred to the Government of Iraq by 31 Dec. 2016; authorizes the Secretary-General to facilitate the transfer as soon as possible of all funds remaining, beyond those retained for the purposes above, from the Iraq Account created pursuant to para. 16 (d) of resolution 1483 (2003) to the Development Fund of Iraq; requests the Secretary-General to report and provide analysis to the Council on the usage and expenditure of the escrow account on an annual basis. (Adopted unanimously, 6450th meeting, 15 Dec. 2010)
KFOR

Reports
S/2010/77 Letter, 8 Feb. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Transmits reports on the international security presence in Kosovo covering the period from 1 July to 30 September 2009 (Annex I); 1 April-30 June 2009 (Annex II); 1 January-31 March 2009 (Annex III); 1 November-31 December 2008 (Annex IV); and 1 August-31 October 2008 (Annex V).


S/2010/381 Letter, 13 July 2010, from the Secretary-General. Transmits the monthly report on the operations of the Kosovo Force covering the period from 1 Jan. to 31 Mar. 2010.

KOREAN QUESTION

Reports


General documents


S/2010/343 Letter, 29 June 2010, from the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. Refers to the letter dated 8 June 2010 (S/2010/294) regarding the situation on the Korean Peninsula; refutes the "investigation result" produced by the United States and south Korea linking the sinking of the south Korean warship, Cheonan, with the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and requests the Security Council to support the proposal for high-level military talks by the Democratic People's Republic of Korea.

S/2010/349 Letter, 30 June 2010, from the Republic of Korea. Refers to the letters dated 4 and 29 June 2010 (S/2010/281 and S/2010/343) regarding the situation on the Korean peninsula; refutes North Korea's proposal for high-level military talks between the 2 countries and requests the UN Command (UNC)-North Korean People's Army (KPA) General Officer-level talks be the only forum for all armistice-related issues.

S/2010/358 Letter, 6 July 2010, from the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. Transmits answer given by the spokesman of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea to the question put by the Korean Central News Agency on 6 July 2010 with regard to the United States argument that the "Cheonan" incident be discussed at the "Military Armistice Commission".


KOREAN QUESTION (continued)

Statements by the President of the Security Council


Deplores the attack on 26 Mar. 2010 which led to the sinking of the Republic of Korean (ROK) naval ship, the Cheonan, resulting in the tragic loss of 46 lives; determines that such an incident endangers peace and security in the region and beyond; calls for appropriate and peaceful measures to be taken against those responsible for the incident aimed at the peaceful settlement of the issue in accordance with the UN Charter and all other relevant provisions of international law; takes note of the responses from other relevant parties, including from the Democratic Peoples Republic of Korea, which has stated that it had nothing to do with the incident; condemns the attack which led to the sinking of the Cheonan; underscores the importance of preventing further such attacks or hostilities against the ROK or in the region; welcomes the restraint shown by the ROK and stresses the importance of maintaining peace and stability on the Korean peninsula and in north-east Asia as a whole; calls for full adherence to the Korean Armistice Agreement.

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6355 (9 July 2010).

At the 6355th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members on the item entitled "Letter dated 4 June 2010 from the Permanent Representative of the Republic of Korea to the United Nations addressed to the President of the Security Council (S/2010/281) and other relevant letters": S/PRST/2010/13.


KOSOVO (SERBIA) (continued)

Reports


S/2010/77 Letter, 8 Feb. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Transmits reports on the international security presence in Kosovo covering the period from 1 July to 30 September 2009 (Annex I); 1 April-30 June 2009 (Annex II); 1 January-31 March 2009 (Annex III); 1 November-31 December 2008 (Annex IV); and 1 August-31 October 2008 (Annex V).


S/2010/381 Letter, 13 July 2010, from the Secretary-General. Transmits the monthly report on the operations of the Kosovo Force covering the period from 1 Jan. to 31 Mar. 2010.


General documents


Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6264 (22 Jan. 2010).

S/PV.6314 (17 May 2010).

S/PV.6353 (6 July 2010).

S/PV.6367 (3 Aug. 2010).

S/PV.6422 (12 Nov. 2010).
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS

Reports


Issued: 19 Apr. 2010.

Issued: 1 July 2010.


Issued: 1 Nov. 2010.

General documents

S/2010/11 Identical letters, 7 Jan. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports that the UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) found buried explosive devices that are believed to have been possibly industrially produced in Iran or Syria south of the Litani River, on 26 Dec. 2009.


S/2010/82 (A/64/668) Identical letters, 11 Feb. 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports that on 7 Jan. 2010, an Israeli tractor accompanied by an Israeli forces patrol, reached over the technical fence and cut branches from a tree growing in Lebanese territory.

S/2010/86 Letter, 12 Feb. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to letter dated 6 Aug. 2009 (S/2009/407) and reports the completion of the joint technical review conducted by the Department of Peacekeeping Operations and UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) to assess the operational effectiveness of UNIFIL.


S/2010/180 (A/64/744) Identical letters, 12 Apr. 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports that on 10 Apr. 2010, an Israeli army patrol crossed the Blue Line near the Wazzani River, entering Lebanese territory and heading in the direction of the Wazzani Fort tourist resort, which is under construction near the river. Also reports that the unit encroached on the construction site and disabled a bulldozer, before withdrawing from Lebanese territory.

S/2010/195 Identical letters, 19 Apr. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports an alleged incident along the Israeli-Lebanese border on Friday, 16 Apr. 2010 by a group of about 20 Lebanese citizens led by Lebanese Member of Parliament Qassem Hashem near the area of Aabasija adjacent to Rajar.

S/2010/198 Letter, 15 Apr. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Reports the Secretary-General's intention to appoint Judge Mohamed Amin El Mahdi of Egypt and Judge Erik Mose of Norway as the 2 judges, as well as Patricia O'Brien, Under-Secretary-General for Legal Affairs, the Legal Counsel, as the representative of the Secretary-General, on the selection panel that would recommend the appointment of judges of the Special Tribunal for Lebanon.

S/2010/199 Letter, 19 Apr. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to Secretary-General's letter dated 15 Apr. 2010 (S/2010/198) and reports that the members of the Security Council have taken note of his intention to appoint Judge Mohamed Amin El Mahdi (Egypt) and Judge Erik Mose (Norway) as the 2 judges, as well as Patricia O'Brien, Under-Secretary-General for Legal Affairs, the Legal Counsel, as the representative of the Secretary-General, on the selection panel of the Special Tribunal for Lebanon.

S/2010/209 (A/64/755) Identical letters, 20 Apr. 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits letter of complaint regarding a violation of the Blue Line allegedly committed by Israeli forces; states that on the night of 17 Apr. 2010, an Israeli enemy motorized brigade assembled in the occupied Palestinian territory near the Lebanese town of Udaysah and fired a flare shell over a civilian residence where a dinner party in honour of a local parliamentarian was being given.


S/2010/226 (A/64/769) Identical letters, 30 Apr. 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to letter of Israel dated 19 Apr. 2010 (S/2010/195) and transmits response of the Lebanese Government refuting alleged accusation contained in the Israeli letter; requests Security Council, the international community and the UN Interim Force in Lebanon to bring pressure on Israel to comply with relevant resolutions.


S/2010/244 (A/64/788) Identical letters, 17 May 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports that 2 Israeli patrols allegedly crossed the technical fence in the area of Naqqar on the outskirts of the town of Shab'a on 16 Apr. 2010.


S/2010/321 Identical letters, 18 June 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports that Lebanese ships, intended to give humanitarian assistance to the Gaza Strip, allegedly breaches the naval blockade in the area.

S/2010/334 (A/64/839) Identical letters, 22 June 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits Lebanon's response to the allegations contained in the Israeli letter regarding Lebanese vessels that have been attempting to deliver humanitarian assistance to the Gaza Strip.

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)


S/2010/415 Identical letters, 3 Aug. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports alleged military attack by Lebanese Armed Forces against Israel Defense Forces while carrying out maintenance work on the road.


S/2010/422 Identical letters, 4 Aug. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to consultations and briefings by the Department of Peacekeeping Operations and the UN Interim Force in Lebanon regarding alleged military attack by the Lebanese Armed Forces against Israel Defense Forces on 3 Aug. 2010; expects promptly conclusion of briefings in order to share with the Security Council the available facts regarding this incident.

S/2010/430 Letter, 11 Aug. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the latest report of the Secretary-General to the Security Council concerning the implementation of Security Council resolution 1701 (2006) (S/2010/352), and requests the Council to consider the renewal of the mandate of the UN Interim Force in Lebanon, which will expire on 31 Aug. 2010.


LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)

S/2010/440 Identical letters, 20 Aug. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Calls upon Lebanon and the international community to prevent their ships from violating the naval blockade of the Gaza Strip.

S/2010/448 (A/64/904) Identical letters, 23 Aug. 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits Lebanon's response to the allegations contained in the Israeli letter (S/2010/440) regarding Lebanese vessels that have been attempting to deliver humanitarian assistance to the Gaza Strip.

S/2010/460 (A/64/908) Identical letters, 1 Sep. 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits complaint regarding the networks operating in Lebanon allegedly set up by the Israeli intelligence services.


LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)


Draft resolutions

S/2010/454 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL)] / Belgium, France, Italy, Spain and United States of America.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)

S/PV.6375 (30 Aug. 2010) Belgium, Israel, Italy and Spain.


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6273 (18 Feb. 2010).

S/PV.6373 (30 Aug. 2010).

At the 6375th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/454 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1937 (2010).

S/PV.6404 (18 Oct. 2010).

S/PV.6404(Resumption1) (18 Oct. 2010).

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)

Resolutions

S/RES/1937(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL)].

Decides to extend the present mandate of UNIFIL until 31 Aug. 2011; commends the positive role of UNIFIL, welcomes the expansion of coordinated activities between UNIFIL and the Lebanese armed forces and calls on further enhancement of this cooperation; welcomes the deployment of an additional brigade of the Lebanese armed forces on 1 Aug. 2010; strongly calls upon all parties concerned to respect the cessation of hostilities, to prevent any violation of the Blue line and to respect it in its entirety and to cooperate fully with the UN and UNIFIL; urges the Government of Israel to expedite the withdrawal of its army from northern Ghajar without further delay in coordination with UNIFIL, which has actively engaged Israel and Lebanon to facilitate such a withdrawal; reaffirms its call for the establishment between the Blue Line and the Litani River of an area free of any armed personnel, assets and weapons other than those of the Government of Lebanon and UNIFIL; welcomes the conclusions of the Joint DPKO-UNIFIL Technical Review presented in the letter from the Secretary-General to the President of the Security Council dated 12 Feb. 2010 (S/2010/86) and calls for their rapid implementation. (Adopted unanimously, 6375th meeting, 30 Aug. 2010)

LIBERIA SITUATION

Reports


LIBERIA SITUATION (continued)

General documents


S/2010/389 (A/64/870) Letter, 19 July 2010, from the President of the Security Council to the Chairperson of the Peacebuilding Commission. Refers to the letter dated 27 May 2010 from Liberia addressed to the Secretary-General, requesting that Liberia be placed on the agenda of the Peacebuilding Commission; states that the Security Council supports this request and invites the Peacebuilding Commission to provide advice on the situation in Liberia.

S/2010/390 (A/65/387) Letter, 21 Sept. 2010, from the Chair of the Peacebuilding Commission. Refers to letter dated 19 July 2010 (A/64/870-S/2010/389) from the President of the Security Council and reports that the Commission dispatched an exploratory mission to Liberia from 16 to 27 Aug. 2010, and that its Organizational Committee agreed to place Liberia on the agenda of the Commission; also reports that the Commission decided to establish a country configuration for Liberia.

Draft resolutions


Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6376 (3 Sept. 2010).

S/PV.6379 (8 Sept. 2010).

S/PV.6383 (15 Sept. 2010).

At the 6383rd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/475 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1938 (2010).

At the 6454th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/643 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1961 (2010).

LIBERIA SITUATION (continued)

Resolutions


Decides that the mandate of the UN Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) shall be extended until 30 Sept. 2011; authorizes UNMIL to assist the Liberian Government; further endorses the Secretary-General's recommendation that the conduct of free, fair, and peaceful elections be a core benchmark for UNMIL's future drawdown; encourages UNMIL and the Government of Liberia to continue to make progress in the transition planning process; reaffirms its intention to authorize the Secretary-General to redeploy troops; underscores the importance that the military concept of operations and rules of engagement be regularly updated and be fully in line with the provisions of this resolution, and requests the Secretary-General to report on them to the Security Council and troop-contributing countries; further requests the Secretary-General to continue to monitor progress on core benchmarks, in particular on preparations for the 2011 elections. (Adopted unanimously, 6383rd meeting, 15 Sept. 2010)


Decides to renew the measures on travel imposed by para. 4 of resolution 1521 (2003) for a period of 12 months from the date of adoption of this resolution; decides to renew for a period of 12 months from the date of adoption of this resolution the measures on arms, previously imposed by para. 2 of resolution 1521 (2003) and modified by paras. 1 and 2 of resolution 1683 (2006), by para. 1 (b) of resolution 1731 (2006), and by paras. 3, 4, 5 and 6 of resolution 1903 (2009); decides to review any of the above measures at the request of the Government of Liberia; decides to extend the mandate of the Panel of Experts appointed; requests the Secretary-General to reappoint the Panel of Experts and to make the necessary financial and security arrangements to support the work of the Panel; reiterates the importance of UN Mission in Liberia's continuing assistance to the Government of Liberia; urges the Government of Liberia to implement the recommendations of the 2009 Kimberley Process review team to strengthen internal controls over diamond mining and exports. (Adopted unanimously, 6454th meeting, 17 Dec. 2010)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION

Reports

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)


General documents


S/2010/11 Identical letters, 7 Jan. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports that the UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) found buried explosive devices that are believed to have been possibly industrially produced in Iran or Syria south of the Litani River, on 26 Dec. 2009.

S/2010/13 (A/ES-10/474) Letter, 6 Jan. 2010, from Palestine. Refers to previous 353 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-31 Dec. 2009 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports that the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory remains critical, as a result of the violations of international law by Israel.


S/2010/21 Identical letters, 12 Jan. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports that on 7 and 10 Jan. 2010, 20 mortars, rockets and a Katyusha rocket were allegedly fired from the Gaza Strip towards Israel and Israel responded militarily.

S/2010/22 (A/ES-10/475) Letter, 12 Jan. 2010, from Palestine. Refers to previous 354 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-6 Jan. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and draws attention to the critical situation in the Occupied East Jerusalem as a result of the continuing illegal measures being carried out by Israel.


S/2010/39 Letter, 22 Jan. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the Board of Inquiry report into incidents in the Gaza Strip between 27 December 2008 and 19 January 2009 and its recommendations, reports that the Government of Israel has been constructively engaged throughout this process and has agreed to continue a dialogue on ways to improve cooperation on the ground.

S/2010/44 Letter, 22 Jan. 2010, from Palestine. Requests the Security Council to invite the Permanent Observer of Palestine to participate in the meeting of the Security Council to be held on 27 Jan. 2010 regarding the situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian question.

S/2010/55 Letter, 28 Jan. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the command of the UN Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF) and reports the Secretary-General’s intention to appoint Major General Natalio C. Ecarma (Philippines) as Head of Mission and Force Commander of the UN Disengagement Observer Force, to replace Major General Wolfgang Jilke (Austria).
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)


S/2010/80 (A/ES-10/476) Identical letters, 9 Feb. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 355 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-12 Jan. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and reports the raid of the Ramallah office of the Popular Committee against the Wall and Settlement Construction on 8 Feb. 2010, the arrest of several international activists, and the use of travel bans.


S/2010/82 (A/64/668) Identical letters, 11 Feb. 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports that on 7 Jan. 2010, an Israeli tractor accompanied by an Israeli forces patrol, reached over the technical fence and cut branches from a tree growing in Lebanese territory.

S/2010/86 Letter, 12 Feb. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to letter dated 6 Aug. 2009 (S/2009/407) and reports the completion of the joint technical review conducted by the Department of Peacekeeping Operations and UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) to assess the operational effectiveness of UNIFIL.


S/2010/97 (A/ES-10/477) Identical letters, 23 Feb. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 356 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-9 Feb. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and condemns the alleged announcement, by Israeli Prime Minister on 22 Feb. 2010, of adding the Al-Ibrahimi Mosque in Al-Khail (Hebron) and the site of Bilal's Mosque in Bethlehem (Rachel's Tomb) along with the Walls of the Old City of Jerusalem to the list of national heritage sites.


MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)

S/2010/128 (A/ES-10/480) Identical letters, 10 Mar. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 359 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-5 Mar. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and reports the announcement by Israeli of the approval for construction of new settlement units in Ramat Shlomo in Occupied East Jerusalem and Betar Illit near Bethlehem, within days of the agreement by Executive Committee of the Palestine Liberation Organization to the proposal of the United States to launch indirect talks with the 2 parties; states that these actions will undermine the efforts made by the international community and derail negotiations before they even begin.


S/2010/142 (A/ES-10/481) Identical letters, 16 Mar. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 360 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-10 Mar. 2010 regarding the ongoing crisis in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and states that the continuation of Israel's alleged construction of new settlement units in Ramat Shlomo in Occupied East Jerusalem and alleged blanket closure of the West Bank have caused widespread unrest in the Occupied Palestinian Territory.

S/2010/148 (A/ES-10/482) Identical letters, 19 Mar. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 361 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-16 Mar. 2010 regarding the ongoing crisis in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and states that the continuation of Israel's alleged blockade against Gaza Strip has caused deplorable living conditions and traumatic impact affecting children and women in the Occupied Palestinian Territory.

S/2010/155 (A/ES-10/483) Identical letters, 23 Mar. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 362 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-19 Mar. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and reports allegations of settler violence and recent activities allegedly carried out by Israel in the West Bank, Gaza and East Jerusalem.


MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)

S/2010/163 (A/ES-10/485) Identical letters, 29 Mar. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 364 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-25 Mar. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports allegations of repression against Christian Palestinians who were on protest during the annual commemoration of Land Day.

S/2010/170 (A/64/736) Identical letters, 29 Mar. 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports that on 10 Apr. 2010, an Israeli army patrol crossed the Blue Line near the Wazzani River, entering Lebanese territory and heading in the direction of the Wazzani Fort tourist resort, which is under construction near the river. Also reports that the unit encroached on the construction site and disabled a bulldozer, before withdrawing from Lebanese territory.

S/2010/182 Letter, 8 Apr. 2010, from Palestine. Requests that the Security Council invite the Permanent Observer of Palestine to the UN to participate in the open debate of the Security Council which is to be held on Wednesday, 14 Apr. 2010, regarding the situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian question.


S/2010/185 (A/ES-10/487) Identical letters, 12 Apr. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 365 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-29 Mar. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and reports a new Israeli military order that allegedly threatens the deportation of Palestinians from the West Bank.

S/2010/190 (A/ES-10/488) Identical letters, 16 Apr. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 366 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-12 Apr. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and reiterates its concern about the Israeli military order which allegedly threatens the deportation of Palestinians from the West Bank; also reports allegations of Israeli military raids and arrests of Palestinian civilians in the West Bank and activities of the Israeli settlers against Palestinian civilians and their properties.
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)

S/2010/195  Identical letters, 19 Apr. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports an alleged incident along the Israeli-Lebanese border on Friday, 16 Apr. 2010 by a group of about 20 Lebanese citizens led by Lebanese Member of Parliament Qassem Hashem near the area of Aabasiya adjacent to Rajar.

S/2010/198  Letter, 15 Apr. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Reports the Secretary-General's intention to appoint Judge Mohamed Amin El Mahdi of Egypt and Judge Erik Mose of Norway as the 2 judges, as well as Patricia O'Brien, Under-Secretary-General for Legal Affairs, the Legal Counsel, as the representative of the Secretary-General, on the selection panel that would recommend the appointment of judges of the Special Tribunal for Lebanon.

S/2010/199  Letter, 19 Apr. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to Secretary-General's letter dated 15 Apr. 2010 (S/2010/198) and reports that the members of the Security Council have taken note of his intention to appoint Judge Mohamed Amin El Mahdi (Egypt) and Judge Erik Mose (Norway) as the 2 judges, as well as Patricia O'Brien, Under-Secretary-General for Legal Affairs, the Legal Counsel, as the representative of the Secretary-General, on the selection panel of the Special Tribunal for Lebanon.


S/2010/209  (A/64/755)  Identical letters, 20 Apr. 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits letter of complaint regarding a violation of the Blue Line allegedly committed by Israeli forces; states that on the night of 17 Apr. 2010, an Israeli enemy motorized brigade assembled in the occupied Palestinian territory near the Lebanese town of Udaysah and fired a flare shell over a civilian residence where a dinner party in honour of a local parliamentarian was being given.


MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)

S/2010/218  (A/64/761)  Letter, 28 Apr. 2010, from Kuwait. Express concerns, on behalf of the member States of the Arab Group, regarding the new Israeli military order which allegedly threatens the deportation of Palestinians from the West Bank and East Jerusalem.


S/2010/226  (A/64/769)  Identical letters, 30 Apr. 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to letter of Israel dated 19 Apr. 2010 (S/2010/195) and transmits response of the Lebanese Government refuting alleged accusation contained in the Israeli letter; requests Security Council, the international community and the UN Interim Force in Lebanon to bring pressure on Israel to comply with relevant resolutions.

S/2010/230  (A/ES-10/489)  Identical letters, 5 May 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 367 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-16 Apr. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports alleged continued attacks against Palestinians and destruction of their property by Israeli settlers.


S/2010/244  (A/64/788)  Identical letters, 17 May 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports that 2 Israeli patrols allegedly crossed the technical fence in the area of Naqqar on the outskirts of the town of Shab’a on 16 Apr. 2010.

S/2010/266  Letter, 31 May 2010, from Turkey. Requests an emergency meeting of the Security Council, to be convened on 31 May 2010, under rule 2 of the provisional rules of procedure, to discuss the alleged military intervention by Israel, in international waters, of a multinational convoy of ships carrying humanitarian assistance to the people of Gaza.
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)

S/2010/267 Letter, 31 May 2010, from Lebanon. Requests an immediate meeting of the Security Council, under rule 2 of the provisional rules of procedure, to be convened at noon on 31 May 2010, under the agenda item entitled “The situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian question” to discuss the alleged military activity by Israel against the multinational convoy of ships carrying humanitarian supplies to Gaza.

S/2010/268 Letter, 31 May 2010, from Palestine. Requests that the Security Council invite the Permanent Observer of Palestine to the UN to participate in the emergency meeting of the Security Council to be held on Monday, 31 May 2010, regarding alleged Israeli activities against the Gaza aid flotilla on 31 May 2010.


S/2010/290 (A/ES-10/490) Identical letters, 7 June 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to the previous 368 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-5 May 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports allegations of military activity by Israel in the Gaza Strip and armed incidents by Israeli settlers in the West Bank city of Al-Khalil (Hebron); calls upon the Security Council to take urgent measures to redress the situation.

S/2010/316 Letter, 11 June 2010, from Palestine. Requests that the Security Council invite the Permanent Observer of Palestine to the UN to participate in the meeting of the Security Council to be held on Wednesday, 16 June 2010, in connection with the item entitled “Children and armed conflict”.

S/2010/317 (A/ES-10/491) Identical letters, 16 June 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to the previous 369 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-7 June 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports that on 15 June 2010, the Israeli authorities approved the Israeli Government’s plan, of 10 Mar. 2010, for construction of another 1,600 settlement units in “Ramat Shlomo” in Occupied East Jerusalem; also reports on alleged activities of Israeli forces and the Israeli settlers against Palestinian civilians and their properties.

S/2010/321 Identical letters, 18 June 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports that Lebanese ships, intended to give humanitarian assistance to the Gaza Strip, allegedly breaches the naval blockade in the area.

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)

S/2010/322 Letter, 18 June 2010, from Malaysia. Transmits letter from the Prime Minister of Malaysia addressed to the President of the Security Council regarding an alleged attack by the Israeli Defence Forces on vessels carrying humanitarian aid to Gaza.


S/2010/331 (A/64/842) Letter, 22 June 2010, from Egypt, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and the Syrian Arab Republic to the Secretary-General, President of the General Assembly and the President of the Security Council. Requests, as Chairs of the Coordinating Bureau of the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM CoB), the Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC) Group, and the Arab Group in New York, in a follow-up to the presidential statement adopted by the UN Security Council on 1 June 2010 (S/PRST/2010/9) and the resolution adopted by the Human Rights Council on 2 June 2010 (A/HRC/RES/14/1), lifting of alleged Israeli blockade imposed on the Palestinian people in the Gaza Strip and conducting international investigation for the military attack against maritime humanitarian convoy sailing to Gaza on 31 May 2010.

S/2010/332 (A/ES-10/493) Identical letters, 22 June 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits statement of the Council of Ministers of the Palestinian National Authority on the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, that was issued at the Council's 53rd meeting on 21 June 2010.

S/2010/334 (A/64/839) Identical letters, 22 June 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits Lebanon’s response to the allegations contained in the Israeli letter regarding Lebanese vessels that have been attempting to deliver humanitarian assistance to the Gaza Strip.


MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)


S/2010/356 (A/ES-10/495) Identical letters, 2 July 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits letter presenting the position of the Syrian Arab Republic on the previous 370 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-16 June 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports alleged home demolitions, identification revocation and activities carried out by Israel in the occupied territories and the Gaza Strip.

S/2010/364 Identical letters, 7 July 2010, from the Syrian Arab Republic addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits letter referring to the previous 370 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-16 June 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports alleged home demolitions, identification revocation and activities carried out by Israel in the occupied territories and the Gaza Strip.

S/2010/370 Identical letters, 9 July 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General, the President of the General Assembly and the President of the Security Council. Alleges that in September 2010, a Moldovan ship, which has been hired and sponsored by a Libyan organization, plans to depart from Lebanon and sail to the Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip with the suitable to use all necessary means to prevent these ships from violating the naval blockade allegedly imposed on the Gaza Strip.

S/2010/376 Identical letters, 2 July 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. States that 2 ships, Junia and Julia, plan to depart from Lebanon and sail to the Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip and that Israel reserves its right under international law to use all necessary means to prevent these ships from violating the naval blockade allegedly imposed on the Gaza Strip.

S/2010/389 Identical letters, 21 July 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. States that 2 ships, Junia and Julia, plan to depart from Lebanon and sail to the Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip and that Israel reserves its right under international law to use all necessary means to prevent these ships from violating the naval blockade allegedly imposed on the Gaza Strip.


S/2010/411 Identical letters, 30 July 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports alleged rocket and mortar attacks carried out from the Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip against Israel and states that Israel reserves its right of self-defence.

S/2010/414 Letter, 2 Aug. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Inform that the Secretary-General, after intensive consultations with the leaders of Turkey and Israel, decided to establish a Panel of Inquiry on the flotilla incident that occurred on 31 May 2010.

S/2010/415 Identical letters, 3 Aug. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports alleged military attack by the Lebanese Armed Forces against the Israeli Defense Forces while carrying out maintenance work on the road.


S/2010/422 Identical letters, 4 Aug. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to consultations and briefings by the Department of Peacekeeping Operations and the UN Interim Force in Lebanon regarding alleged military attack by the Lebanese Armed Forces against the Israeli Defense Forces on 3 Aug. 2010; expects prompt conclusion of briefings in order to share with the Security Council the available facts regarding this incident.

S/2010/430 Letter, 11 Aug. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the latest report of the Secretary-General to the Security Council concerning the implementation of Security Council resolution 1701 (2006) (S/2010/352), and requests the Council to consider the renewal of the mandate of the UN Interim Force in Lebanon, which will expire on 31 Aug. 2010.

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)

S/2010/440 Identical letters, 20 Aug. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Calls upon Lebanon and the international community to prevent their ships from violating the naval blockade of the Gaza Strip.

S/2010/441 (A/ES-10/499) Identical letters, 20 Aug. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 372 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-13 July 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports alleged continued attacks against Palestinians and destruction of their property by Israeli settlers.

S/2010/448 (A/64/904) Identical letters, 23 Aug. 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits Lebanon's response to the allegations contained in the Israeli letter (S/2010/440) regarding Lebanese vessels that have been attempting to deliver humanitarian assistance to the Gaza Strip.

S/2010/459 Identical letters, 1 Sept. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports an armed incident allegedly committed by Hamas on 31 Aug. 2010 near the community of Kiryat Arba, which resulted in the deaths of 4 civilian passengers; welcomes Secretary-General's condemnation of this attack and calls upon the international community to denounce these murders.

S/2010/460 (A/64/908) Identical letters, 1 Sept. 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits complaint regarding the networks operating in Lebanon allegedly set up by the Israeli intelligence services.


S/2010/468 Identical letters, 7 Sept. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports explosions in Shehabiyya on 3 Sept. 2010 and the alleged sealing off the area by Hizbollah operatives which it claims delayed the deployment of the UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL); requests a copy of the findings of the investigation conducted by UNIFIL.

S/2010/477 Identical letters, 14 Sept. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports alleged rocket attacks on 13 Sept. 2010 from the Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip against Israel and states that Israel reserves its right of self-defence.

S/2010/482 (A/64/912) Identical letters, 9 Sept. 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council.

S/2010/483 Identical letters, 16 Sept. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports an alleged launch of 14 rockets and mortars from the Gaza Strip and the firing of propelled grenades along the border between Israel and the Gaza Strip allegedly committed by Hamas since 13 Sept. 2010.

S/2010/489 (A/ES-10/501) Identical letters, 17 Sept. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 373 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-20 Aug. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports alleged tank fire on 12 Sept. 2010 by Israel against Palestinian civilians in the northern Gaza Strip of Beit Hanoun; reports also alleged raid on 17 Sept. 2010 of the Noor Al-Shams refugee camp in Tulkarem in the northern West Bank resulting in the arrest and killing of Palestinian civilians.


S/2010/505 (A/ES-10/502) Identical letters, 1 Oct. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 374 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-17 Sept. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports the alleged inauguration of a settler-only road in Al-Khalil (Hebron) on 27 Sept. 2010; also reports alleged acts of violence and provocation in settlements across the Occupied Palestinian Territory by Israeli settlers.


S/2010/515 (A/ES-10/503) Identical letters, 8 Oct. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 375 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-1 Oct. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports the alleged raid in the West Bank city of Al-Khalil (Hebron) on 8 Oct. 2010 by Israel; also reports alleged acts of violence by Israeli settlers in Beit Fajjar on 4 Oct. 2010, as well as 2 alleged air strikes and fires in Gaza resulting in the injury of civilians.
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)

S/2010/533 Letter, 15 Oct. 2010, from Palestine. Requests the Security Council to invite the Permanent Observer of Palestine to participate in the meeting of the Council to be held on 18 Oct. 2010, regarding the situation in the Middle East, including the Palestine question.

S/2010/535 (A/ES-10/504) Identical letters, 15 Oct. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 376 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-8 Oct. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and refers to the alleged approval of the construction of 240 new settlement units by Israel in East Jerusalem; also reports Israeli settlers allegedly set fire to the village of Far'a east of Qalqilya causing damage to Palestinian lands.


S/2010/578 (A/ES-10/505) Identical letters, 10 Nov. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 377 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-15 Oct. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and concerns the announced construction of another 1,300 new settlement units by Israel in East Jerusalem.


S/2010/590 Identical letters, 19 Nov. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports launch of rockets and mortars fired from the Gaza Strip to Israeli towns allegedly committed by Hamas on 18 Nov. 2010.


S/2010/612 (A/ES-10/506) Identical letters, 2 Dec. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 378 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-10 Nov. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and concerns the announcement of the alleged construction of 625 new settlement units by Israel in East Jerusalem.

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)

S/2010/623 Identical letters, 9 Dec. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports an alleged launch of 2 rockets, mortar shells and a missile from the Gaza Strip causing damage to a residence and injuring an Israeli civilian on 8 Dec. 2010.


Draft resolutions

S/2010/346 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF)].

S/2010/454 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL)] / Belgium, France, Italy, Spain and United States of America.

S/2010/650 Draft resolution [on renewal of the mandate of the UN Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF)] / Austria, Japan and United States of America.
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)

Statements by the President of the Security Council

S/PRST/2010/9 Statement [made on behalf of the Security Council, at the 6326th meeting, 1 June 2010, in connection with the Council's consideration of the item entitled "The situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian question"] / by the President of the Security Council.

Deeply regrets the loss of life and injuries resulting from the use of force during the Israeli military operation in international waters against the convoy sailing to Gaza; condemns those acts which resulted in the loss of at least 10 civilians and many wounded, and expresses its condolences to their families; requests the immediate release of the ships as well as the civilians held by Israel; urges Israel to permit full consular access, to allow the countries concerned to retrieve their deceased and wounded immediately, and to ensure the delivery of humanitarian assistance from the convoy to its destination; reiterates its grave concern at the humanitarian situation in Gaza and stresses the need for sustained and regular flow of goods and people to Gaza as well as unimpeded provision and distribution of humanitarian assistance throughout Gaza; underscores that the only viable solution to Israeli-Palestinian conflict is an agreement negotiated between the parties and re-emphasizes that only a two-State solution, with an independent and viable Palestinian State living side by side in peace and security with Israel and its other neighbours, could bring peace to the region; expresses support for the proximity talks and voices concern that this incident took place while the proximity talks are underway and urges the parties to act with restraint, avoiding any unilateral and provocative actions, and all international partners to promote an atmosphere of cooperation between the parties and throughout the region.

S/PRST/2010/12 Statement [made on behalf of the Security Council, at the 6352nd meeting, 30 June 2010, in connection with the Council's consideration of the item entitled “The situation in the Middle East”] / by the President of the Security Council.

Refers to the report of the Secretary-General on the UN Disengagement Observer Force (S/2010/296) that states in para. 11 “…the situation in the Middle East is tense and is likely to remain so, unless and until a comprehensive settlement covering all aspects of the Middle East problem can be reached”; states that it reflects the view of the Security Council.


Refers to the report of the Secretary-General on the UN Disengagement Observer Force (S/2010/607) that states in para. 13 “…the situation in the Middle East is tense and is likely to remain so, unless and until a comprehensive settlement covering all aspects of the Middle East problem can be reached”; states that it reflects the view of the Security Council.

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


S/PV.6363(Resumption1) (21 July 2010) Ecuador and Iceland.

S/PV.6375 (30 Aug. 2010) Belgium, Israel, Italy and Spain.


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6265 (27 Jan. 2010).

S/PV.6265(Resumption1) (27 Jan. 2010).

S/PV.6273 (18 Feb. 2010).

S/PV.6292 (24 Mar. 2010).

S/PV.6298 (14 Apr. 2010).

S/PV.6298(Resumption1) (14 Apr. 2010).

S/PV.6315 (18 May 2010).

S/PV.6325 (31 May 2010).

S/PV.6326 (1 June 2010).

At the 6326th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "The situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian question": S/PRST/2010/9.
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)
S/PV.6340 (15 June 2010).
S/PV.6343 (21 June 2010).
S/PV.6352 (30 June 2010).
At the 6352nd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/346 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1934 (2010); at the same meeting, the President made a complementary statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with the resolution adopted on the renewal of the mandate of the UN Disengagement Observer Force: S/PRST/2010/12.
S/PV.6363 (21 July 2010).
S/PV.6363(Resumption1) (21 July 2010).
S/PV.6372 (17 Aug. 2010).
S/PV.6375 (30 Aug. 2010).
At the 6375th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/454 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1937 (2010).
S/PV.6388 (17 Sept. 2010).
S/PV.6404 (18 Oct. 2010).
S/PV.6404(Resumption1) (18 Oct. 2010).
S/PV.6430 (23 Nov. 2010).
S/PV.6433 (3 Dec. 2010).
S/PV.6462 (22 Dec. 2010).
At the 6462nd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/650 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1965 (2010); at the same meeting, the President made a complementary statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with the resolution adopted on the renewal of the mandate of the UN Disengagement Observer Force: S/PRST/2010/30.

Resolutions
S/RES/1934(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF)].

Calls upon the parties concerned to implement immediately its resolution 338 (1973) of 22 Oct. 1973; welcomes the efforts being undertaken by UNDOF to implement the Secretary-General’s zero-tolerance policy on sexual exploitation and abuse and to ensure full compliance of its personnel with the UN code of conduct, requests the Secretary-General to continue to take all necessary action in this regard and to keep the Security Council informed, and urges troop-contributing countries to take preventive and disciplinary action to ensure that such acts are properly investigated and punished in cases involving their personnel; decides to renew the mandate of the UN Disengagement Observer Force for a period of 6 months, that is, until 31 Dec. 2010; requests the Secretary-General to submit a report on developments in the situation and the measures taken to implement resolution 338 (1973). (Adopted unanimously, 6352nd meeting, 30 June 2010)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)
S/RES/1937(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL)].

Decides to extend the present mandate of UNIFIL until 31 Aug. 2011; commends the positive role of UNIFIL, welcomes the expansion of coordinated activities between UNIFIL and the Lebanese armed forces and calls on further enhancement of this cooperation; welcomes the deployment of an additional brigade of the Lebanese armed forces on 1 Aug. 2010; strongly calls upon all parties concerned to respect the cessation of hostilities, to prevent any violation of the Blue line and to respect it in its entirety and to cooperate fully with the UN and UNIFIL; urges the Government of Israel to expedite the withdrawal of its army from northern Ghajar without further delay in coordination with UNIFIL, which has actively engaged Israel and Lebanon to facilitate such a withdrawal; reaffirms its call for the establishment between the Blue Line and the Litani River of an area free of any armed personnel, assets and weapons other than those of the Government of Lebanon and UNIFIL; welcomes the conclusions of the Joint DPKO-UNIFIL Technical Review presented in the letter from the Secretary-General to the President of the Security Council dated 12 Feb. 2010 (S/2010/86) and calls for their rapid implementation. (Adopted unanimously, 6375th meeting, 30 Aug. 2010)

S/RES/1965(2010) [Renewal of the mandate of the UN Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF)].

Calls upon the parties concerned to implement immediately its resolution 338 (1973) of 22 Oct. 1973; welcomes the efforts being undertaken by the UNDOF to implement the Secretary-General’s zero-tolerance policy on sexual exploitation and abuse and to ensure full compliance of its personnel with the UN code of conduct, requests the Secretary-General to continue to take all necessary action in this regard and to keep the Security Council informed, and urges troop-contributing countries to take preventive and disciplinary action to ensure that such acts are properly investigated and punished in cases involving their personnel; decides to renew the mandate of the UNDOF for a period of 6 months, until 30 June 2011; requests the Secretary-General to submit, at the end of this period, a report on developments in the situation and the measures taken to implement resolution 338 (1973). (Adopted unanimously, 6462nd meeting, 22 Dec. 2010)
NARCOTIC DRUGS

General documents


Statements by the President of the Security Council


Notes with concern the serious threats posed in some cases by drug trafficking and transnational organized crime to international security and the increasing link between drug trafficking and the financing of terrorism; notes that these transnational crimes may threaten the security of countries on its agenda and undermine the authority of states; notes that organized crime groups and networks are becoming more diversified and connected in their illicit operations; calls upon Member States to increase international and regional cooperation, as well as their cooperation with the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) and the International Narcotic Control Board; encourages the coordination of UN actions in order to enhance the effectiveness of appropriate international efforts; reaffirms and commends the important work of UNODC in collaboration with other relevant entities of the UN; encourages States to strengthen international, regional and sub-regional cooperation to counter drug trafficking, transnational organized crime, terrorism and corruption and to investigate and prosecute persons and entities responsible for these crimes consistent with international law; expresses its concern about the number of victims caused by acts of terrorism; invites the Secretary-General to consider these threats as a factor in conflict prevention strategies, conflict analysis, integrated missions' assessment and planning and to consider including in his reports analysis on the role played by these threats in situations on its agenda.

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6277 (24 Feb. 2010). At the 6277th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "Threats to international peace and security": S/PRST/2010/4.

NEPAL–POLITICAL CONDITIONS

Reports


General documents


S/2010/474 Letter, 14 Sept. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Transmits two separate letters dated 14 Sept. 2010 from the Prime Minister of Nepal and from the Chairman of the Unified Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) requesting the extension of the current mandate of the UN Mission in Nepal by 4 months from 15 Sept. 2010.

Draft resolutions

NEPAL–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)


Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6260 (15 Jan. 2010).
S/PV.6262 (21 Jan. 2010).
At the 6262nd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/32 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1909 (2010).
S/PV.6308 (5 May 2010).
S/PV.6311 (12 May 2010).
At the 6311th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/236 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1921 (2010).
S/PV.6377 (7 Sept. 2010).
S/PV.6385 (15 Sept. 2010).
At the 6385th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/476 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1939 (2010).
S/PV.6398 (14 Oct. 2010).

NEPAL–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)

Resolutions

Decides in line with the request from the Government of Nepal and the Secretary-General’s recommendations, to renew the mandate of the UN Mission in Nepal (UNMIN) as established under resolution 1740 (2007) until 15 May 2010; calls upon all parties to take full advantage of the expertise and readiness of UNMIN to support the peace process to facilitate the completion of outstanding aspects of UNMIN’s mandate by 15 May 2010; decides that UNMIN should make the necessary arrangements with the Government of Nepal for its withdrawal, including handing over any residual monitoring responsibilities by 15 May 2010; welcomes the recent understanding between the Government of Nepal and the Unified Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) on having a timetabled action plan for the integration and rehabilitation of Maoist army personnel by 15 May 2010; calls upon all political parties in Nepal to expedite the peace process; requests the parties in Nepal to take the necessary steps to promote the safety, security and freedom of movement of UNMIN and associated personnel in executing the tasks defined in the mandate. (Adopted unanimously, 6262nd meeting, 21 Jan. 2010)

S/RES/1921(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in Nepal (UNMIN)].
Decides in line with the request from the Government of Nepal and the Secretary-General’s recommendations, to renew the mandate of UN Mission in Nepal (UNMIN) as established under resolution 1740 (2007) until 15 Sept. 2010, taking into account the completion of some elements of the mandate and the ongoing work on the monitoring of the management of arms and armed personnel in line with the 25 June 2008 Agreement among the political parties, which will support the completion of the peace process; requests the parties in Nepal to take the necessary steps to promote the safety, security and freedom of movement of UNMIN and associated personnel in executing the tasks defined in the mandate. (Adopted unanimously, 6311th meeting, 12 May 2010)

S/RES/1939(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in Nepal (UNMIN)].
Decides in line with the request from the Government of Nepal to renew the mandate of UN Mission in Nepal (UNMIN) as established under resolution 1740 (2007) until 15 Jan. 2011; decides that UNMIN’s mandate will terminate on 15 Jan. 2011 after which date UNMIN will leave Nepal; requests the parties in Nepal to take the necessary steps to promote the safety, security and freedom of movement of UNMIN and associated personnel in executing the tasks defined in the mandate. (Adopted unanimously, 6385th meeting, 15 Sept. 2010)
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT

General documents


S/2010/53 Letter, 29 Jan. 2010, from the Chairman of the Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1540 (2004). Refers to para. 9 of Security Council resolution 1810 (2008) and reports that the Committee is now turning its attention to its annual programme of work, as a matter of urgency, and that the programme will be adopted no later than 26 Feb. 2010.


NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT (continued)


S/2010/576 Letter, 5 Nov. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to Security Council resolution 1929 (2010) requesting the Secretary-General to create Panel of Experts for an initial period of 1 year to carry out the tasks specified in para. 29 of the same resolution; informs the appointment of 8 experts.

Draft resolutions

S/2010/283 Draft resolution [on measures against the Islamic Republic of Iran in connection with its enrichment-related and reprocessing activities, including research and development] / France, Germany, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)

S/PV.6335 (9 June 2010) Germany and Islamic Republic of Iran.

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6335 (9 June 2010)

At the 6335th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/283 was adopted (12-2-1): resolution 1929 (2010).

S/PV.6344 (28 June 2010).

NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT (continued)

Resolutions

S/RES/1929(2010) [Measures against the Islamic Republic of Iran in connection with its enrichment-related and reprocessing activities, including research and development].

Decides that Iran shall without delay comply fully and without qualification with its IAEA Safeguards Agreement, including through the application of modified Code 3.1 of the Subsidiary Arrangement to its Safeguards Agreement; decides that Iran shall not acquire an interest in any commercial activity in another State involving uranium mining, production or use of nuclear materials and technology as listed in INFCIRC/254/Rev.9/Part 1, in particular uranium enrichment and reprocessing activities, all heavy-water activities or technology related to ballistic missiles capable of delivering nuclear weapons; decides that all States shall prevent the direct or indirect supply, sale or transfer to Iran, from or through their territories or by their nationals or individuals subject to their jurisdiction, or using their flag vessels or aircraft, and whether or not originating in their territories, of any battle tanks, armoured combat vehicles, large calibre artillery systems, combat aircraft, attack helicopters, warships, missiles or missile systems as defined for the purpose of the UN Register of Conventional Arms; decides that the measures specified in paragraphs 12, 13, 14 and 15 of resolution 1737 (2006) shall apply also to the individuals and entities listed in Annex I of this resolution and to any individuals or entities acting on their behalf or at their direction, and to entities owned or controlled by them; decides that all States shall prohibit the provision by their nationals or from their territory of bunkering services, such as provision of fuel or supplies, or other servicing of vessels, to Iranian-owned or -contracted vessels, including chartered vessels; decides that the Committee shall intensify its efforts to promote the full implementation of resolutions 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007), 1803 (2008) and this resolution; requests the Secretary-General to create, for an initial period of one year, in consultation with the Committee, a group of up to 8 experts ("Panel of Experts"), under the direction of the Committee. (Adopted 12-2-1, 6335th meeting, 9 June 2010)

NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION

Reports


General documents


S/2010/53 Letter, 29 Jan. 2010, from the Chairman of the Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1540 (2004). Refers to para. 9 of Security Council resolution 1810 (2008) and reports that the Committee is now turning its attention to its annual programme of work, as a matter of urgency, and that the programme will be adopted no later than 26 Feb. 2010.


NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION (continued)

S/2010/172 Letter, 26 Mar. 2010, from the Islamic Republic of Iran. Refers to the Secretary-General's briefing on the situation in the Middle East at the Security Council meeting held on 24 Mar. 2010, and his remarks on Iran's nuclear issue reflecting the concerns expressed by Israeli officials; states that various Israeli officials continue to publicly threaten to use force against the Islamic Republic of Iran and it requires urgent and resolute response on the part of the relevant United Nations organs, in particular the Security Council and the Secretary-General.


S/2010/188 (A/64/745) Identical letters, 13 Apr. 2010, from the Islamic Republic of Iran addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to the Nuclear Posture Review of the United States and concerns further the public statements allegedly made by senior officials of the United States containing threats of resort to force against the Islamic Republic of Iran.


S/2010/376 Letter, 8 July 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to Security Council resolution 1928 (2010), by which the Council decided to extend until 12 June 2011 the mandate of the Panel of Experts and reports that, after consulting with the Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1718 (2006), he has reappointed the following experts: Masahiko Asada, Japan (nuclear issues); David J. Birch, United Kingdom (proliferation of weapons of mass destruction) and Coordinator of the Panel of Experts; Victor D. Comras, United States of America (finance); Erik Marzolf, France (missile technology); Young-wan Song, Republic of Korea (regional issues); Alexander Vilnin, Russian Federation (customs); Xiaodong Xue, China (export control, nuclear items).


Draft resolutions

S/2010/283 Draft resolution [on measures against the Islamic Republic of Iran in connection with its enrichment-related and reprocessing activities, including research and development] / France, Germany, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION (continued)

S/PV.6457 (20 Dec. 2010).

Resolutions


Decides to extend until 12 June 2011 the mandate of the Panel of Experts, as specified in paragraph 26 of resolution 1874 (2009), and requests the Secretary-General to take the necessary administrative measures to this effect; requests the Panel of Experts to provide to the Council no later than 12 Nov. 2010 a midterm report on its work, and a final report to the Council no later than 30 days prior to the termination of its mandate with its findings and recommendations; urges all States, relevant UN bodies and other interested parties, to cooperate fully with the Committee established pursuant to resolution 1718 (2006) and the Panel of Experts, in particular by supplying any information at their disposal on the implementation of the measures imposed by resolution 1718 (2006) and resolution 1874 (2009). ( Adopted unanimously, 6333rd meeting, 7 June 2010)

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6279 (26 Feb. 2010).
At the 6279th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "The situation concerning Iraq": S/PRST/2010/5.

S/PV.6280 (4 Mar. 2010).

S/PV.6333 (7 June 2010).
At the 6333rd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/285 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1928 (2010).

S/PV.6334 (8 June 2010).

S/PV.6335 (9 June 2010).
At the 6335th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/283 was adopted (12-2-1): resolution 1929 (2010).

S/PV.6344 (28 June 2010).

S/PV.6384 (15 Sept. 2010).


NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION (continued)

Statements by the President of the Security Council


Welcomes the letter sent by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Iraq on 18 Jan. 2010 which confirms that Iraq supports the international non-proliferation regime and complies with disarmament treaties and other relevant international instruments and is committed to taking additional steps to comply with non proliferation and disarmament standards, and has also committed to inform the Security Council, IAEA and other relevant agencies on progress made towards implementing those measures in accordance with Iraq's constitutional and legislative procedures and in compliance with international norms and obligations; welcomes that Iraq signed in 2008 the Additional Protocol to the Comprehensive Safeguards Agreement with the IAEA and that the Additional Protocol is currently before Parliament for ratification, as is the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty; underlines, in particular, the importance of Iraq ratifying the Additional Protocol; also requests that the IAEA inform the Council as soon as possible regarding the quality of Iraq's safeguards-related cooperation with the IAEA, including provisional implementation of the Additional Protocol pending entry into force; underlines its readiness, once the necessary steps have been taken, to review, with a view towards lifting, the restrictions in resolutions 687 (1991) and 707 (1991) related to weapons of mass destruction and civil nuclear activities.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)

S/PV.6335 (9 June 2010) Germany and Islamic Republic of Iran.
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION (continued)

S/RES/1929(2010) [Measures against the Islamic Republic of Iran in connection with its enrichment-related and reprocessing activities, including research and development].

Decides that Iran shall without delay comply fully and without qualification with its IAEA Safeguards Agreement, including through the application of modified Code 3.1 of the Subsidiary Arrangement to its Safeguards Agreement; decides that Iran shall not acquire an interest in any commercial activity in another State involving uranium mining, production or use of nuclear materials and technology as listed in INFCIRC/254/Rev.9/Part 1, in particular uranium enrichment and reprocessing activities, all heavy-water activities or technology related to ballistic missiles capable of delivering nuclear weapons; decides that all States shall prevent the direct or indirect supply, sale or transfer to Iran, from or through their territories or by their nationals or individuals subject to their jurisdiction, or using their flag vessels or aircraft, and whether or not originating in their territories, of any battle tanks, armoured combat vehicles, large calibre artillery systems, combat aircraft, attack helicopters, warships, missiles or missile systems as defined for the purpose of the UN Register of Conventional Arms; decides that the measures specified in paragraphs 12, 13, 14 and 15 of resolution 1737 (2006) shall apply also to the individuals and entities listed in Annex I of this resolution and to any individuals or entities acting on their behalf or at their direction, and to entities owned or controlled by them; decides that all States shall prohibit the provision by their nationals or from their territory of bunkering services, such as provision of fuel or supplies, or other servicing of vessels, to Iranian-owned or -contracted vessels, including chartered vessels; decides that the Committee shall intensify its efforts to promote the full implementation of resolutions 1737 (2006), 1747 (2007), 1803 (2008) and this resolution; requests the Secretary-General to create for an initial period of one year, in consultation with the Committee, a group of up to 8 experts (“Panel of Experts”), under the direction of the Committee. (Adopted 12-2-1, 6335th meeting, 9 June 2010)

PALESTINE QUESTION (continued)

General documents


S/2010/13 (A/ES-10/474) Letter, 6 Jan. 2010, from Palestine. Refers to previous 353 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-31 Dec. 2009 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports that the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory remains critical, as a result of the violations of international law by Israel.


S/2010/21 Identical letters, 12 Jan. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports that on 7 and 10 Jan. 2010, 20 mortars, rockets and a Katyusha rocket were allegedly fired from the Gaza Strip towards Israel and Israel responded militarily.

S/2010/22 (A/ES-10/475) Letter, 12 Jan. 2010, from Palestine. Refers to previous 354 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-6 Jan. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and draws attention to the critical situation in the Occupied East Jerusalem as a result of the continuing illegal measures being carried out by Israel.

S/2010/39 Letter, 22 Jan. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the Board of Inquiry report into incidents in the Gaza Strip between 27 December 2008 and 19 January 2009 and its recommendations, reports that the Government of Israel has been constructively engaged throughout this process and has agreed to continue a dialogue on ways to improve cooperation on the ground.

S/2010/44 Letter, 22 Jan. 2010, from Palestine. Requests the Security Council to invite the Permanent Observer of Palestine to participate in the meeting of the Security Council to be held on 27 Jan. 2010 regarding the situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian question.

S/2010/80 (A/ES-10/476) Identical letters, 9 Feb. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 355 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-12 Jan. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and reports the raid of the Ramallah office of the Popular Committee against the Wall and Settlement Construction on 8 Feb. 2010, the arrest of several international activists, and the use of travel bans.
| S/2010/97 | (A/ES-10/477) Identical letters, 23 Feb. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 356 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-9 Feb. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and condemns the alleged announcement, by Israeli Prime Minister on 22 Feb. 2010, of adding the Al-Ibrahimi Mosque in Al-Khalil (Hebron) and the site of Bilal's Mosque in Bethlehem (Rachel's Tomb) along with the Walls of the Old City of Jerusalem to the list of national heritage sites. |
| S/2010/128 | (A/ES-10/480) Identical letters, 10 Mar. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 359 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-5 Mar. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and reports the announcement by Israel of the approval for construction of new settlement units in Ramat Shlomo in Occupied East Jerusalem and Betar Illit near Bethlehem, within days of the agreement by Executive Committee of the Palestinian Liberation Organization to the proposal of the United States to launch indirect talks with the 2 parties; states that these actions will undermine the efforts made by the international community and derail negotiations before they even begin. |
| S/2010/142 | (A/ES-10/481) Identical letters, 16 Mar. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 360 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-10 Mar. 2010 regarding the ongoing crisis in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and states that the continuation of Israel's alleged construction of new settlement units in Ramat Shlomo in Occupied East Jerusalem and alleged blanket closure of the West Bank have caused widespread unrest in the Occupied Palestinian Territory. |
| S/2010/148 | (A/ES-10/482) Identical letters, 19 Mar. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 361 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-16 Mar. 2010 regarding the ongoing crisis in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and states that the continuation of Israel's alleged blockade against Gaza Strip has caused deplorable living conditions and traumatic impact affecting children and women in the Occupied Palestinian Territory. |
| S/2010/155 | (A/ES-10/483) Identical letters, 23 Mar. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 362 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-19 Mar. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and reports allegations of settler violence and recent activities allegedly carried out by Israel in the West Bank, Gaza and East Jerusalem. |
| S/2010/163 | (A/ES-10/485) Identical letters, 29 Mar. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 364 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-25 Mar. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports allegations of repression against Christian Palestinians who were on protest during the annual commemoration of Land Day. |
| S/2010/182 | Letter, 8 Apr. 2010, from Palestine. Requests that the Security Council invite the Permanent Observer of Palestine to the UN to participate in the open debate of the Security Council which is to be held on Wednesday, 14 Apr. 2010, regarding the situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian question. |
| S/2010/185 | (A/ES-10/487) Identical letters, 12 Apr. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 365 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-29 Mar. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and reports a new Israeli military order that allegedly threatens the deportation of Palestinians from the West Bank. |
PALESTINE QUESTION (continued)

S/2010/190 (A/ES-10/488) Identical letters, 16 Apr. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 366 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-12 Apr. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and reiterates its concern about the Israeli military order which allegedly threatens the deportation of Palestinians from the West Bank; also reports allegations of Israeli military raids and arrests of Palestinian civilians in the West Bank and activities of the Israeli settlers against Palestinian civilians and their properties.

S/2010/202 (A/64/751) Letter, 20 Apr. 2010, from Kuwait. Reports, in the capacity as Chair of the Group of Arab States for Apr. 2010, the alleged desecration by Israel of the Ma’mun Allah (Mamilla) Cemetery, a Muslim cemetery in Jerusalem; states that the international community must denounce the desecration of the Cemetery and undertake all efforts to compel Israel to suspend completely its activities in this regard and to undertake efforts to properly, with the utmost sensitivity and conscience, redress the matter in order to preserve and protect this historic, religious site of great importance to Palestinian Arab and Muslim heritage.


S/2010/218 (A/64/761) Letter, 28 Apr. 2010, from Kuwait. Express concern, on behalf of the member States of the Arab Group, regarding the new Israeli military order which allegedly threatens the deportation of Palestinians from the West Bank and East Jerusalem.

S/2010/230 (A/ES-10/4/49) Identical letters, 5 May 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 367 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-16 Apr. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports alleged continued attacks against Palestinians and destruction of their property by Israeli settlers.

S/2010/266 Letter, 31 May 2010, from Turkey. Requests an emergency meeting of the Security Council, to be convened on 31 May 2010, under rule 2 of the provisional rules of procedure, to discuss the alleged military intervention by Israel, in international waters, of a multinational convoy of ships carrying humanitarian assistance to the people of Gaza.

S/2010/267 Letter, 31 May 2010, from Lebanon. Requests an immediate meeting of the Security Council, under rule 2 of the provisional rules of procedure, to be convened at noon on 31 May 2010, under the agenda item entitled “The situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian question” to discuss the alleged military activity by Israel against the multinational convoy of ships carrying humanitarian supplies to Gaza.

S/2010/268 Letter, 31 May 2010, from Palestine. Requests that the Security Council invite the Permanent Observer of Palestine to the UN to participate in the emergency meeting of the Security Council to be held on Monday, 31 May 2010, regarding alleged Israeli activities against the Gaza aid flotilla on 31 May 2010.

S/2010/269 (A/64/800) Letter, 31 May 2010, from Indonesia. Transmits statement of Government of Indonesia condemning the raid and act of violence allegedly carried by Israel against the Mavi Marmara, which was carrying international humanitarian assistance to the Gaza Strip, Palestine; and states that the Government of Indonesia will work closely with the international community to ensure that Israel is held accountable for its action in accordance with international law.

S/2010/274 (A/64/799) Identical letters, 31 May 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Condemns the military activities allegedly carried out by Israel in international waters in the Mediterranean Sea against the convoy of civilian ships that was carrying hundreds of peace activists from around the world and headed to the besieged Gaza Strip to deliver humanitarian aid and essential supplies to the Palestinian people.

S/2010/280 (A/64/802) Letter, 2 June 2010, from Cuba. Transmits statement issued by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs concerning the attack perpetrated by Israel against the humanitarian aid flotilla to Gaza.


S/2010/290 (A/ES-10/490) Identical letters, 7 June 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to the previous 368 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-5 May 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports allegations of military activity by Israel in the Gaza Strip and armed incidents by Israeli settlers in the West Bank city of Al-Khalil (Hebron); calls upon the Security Council to take urgent measures to redress the situation.

S/2010/316 Letter, 11 June 2010, from Palestine. Requests that the Security Council invite the Permanent Observer of Palestine to the UN to participate in the meeting of the Security Council to be held on Wednesday, 16 June 2010, in connection with the item entitled “Children and armed conflict.”
PALESTINE QUESTION (continued)

S/2010/317 (A/ES-10/491) Identical letters, 16 June 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to the previous 369 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-7 June 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports that on 15 June 2010, the Israeli authorities approved the Israeli Government's plan, of 10 Mar. 2010, for construction of another 1,600 settlement units in "Ramat Shlomo" in Occupied East Jerusalem; also reports on alleged activities of Israeli forces and the Israeli settlers against Palestinian civilians and their properties.

S/2010/321 Identical letters, 18 June 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports that Lebanese ships, intended to give humanitarian assistance to the Gaza Strip, allegedly breaches the naval blockade in the area.


S/2010/331 (A/64/842) Letter, 22 June 2010, from Egypt, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and the Syrian Arab Republic to the Secretary-General, President of the General Assembly and the President of the Security Council. Requests, as Chairs of the Coordinating Bureau of the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM CoB), the Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC) Group, and the Arab Group in New York, in a follow-up to the presidential statement adopted by the UN Security Council on 1 June 2010 (S/PRST/2010/9) and the resolution adopted by the Human Rights Council on 2 June 2010 (A/HRC/RES/14/1), lifting of alleged Israeli blockade imposed on the Palestinian people in the Gaza Strip and conducting international investigation for the military attack against maritime humanitarian convoy sailing to Gaza on 31 May 2010.

S/2010/332 (A/ES-10/493) Identical letters, 22 June 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits statement of the Council of Ministers of the Palestinian National Authority on the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, that was issued at the Council's 53rd meeting on 21 June 2010.

PALESTINE QUESTION (continued)


S/2010/356 (A/ES-10/495) Identical letters, 2 July 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to the previous 370 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-16 June 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports alleged home demolitions, identification revocation and activities carried out by Israel in the occupied territories and the Gaza Strip.

S/2010/370 Identical letters, 9 July 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General, the President of the General Assembly and the President of the Security Council. Alleges that a Moldovan ship, which has been hired and sponsored by a Libyan organization, plans to depart from Greece with the claimed purpose of bringing aid to the Gaza Strip; calls upon the international community to exert its influence on the Government of Libya to prevent this ship from departing.

S/2010/379 (A/ES-10/497) Identical letters, 13 July 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to the previous 371 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-2 July 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports the continuation by Israel, the occupying Power, of its illegal colonization campaign in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, particularly its ongoing illegal attempts to change the reality on the ground in Occupied East Jerusalem through the expansion of settlements, home demolitions, evictions and the displacement of more of the city's indigenous Palestinian residents.

S/2010/391 Letter, 20 July 2010, from Palestine. Requests that the Security Council invite the Permanent Observer of Palestine to the UN to participate in the meeting of the Security Council to be held on Wednesday, 21 July 2010, on the situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian question.

S/2010/395 Identical letters, 21 July 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. States that 2 ships, Junia and Julia, plan to depart from Lebanon and sail to the Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip and that Israel reserves its right under international law to use all necessary means to prevent these ships from violating the naval blockade allegedly imposed on the Gaza Strip.

S/2010/411 Identical letters, 30 July 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports alleged rocket and mortar attacks carried out from the Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip against Israel and states that Israel reserves its right of self-defence.
PALESTINE QUESTION (continued)

S/2010/414 Letter, 2 Aug. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Informs that the Secretary-General, after intensive consultations with the leaders of Turkey and Israel, decided to establish a Panel of Inquiry on the flotilla incident that occurred on 31 May 2010.

S/2010/440 Identical letters, 20 Aug. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Calls upon Lebanon and the international community to prevent their ships from violating the naval blockade of the Gaza Strip.

S/2010/441 (A/ES-10/499) Identical letters, 20 Aug. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 372 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-13 July 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports alleged continued attacks against Palestinians and destruction of their property by Israeli settlers.


S/2010/448 (A/64/904) Identical letters, 23 Aug. 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits Lebanon's response to the allegations contained in the Israeli letter (S/2010/440) regarding Lebanese vessels that have been attempting to deliver humanitarian assistance to the Gaza Strip.

S/2010/455 (A/64/905) Letter, 26 Aug. 2010, from Tajikistan. Draws attention, in the capacity as Chair of the Organization of the Islamic Conference Group in New York, to the alleged destruction by Israel, of the historic Muslim Ma'man Allah (Mamilla) Cemetery in Jerusalem.

S/2010/459 Identical letters, 1 Sept. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports an armed incident allegedly committed by Hamas on 31 Aug. 2010 near the community of Kiryat Arba, which resulted in the deaths of 4 civilian passengers; welcomes Secretary-General's condemnation of this attack and calls upon the international community to denounce these murders.


PALESTINE QUESTION (continued)

S/2010/477 Identical letters, 14 Sept. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports alleged rocket attacks on 13 Sept. 2010 from the Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip against Israel and states that Israel reserves its right of self-defence.

S/2010/483 Identical letters, 16 Sept. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports an alleged launch of 14 rockets and mortars from the Gaza Strip and the firing of propelled grenades along the border between Israel and the Gaza Strip allegedly committed by Hamas since 13 Sept. 2010.

S/2010/489 (A/ES-10/501) Identical letters, 17 Sept. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 373 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-20 Aug. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports the alleged inauguration of a settler-only road in Al-Khaliil (Hebron) on 27 Sept. 2010; also reports alleged raids on 17 Sept. 2010 of the Noor Al-Shams refugee camp in Tulkarem in the northern West Bank resulting in the arrest and killing of Palestinian civilians.

S/2010/505 (A/ES-10/502) Identical letters, 1 Oct. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 374 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-17 Sept. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports the alleged inauguration of a settler-only road in Al-Khaliil (Hebron) on 27 Sept. 2010; also reports alleged acts of violence and provocation in settlements across the Occupied Palestinian Territory by Israeli settlers.

S/2010/515 (A/ES-10/503) Identical letters, 8 Oct. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 375 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-1 Oct. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports the alleged raid in the West Bank city of Al-Khaliil (Hebron) on 8 Oct. 2010 by Israel; also reports alleged acts of violence by Israeli settlers in Beit Fajjar on 4 Oct. 2010, as well as 2 alleged air strikes and fires in Gaza resulting in the injury of civilians.

S/2010/533 Letter, 15 Oct. 2010, from Palestine. Requests the Security Council to invite the Permanent Observer of Palestine to participate in the meeting of the Council to be held on 18 Oct. 2010, regarding the situation in the Middle East, including the Palestine question.
PALESTINE QUESTION (continued)

S/2010/535 (A/ES-10/504) Identical letters, 15 Oct. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 376 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-12 Oct. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and refers to the alleged approval of the construction of 240 new settlement units by Israel in East Jerusalem; also reports Israeli settlers allegedly set fire to the village of Fara'at east of Qalqilya causing damage to Palestinian lands.

S/2010/578 (A/ES-10/505) Identical letters, 10 Nov. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 377 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-15 Oct. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and concerns the announcement of the alleged construction of another 1,300 new settlement units by Israel in East Jerusalem.

S/2010/590 Identical letters, 19 Nov. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports launch of rockets and mortars fired from the Gaza Strip to Israeli towns allegedly committed by Hamas on 18 Nov. 2010.

S/2010/612 (A/ES-10/506) Identical letters, 2 Dec. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 378 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-10 Nov. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and concerns the announcement of the alleged construction of 625 new settlement units by Israel in East Jerusalem.

S/2010/623 Identical letters, 9 Dec. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports an alleged launch of 2 rockets, mortar shells and a missile from the Gaza Strip causing damage to a residence and injuring an Israeli civilian on 8 Dec. 2010.


S/PRST/2010/9 Statement [made on behalf of the Security Council, at the 6326th meeting, 1 June 2010, in connection with the Council's consideration of the item entitled "The situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian question"] / by the President of the Security Council.

Deeply regrets the loss of life and injuries resulting from the use of force during the Israeli military operation in international waters against the convoy sailing to Gaza; condemns those acts which resulted in the loss of at least 10 civilians and many wounded, and expresses its condolences to their families; requests the immediate release of the ships as well as the civilians held by Israel; urges Israel to permit full consular access, to allow the countries concerned to retrieve their deceased and wounded immediately, and to ensure the delivery of humanitarian assistance from the convoy to its destination; reiterates its grave concern at the humanitarian situation in Gaza and stresses the need for sustained and regular flow of goods and people to Gaza as well as unimpeded provision and distribution of humanitarian assistance throughout Gaza; underscores that the only viable solution to Israeli-Palestinian conflict is an agreement negotiated between the parties and re-emphasizes that only a two-State solution, with an independent and viable Palestinian State living side by side in peace and security with Israel and its other neighbours, could bring peace to the region; expresses support for the proximity talks and voices concern that this incident took place while the proximity talks are underway and urges the parties to act with restraint, avoiding any unilateral and provocative actions, and all international partners to promote an atmosphere of cooperation between the parties and throughout the region.

Palestine.


PALESTINE QUESTION (continued)


S/PV.6363(Resumption1) (21 July 2010) Ecuador and Iceland.


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6265 (27 Jan. 2010).
S/PV.6265(Resumption1) (27 Jan. 2010).
S/PV.6273 (18 Feb. 2010).
S/PV.6292 (24 Mar. 2010).
S/PV.6298 (14 Apr. 2010).
S/PV.6298(Resumption1) (14 Apr. 2010).
S/PV.6315 (18 May 2010).
S/PV.6325 (31 May 2010).
S/PV.6326 (1 June 2010).

At the 6326th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled “The situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian question”: S/PRST/2010/9.

S/PV.6340 (15 June 2010).
S/PV.6363 (21 July 2010).
S/PV.6363(Resumption1) (21 July 2010).
S/PV.6372 (17 Aug. 2010).
S/PV.6388 (17 Sept. 2010).
S/PV.6404 (18 Oct. 2010).
S/PV.6404(Resumption1) (18 Oct. 2010).
S/PV.6430 (23 Nov. 2010).

PEACEBUILDING

Reports


General documents


S/2010/389 (A/64/870) Letter, 19 July 2010, from the President of the Security Council to the Chairperson of the Peacebuilding Commission. Refers to the letter dated 27 May 2010 from Liberia addressed to the Secretary-General, requesting that Liberia be placed on the agenda of the Peacebuilding Commission; states that the Security Council supports this request and invites the Peacebuilding Commission to provide advice on the situation in Liberia.

S/2010/389 (A/65/387) Letter, 21 Sept. 2010, from the Chair of the Peacebuilding Commission. Refers to letter dated 19 July 2010 (A/64/870-S/2010/389) from the President of the Security Council and reports that the Commission dispatched an exploratory mission to Liberia from 16 to 27 Aug. 2010, and that its Organizational Committee agreed to place Liberia on the agenda of the Commission; also reports that the Commission decided to establish a country configuration for Liberia.

S/2010/397 (A/64/871) Letter, 22 July 2010, from Portugal. Transmits list of participants, summary and concept paper of the Seminar on UN Peacekeeping and Peacebuilding: Enhancing Interaction between the Security Council, the Secretariat, Troop- and Police-Contributing Countries and Host Countries, which was held in Portugal, 8-10 July 2010.

S/2010/690 Letter, 30 Dec. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to Security Council resolution 1646 (2005), adopted on 20 Dec. 2005; reports that, following informal consultations, the members of the Security Council agreed on the selection of Gabon and Colombia as the 2 elected members of the Council to participate in the Organizational Committee for a term of 1 year, until the end of 2011.

Draft resolutions

S/2010/557 Draft resolution [on affirming the importance of the UN Peacebuilding Commission].
PEACEBUILDING (continued)

Statements by the President of the Security Council

S/PRST/2010/7 Statement [made on behalf of the Security Council, at the 6299th meeting, 16 April 2010, in connection with the Council's consideration of the item entitled "Post-conflict peacebuilding"] / by the President of the Security Council.

Emphasizes the critical importance of post-conflict peacebuilding as the foundation for building sustainable peace and development in the aftermath of conflict; highlights the need for effective peacebuilding strategies to ensure durable peace and development; reafirms the importance of national ownership and the development of national capacity; recognizes security sector reform as essential to the peacebuilding process and affirms that security sector reform should be nationally owned; recognizes the importance of pursuing political stability and security, alongside socio-economic development for the consolidation of peace; also emphasizes the importance of increased attention and coherent policies to the reconstruction of conflict-affected communities and empowerment of affected people; reiterates the importance of launching peacebuilding assistance at the earliest possible stage; recognizes the importance of enhancing coordination among relevant bilateral and multilateral donors to ensure predictable, coherent and timely financial support for post-conflict peacebuilding; emphasizes the need for the UN system to strengthen strategic partnership with other international, regional and subregional organizations.


Reiterates the importance of national ownership of peacebuilding efforts and priorities; stresses the importance of women's equal participation and full involvement in all efforts for the maintenance and promotion of peace and security, including peacebuilding; reiterates the importance of addressing women's peacebuilding needs and their involvement in the development and implementation of post-conflict strategies.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


S/PV.6396 (13 Oct. 2010) Australia, Bangladesh, Canada, Chile, Croatia, Czech Republic, Egypt, Finland, Ireland, Morocco, Nepal, Pakistan, Peru, Portugal, South Africa and Thailand.

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS

Resolutions

S/RES/1947(2010) [Affirming the importance of the UN Peacebuilding Commission].

Requests all relevant UN actors to take forward, within their mandates and as appropriate, the recommendations of the report entitled "Review of the United Nations Peacebuilding Architecture", as set out in document S/2010/393, with the aim of further improving the effectiveness of the Peacebuilding Commission; recognizes that the peacebuilding work of the UN requires sustained support and adequate resources to meet the challenges; requests the Peacebuilding Commission to reflect in its annual reports progress made in taking forward the relevant recommendations of the report. (Adopted unanimously, 6414th meeting, 29 Oct. 2010)

Reports


PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS (continued)

General documents


S/2010/397 (A/64/871) Letter, 22 July 2010, from Portugal. Transmits list of participants, summary and concept paper of the Seminar on UN Peacekeeping and Peacebuilding: Enhancing Interaction between the Security Council, the Secretariat, Troop- and Police-Contributing Countries and Host Countries, which was held in Portugal, 8-10 July 2010.

Statements by the President of the Security Council


Stresses in particular its commitment "regularly to assess in consultation with other stakeholders, the strength, mandate and composition of peacekeeping operations with a view to making the necessary adjustments where appropriate, according to progress achieved or changing circumstances on the ground". The Council stresses that the overarching objective should be to achieve success through creating the conditions for sustainable peace on the ground, thereby allowing for reconfiguration or withdrawal of the United Nations peacekeeping mission.


Stresses that the comprehensive and coherent use of preventive diplomacy, peacemaking, peacekeeping and peacebuilding tools is important in creating the conditions for sustainable peace; undertakes to provide the necessary political support to ensure this overarching objective; also reiterates its strong support for the protection of civilians and reaffirms its conviction that the protection of civilians in armed conflicts, particularly women and children, should be an important aspect of any comprehensive strategy to resolve conflicts; calls upon Member States to resolve differences peacefully and draws particular attention to the importance of preventive diplomacy as a cost-effective and efficient way of crisis management and conflict resolution; further commits to following closely existing and potential conflict situations that may affect international peace and security, engaging with parties undertaking preventive efforts, encouraging the steps taken to de-escalate tension and build confidence, supporting efforts aimed at mobilizing the necessary expertise and capabilities available in and to the UN.


Reaffirms the importance of and its commitment to strengthening its partnership with the African Union Peace and Security Council through reviewing the degree of cooperation between them with regard to conflict prevention, resolution, peacekeeping, peacebuilding, including the maintenance of constitutional order, the promotion of human rights, democracy and the rule of law in Africa; welcomes the establishment of the UN Office to the African Union; calls upon the African Union to work towards implementation of a long-term and comprehensive capacity-building strategic framework in consultation with the UN and other international partners.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6270 (12 Feb. 2010).
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS (continued)
S/PV.6270 (Resumption 1) (12 Feb. 2010).
At the 6270th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "United Nations peacekeeping operations: transition and exit strategies": S/PRST/2010/2.

S/PV.6370 (6 Aug. 2010).

S/PV.6389 (23 Sept. 2010).
At the 6389th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "Maintenance of international peace and security": S/PRST/2010/18.

S/PV.6409 (22 Oct. 2010).
At the 6409th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "Peace and security in Africa": S/PRST/2010/21.

REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
Reports

General documents

REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN (continued)

Statements by the President of the Security Council
Expresses its intention to consider further steps to promote closer and more operational cooperation between UN and regional and subregional organizations in the fields of conflict early warning, prevention, peacemaking, peacekeeping and peacebuilding and recalls previous relevant resolutions on the issue and statements made by its President; reaffirms its commitment to the peaceful settlement of disputes, acknowledges the important contribution of regional and subregional organizations to the peaceful settlement of local disputes and preventive diplomacy; encourages the Secretariat and regional and subregional organizations to further explore information-sharing on their respective capabilities and lessons-learned in maintaining international peace and security and to continue to compile best practices, in particular in the field of mediation, good offices and peacekeeping; also encourages strengthening of cooperation and dialogue among regional and subregional organizations in this regard.

Discussion in plenary
S/PV.6257 (13 Jan. 2010).
At the 6257th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "Cooperation between the United Nations and regional and subregional organizations in maintaining international peace and security": S/PRST/2010/1.

S/PV.6306 (4 May 2010).

RWANDA SITUATION
Reports
S/2010/259 Letter, 28 May 2010, from the President of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. Transmits the assessments of the President and the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda on the implementation of the completion strategy of the Tribunal, pursuant to Security Council resolution 1534 (2004), as at 28 May 2009.
RWANDA SITUATION (continued)

S/2010/574 Letter, 5 Nov. 2010, from the President of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. Transmits the assessments of the Presidents and the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda on the implementation of the completion strategy of the Tribunal, pursuant to Security Council resolution 1534 (2004), covering the period from 26 May to 1 Nov. 2010.

Draft resolutions

S/2010/333 Draft resolution [on extension of the terms of office of permanent and ad litem judges to the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) and on amending article 12 of the Statute of the International Tribunal] / Austria.

S/2010/628 Draft resolution [on authorization of the judges to complete cases notwithstanding the expiry of their term of office at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR)] / Austria.

S/2010/651 Draft resolution [on establishment of the International Residual Mechanism for Criminal Tribunals with two branches and the adoption of the Statute of the Mechanism].

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6342 (18 June 2010).

S/PV.6349 (29 June 2010).

At the 6349th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/333 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1932 (2010).

S/PV.6434 (6 Dec. 2010).

S/PV.6447 (14 Dec. 2010).

At the 6447th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/628 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1955 (2010).

S/PV.6463 (22 Dec. 2010).

At the 6463rd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/651 was adopted (14-0-1): resolution 1966 (2010).

RWANDA SITUATION (continued)

Resolutions

S/RES/1932(2010) [Extension of the terms of office of permanent and ad litem judges to the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) and on amending article 12 of the Statute of the International Tribunal].

Decides to extend the terms of office of the permanent judges at the International Tribunal, who are members of the Appeals Chamber, until 31 Dec. 2012 or until the completion of the cases to which they are assigned, if sooner; decides to extend the term of office of the permanent judges at the International Tribunal, who are members of the Trial Chamber, until 31 Dec. 2011 or until the completion of the cases to which they are assigned, if sooner; decides to extend the term of office of the ad litem judges at the International Tribunal, who are members of the Trial Chamber, until 31 Dec. 2011 or until the completion of the cases to which they are assigned, if sooner; decides to amend article 12 of the Statute of the International Tribunal as set out in the annex to this resolution; urges the International Tribunal to complete its work expeditiously. (Adopted unanimously, 6349th meeting, 29 June 2010)

S/RES/1955(2010) [Authorization of the judges to complete cases notwithstanding the expiry of their term of office at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR)].

Decides that, notwithstanding the expiry of their term of office on 31 Dec. 2010, Judge Joseph Asoka de Silva and Judge Taghrid Hikmet are authorized to complete the Ndindilyimana et al. case; and takes note of the intention of the International Tribunal to complete the case in Mar. 2011; decides that, notwithstanding the expiry of his term of office on 31 Dec. 2010, Judge Joseph Masanche is authorized to complete the Hategekimana case which he began before the expiry of his term of office; and takes note of the intention of the International Tribunal to complete the case in Jan. 2011; decides that in order for the International Tribunal to complete existing trials or conduct additional trials, the total number of ad litem Judges serving at the International Tribunal may from time to time temporarily exceed the maximum of 9 provided for in article 11, para. 1, of the Statute of the International Tribunal, to a maximum of 12 at any one time, returning to a maximum of 9 by 31 Dec. 2011. (Adopted unanimously, 6447th meeting, 14 Dec. 2010)
SANCTIONS COMPLIANCE (continued)


General documents

S/2010/341 Letter, 28 June 2010, from the Chairman of the Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1267 (1999) concerning Al-Qaida and the Taliban and associated individuals and entities. Concerns status of the review of the names on the Consolidated List pursuant to resolution 1822 (2008); requests extension of the period of the review for one more month, until 31 July 2010.

S/2010/342 Letter, 29 June 2010, from the Chairman of the Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1267 (1999) concerning Al-Qaida and the Taliban and associated individuals and entities. Refers to letter of the Chairman of the Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1267 (1999) concerning Al-Qaida and the Taliban and associated individuals and entities dated 28 June 2010 (S/2010/341) concerning the request that the Security Council extend the deadline of the review described in paragraph 25 of resolution 1822 (2008) until 31 July 2010; reports that the Council agrees to extend the deadline mentioned above, in accordance with the Committee’s request.

S/2010/686 Letter, 31 Dec. 2010, from the Chairman of the Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1267 (1999) concerning Al-Qaida and the Taliban and Associated Individuals and Entities. Refers to para. 42 of Security Council resolution 1904 (2009) and informs that, as at 31 Dec. 2010, 21 of 23 issues have been resolved, while 2 issues remain pending before the Committee and are subject to the new provisions on pending issues included in the guidelines pursuant to para. 41 of resolution 1904 (2009).
SIERRA LEONE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS

Reports


Transmits, in the capacity as the last Chairman of the Committee, the report of the Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1132 (1997) concerning Sierra Leone submitted in accordance with the note by the President of the Security Council of 29 Mar. 1995 (S/1995/234); covers the period 1 Jan.-29 Sept. 2010, when the Committee was dissolved with the adoption of Security Council resolution 1940 (2010).

General documents

S/2010/384 Letter, 9 July 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to Security Council resolution 1315 (2000); seeks confirmation from the Security Council to open the negotiations with the Government of Sierra Leone with a view to concluding on an agreement establishing a residual mechanism for the Special Court for Sierra Leone, and a statute of the residual mechanism.

S/2010/385 Letter, 15 July 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Inform of the request by the Secretary-General of his intention to seek to negotiate and conclude with Sierra Leone an agreement establishing a residual mechanism for the Special Court for Sierra Leone has been noted by the members of the Security Council and they agree to the proposed manner of proceeding.

S/2010/560 Letter, 6 Oct. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Concerns the financing of the Special Court for Sierra Leone.

S/2010/561 Letter, 29 Oct. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to Secretary General's letter dated 6 Oct. 2010 (S/2010/560) concerning difficulties in the budget of the Special Court for Sierra Leone; informs that members of the Council have no objection to his proposal of supplementing voluntary contributions without affecting the independence and structure of the Court.

Draft resolutions

S/2010/495 Draft resolution [on termination of the oil and arms embargo against Sierra Leone and dissolution of the Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1132 (1997)] / United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

S/2010/496 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Integrated Peacebuilding Office in Sierra Leone (UNIPSIL)] / United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

SIERRA LEONE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6291 (22 Mar. 2010).
S/PV.6391 (28 Sept. 2010).
S/PV.6392 (29 Sept. 2010).
At the 6392nd meeting, draft resolutions S/2010/495 and S/2010/496 were adopted unanimously: resolutions 1940 (2010) and 1941 (2010).

Resolutions

S/RES/1940(2010) [Termination of the oil and arms embargo against Sierra Leone and dissolution of the Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1132 (1997)].
Decides to terminate, with immediate effect, the measures set forth in paras. 2, 4 and 5 of resolution 1171 (1998); decides further to dissolve the Committee established by para. 10 of resolution 1132 (1997) with immediate effect. (Adopted unanimously, 6392nd meeting, 29 Sept. 2010)

S/RES/1941(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Integrated Peacebuilding Office in Sierra Leone (UNIPSIL)].
Decides to extend the mandate of UNIPSIL, as set out in resolutions 1829 (2008) and 1886 (2009), until 15 Sept. 2011; calls upon the Government of Sierra Leone to increase their efforts to take measures to combat corruption, improve accountability, and promote the development of the private sector in order to generate wealth and employment opportunities; calls upon the Government of Sierra Leone to continue good governance reform by supporting the Anti-Corruption Commission to increase the transparency and management of Sierra Leone's natural and mineral resources; emphasizes that the Government of Sierra Leone bears the primary responsibility for peacebuilding, security and long-term development in the country; encourages the Peacebuilding Commission to provide support to the Government of Sierra Leone in preparation for the 2012 elections; urges the Government to accelerate the promotion of national unity and reconciliation; commends the Government for recognizing the important role of women in the prevention and resolution of conflicts and in peacebuilding; requests that the Secretary-General keep the Council informed every 6 months of progress made in the implementation of the mandate of UNIPSIL and this resolution. (Adopted unanimously, 6392nd meeting, 29 Sept. 2010)
SMALL ARMS

General documents


Statements by the President of the Security Council


Is gravely concerned about the illicit manufacture, transfer and circulation of small arms and light weapons (SALW) and their excessive accumulation and uncontrolled spread in many regions of the world, particularly in the subregion of Central Africa.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6288 (19 Mar. 2010).

S/PV.6288(Resumption1) (19 Mar. 2010).

At the 6288th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled "Central African region": S/PRST/2010/6.

SOMALIA SITUATION

Reports


S/2010/372 Letter, 12 July 2010, from the Chairman of the Security Council Committee pursuant to resolutions 751 (1992) and 1907 (2009) concerning Somalia and Eritrea. Transmits report of the UN Resident and Humanitarian Coordinator for Somalia on the implementation of paragraphs 4 and 5 of the latter resolution and on any impediments to the delivery of humanitarian assistance in Somalia.

S/2010/394 Report of the Secretary-General on possible options to further the aim of prosecuting and imprisoning persons responsible for acts of piracy and armed robbery at sea off the coast of Somalia, including, in particular, options for creating special domestic chambers possibly with international components, a regional tribunal or an international tribunal and corresponding imprisonment arrangements, taking into account the work of the Contact Group on Piracy off the Coast of Somalia, the existing practice in establishing international and mixed tribunals, and the time and resources necessary to achieve and sustain substantive results.

Issued: 26 July 2010.


SOMALIA SITUATION (continued)

General documents

S/2010/3 Letter, 28 Dec. 2009, from Turkey. Transmits a letter from Abdullah (Mauritania), who has served as Special Adviser on Legal Issues Related to Piracy off the Coast of Somalia, expressing his intention to appoint Jack Lang (France) to serve as Special Adviser on Legal Issues Related to Piracy off the Coast of Somalia. Refers to Security Council resolution 1846 (2008) and transmits report on the progress of actions undertaken by Turkey in the fight against piracy and armed robbery at sea off the coast of Somalia.


S/2010/301 Letter, 7 June 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to Secretary-General's letter dated 15 Dec. 2009 (S/2009/664) and reply from the President of the Security Council dated 21 Dec. 2009 (S/2009/665), and reports the intention to appoint Augustine Mahiga (United Republic of Tanzania) as Special Representative for Somalia and Head of UN Political Office for Somalia, with effect from 1 July 2010 to succeed Ahmedou Ould-Abdallah (Mauritania), who has served as Special Representative since Sept. 2007.

S/2010/302 Letter, 9 June 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to the Secretary-General's letter dated 7 June 2010 (S/2010/301) and states that members of the Security Council have taken note of his intention to appoint Augustine Mahiga (United Republic of Tanzania) as Special Representative for Somalia and Head of UN Political Office for Somalia, with effect from 1 July 2010.

S/2010/350 Letter, 30 June 2010, from Eritrea. Refers to the report of the Secretary-General on Eritrea (S/2010/327) and reports that Eritrea concurs with most of the issues concerning Djibouti, Somalia and Ethiopia mentioned in the report.

S/2010/357 Letter, 1 July 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to Security Council resolution 1916 (2010) of 19 Mar. 2010 and informs that the Secretary-General, after consulting with the Security Council Committee, has appointed experts as members of the UN Monitoring Group reestablished concerning Eritrea and Somalia as referred to in para. 6 of the resolution.

S/2010/361 Letter, 7 July 2010, from Ethiopia. Transmits, in his capacity as the current Chair of the Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD), for information purposes, communiqué of the 15th Extraordinary Summit Meeting, held in Addis Ababa on 5 July 2010, regarding the political and security situation in Somalia.

S/2010/451 Letter, 25 Aug. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Informs the Secretary-General's intention to appoint Jack Lang (France) to serve as Special Adviser on Legal Issues Related to Piracy off the Coast of Somalia.


SOMALIA SITUATION (continued)

Draft resolutions

S/2010/49 Draft resolution [on renewal of the authorization to Member States of the African Union to maintain the African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM)] / France, Turkey, Uganda, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.


S/2010/592 Draft resolution [on acts of piracy and armed robbery against vessels in the waters off the coast of Somalia] / Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Canada, China, Denmark, France, Gabon, Germany, Greece, Japan, Lebanon, Mexico, Nigeria, Norway, Russian Federation, Somalia, Turkey, Uganda, Ukraine, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

S/2010/649 Draft resolution [on authorization to the Member States of the African Union to maintain the deployment until 30 Sept. 2011 of the African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM)] / France, Gabon, Japan, Mexico, Nigeria, Turkey, Uganda, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.


S/6429 (23 Nov. 2010) Canada, Denmark, Germany, Greece, Norway, Somalia and Ukraine.

Discussion in plenary

S/6259 (14 Jan. 2010).
S/6299 (19 Mar. 2010).
S/6301 (27 Apr. 2010).
S/6313 (12 May 2010).
S/6316 (19 May 2010).
S/6362 (20 July 2010).
S/6386 (16 Sept. 2010).
S/6417 (9 Nov. 2010).
S/6429 (23 Nov. 2010).

S/6457 (20 Dec. 2010).
S/6461 (22 Dec. 2010).

At the 6429th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/592 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1950 (2010).


S/6313 (12 May 2010).
S/6316 (19 May 2010).
S/6362 (20 July 2010).

At the 6374th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled “The situation in Somalia”:

S/6417 (9 Nov. 2010).
S/6429 (23 Nov. 2010).

At the 6429th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/649 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1964 (2010).
SOMALIA SITUATION (continued)

Resolutions

S/RES/1910(2010) [Renewal of the authorization of Member States of the African Union to maintain the African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM)].

Decides to authorize the Member States of the African Union to maintain the African Union Mission to Somalia (AMISOM) until 31 Jan. 2011, which shall be authorized to take all necessary measures to carry out its existing mandate as set out in para. 9 of resolution 1772 (2007); requests the African Union to maintain AMISOM’s deployment in Somalia and to increase its force strength with a view to achieving AMISOM’s originally mandated strength of 8,000 troops, thereby enhancing its ability to carry out its mandate in full; requests AMISOM to continue to assist the Transitional Federal Government in the development of the Somali Police Force and the National Security Force, and to assist the integration of Somali units trained by other member States or organizations inside and outside Somalia; requests the Secretary-General to continue to provide a logistical support package for AMISOM called for by resolution 1863 (2009), comprising equipment and services, including public information support, but not including the transfer of funds, as described in the Secretary-General’s letter (S/2009/60) to the Security Council until 31 Jan. 2011; requests the Secretary-General to continue to assist the Transitional Federal Government in developing the transitional security institutions, including the Somali Police Force, and the National Security Force, and to continue to support the Transitional Federal Government in developing a national security strategy, which reflects respect for the rule of law and the protection of human rights, including plans for disarmament, demobilization and reintegration, justice and corrections capacities, as well as the legal and policy framework for the operation of its security forces including governance, vetting and oversight mechanisms. (Adopted unanimously, 6266th meeting, 28 Jan. 2010)


Decides to extend the mandate of the Monitoring Group referred to in para. 3 of resolution 1558 (2004), and requests the Secretary-General to take the necessary administrative measures as expeditiously as possible to re-establish the Monitoring Group for a period of 12 months; further requests the Secretary-General to make the necessary financial arrangements to support the work of the Monitoring Group; requests the Committee to consider the recommendations in the reports of the Monitoring Group; requests the UN Humanitarian Aid Coordinator for Somalia to report every 120 days to the Security Council. (Adopted unanimously, 6289th meeting, 19 Mar. 2010)


Affirms that the failure to prosecute persons responsible for acts of piracy and armed robbery at sea off the coast of Somalia undermines anti-piracy efforts of the international community; calls on all States to criminalize piracy under their domestic law and favourably consider the prosecution of suspected, and imprisonment of convicted, pirates apprehended off the coast of Somalia, consistent with applicable international human rights law; requests the Secretary-General to present to the Security Council within 3 months a report on possible options to further the aim of prosecuting and imprisoning persons responsible for acts of piracy and armed robbery at sea off the coast of Somalia. (Adopted unanimously, 6301st meeting, 27 Apr. 2010)
SOMALIA SITUATION (continued)


Reiterates that it condemns and deplors all acts of piracy and armed robbery against vessels in the waters off the coast of Somalia; notes again its concern regarding the findings contained in the 20 Nov. 2008 report of the Monitoring Group on Somalia (S/2008/769, page 55) that escalating ransom payments and the lack of enforcement of the arms embargo established by resolution 733 (1992) are fuelling the growth of piracy off the coast of Somalia, and calls upon all States to fully cooperate with the Somalia and Eritrea Monitoring Group including on information sharing regarding possible arms embargo violations; calls upon States and interested organizations, including the IMO, to provide technical assistance to Somalia, including regional authorities, and nearby coastal States upon their request to enhance their capacity to ensure coastal and maritime security, and stresses the importance of coordination in this regard through the Contact Group on Piracy off the Coast of Somalia (CGPCS); encourages Member States to continue to cooperate with the (Transitional Federal Government) TFG in the fight against piracy and armed robbery at sea, notes the primary role of the TFG in the fight against piracy and armed robbery at sea, and decides that for a further period of 12 months from the date of this resolution to renew the authorizations as set out in paragraph 10 of resolution 1846 (2008) and paragraph 6 of resolution 1851 (2008), as renewed by resolution 1852 (2008), granted to States and regional organizations cooperating with the TFG in the fight against piracy and armed robbery at sea off the coast of Somalia, for which advance notification has been provided by the TFG to the Secretary-General; requests States and regional organizations cooperating with the TFG to inform the Security Council and the Secretary-General in 9 months of the progress of actions undertaken in the exercise of the authorizations, and further requests all States contributing through the CGPCS to the fight against piracy off the coast of Somalia, including Somalia and other States in the region, to report by the same deadline on their efforts to establish jurisdiction and cooperation in the investigation and prosecution of piracy; requests the Secretary-General to report to the Security Council within 11 months of the adoption of this resolution on the implementation of this resolution and on the situation with respect to piracy and armed robbery at sea off the coast of Somalia. (Adopted unanimously, 6429th meeting, 23 Nov. 2010)

SOMALIA SITUATION (continued)


Decides to authorize the member States of the African Union to maintain the deployment until 30 Sept. 2011 of AMISOM, which shall be authorized to take all necessary measures to carry out its existing mandate as set out in para. 9 of resolution 1772 (2007); requests the African Union to maintain AMISOM’s deployment in Somalia, and to increase its force strength from the current mandated strength of 8,000 troops to 12,000 troops, thereby enhancing its ability to carry out its mandate; requests the Secretary-General to continue to provide technical and expert advice to the African Union in the planning and deployment of AMISOM, through the UN Office to the African Union, including the revised AMISOM Concept of Operations for future activities; requests the Secretary-General to continue to provide a logistical support package for AMISOM called for by resolution 1863 (2009) for a maximum of 12,000 AMISOM troops, comprising equipment and services; requests the Secretary-General to continue to assist the Transitional Federal Government in developing the transitional security institutions, including the Somali Police Force, and the National Security Force, and to continue to support the Transitional Federal Government in developing a national security strategy. (Adopted unanimously, 6461st meeting, 22 Dec. 2010)

SPECIAL COURT FOR SIERRA LEONE

General documents

S/2010/560 Letter, 6 Oct. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Concerns the financing of the Special Court for Sierra Leone.

S/2010/561 Letter, 29 Oct. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to Secretary General’s letter dated 6 Oct. 2010 (S/2010/560) concerning difficulties in the budget of the Special Court for Sierra Leone; informs that members of the Council have no objection to his proposal of supplementing voluntary contributions without affecting the independence and structure of the Court.

SUDAN—POLITICAL CONDITIONS

Reports


SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)


General documents


SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)

S/2010/57 Letter, 29 Jan. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the UN Mission in the Sudan (UNMIS) established by the Security Council under resolution 1590 (2005) and extended by Council resolution 1870 (2009) and reports the Secretary-General's intention to appoint Haile Menkerios (South Africa) as his Special Representative for the Sudan in place of Ashraf Jehangir Qazi (Pakistan).

S/2010/58 Letter, 31 Jan. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to letter from the Secretary-General dated 29 Jan. 2010 (S/2010/57) and reports that members of the Security Council have taken note of the intention to appoint Haile Menkerios (South Africa) as his Special Representative for the Sudan.


S/2010/152 Letter, 18 Mar. 2010, from Qatar. Transmits letter dated 18 Mar. 2010 by Ahmad bin Abdullah Al-Mahmoud, Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, enclosing the Framework Agreement to Resolve the Conflict in Darfur and the Ceasefire Agreement, which were signed by the Government of the Sudan and the Liberation and Justice Movement, on 18 Mar. 2010 in Doha, Qatar.
SUDAN—POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)


S/2010/186 Letter, 13 Apr. 2010, from the Sudan. Transmits statement issued by Ahmed Bin Abdullah Al-Mahmoud, Minister of State for Foreign Affairs of Qatar, and Djibrill Bassolé, Joint African Union-UN Chief Mediator for Darfur, in Doha on 7 Apr. 2010, confirming the continuation of the negotiations on Darfur after the ongoing elections in the Sudan and calling upon all parties to effectively participate.


S/2010/265 Letter, 28 May 2010, from the Secretary-General. Transmits note verbale from the Registrar of the International Criminal Court (ICC) dated 27 May 2010 conveying the decision informing the Security Council about the lack of cooperation by the Sudan, issued on 26 May 2010 by ICC Pre-Trial Chamber 1.

S/2010/305 Letter, 8 June 2010, from the Secretary-General. Reports the intention to appoint Major General Moses Bisong Obi (Nigeria) to the post of Force Commander of the UN Mission in the Sudan to replace Lieutenant General Paban Jung Thapa (Nepal).

S/2010/306 Letter, 9 June 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to the letter of the Secretary-General dated 8 June 2010 (S/2010/305) concerning his intention to appoint Major General Moses Bisong Obi (Nigeria) to the post of Force Commander of the UN Mission in the Sudan to replace Lieutenant General Paban Jung Thapa (Nepal); reports that the members of the Council have taken note of said intention.


S/2010/509 Letter, 4 Oct. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Reports that the members of the Security Council have agreed to send a mission to Uganda and the Sudan from 4 to 10 Oct. 2010; includes the terms of reference of the mission in an annex.

Draft resolutions


SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)

Statements by the President of the Security Council

S/PRST/2010/24 Statement [made on behalf of the Security Council, at the 6425th meeting, 16 Nov. 2010, in connection with the Council's consideration of the item entitled "Reports of the Secretary-General on the Sudan"] / by the President of the Security Council.
Reaffirms its strong commitment to the sovereignty, independence, peace and stability of Sudan, and to a peaceful and prosperous future for all Sudanese people and underlines its support for the Sudanese parties' full and timely implementation of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA), including the holding of the referenda on the self-determination of the people of Southern Sudan and on the status of Abyei and of the popular consultations in Southern Kordofan and Blue Nile, and for a peaceful, comprehensive and inclusive resolution of the situation of Darfur; reaffirms its support for UNAMID and reiterates its call on the Government of the Sudan and all relevant parties to co-operate fully with the mission in discharging its mandate.

Strongly urges the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) parties to promptly fulfil their remaining commitments to finance the Southern Sudan Referendum Commission and Southern Sudan Referendum Bureau; reaffirms its support for the UN Secretary General's Panel for the Referenda led by President Benjamin Mkapa; reiterates the urgent need for the parties to provide immediate and ongoing reassurance to people of all nationalities in Sudan; reaffirms its support for the AU-UN led peace process for Darfur, hosted by the Government of Qatar.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6269 (11 Feb. 2010).
S/PV.6296 (9 Apr. 2010).
S/PV.6304 (29 Apr. 2010).
At the 6304th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/215 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1919 (2010).
S/PV.6318 (20 May 2010).

SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)

Resolutions

S/RES/1919(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in Sudan (UNMIS)].
Decides to extend the mandate of UN Mission in Sudan (UNMIS) until 30 Apr. 2011, with the intention to renew it for further periods as may be required; requests the Secretary-General to continue reporting to the Council every 3 months on UNMIS mandate implementation, the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) implementation progress, and respect for the ceasefire; deplores the persistent localized conflict and violence and its effect on civilians, especially within Southern Sudan, and underscores the importance of UNMIS making full use of its authority and capabilities; requests UNMIS to continue to assist the parties in the implementation of all elements of the CPA; requests UNMIS to continue to provide technical and logistical support to the Technical ad hoc Border Committee; stresses the critical role of the Assessment and Evaluation Commission (AEC) in overseeing and monitoring implementation of the CPA; requests the Secretary-General to continue the necessary measures to ensure full compliance by UNMIS with the UN zero tolerance policy on sexual exploitation and abuse and to keep the Council fully informed. (Adopted unanimously, 6304th meeting, 29 Apr. 2010)
SUDAN – POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)


Decides to extend the mandate of the African Union–United Nations Hybrid Operation in Darfur (UNAMID) as set out in resolution 1769 (2007) for a further 12 months to 31 July 2011; strongly condemns all attacks on UNAMID; underlines that any attack or threat on UNAMID is unacceptable; urges the Government of Sudan to comply with the Status of Forces Agreement fully and without delay, particularly regarding flight and equipment clearances, and the removal of all obstacles to the use of UNAMID aerial assets; requests UNAMID to assist and complement the UN Mission in Sudan (UNMIS) efforts in preparing for the referenda in Southern Sudan and Abyei, including coordinating closely with UNMIS in sharing analysis of risks in the border areas, particularly regarding threats to civilians. (Adopted unanimously, 6366th meeting, 30 July 2010)


Decides to extend until 19 Oct. 2011 the mandate of the Panel of Experts, originally appointed pursuant to resolution 1591 (2005) and previously extended by resolutions 1651 (2005), 1665 (2006), 1713 (2006), 1779 (2007), 1841 (2008), and 1891 (2009), and requests the Secretary-General to take the necessary administrative measures as expeditiously as possible; requests the Panel of Experts to provide no later than 31 Mar. 2011 a midterm briefing on its work and no later than 90 days after the adoption of this resolution an interim report to the Committee established pursuant to para. 3 (a) of resolution 1591 (2005) and a final report no later than 30 days prior to termination of its mandate to the Council with its findings and recommendations; decides that all States, including Sudan, when relying on the exception contained in para. 7 of resolution 1591 (2005), shall notify the Committee in advance of providing assistance and supplies into the Darfur region in support of the implementation of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement in the states of North Darfur, South Darfur and West Darfur; decides that all States shall ensure that any sale or supply of arms and related materiel to Sudan not prohibited by 1556 (2005) and 1591 (2005), are made conditional upon the necessary end user documentation so that States may ascertain that any such sale or supply is conducted consistent with the measures imposed by those resolutions. (Adopted 14–0–1, 6401st meeting, 14 Oct. 2010)

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL

Reports


General documents


S/2010/13 (A/ES-10/474) Letter, 6 Jan. 2010, from Palestine. Refers to previous 353 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-31 Dec. 2009 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports that the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory remains critical, as a result of the violations of international law by Israel.


S/2010/21 Identical letters, 12 Jan. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports that on 7 and 10 Jan. 2010, 20 mortars, rockets and a Katyusha rocket were allegedly fired from the Gaza Strip towards Israel and Israel responded militarily.

S/2010/22 (A/ES-10/475) Letter, 12 Jan. 2010, from Palestine. Refers to previous 354 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-6 Jan. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and draws attention to the critical situation in the Occupied East Jerusalem as a result of the continuing illegal measures being carried out by Israel.

S/2010/39 Letter, 22 Jan. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the Board of Inquiry report into incidents in the Gaza Strip between 27 December 2008 and 19 January 2009 and its recommendations, reports that the Government of Israel has been constructively engaged throughout this process and has agreed to continue a dialogue on ways to improve cooperation on the ground.

S/2010/44 Letter, 22 Jan. 2010, from Palestine. Requests the Security Council to invite the Permanent Observer of Palestine to participate in the meeting of the Security Council to be held on 27 Jan. 2010 regarding the situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian question.
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL (continued)

S/2010/80 (A/ES-10/476) Identical letters, 9 Feb. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 355 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-12 Jan. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and reports the raid of the Ramallah office of the Popular Committee against the Wall and Settlement Construction on 8 Feb. 2010, the arrest of several international activists, and the use of travel bans.

S/2010/97 (A/ES-10/477) Identical letters, 23 Feb. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 356 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-9 Feb. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and condemns the alleged announcement, by Israeli Prime Minister on 22 Feb. 2010, of adding the Al-Ibrahim Mosque in Al-Khalil (Hebron) and the site of Bilal’s Mosque in Bethlehem (Rachel's Tomb) along with the Walls of the Old City of Jerusalem to the list of national heritage sites.


S/2010/128 (A/ES-10/480) Identical letters, 10 Mar. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 359 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-5 Mar. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and reports the announcement by Israel of the approval for construction of new settlement units in Ramat Shlomo in Occupied East Jerusalem and Betar Illit near Bethlehem, within days of the agreement by Executive Committee of the Palestine Liberation Organization to the proposal of the United States to launch indirect talks with the 2 parties; states that these actions will undermine the efforts made by the international community and derail negotiations before they even begin.


TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL (continued)

S/2010/142 (A/ES-10/481) Identical letters, 16 Mar. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 360 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-10 Mar. 2010 regarding the ongoing crisis in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and states that the continuation of Israeli's alleged blockade against Gaza Strip has caused deplorable living conditions and traumatic impact affecting children and women in the Occupied Palestinian Territory.

S/2010/148 (A/ES-10/482) Identical letters, 19 Mar. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 361 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-16 Mar. 2010 regarding the ongoing crisis in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and states that the continuation of Israeli's alleged blockade against Gaza Strip has caused deplorable living conditions and traumatic impact affecting children and women in the Occupied Palestinian Territory.

S/2010/155 (A/ES-10/483) Identical letters, 23 Mar. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 362 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-19 Mar. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and reports allegations of settler violence and recent activities allegedly carried out by Israel in the West Bank, Gaza and East Jerusalem.


S/2010/163 (A/ES-10/485) Identical letters, 29 Mar. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 364 letters from Palestine dated 28 Sept. 2000-25 Mar. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports allegations of repression against Christian Palestinians who were on protest during the annual commemoration of Land Day.

S/2010/182 Letter, 8 Apr. 2010, from Palestine. Requests that the Security Council invite the Permanent Observer of Palestine to the UN to participate in the open debate of the Security Council which is to be held on Wednesday, 14 Apr. 2010, regarding the situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian question.

S/2010/185 (A/ES-10/487) Identical letters, 12 Apr. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 365 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-29 Mar. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and reports a new Israeli military order which allegedly threatens the deportation of Palestinians from the West Bank.

S/2010/190 (A/ES-10/488) Identical letters, 16 Apr. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 366 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-12 Apr. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem and reiterates its concern about the Israeli military order which allegedly threatens the deportation of Palestinians from the West Bank; also reports allegations of Israeli military raids and arrests of Palestinian civilians in the West Bank and activities of the Israeli settlers against Palestinian civilians and their properties.

S/2010/202 (A/64/751) Letter, 20 Apr. 2010, from Kuwait. Reports, in the capacity as Chair of the Group of Arab States for Apr. 2010, the alleged desecration by Israel of the Ma'aman Allah (Mamilla) Cemetery, a Muslim cemetery in Jerusalem; states that the international community must denounce the desecration of the Cemetery and undertake all efforts to compel Israel to suspend completely its activities in this regard and to undertake efforts to properly, with the utmost sensitivity and conscience, redress the matter in order to preserve and protect this historic, religious site of great importance to Palestinian Arab and Muslim heritage.


S/2010/218 (A/64/761) Letter, 28 Apr. 2010, from Kuwait. Express concerns, on behalf of the member States of the Arab Group, regarding the new Israeli military order which allegedly threatens the deportation of Palestinians from the West Bank and East Jerusalem.

S/2010/226 (A/64/769) Identical letters, 30 Apr. 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to letter of Israel dated 19 Apr. 2010 (S/2010/195) and transmits response of the Lebanese Government refuting alleged accusation contained in the Israeli letter; requests Security Council, the international community and the UN Interim Force in Lebanon to bring pressure on Israel to comply with relevant resolutions.

S/2010/230 (A/ES-10/489) Identical letters, 5 May 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 367 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-16 Apr. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports alleged continued attacks against Palestinians and destruction of their property by Israeli settlers.


S/2010/266 Letter, 31 May 2010, from Turkey. Requests an emergency meeting of the Security Council, to be convened on 31 May 2010, under rule 2 of the provisional rules of procedure, to discuss the alleged military intervention by Israel, in international waters, of a multinational convoy of ships carrying humanitarian assistance to the people of Gaza.

S/2010/267 Letter, 31 May 2010, from Lebanon. Requests an immediate meeting of the Security Council, under rule 2 of the provisional rules of procedure, to be convened at noon on 31 May 2010, under the agenda item entitled “The situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian question” to discuss the alleged military activity by Israel against the multinational convoy of ships carrying humanitarian supplies to Gaza.

S/2010/268 Letter, 31 May 2010, from Palestine. Requests that the Security Council invite the Permanent Observer of Palestine to the UN to participate in the emergency meeting of the Security Council to be held on Monday, 31 May 2010, regarding alleged Israeli activities against the Gaza aid flotilla on 31 May 2010.

S/2010/269 (A/64/800) Letter, 31 May 2010, from Indonesia. Transmits statement of Government of Indonesia condemning the raid and act of violence allegedly carried by Israel against the Mavi Marmara, which was carrying international humanitarian assistance to the Gaza Strip, Palestine; and states that the Government of Indonesia will work closely with the international community to ensure that Israel is held accountable for its action in accordance with international law.

S/2010/274 (A/64/799) Identical letters, 31 May 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Condemns the military activities allegedly carried out by Israel in international waters in the Mediterranean Sea against the convoy of civilian ships that was carrying hundreds of peace activists from around the world and headed to the besieged Gaza Strip to deliver humanitarian aid and essential supplies to the Palestinian people.

S/2010/280 (A/64/802) Letter, 2 June 2010, from Cuba. Transmits statement issued by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs concerning the attack perpetrated by Israel against the humanitarian aid flotilla to Gaza.
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL (continued)


S/2010/290 (A/ES-10/490) Identical letters, 7 June 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to the previous 368 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-5 May 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports allegations of military activity by Israel in the Gaza Strip and armed incidents by Israeli settlers in the West Bank city of Al-Khalil (Hebron); calls upon the Security Council to take urgent measures to redress the situation.

S/2010/316 Letter, 11 June 2010, from Palestine. Requests that the Security Council invite the Permanent Observer of Palestine to the UN to participate in the meeting of the Security Council to be held on Wednesday, 16 June 2010, in connection with the item entitled "Children and armed conflict".

S/2010/317 (A/ES-10/491) Identical letters, 16 June 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to the previous 369 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-7 June 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports that on 15 June 2010, the Israeli authorities approved the Israeli Government's plan, of 10 Mar. 2010, for construction of another 1,600 settlement units in "Ramat Shlomo" in Occupied East Jerusalem; also reports on alleged activities of Israeli forces and the Israeli settlers against Palestinian civilians and their properties.

S/2010/321 Identical letters, 18 June 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports that Lebanese ships, intended to give humanitarian assistance to the Gaza Strip, allegedly breaches the naval blockade in the area.

S/2010/322 Letter, 18 June 2010, from Malaysia. Transmits letter from the Prime Minister of Malaysia addressed to the President of the Security Council regarding an alleged attack by the Israeli Defence Forces on vessels carrying humanitarian aid to Gaza.


TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL (continued)

S/2010/331 (A/64/842) Letter, 22 June 2010, from Egypt, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and the Syrian Arab Republic to the Secretary-General, President of the General Assembly and the President of the Security Council. Requests, as Chairs of the Coordinating Bureau of the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM CoB), the Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC) Group, and the Arab Group in New York, in a follow-up to the presidential statement adopted by the UN Security Council on 1 June 2010 (S/PRST/2010/9) and the resolution adopted by the Human Rights Council on 2 June 2010 (A/HRC/RES/14/1), lifting of alleged Israeli blockade imposed on the Palestinian people in the Gaza Strip and conducting international investigation for the military attack against maritime humanitarian convoy sailing to Gaza on 31 May 2010.

S/2010/332 (A/ES-10/493) Identical letters, 22 June 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits statement of the Council of Ministers of the Palestinian National Authority on the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, that was issued at the Council's 53rd meeting on 21 June 2010.

S/2010/334 (A/64/839) Identical letters, 22 June 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits Lebanon's response to the allegations contained in the Israeli letter regarding Lebanese vessels that have been attempting to deliver humanitarian assistance to the Gaza Strip.


S/2010/356 (A/ES-10/495) Identical letters, 2 July 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to the previous 370 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-16 June 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports alleged home demolitions, identification revocation and activities carried out by Israel in the occupied territories and the Gaza Strip.

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL (continued)

S/2010/379 (A/ES-10/497) Identical letters, 13 July 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to the previous 371 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-2 July 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports the continuation by Israel, the occupying Power, of its illegal colonization campaign in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, particularly its ongoing illegal attempts to change the reality on the ground in Occupied East Jerusalem through the expansion of settlements, home demolitions, evictions and the displacement of more of the city’s indigenous Palestinian residents.

S/2010/391 Letter, 20 July 2010, from Palestine. Requests that the Security Council invite the Permanent Observer of Palestine to the UN to participate in the meeting of the Security Council to be held on Wednesday, 21 July 2010, on the situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian question.

S/2010/411 Identical letters, 30 July 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports alleged rocket and mortar attacks carried out from the Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip against Israel and states that Israel reserves its right of self-defence.

S/2010/414 Letter, 2 Aug. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Informs that the Secretary-General, after intensive consultations with the leaders of Turkey and Israel, decided to establish a Panel of Inquiry on the flotilla incident that occurred on 31 May 2010.

S/2010/440 Identical letters, 20 Aug. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Calls upon Lebanon and the international community to prevent their ships from violating the naval blockade of the Gaza Strip.

S/2010/441 (A/ES-10/499) Identical letters, 20 Aug. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 372 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-13 July 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports alleged continued attacks against Palestinians and destruction of their property by Israeli settlers.


S/2010/448 (A/64/904) Identical letters, 23 Aug. 2010, from Lebanon addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Transmits Lebanon’s response to the allegations contained in the Israeli letter (S/2010/446) regarding Lebanese vessels that have been attempting to deliver humanitarian assistance to the Gaza Strip.

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL (continued)


S/2010/459 Identical letters, 1 Sept. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports an armed incident allegedly committed by Hamas on 31 Aug. 2010 near the community of Kiryat Arba, which resulted in the deaths of 4 civilian passengers; welcomes Secretary-General’s condemnation of this attack and calls upon the international community to denounce these murders.

S/2010/477 Identical letters, 14 Sept. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports alleged rocket attacks on 13 Sept. 2010 from the Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip against Israel and states that Israel reserves its right of self-defence.

S/2010/483 Identical letters, 16 Sept. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports an alleged launch of 14 rockets and mortars from the Gaza Strip and the firing of propelled grenades along the border between Israel and the Gaza Strip allegedly committed by Hamas since 13 Sept. 2010.

S/2010/489 (A/ES-10/501) Identical letters, 17 Sept. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 373 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-20 Aug. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports alleged tank fire on 12 Sept. 2010 by Israel against Palestinian civilians in the northern Gaza Strip of Beit Hanoun; reports also alleged raid on 17 Sept. 2010 of the Noor Al-Shams refugee camp in Tulkarem in the northern West Bank resulting in the arrest and killing of Palestinian civilians.

S/2010/505 (A/ES-10/502) Identical letters, 1 Oct. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 374 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-17 Sept. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports the alleged inauguration of a settler-only road in Al-Khail (Hebron) on 27 Sept. 2010; also reports alleged acts of violence and provocation in settlements across the Occupied Palestinian Territory by Israeli settlers.

S/2010/515 (A/ES-10/503) Identical letters, 8 Oct. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 375 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-1 Oct. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and reports the alleged raid in the West Bank city of Al-Khail (Hebron) on 5 Oct. 2010 by Israel; also reports alleged acts of violence by Israeli settlers in Beit Fajjar on 4 Oct. 2010, as well as 2 alleged air strikes and fires in Gaza resulting in the injury of civilians.
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL (continued)

S/2010/533 Letter, 15 Oct. 2010, from Palestine. Requests the Security Council to invite the Permanent Observer of Palestine to participate in the meeting of the Council to be held on 18 Oct. 2010, regarding the situation in the Middle East, including the Palestine question.

S/2010/535 (A/ES-10/504) Identical letters, 15 Oct. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 376 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-8 Oct. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and refers to the alleged approval of the construction of 240 new settlement units by Israel in East Jerusalem; also reports Israeli settlers allegedly set fire to the village of Fara‘a east of Qalqilya causing damage to Palestinian lands.

S/2010/578 (A/ES-10/505) Identical letters, 1 Nov. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 377 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-15 Oct. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and concerns the announcement of the alleged construction of another 1,300 new settlement units by Israel in East Jerusalem.

S/2010/590 Identical letters, 19 Nov. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports launch of rockets and mortars fired from the Gaza Strip to Israeli towns allegedly committed by Hamas on 18 Nov. 2010.

S/2010/612 (A/ES-10/506) Identical letters, 2 Dec. 2010, from Palestine addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Refers to previous 378 letters from Palestine dated 29 Sept. 2000-10 Nov. 2010 regarding the situation in the Occupied Palestinian Territory and concerns the announcement of the alleged construction of 625 new settlement units by Israel in East Jerusalem.

S/2010/623 Identical letters, 9 Dec. 2010, from Israel addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Reports an alleged launch of 2 rockets, mortar shells and a missile from the Gaza Strip causing damage to a residence and injuring an Israeli civilian on 8 Dec. 2010.


S/PRST/2010/9 Statement [made on behalf of the Council, at the 6326th meeting, 1 June 2010, in connection with the Council's consideration of the item entitled "The situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian question"] / by the President of the Security Council.

Deeply regrets the loss of life and injuries resulting from the use of force during the Israeli military operation in international waters against the convoy sailing to Gaza; condemns those acts which resulted in the loss of at least 10 civilians and many wounded, and expresses its condolences to their families; requests the immediate release of the ships as well as the civilians held by Israel; urges Israel to permit full consular access, to allow the countries concerned to retrieve their deceased and wounded immediately, and to ensure the delivery of humanitarian assistance from the convoy to its destination; reiterates its grave concern at the humanitarian situation in Gaza and stresses the need for sustained and regular flow of goods and people to Gaza as well as unimpeded provision and distribution of humanitarian assistance throughout Gaza; underscores that the only viable solution to Israeli-Palestinian conflict is an agreement negotiated between the parties and re-emphasizes that only a two-State solution, with an independent and viable Palestinian State living side by side in peace and security with Israel and its other neighbours, could bring peace to the region; expresses support for the proximity talks and voices concern that this incident took place while the proximity talks are underway and urges the parties to act with restraint, avoiding any unilateral and provocative actions, and all international partners to promote an atmosphere of cooperation between the parties and throughout the region.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL (continued)


S/PV.6363(Resolution1) (21 July 2010) Ecuador and Iceland.


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6265 (27 Jan. 2010).
S/PV.6265(Resolution1) (27 Jan. 2010).
S/PV.6273 (18 Feb. 2010).
S/PV.6292 (24 Mar. 2010).
S/PV.6298 (14 Apr. 2010).
S/PV.6298(Resolution1) (14 Apr. 2010).
S/PV.6315 (18 May 2010).
S/PV.6325 (31 May 2010).
S/PV.6326 (1 June 2010).
At the 6326th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled “The situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian question”: S/PRST/2010/9.
S/PV.6340 (15 June 2010).
S/PV.6363 (21 July 2010).
S/PV.6363(Resolution1) (21 July 2010).
S/PV.6372 (17 Aug. 2010).
S/PV.6388 (17 Sept. 2010).
S/PV.6404 (18 Oct. 2010).
S/PV.6404(Resolution1) (18 Oct. 2010).
S/PV.6430 (23 Nov. 2010).

TERRORISM

Reports


TERRORISM (continued)


General documents

S/2010/7 Letter, 30 Dec. 2009, from the Secretary-General. Reports Secretary-General’s intention to extend for 3 months to 31 Mar. 2010 the conclusion of the mandate of the Commission of Inquiry into the facts and circumstances of the assassination of the former Pakistani Prime Minister Mohtarma Benazir Bhutto and that the additional period will be funded by the existing voluntary contributions made by Member States.


TERRORISM (continued)

S/2010/341 Letter, 28 June 2010, from the Chairman of the Security Council Committee established pursuant to Resolution 1267 (1999) concerning Al-Qaeda and the Taliban and associated individuals and entities. Concerns status of the review of the names on the Consolidated List pursuant to resolution 1822 (2008); requests extension of the period of the review for one more month, until 31 July 2010.

S/2010/342 Letter, 29 June 2010, from the Chairman of the Security Council Committee established pursuant to Resolution 1267 (1999) concerning Al-Qaeda and the Taliban and associated individuals and entities. Refers to letter of the Chairman of the Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1267 (1999) concerning Al-Qaeda and the Taliban and associated individuals and entities dated 28 June 2010 (S/2010/341) concerning the request that the Security Council extend the deadline of the review described in paragraph 25 of resolution 1822 (2008) until 31 July 2010; reports that the Council agrees to extend the deadline mentioned above, in accordance with the Committee’s request.


S/2010/366 Letter, 12 July 2010, from the Chairman of the Security Council Committee established pursuant to Resolution 1373 (2001) concerning Counter-Terrorism. Transmits the work programmes of the Counter-Terrorism Committee and its Executive Directorate for the period from 1 July to 31 Dec 2010.

S/2010/462 Letter, 1 Sept. 2010, from Turkey. Transmits concept note regarding the briefing on counter-terrorism, which will be held in the Security Council on 27 Sept. 2010.


TERRORISM (continued)

S/2010/634 (A/65/622) Identical letters, 10 Dec. 2010, from the Islamic Republic of Iran addressed to the Secretary-General, the President of the General Assembly and the President of the Security Council. Reports alleged 2 separate terrorist attacks that targeted Iranian physicists in Tehran, on 29 Nov. 2010.

S/2010/664 Letter, 20 Dec. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the Counter-Terrorism Committee Executive Directorate established pursuant to Security Council resolution 1535 (2004) and whose operation was extended for the period ending 31 Dec. 2013 by the Council in its resolution 1963 (2010) and reports the Secretary-General’s intention to extend the appointment of Mike Smith (Australia) as Executive Director of the Counter-Terrorism Committee Executive Directorate through 31 Dec. 2011.

S/2010/665 Letter, 23 Dec. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to Secretary-General’s letter dated 20 Dec. 2010 (S/2010/664) and states that members of the Council have taken note of the intention to extend the appointment of Mike Smith as Executive Director of the Counter-Terrorism Committee Executive Directorate until 31 Dec. 2011.

S/2010/686 Letter, 31 Dec. 2010, from the Chairman of the Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1267 (1999) concerning Al-Qaida and the Taliban and Associated Individuals and Entities. Refers to para. 42 of Security Council resolution 1904 (2009) and informs that, as at 31 Dec. 2010, 21 of 23 issues have been resolved, while 2 issues remain pending before the Committee and are subject to the new provisions on pending issues included in the guidelines pursuant to para. 41 of resolution 1904 (2009).


Draft resolutions

S/2010/645 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the Counter-Terrorism Committee Executive Directorate (CTED) as special political mission under the policy guidance of Counter-Terrorism Committee (CTC)] / France, Japan, Nigeria, Turkey, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

TERRORISM (continued)

Statements by the President of the Security Council


Condemns terrorism in all its forms and manifestations, reaffirms that any terrorist acts are criminal and unjustifiable regardless of their motivations, whenever and by whomsoever committed, and reaffirms that terrorism cannot and should not be associated with any religion, nationality or ethnic group; renews its call upon all Member States to become party, as a matter of urgency, to the relevant international conventions and protocols, whether or not they are a party to regional conventions on the matter, and to fully implement their obligations under those to which they are a party; reiterates its call upon Member States to enhance their cooperation and solidarity, particularly through bilateral and multilateral arrangements and agreements to prevent and suppress terrorist attacks; reiterates the obligation of Member States to refrain from providing any form of support, active or passive, to entities or persons involved in or associated with terrorist acts.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)

S/PV.6310 (11 May 2010) Argentina, Colombia, Cuba, India, Islamic Republic of Iran, Israel, Morocco, New Zealand, Norway, Syrian Arab Republic, Tunisia and Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela.


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6310 (11 May 2010).

S/PV.6390 (27 Sept. 2010).

At the 6390th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled “Threats to international peace and security caused by terrorists acts”: S/PRST/2010/19.

S/PV.6424 (15 Nov. 2010).

S/PV.6457 (20 Dec. 2010).

S/PV.6459 (20 Dec. 2010).

At the 6459th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/645 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1963 (2010).
TERRORISM (continued)

Resolutions

S/RES/1963(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the Counter-Terrorism Committee Executive Directorate (CTED) as special political mission under the policy guidance of Counter-Terrorism Committee (CTC)].

Decides that the Counter-Terrorism Committee Executive Directorate (CTED) will continue to operate as a special political mission under the policy guidance of the Counter-Terrorism Committee (CTC) for the period ending 31 Dec. 2013 and further decides to conduct an interim review by 30 June 2012; directs CTED to produce an updated Global Implementation Survey of resolution 1373 (2001) by 30 June 2011; directs CTED to produce a Global Implementation Survey of resolution 1624 (2005) by 31 Dec. 2011. (Adopted unanimously, 6459th meeting, 20 Dec. 2010)

TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION (continued)

Reports


General documents

S/2010/254 Letter, 26 May 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to Security Council resolution 1912 (2010) on the situation in Timor-Leste and reports that the current concept of operations of the police component has been carefully reviewed by the UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations and the UN Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste (UNMIT) and is perceived as meeting the requirements of the mandate of the Mission; also reports that in close consultation with UNMIT, the Department of Peacekeeping Operations will continue to review, on a regular basis, the concept of operations for the UNMIT military liaison group and the UNMIT police.

Draft resolutions

S/2010/95 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste (UNMIT)] / Australia, Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, China, France, Gabon, Japan, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Philippines, Portugal, Russian Federation, South Africa, Turkey, Uganda, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


UN. SECURITY COUNCIL—METHODS OF WORK

General documents


S/2010/165 Letter, 1 Apr. 2010, from Japan. Transmits concept paper for the Security Council debate on the implementation of the measures set out in the note by the President of the Security Council (S/2006/507), to be held on 29 Apr. 2010.

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK (continued)


S/2010/507 Note [on summary statement of recent practices and newly agreed measures serving as guidance for the work of the Security Council].

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–REPORTS (2009-2010) (continued)


S/2010/552 Note [on adoption of the draft report from the Security Council to the General Assembly covering the period 1 Aug. 2009-31 July 2010].


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6413 (28 Oct. 2010). At the 6413th meeting, the draft report of the Security Council to the General Assembly for the period 1 Aug. 2009-31 July 2010 was adopted without vote.

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–SANCTIONS COMMITTEES–OFFICERS

General documents

S/2010/2 Note [on election of the Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen of subsidiary bodies of the Security Council for the period ending 31 Dec. 2010].

S/2010/2/Rev.1 Note [on election of the Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen of subsidiary bodies of the Security Council for the period ending 31 Dec. 2010].


S/2010/2/Rev.2 Note [on election of the Chairmen of subsidiary bodies of the Security Council for the period ending 31 Dec. 2010].

Originally issued on 30 Aug. 2010. Due to technical reasons, the document is therefore replaced with this current edition with same document symbol.

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL (2009)–RESOLUTIONS AND DECISIONS

General documents

S/INF/65 (SCOR, [64th-65th year]) Resolutions and decisions of the Security Council, 1 August 2009-31 July 2010.

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL (2010)–AGENDA

General documents

S/2010/10 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.1 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 9 Jan. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.2 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 16 Jan. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.3 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 23 Jan. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.4 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 31 Jan. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.5 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 6 Feb. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.6 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 13 Feb. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.7 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 20 Feb. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.8 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 27 Feb. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL (2010)–AGENDA
(continued)

S/2010/10/Add.9 Summary statement on matters of which
the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached
in their consideration as at 6 Mar. 2010 / by the
Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.10 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 13 Mar. 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.11 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 20 Mar. 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.12 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 27 Mar. 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.13 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 3 Apr. 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.14 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 10 Apr. 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.15 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 17 Apr. 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.16 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 24 Apr. 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.17 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 1 May 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.18 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 8 May 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.19 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 15 May 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.20 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 22 May 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.21 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 29 May 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.22 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 5 June 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.23 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 12 June 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.24 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 19 June 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.25 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 26 June 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.26 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 3 July 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.27 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 10 July 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.28 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 17 July 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.29 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 24 July 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.30 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 31 July 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.31 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 7 Aug. 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.32 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 14 Aug. 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.33 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 21 Aug. 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.34 Summary statement on matters of
which the Security Council is seized and on the stage
reached in their consideration as at 28 Aug. 2010 / by
the Secretary-General.
S/2010/10/Add.35 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 4 Sept. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.36 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 11 Sept. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.37 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 18 Sept. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.38 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 25 Sept. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.39 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 2 Oct. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.40 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 9 Oct. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.41 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 16 Oct. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.42 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 23 Oct. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.43 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 30 Oct. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.44 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 6 Nov. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.45 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 13 Nov. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.46 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 20 Nov. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.47 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 27 Nov. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.48 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 4 Dec. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.49 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 11 Dec. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.50 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 18 Dec. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/10/Add.51 Summary statement on matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration as at 25 Dec. 2010 / by the Secretary-General.

S/2010/12 Identical letters, 2 Jan. 2010, from Pakistan addressed to the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council. Requests that the items on the India-Pakistan question, the Hyderabad question, and the situation in the India/Pakistan subcontinent be retained on the list of matters of which the Security Council is seized.

S/2010/18 Letter, 4 Jan. 2010, from the United Arab Emirates. Requests that the item entitled "Letter dated 3 December 1971 from the Permanent Representatives of Algeria, Iraq, the Libyan Arab Republic and the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen to the United Nations addressed to the President of the Security Council (S/10409)" relating to the question of the Greater Tunb, the Lesser Tunb and Abu Musa Islands be retained on the list of matters of which the Security Council is seized for the year 2010.


S/2010/73 Letter, 5 Feb. 2010, from the Sudan. Refers to summary statement by the Secretary-General (S/2010/10) and requests that item 59 in para. 3 of the summary statement be retained on the list of matters of which the Security Council is seized.

S/2010/75 Letter, 1 Feb. 2010, from the Syrian Arab Republic. Refers to document (S/2010/10) and requests that items 56, 57, 66, 67, 68, 71, 72 and 80 listed in para. 3 of the document be retained on the list of matters of which the Security Council is seized.

S/2010/90 Letter, 16 Feb. 2010, from Austria addressed to the President of the Security Council. Refers to summary statement by the Secretary-General (S/2010/10) and requests that items 77, 78 and 83 in para. 3 of the summary statement be retained on the list of matters of which the Security Council is seized.
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL (2010)–AGENDA (continued)

S/2010/109 Letter, 26 Feb. 2010, from Nigeria. Refers to summary statement by the Secretary-General (S/2010/10) and requests that item 79 in para. 3 of the summary statement be retained on the list of matters of which the Security Council is seized.

S/2010/110 Letter, 26 Feb. 2010, from Uganda. Refers to summary statement by the Secretary-General (S/2010/10) and requests that item 82 in para. 3 of the summary statement be retained on the list of matters of which the Security Council is seized.

S/2010/266 Letter, 31 May 2010, from Turkey. Requests an emergency meeting of the Security Council, to be convened on 31 May 2010, under rule 2 of the provisional rules of procedure, to discuss the alleged military intervention by Israel, in international waters, of a multinational convoy of ships carrying humanitarian assistance to the people of Gaza.

S/2010/267 Letter, 31 May 2010, from Lebanon. Requests an immediate meeting of the Security Council, under rule 2 of the provisional rules of procedure, to be convened at noon on 31 May 2010, under the agenda item entitled "The situation in the Middle East, including the Palestinian question" to discuss the alleged military activity by Israel against the multinational convoy of ships carrying humanitarian supplies to Gaza.

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL (2010)–REPRESENTATIVES’ CREDENTIALS

Reports


UN. SECURITY COUNCIL (2010)– REPRESENTATIVES’ CREDENTIALS (continued)


UN. SECURITY COUNCIL (2012)– REPRESENTATIVES’ CREDENTIALS

Reports


UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ

Reports


General documents

S/2010/404 Note verbale, 28 July 2010, from Iraq. Transmits letter dated 28 July 2010 from the Minister for Foreign Affairs requesting the renewal of the mandate of the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI) for a further period of 12 months.

S/2010/666 Letter, 21 Dec. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the letters between the Secretary-General and the President of the Security Council, dated 21 Sept. 2004 (S/2004/764) and 1 Oct. 2004 (S/2004/765) concerning security arrangements for the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI) and reports the Secretary-General's intention to implement several adjustments to the integrated UN security structure in its original configuration from 2004.


Draft resolutions

S/2010/407 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI)] / Japan, Turkey, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ (continued)

Statements by the President of the Security Council

S/PV.6369 (5 Aug. 2010).

At the 6369th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/407 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1936 (2010).

S/PV.6450 (15 Dec. 2010).

At the 6450th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled “The situation concerning Iraq”: S/PVST/2010/27.

Resolutions

S/RES/1936(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI)].

Decides to extend the mandate of the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI) until 31 July 2011; decides further that the Special Representative of the Secretary-General and UNAMI shall continue to pursue their mandate as stipulated in resolution 1883 (2009); expresses its intention to review the mandate of UNAMI in 12 months or sooner, if requested by the Government of Iraq; requests the Secretary-General to report to the Council every 4 months on the progress made towards the fulfillment of all UNAMI’s responsibilities. (Adopted unanimously, 6369th meeting, 5 Aug. 2010)

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ (continued)

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)

S/PV.6320 (25 May 2010).

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ

S/PV.6369 (5 Aug. 2010).

At the 6369th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/407 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1936 (2010).

S/PV.6450 (15 Dec. 2010).

At the 6450th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled “The situation concerning Iraq”: S/PVST/2010/27.

Resolutions

S/RES/1936(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI)].

Decides to extend the mandate of the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI) until 31 July 2011; decides further that the Special Representative of the Secretary-General and UNAMI shall continue to pursue their mandate as stipulated in resolution 1883 (2009); expresses its intention to review the mandate of UNAMI in 12 months or sooner, if requested by the Government of Iraq; requests the Secretary-General to report to the Council every 4 months on the progress made towards the fulfillment of all UNAMI’s responsibilities. (Adopted unanimously, 6369th meeting, 5 Aug. 2010)

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ (continued)

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)

S/PV.6320 (25 May 2010).

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6271 (16 Feb. 2010).
S/PV.6320 (25 May 2010).
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
(continued)

General documents
S/2010/47 Letter, 26 Jan. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA) established pursuant to Security Council resolution 1401 (2002) and reports his intention to appoint Staffan de Mistura (Sweden) as his Special Representative for Afghanistan and Head of UNAMA.

S/2010/48 Letter, 27 Jan. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to letter of the Secretary-General dated 26 Jan. 2010 (S/2010/47) concerning his intention to appoint Staffan de Mistura (Sweden) as his Special Representative for Afghanistan and Head of the UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA) and reports that members of the Security Council have taken note of his intention.

S/2010/325 Letter, 14 June 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Reports that the members of the Security Council have decided to send a mission to Afghanistan from 21 to 24 June 2010 and that it will be led by Ambassador Ertugrul Apakan of Turkey; includes the terms of reference of the mission in an annex.

Draft resolutions
S/2010/147 Draft resolution on extension of the mandate of the UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA) / Turkey.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)

S/PV.6287 (18 Mar. 2010) Afghanistan, Australia, Canada, Germany, India, Italy, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan and Poland.


S/PV.6351 (30 June 2010) Afghanistan, Australia, Canada, Germany, India, Italy, Norway and Pakistan.

S/PV.6394 (29 Sept. 2010) Afghanistan, Australia, Canada, Germany, India, Italy, New Zealand, Norway and Pakistan.

S/PV.6464 (22 Dec. 2010) Afghanistan, Australia, Canada, Germany, India, Islamic Republic of Iran, Italy and Pakistan.

Discussion in plenary
S/PV.6255 (6 Jan. 2010).

S/PV.6287 (18 Mar. 2010).

S/PV.6290 (22 Mar. 2010).

At the 6290th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/147 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1917 (2010).

S/PV.6351 (30 June 2010).

S/PV.6394 (29 Sept. 2010).

S/PV.6464 (22 Dec. 2010).

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
(continued)

Resolutions
S/RES/1917(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA)].

Decides to extend until 23 Mar. 2011 the mandate of UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA); decides further that UNAMA and the Special Representative of the Secretary-General, will continue to lead the international civilian efforts; stresses the importance of strengthening and expanding the presence of UNAMA; underscores the importance of the upcoming national legislative elections to Afghanistan’s democratic development; welcomes also the Government’s commitment to develop and implement an effective, inclusive, transparent and sustainable national Peace and Reintegration Programme and encourages the international community to assist the efforts of the Government of Afghanistan in this regard including through a Peace and Reintegration Trust Fund; condemns in the strongest terms all attacks; expresses its strong concern about the recruitment and use of children by Taliban forces in Afghanistan; stresses in this context the importance of further progress in the reconstruction and reform of the prison sector in Afghanistan, in order to improve the respect for the rule of law and human rights therein; affirms also the importance of voluntary, safe, orderly return and sustainable reintegration of the internally displaced persons; requests the Secretary-General to report to the Council every 3 months on developments in Afghanistan. (Adopted unanimously, 6290th meeting, 22 Mar. 2010)

UN COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE ASSASSINATION OF THE FORMER PRIME MINISTER OF PAKISTAN, MOHTARMA BENAZIR BHUTTO

Reports

General documents
S/2010/7 Letter, 30 Dec. 2009, from the Secretary-General. Reports Secretary-General’s intention to extend for 3 months to 31 Mar. 2010 the conclusion of the mandate of the Commission of Inquiry into the facts and circumstances of the assassination of the former Pakistani Prime Minister Mohtarma Benazir Bhutto and that the additional period will be funded by the existing voluntary contributions made by Member States.

UN DISENGAGEMENT OBSERVER FORCE

Reports


General documents

S/2010/55  Letter, 28 Jan. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the command of the UN Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF) and reports the Secretary-General's intention to appoint Major General Natalio C. Ecarma (Philippines) as Head of Mission and Force Commander of the UN Disengagement Observer Force, to replace Major General Wolfgang Jilke (Austria).

Draft resolutions

S/2010/346  Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF)].
S/2010/650  Draft resolution [on renewal of the mandate of the UN Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF)] / Austria, Japan and United States of America.

Statements by the President of the Security Council

S/PRST/2010/12  Statement [made on behalf of the Security Council, at the 6352nd meeting, 30 June 2010], in connection with the Council's consideration of the item entitled "The situation in the Middle East" / by the President of the Security Council.

Refers to the report of the Secretary-General on the UN Disengagement Observer Force (S/2010/296) that states in para. 11 "... the situation in the Middle East is tense and is likely to remain so, unless and until a comprehensive settlement covering all aspects of the Middle East problem can be reached"; states that it reflects the view of the Security Council.

UN DISENGAGEMENT OBSERVER FORCE (continued)


Refers to the report of the Secretary-General on the UN Disengagement Observer Force (S/2010/607) that states in para. 13 "... the situation in the Middle East is tense and is likely to remain so, unless and until a comprehensive settlement covering all aspects of the Middle East problem can be reached"; states that it reflects the view of the Security Council.

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6343  (21 June 2010).
S/PV.6352  (30 June 2010).

At the 6352nd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/346 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1934 (2010); at the same meeting, the President made a complementary statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with the resolution adopted on the renewal of the mandate of the UN Disengagement Observer Force: S/PRST/2010/12.
S/PV.6433  (3 Dec. 2010).
S/PV.6462  (22 Dec. 2010).

At the 6462nd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/650 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1965 (2010); at the same meeting, the President made a complementary statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with the resolution adopted on the renewal of the mandate of the UN Disengagement Observer Force: S/PRST/2010/30.

Resolutions

S/RES/1934(2010)  [Extension of the mandate of the UN Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF)].

Calls upon the parties concerned to implement immediately its resolution 338 (1973) of 22 Oct. 1973; welcomes the efforts being undertaken by UNDOF to implement the Secretary-General's zero-tolerance policy on sexual exploitation and abuse and to ensure full compliance of its personnel with the UN code of conduct, requests the Secretary-General to continue to take all necessary action in this regard and to keep the Security Council informed, and urges troop-contributing countries to take preventive and disciplinary action to ensure that such acts are properly investigated and punished in cases involving their personnel; decides to renew the mandate of the UN Disengagement Observer Force for a period of 6 months, that is, until 31 Dec. 2010; requests the Secretary-General to submit a report on developments in the situation and the measures taken to implement resolution 338 (1973). (Adopted unanimously, 6352nd meeting, 30 June 2010)
UN DISENGAGEMENT OBSERVER FORCE (continued)

S/RES/1965(2010) [Renewal of the mandate of the UN Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF)].

- Calls upon the parties concerned to implement immediately its resolution 338 (1973) of 22 Oct. 1973; welcomes the efforts being undertaken by the UNDOF to implement the Secretary-General’s zero-tolerance policy on sexual exploitation and abuse and to ensure full compliance of its personnel with the UN code of conduct, requests the Secretary-General to continue to take all necessary action in this regard and to keep the Security Council informed, and urges troop-contributing countries to take preventive and disciplinary action to ensure that such acts are properly investigated and punished in cases involving their personnel; decides to renew the mandate of the UNDOF for a period of 6 months, until 30 June 2011; requests the Secretary-General to submit, at the end of this period, a report on developments in the situation and the measures taken to implement resolution 338 (1973). (Adopted unanimously, 6462nd meeting, 22 Dec. 2010)

UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE

Reports


General documents

S/2010/254 Letter, 26 May 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to Security Council resolution 1912 (2010) on the situation in Timor-Leste and reports that the current concept of operations of the police component has been carefully reviewed by the UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations and the UN Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste (UNMIT) and is perceived as meeting the requirements of the mandate of the Mission; also reports that in close consultation with UNMIT, the Department of Peacekeeping Operations will continue to review, on a regular basis, the concept of operations for the UNMIT military liaison group and the UNMIT police.

Draft resolutions

S/2010/95 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste (UNMIT)] / Australia, Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, China, France, Gabon, Japan, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Nigeria, Philippines, Portugal, Russian Federation, South Africa, Turkey, Uganda, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)

UN INTEGRATED PEACEBUILDING OFFICE IN SIERRA LEONE (continued)


Draft resolutions

S/2010/496 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Integrated Peacebuilding Office in Sierra Leone (UNIPSIL)] / United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

Participants by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6291 (22 Mar. 2010).
S/PV.6391 (28 Sept. 2010).
S/PV.6392 (29 Sept. 2010).

At the 6392nd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/496 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1941 (2010).

Resolutions

S/RES/1941(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Integrated Peacebuilding Office in Sierra Leone (UNIPSIL)].

Decides to extend the mandate of UNIPSIL, as set out in resolutions 1829 (2008) and 1886 (2009), until 15 Sept. 2011; calls upon the Government of Sierra Leone to increase their efforts to take measures to combat corruption, improve accountability, and promote the development of the private sector in order to generate wealth and employment opportunities; calls upon the Government of Sierra Leone to continue good governance reform by supporting the Anti-Corruption Commission to increase the transparency and management of Sierra Leone’s natural and mineral resources; emphasizes that the Government of Sierra Leone bears the primary responsibility for peacebuilding, security and long-term development in the country; encourages the Peacebuilding Commission to provide support to the Government of Sierra Leone in preparation for the 2012 elections; urges the Government to accelerate the promotion of national unity and reconciliation; commends the Government for recognizing the important role of women in the prevention and resolution of conflicts and in peacebuilding; requests that the Secretary-General keep the Council informed every 6 months of progress made in the implementation of the mandate of UNIPSIL and this resolution. (Adopted unanimously, 6392nd meeting, 29 Sept. 2010)

UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO

Reports


Participants by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6264 (22 Jan. 2010).
S/PV.6314 (17 May 2010).
S/PV.6367 (3 Aug. 2010).
S/PV.6422 (12 Nov. 2010).

UN INTERIM FORCE IN LEBANON

Reports


General documents

S/2010/86 Letter, 12 Feb. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to letter dated 6 Aug. 2009 (S/2009/407) and reports the completion of the joint technical review conducted by the Department of Peacekeeping Operations and UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) to assess the operational effectiveness of UNIFIL.
UN INTERIM FORCE IN LEBANON (continued)

S/2010/430 Letter, 11 Aug. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the latest report of the Secretary-General to the Security Council concerning the implementation of Security Council resolution 1701 (2006) (S/2010/352), and requests the Council to consider the renewal of the mandate of the UN Interim Force in Lebanon, which will expire on 31 Aug. 2010.


Draft resolutions

S/2010/454 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL)] / Belgium, France, Italy, Spain and United States of America.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)

S/PV.6375 (30 Aug. 2010) Belgium, Israel, Italy and Spain.

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6273 (18 Feb. 2010).


S/PV.6375 (30 Aug. 2010). At the 6375th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/454 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1937 (2010).

Resolutions

S/RES/1937(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL)].

Decides to extend the present mandate of UNIFIL until 31 Aug. 2011; commends the positive role of UNIFIL, welcomes the expansion of coordinated activities between UNIFIL and the Lebanese armed forces and calls on further enhancement of this cooperation; welcomes the deployment of an additional brigade of the Lebanese armed forces on 1 Aug. 2010; strongly calls upon all parties concerned to respect the cessation of hostilities, to prevent any violation of the Blue line and to respect it in its entirety and to cooperate fully with the UN and UNIFIL; urges the Government of Israel to expedite the withdrawal of its army from northern Ghajar without further delay in coordination with UNIFIL, which has actively engaged Israel and Lebanon to facilitate such a withdrawal; reaffirms its call for the establishment between the Blue Line and the Litani River of an area free of any armed personnel, assets and weapons other than those of the Government of Lebanon and UNIFIL; welcomes the conclusions of the Joint DPKO-UNIFIL Technical Review presented in the letter from the Secretary-General to the President of the Security Council dated 12 Feb. 2010 (S/2010/86) and calls for their rapid implementation. (Adopted unanimously, 6375th meeting, 30 Aug. 2010)

UN MISSION FOR THE REFERENDUM IN WESTERN SAHARA

Reports


Draft resolutions

S/2010/216 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara (MINURSO)] / France, Russian Federation, Spain, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6295 (9 Apr. 2010).

S/PV.6305 (30 Apr. 2010). At the 6305th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/216 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1920 (2010).

Resolutions

S/RES/1920(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara (MINURSO)].

Reaffirms the need for full respect of the military agreements reached with the UN Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara (MINURSO) with regard to the ceasefire and calls on the parties to adhere fully to those agreements; calls upon the parties to continue negotiations under the auspices of the Secretary-General without preconditions and in good faith; requests the Secretary-General to keep the Security Council informed on a regular basis on the status and progress of these negotiations under his auspices and express its intention to meet to receive and discuss his report; urges Member States to provide voluntary contributions to fund confidence-building measures; and decides to extend the mandate of MINURSO until 30 Apr. 2011. (Adopted unanimously, 6305th meeting, 30 Apr. 2010)

UN MISSION IN ETHIOPIA AND ERITREA

General documents

S/2010/38 Letter, 18 Jan. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to letter dated 2 Oct. 2008 (S/2008/630) from the Secretary-General regarding regular reports to the Security Council following the termination of the mandate of the UN Mission in Ethiopia and Eritrea and transmits letter of 20 Nov. 2009 from the President of the Eritrea-Ethiopia Claims Commission including the final report to the Secretary-General on the work of the Commission.
UN MISSION IN LIBERIA

Reports


General documents


S/2010/601 Letter, 22 Nov. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the UN Operation in Côte d’Ivoire (UNOCI) and to Security Council resolution 1942 (2010) of 29 Sept. 2010, in which the Council authorized a temporary increase of UNOCI military and police personnel from 8,650 to 9,150, and the immediate deployment of those additional capacities for a period of up to 6 months; informs that the deployment of the additional 500 military and police personnel to UNOCI was completed in a timely manner on 18 Oct. 2010.

Draft resolutions


S/2010/602 Draft resolution [on redeployment of infantry companies and an aviation unit from UN Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) to the UN Operation in Côte d’Ivoire (UNOCI)] / France and United States of America.


Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6376 (3 Sept. 2010).

S/PV.6379 (8 Sept. 2010).

UN MISSION IN LIBERIA (continued)

S/PV.6383 (15 Sept. 2010).

At the 6383rd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/475 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1938 (2010).


Decides that the mandate of the UN Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) shall be extended until 30 Sept. 2011; authorizes UNMIL to assist the Liberian Government; further endorses the Secretary-General’s recommendation that the conduct of free, fair, and peaceful elections be a core benchmark for UNMIL’s future drawdown; encourages UNMIL and the Government of Liberia to continue to make progress in the transition planning process; reaffirms its intention to authorize the Secretary-General to redeploy troops; underscores the importance that the military concept of operations and rules of engagement be regularly updated and be fully in line with the provisions of this resolution, and requests the Secretary-General to report on them to the Security Council and troop-contributing countries; further requests the Secretary-General to continue to monitor progress on core benchmarks, in particular on preparations for the 2011 elections. (Adopted unanimously, 6383rd meeting, 15 Sept. 2010)

S/RES/1951(2010) [Redeployment of infantry companies and an aviation unit from UN Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) to the UN Operation in Côte d’Ivoire (UNOCI)].

Decides to authorize the Secretary-General to temporarily redeploy from UN Mission in Liberia to the UN Operation in Côte d’Ivoire for a period of no more than 4 weeks a maximum of 3 infantry companies and an aviation unit comprised of 2 military utility helicopters. (Adopted unanimously, 6431st meeting, 24 Nov. 2010)
UN MISSION IN LIBERIA (continued)


Decides to renew the measures on travel imposed by para. 4 of resolution 1521 (2003) for a period of 12 months from the date of adoption of this resolution; decides to renew for a period of 12 months from the date of adoption of this resolution the measures on arms, previously imposed by para. 2 of resolution 1521 (2003) and modified by paras. 1 and 2 of resolution 1683 (2006), by para. 1 (b) of resolution 1731 (2006), and by paras. 3, 4, 5 and 6 of resolution 1903 (2009); decides to review any of the above measures at the request of the Government of Liberia; decides to extend the mandate of the Panel of Experts appointed; requests the Secretary-General to reappoint the Panel of Experts and to make the necessary financial and security arrangements to support the work of the Panel; reiterates the importance of UN Mission in Liberia’s continuing assistance to the Government of Liberia; urges the Government of Liberia to implement the recommendations of the 2009 Kimberley Process review team to strengthen internal controls over diamond mining and exports. (Adopted unanimously, 6454th meeting, 17 Dec. 2010)

UN MISSION IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD

Reports

Issued: 29 Apr. 2010.

Issued: 30 July 2010.


UN MISSION IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD (continued)

General documents

S/2010/115 Letter, 3 Mar. 2010, from Chad. Reports that the Government of Chad has reconsidered its decision requesting the withdrawal from Chad of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT) and agrees to a technical extension of the mandate of the Mission for a 2 month period beginning 16 Mar. 2010.

S/2010/129 Letter, 11 Mar. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Reports that the current mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT) is due to expire on 15 Mar. 2010 and recommends that consideration be given to authorizing a 2-month technical rollover of the mandate of MINURCAT, given the ongoing discussions on the future of the Mission and following consultation with the Government of Chad.


S/2010/292 Letter, 3 June 2010, from the Secretary-General. Reports the intention to appoint Youssef Mahmoud (Tunisia), who has been serving as Acting Special Representative since 1 Apr. 2010, as Special Representative for the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT), from 1 June to 31 Dec. 2010, to succeed Victor da Silva Angelo (Portugal), who served as Special Representative for MINURCAT until 31 Mar. 2010.

S/2010/293 Letter, 8 June 2010 from the President of the Security Council. Reports that the letter of the Secretary-General dated 3 June 2010 (S/2010/292) concerning the intention to appoint Youssef Mahmoud (Tunisia) as Special Representative for the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT) was brought to the attention of the members of the Council and that they have taken note of said intention.

S/2010/470 Letter, 7 Sept. 2010, from Chad. Transmits the plan concerning the support to be provided to elements of the sustainment of the Détachement intégré de sécurité following the departure of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad.


S/2010/536 Letter, 15 Oct. 2010, from Chad. Transmits a new plan by Chad for the sustainment of the Détachement intégré de sécurité (DIS) following the departure of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT).
UN MISSION IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD (continued)

Draft resolutions

S/2010/130 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT)] / Austria, Brazil, France, Gabon, Japan, Lebanon, Mexico, Nigeria, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

S/2010/237 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT)] / France.

S/2010/251 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT)] / France.

Statements by the President of the Security Council


Takes note of the report of the Secretary-General on the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and in Chad (MINURCAT); commends the contribution of MINURCAT for providing security for refugees, internally displaced persons and humanitarian actors in eastern Chad; acknowledges the critical role the Détachement intégré de sécurité (DIS) will have to perform in the foreseeable future for the protection of civilians; has taken note of the complete withdrawal of MINURCAT from the Central African Republic on 15 Nov. 2010; recognizes the contribution of the Mission for the Consolidation of Peace in Central African Republic (MICOPAX) in support of durable peace and security in the Central African Republic.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6282 (10 Mar. 2010).

S/PV.6283 (12 Mar. 2010).

At the 6283rd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/130 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1913 (2010).
UN MISSION IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD (continued)

S/RES/1923(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT)].

Decides to extend the mandate of the MINURCAT until 31 Dec. 2010; decides that the military component of MINURCAT shall be reduced to 2,200 military personnel and 25 military liaison officers and further decides that MINURCAT should include a maximum of 300 police officers and an appropriate number of civilian personnel; decides that MINURCAT shall have the following mandate in eastern Chad and the north-eastern Central African Republic, in liaison with the UN country team and, as appropriate, in liaison with the UN Integrated Peacebuilding Office in the Central African Republic (BINUCA): (i) to select, mentor, monitor, train, advise and facilitate support to elements of the Chadian Dépôtement de sécurité; (ii) to liaise with the Chadian Government and the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in support of their efforts to relocate refugee camps which are in close proximity to the border, and to provide to UNHCR, logistical assistance for that purpose; (iii) to liaise with the national army, the gendarmerie and police forces, the nomad national guard, the judicial authorities and prison officials in Chad and the Central African Republic, the Sudanese Government, the UN Mission in Sudan, the AU/UN Hybrid Operation in Darfur, BINUCA, the Multinational Force of the Economic Community of the Central African States in Central African Republic and the Community of Sahelo-Saharan States to exchange information on banditry, criminality and emerging threats to humanitarian activities in the region; (iv) to support the initiatives of national and local authorities in Chad to resolve local tensions and promote local reconciliation efforts; (v) to contribute to the monitoring and to the promotion and protection of human rights in Chad, with particular attention to sexual and gender-based violence; (vi) to support, within its capabilities, efforts aimed at strengthening the capacity of the Government of Chad and civil society through training in international human rights standards, and efforts to put an end to recruitment and use of children by armed groups; (vii) to assist the Government of Chad in the promotion of the rule of law, in close coordination with UN agencies. (Adopted unanimously, 6321st meeting, 25 May 2010)

UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN

Reports


Issued: 5 Apr. 2010.


General documents

S/2010/57 Letter, 29 Jan. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the UN Mission in the Sudan (UNMIS) established by the Security Council under resolution 1590 (2005) and extended by Council resolution 1870 (2009) and reports the Secretary-General's intention to appoint Haile Menkerios (South Africa) as his Special Representative for the Sudan in place of Ashraf Jehangir Qazi (Pakistan).

S/2010/58 Letter, 31 Jan. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to letter from the Secretary-General dated 29 Jan. 2010 (S/2010/57) and reports that members of the Security Council have taken note of the intention to appoint Haile Menkerios (South Africa) as his Special Representative for the Sudan.

S/2010/305 Letter, 8 June 2010, from the Secretary-General. Reports the intention to appoint Major General Moses Bisong Obi (Nigeria) to the post of Force Commander of the UN Mission in the Sudan to replace Lieutenant General Paban Jung Thapa (Nepal).

S/2010/306 Letter, 9 June 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to the letter of the Secretary-General dated 8 June 2010 (S/2010/305) concerning his intention to appoint Major General Moses Bisong Obi (Nigeria) to the post of Force Commander of the UN Mission in the Sudan to replace Lieutenant General Paban Jung Thapa (Nepal); reports that the members of the Council have taken note of said intention.

Draft resolutions

UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN (continued)

Statements by the President of the Security Council

S/PRST/2010/24 Statement [made on behalf of the Security Council, at the 6425th meeting, 16 Nov. 2010, in connection with the Council's consideration of the item entitled “Reports of the Secretary-General on the Sudan”] / by the President of the Security Council.

Reaffirms its strong commitment to the sovereignty, independence, peace and stability of Sudan, and to a peaceful and prosperous future for all Sudanese people and underlines its support for the Sudanese parties’ full and timely implementation of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA), including the holding of the referendum on the self-determination of the people of Southern Sudan and on the status of Abyei and of the popular consultations in Southern Kordofan and Blue Nile, and for a peaceful, comprehensive and inclusive resolution of the situation of Darfur; reaffirms its support for UNAMID and reiterates its call on the Government of the Sudan and all relevant parties to co-operate fully with the mission in discharging its mandate.


Strongly urges the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) parties to promptly fulfil their remaining commitments to finance the Southern Sudan Referendum Commission and Southern Sudan Referendum Bureau; reaffirms its support for the UN Secretary General’s Panel for the Referenda led by President Benjamin Mkapa; reiterates the urgent need for the parties to provide immediate and ongoing reassurance to people of all nationalities in Sudan; reaffirms its support for the AU-UN led peace process for Darfur, hosted by the Government of Qatar.

Resolutions

S/RES/1919(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in Sudan (UNMIS)].

Decides to extend the mandate of UN Mission in Sudan (UNMIS) until 30 Apr. 2011, with the intention to renew it for further periods as may be required; requests the Secretary-General to continue reporting to the Council every 3 months on UNMIS mandate implementation, the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) implementation progress, and respect for the ceasefire; deplores the persistent localized conflict and violence and its effect on civilians, especially within Southern Sudan, and underscores the importance of UNMIS making full use of its authority and capabilities; requests UNMIS to continue to assist the parties in the implementation of all elements of the CPA; requests UNMIS to continue to provide technical and logistical support to the Technical ad hoc Border Committee; stresses the critical role of the Assessment and Evaluation Commission (AEC) in overseeing and monitoring implementation of the CPA; requests the Secretary-General to continue the necessary measures to ensure full compliance by UNMIS with the UN zero tolerance policy on sexual exploitation and abuse and to keep the Council fully informed. (Adopted unanimously, 6304th meeting, 29 Apr. 2010)

UN OBSERVER MISSION IN GEORGIA

General documents

S/2010/103 Letter, 25 Feb. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the Joint Incident Prevention and Response Mechanism and reports his intention to appoint Antti Turunen (Finland) as UN Representative.
UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D'IVOIRE

Reports


Issued: 20 May 2010.


Issued: 23 Nov. 2010.


General documents

S/2010/42 Letter, 15 Jan. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to letter of 29 Dec. 2009 (S/2009/694) and report of 29 Sep. 2009 (S/2009/495) involving security arrangements for the Ivorian presidential election and reports that the temporary redeployment from the UN Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) envisioned in S/2009/495 is no longer feasible and recommends deployment of a battalion from Burkina Faso to Côte d'Ivoire for a period of 3 months beginning one month before the presidential election, as part of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI).

S/2010/220 Letter, 26 Apr. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI), which expires on 31 May 2010, and proposes that the Security Council authorize a technical rollover of the UNOCI mandate for one month, until 30 June 2010; to allow the inclusion of the findings of the technical assessment mission and recommendations in the Secretary-General's report.

S/2010/221 Letter, 29 Apr. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to the letter dated 26 April 2010 (S/2010/220) concerning the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI); reports that the matter has been brought to the attention of the Security Council and requests to provide report on UNOCI by 21 May 2010.

UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D'IVOIRE (continued)

S/2010/485 Letter, 14 Sept. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to para. 20 of Security Council resolution 1933 (2010) and recommends that the Security Council approve the deployment of a total of 300 troops (1 company each from 2 existing francophone troop contributors) and 100 formed police unit personnel (from 3 identified non-francophone contributing countries) for a period of up to 6 months; also reports that the Secretariat is exploring the possibility of deploying an aviation unit to the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire comprising up to 2 helicopters for a period of up to 3 months.

S/2010/486 Letter, 17 Sept. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to the letter of the Secretary-General dated 14 Sept. 2010 (S/2010/485) concerning raising, for a limited period of time prior to and after the elections in Côte d'Ivoire, the level of authorized military and police personnel of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire, and states that it has been brought to the attention of the members of the Council and they take note of the information contained in the letter and approve the course of action outlined therein.

S/2010/493 Letter, 23 Sept. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to para. 6 of Security Council resolution 1765 (2007) in which the Council decided that the Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Côte d'Ivoire shall certify the electoral process; transmits statements issued on 24 Sept. 2010 entitled "Statement on the certification of the final voters list by Choi Young-Jin, Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Côte d'Ivoire" and "Statement attributable to the Spokesperson for the Secretary-General on the certification process in Côte d'Ivoire".

S/2010/601 Letter, 22 Nov. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI) and to Security Council resolution 1942 (2010) of 29 Sept. 2010, in which the Council authorized a temporary increase of UNOCI military and police personnel from 8,650 to 9,150, and the immediate deployment of those additional capacities for a period of up to 6 months; informs that the deployment of the additional 500 military and police personnel to UNOCI was completed in a timely manner on 18 Oct. 2010.

Draft resolutions

S/2010/41 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI)] / France.

S/2010/253 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI)] / France.

S/2010/338 Draft resolution [on renewal of the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI)] and of the French forces which support it) / France.

S/2010/499 Draft resolution [on authorization of the temporary increase of the military and police personnel of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI)] / France.
UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D'IVOIRE (continued)


S/2010/602 Draft resolution [on redeployment of infantry companies and an aviation unit from UN Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) to the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI)] / France and United States of America.

S/2010/644 Draft resolution [on renewal of the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI) and of the French forces which support it] / Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, France, Gabon, Germany, Nigeria, Turkey, Uganda, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)

S/PV.6329 (3 June 2010) Côte d'Ivoire.
S/PV.6415 (3 Nov. 2010) Côte d'Ivoire.

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6258 (14 Jan. 2010).
S/PV.6267 (28 Jan. 2010). At the 6267th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/41 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1911 (2010).
S/PV.6323 (27 May 2010). At the 6323rd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/253 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1924 (2010).
S/PV.6328 (3 June 2010).
S/PV.6329 (3 June 2010).
S/PV.6350 (30 June 2010). At the 6350th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/338 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1933 (2010).
S/PV.6393 (29 Sept. 2010). At the 6393rd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/499 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1942 (2010).

UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D'IVOIRE (continued)

S/PV.6402 (15 Oct. 2010). At the 6402nd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/525 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1946 (2010).
S/PV.6415 (3 Nov. 2010).
S/PV.6431 (24 Nov. 2010). At the 6431st meeting, draft resolution S/2010/602 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1951 (2010).
S/PV.6436 (7 Dec. 2010).
S/PV.6437 (7 Dec. 2010).

Resolutions

S/RES/1911(2010) Extension of the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI). Reiterates its determination to bring its full support to a credible electoral process in Côte d'Ivoire; urges the relevant Ivorian stakeholders to ensure the publication of the final voters list; stresses that it will base its assessment of the electoral process on the certification that will be prepared by the Special Representative consistent with the five-criteria framework referred to in document S/2008/250; stresses the importance of an inclusive participation of the Ivorian civil society in the electoral process; urges again the political parties to comply fully with the Code of Good Conduct for elections which they signed under the auspices of the Secretary-General; urges the Government of Côte d'Ivoire to provide the operators involved in the electoral process with the necessary support; urges the Ivorian parties to make further concrete progress, before and after the elections, to advance the reunification and disarmament processes; decides to renew the mandate of UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI) until 31 May 2010, in particular to support the organization in Côte d'Ivoire of free, fair open and transparent elections; expresses its intention in principle to raise for a limited period of time the current level of 7450 authorized military personnel as will be needed and up to no more than 7950 personnel; stresses in this regard that it will hold the Ivorian parties fully accountable for the respect of the electoral timeline; requests UNOCI to continue to assist the Facilitator and his Special Representative in Abidjan in the conduct of the facilitation; decides to extend until 31 May 2010 the authorization it provided to the French forces in order to support UNOCI; expresses its intention to review in full by 31 May 2010 the mandate of UNOCI. (Adopted unanimously, 6267th meeting, 28 Jan. 2010)

S/RES/1924(2010) Extension of the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI). Decides to extend until 30 June 2010 the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI) as determined in resolution 1739 (2007); decides to extend until 30 June 2010 the authorization the Security Council provided to the French forces in order to support UNOCI, within the limits of their deployment and capabilities. (Adopted unanimously, 6323rd meeting, 27 May 2010)
UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D'IVOIRE (continued)

S/RES/1933(2010) [Renewal of the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI) and of the French forces which support it].

Urges the relevant Ivorian stakeholders to ensure the publication of the final voters list without further delay; urges again the political parties to comply fully with the Côte d'Or Conduct for elections; urges the signatories of the Ouagadougou Political Agreement to work towards a sustainable solution for the voluntary return, reinstallation, reintegration and security of displaced persons; requests UNOCI to prioritize the consolidation of the stability of the country; decides that UNOCI shall have the following mandate from the date of adoption of this resolution until 31 Dec. 2010: (a) monitoring the armed groups; (b) protection of civilians; (c) monitoring of the arms embargo; (d) public information; (e) assistance in the field of human rights; (f) support for humanitarian assistance; (g) support for the organization of open, free, fair and transparent elections; (h) operations of identification of the population; (i) disarmament, demobilization, storage of weapons and reintegration of former combatants of the 2 parties and members of militias; (j) support to redeployment of Ivorian state administration and Justice throughout the country; (k) reform of the security sector; (l) facilitation; (m) protection of UN personnel; decides that UNOCI will comprise a maximum of 7392 authorized military personnel; decides to extend until 31 Dec. 2010 the authorization the Security Council provided to the French forces in order to support UNOCI. (Adopted unanimously, 6350th meeting, 30 June 2010)

S/RES/1942(2010) [Authorization of the temporary increase of the military and police personnel of the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI)].

Decides to authorize, as recommended by the Secretary-General in his letter dated 14 Sept. 2010 (S/2010/485), a temporary increase of UNOCI's authorized military and police personnel from 8,650 to 9,150; authorizes the immediate deployment of those additional capacities for a period of up to 6 months. (Adopted unanimously, 6393rd meeting, 29 Sept. 2010)


Decides to renew until 30 Apr. 2011 the measures on arms and the financial and travel measures imposed by paras. 7 to 12 of resolution 1572 (2004) and the measures preventing the importation by any State of all rough diamonds from Côte d'Ivoire imposed by para. 6 of resolution 1643 (2005); decides, in line with para. 27 of resolution 1933 (2010) and in addition to the provisions of para. 8 of resolution 1572 (2004), that the arms embargo shall not apply to the supplies of non-lethal equipment intended solely to enable the Ivorian security forces to use only appropriate and proportionate force while maintaining public order, as approved in advance by the Sanctions Committee; decides to extend the mandate of the Group of Experts as set out in para. 7 of resolution 1727 (2006) until 30 Apr. 2011 and requests the Secretary-General to take the necessary administrative measures. (Adopted unanimously, 6402nd meeting, 15 Oct. 2010)

UN ORGANIZATION MISSION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

Reports


UN ORGANIZATION MISSION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

(continued)

General documents

S/2010/207 Letter, 22 Apr. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to Security Council resolution 1896 (2009) of 30 Nov. 2009 concerning the Democratic Republic of the Congo and the extension of the Group of Experts established pursuant to resolution 1533 (2004) and reports that, after consulting with the Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1533 (2004), he has appointed experts Pawel Tarnawski, Poland (logistics) and Fred Robarts, United Kingdom (regional issues).

Draft resolutions

S/2010/256 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Organization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUC)] / France, Gabon, Uganda, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6294 (7 Apr. 2010).

S/PV.6297 (13 Apr. 2010).

S/PV.6317 (19 May 2010).

S/PV.6324 (28 May 2010).

At the 6324th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/256 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1925 (2010).

Resolutions


Decides to extend the mandate of MONUC until 30 June 2010 and further decides that, in view of the new phase that has been reached in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the UN mission in that country, MONUC, shall, as from 1 July 2010, bear the title of the UN Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUSCO); decides that MONUSCO shall be deployed until 30 June 2011; authorizes MONUSCO, while concentrating its military forces in the east of the country, to keep a reserve force capable of redeploying rapidly elsewhere in the country. (Adopted unanimously, 6324th meeting, 28 May 2010)

UN ORGANIZATION STABILIZATION MISSION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

Reports


General documents

S/2010/303 Letter, 7 June 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the UN Organization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUC), established on 30 Nov. 1999 pursuant to Security Council resolution 1279 (1999) and to its extension pursuant to resolution 1925 (2010) until 30 June 2010, after which date the Mission will bear the title of UN Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUSCO), and reports the intention to appoint Roger A. Meece (United States) as Special Representative for the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Head of MONUSCO.

S/2010/304 Letter, 9 June 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to the letter of the Secretary-General dated 9 June 2010 (S/2010/303) concerning his intention to appoint Roger A. Meece (United States) as Special Representative for the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Head of the UN Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo; reports that the members of the Council have taken note of said intention.

S/2010/367 Letter, 6 July 2010, from the Secretary-General. Reports his intention to appoint Lieutenant General Chander Prakash (India) as Force Commander of MONUSCO to replace Lieutenant General Babacar Gaye (Senegal), who will complete his tour of duty with the Mission on 31 July 2010.

S/2010/368 Letter, 8 July 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Reports that the letter of the Secretary-General dated 6 July 2010 (S/2010/367) concerning his intention to appoint Lieutenant General Chander Prakash (India) to the post of Force Commander of the UN Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo has been brought to the attention of the members of the Security Council.

Draft resolutions

S/2010/256 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Organization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUC)] / France, Gabon, Uganda, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

UN ORGANIZATION STABILIZATION MISSION IN
THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
(continued)

Statements by the President of the Security
Council
S/PRST/2010/17 Statement [made on behalf of the
Security Council, at the 6387th meeting, 17 Sept. 2010,
in connection with the Council's consideration of the item
entitled "The situation concerning the Democratic
Republic of the Congo"] / by the President of the
Security Council.

Reiterates its strong condemnation of mass rapes
which occurred in the east of the Democratic Republic of
the Congo late July and Aug.; urges the Government of the
Democratic Republic of the Congo to ensure a swift and
fair prosecution of the perpetrators of these terrible crimes
and to inform the Security Council on measures
undertaken to this end; expresses its readiness to consider
all appropriate actions, including targeted measures
against the perpetrators; reiterates its urgent call to the
Government of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, in
cooperation with the UN and other relevant actors, to put
an end to impunity, in particular those bearing
responsibility for gross human rights violations must be
held to account; stresses that the fight against impunity is
an integral part of the urgently-needed reform of the
security sector; supports the launch by MONUSCO and
the UN Country Team of a sensitization campaign,
including through Radio Okapi, to encourage victims of
sexual violence to report and to seek treatment and legal
assistance; reaffirms its resolve to eliminate all forms of
violence against women and children during and after
armed conflict.

Participation by non-Council members (without
the right to vote)
S/PV.6324 (28 May 2010) Democratic Republic of the
Congo.
S/PV.6378 (7 Sept. 2010) Democratic Republic of the
Congo.
S/PV.6387 (17 Sept. 2010) Democratic Republic of the
Congo.
S/PV.6400 (14 Oct. 2010) Democratic Republic of the
Congo.
S/PV.6403 (15 Oct. 2010) Democratic Republic of the
Congo.

Discussion in plenary
S/PV.6324 (28 May 2010).
At the 6324th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/256
was adopted unanimously: resolution 1925 (2010).
S/PV.6378 (7 Sept. 2010).
S/PV.6387 (17 Sept. 2010).
At the 6387th meeting, the President made a
statement, on behalf of the Council members, in
connection with prior consultations among Council
members on the item entitled "The situation concerning the

UN ORGANIZATION STABILIZATION MISSION IN
THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
(continued)

Resolutions
S/RES/1925(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN
Organization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo (MONUC)].
Decides to extend the mandate of MONUC until 30
June 2010 and further decides that, in view of the new
phase that has been reached in the Democratic Republic
of the Congo, the UN mission in that country, MONUC,
shall, as from 1 July 2010, bear the title of the UN
Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (MONUSCO); decides that
MONUSCO shall be deployed until 30 June 2011.
(Adopted unanimously, 6324th meeting, 28 May 2010)

S/RES/1952(2010) [Extension of measures on arms,
transport, financial and travel against the Democratic
Republic of the Congo imposed by resolution 1807
(2008) and expansion of the mandate of the Committee
Established pursuant to Resolution 1533 (2004)].
Decides to renew until 30 Nov. 2011 the measures
on arms imposed by para. 1 of resolution 1807 (2008) and
reaffirms the provisions of paras. 2, 3 and 5 of that
resolution; decides to renew the measures on transport
imposed by paras. 6 and 8 of resolution 1807 (2008) and
reaffirms the provisions of para. 7 of that resolution;
decides to renew the financial and travel measures
imposed by paras. 9 and 11 of resolution 1807 (2008);
requests the Secretary-General to extend the Group of
Experts Established pursuant to Resolution 1533 (2004);
decides that the Committee should consider whether the
individual or entity has exercised due diligence consistent
with the steps set out in para. 8; urges UN Organization
Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo (MONUSCO) to continue supporting the efforts of
the Congolese authorities; recommends that all States
regularly publish full import and export statistics for natural
resources; decides that, when appropriate and no later
than 30 Nov. 2011, it shall review the measures set forth in
this resolution. (Adopted unanimously, 6432nd meeting, 29
Nov. 2010)
UN PEACEKEEPING FORCE IN CYPRUS

Reports


General documents

S/2010/260 Letter, 27 May 2010, from the Secretary-General. Reports the intention to appoint Lisa Buttenheim (United States) as Special Representative in Cyprus and head of UNFICYP to replace Tayé-Brook Zerihoun (Ethiopia) who completed his assignment on 30 Apr. 2010.

S/2010/261 Letter, 28 May 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to Secretary-General’s letter dated 27 May 2010 (S/2010/260) and reports that members of the Council have taken note of the Secretary-General’s intention to appoint Lisa Buttenheim (United States) as Special Representative in Cyprus and head of the UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP) to replace Tayé-Brook Zerihoun (Ethiopia) who completed his assignment on 30 Apr. 2010.

Draft resolutions

S/2010/311 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP)] / China, France, Russian Federation, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States.

S/2010/631 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP)] / China, France, Russian Federation, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6331 (4 June 2010).

S/PV.6339 (15 June 2010).

S/PV.6435 (6 Dec. 2010).

S/PV.6445 (14 Dec. 2010).

UN PEACEKEEPING FORCE IN CYPRUS (continued)

Resolutions

S/RES/1930(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP)]. Welcomes the progress made so far in the fully fledged negotiations; urges full exploitation of this opportunity preserving the current atmosphere of trust and goodwill, and engaging in the process in a constructive and open manner; urges also the implementation of confidence-building measure; calls on both sides to continue to engage in consultations with UNFICYP on the demarcation of the buffer zone; requests the Secretary-General to submit a report on implementation of this resolution, including on contingency planning in relation to the settlement, by 1 Dec. 2010 and to keep the Security Council updated on events as necessary; welcomes the efforts being undertaken by UNFICYP to implement the Secretary-General’s zero tolerance policy on sexual exploitation and abuse and to ensure full compliance of its personnel with the UN code of conduct. (Adopted 14-1-0, 6339th meeting, 15 June 2010)

S/RES/1953(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP)]. Urges the implementation of confidence-building measures; expresses its full support for UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP) and decides to extend its mandate for a further period ending 15 June 2011; calls on both sides to continue to engage in consultations with UNFICYP on the demarcation of the buffer zone; requests the Secretary-General to submit a report on implementation of this resolution, including on contingency planning in relation to the settlement, by 1 June 2011 and to keep the Security Council updated on events as necessary. (Adopted 14-1-0, 6445th meeting, 14 Dec. 2010)
UN POLITICAL MISSION IN NEPAL

Reports


Issued: 2 Sept. 2010.


General documents


UN POLITICAL MISSION IN NEPAL (continued)

S/2010/474 Letter, 14 Sept. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Transmits two separate letters dated 14 Sep. 2010 from the Prime Minister of Nepal and from the Chairman of the Unified Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) requesting the extension of the current mandate of the UN Mission in Nepal by 4 months from 15 Sept. 2010.

Draft resolutions


Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6260 (15 Jan. 2010).
S/PV.6262 (21 Jan. 2010).
At the 6262nd meeting, draft resolution S/2010/32 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1909 (2010).
S/PV.6308 (5 May 2010).
S/PV.6311 (12 May 2010).
At the 6311th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/236 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1921 (2010).
S/PV.6377 (7 Sept. 2010).
S/PV.6385 (15 Sept. 2010).
At the 6385th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/476 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1939 (2010).
S/PV.6398 (14 Oct. 2010).
UN POLITICAL MISSION IN NEPAL (continued)

Resolutions


Decides in line with the request from the Government of Nepal and the Secretary-General’s recommendations, to renew the mandate of the UN Political Mission in Nepal (UNMIN) as established under resolution 1740 (2007) until 15 May 2010; calls upon all parties to take full advantage of the expertise and readiness of UNMIN to support the peace process to facilitate the completion of outstanding aspects of UNMIN’s mandate by 15 May 2010; decides that UNMIN should make the necessary arrangements with the Government of Nepal for its withdrawal, including handing over any residual monitoring responsibilities by 15 May 2010; welcomes the recent understanding between the Government of Nepal and the Unified Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) on having a timetabled action plan for the integration and rehabilitation of Maoist army personnel by 15 May 2010; calls upon all political parties in Nepal to expedite the peace process; requests the parties in Nepal to take the necessary steps to promote the safety, security and freedom of movement of UNMIN and associated personnel in executing the tasks defined in the mandate. (Adopted unanimously, 6262nd meeting, 21 Jan. 2010)

S/RES/1921(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in Nepal (UNMIN)].

Decides in line with the request from the Government of Nepal and the Secretary-General’s recommendations, to renew the mandate of UNMIN as established under resolution 1740 (2007) until 15 Sept. 2010, taking into account the completion of some elements of the mandate and the ongoing work on the monitoring of the management of arms and armed personnel in line with the 25 June 2008 Agreement among the political parties, which will support the completion of the peace process; requests the parties in Nepal to take the necessary steps to promote the safety, security and freedom of movement of UNMIN and associated personnel in executing the tasks defined in the mandate. (Adopted unanimously, 6362nd meeting, 21 Jan. 2010)

S/RES/1939(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in Nepal (UNMIN)].

Decides in line with the request from the Government of Nepal and the Secretary-General’s recommendations, to renew the mandate of UNMIN in Nepal (UNMIN) as established under resolution 1740 (2007) until 15 Jan. 2011; decides that UNMIN’s mandate will terminate on 15 Jan. 2011 after which date UNMIN will leave Nepal; requests the parties in Nepal to take the necessary steps to promote the safety, security and freedom of movement of UNMIN and associated personnel in executing the tasks defined in the mandate. (Adopted unanimously, 6362nd meeting, 15 Sept. 2010)

UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI

Reports


Issued: 1 Sept. 2010.

General documents

S/2010/23 Letter, 13 Jan. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) and reports the intention to immediately deploy Edmund Mulet, Assistant Secretary-General, Office of Operations, Department of Peacekeeping Operations, to serve as his Acting Special Representative and Head of MINUSTAH.

S/2010/24 Letter, 13 Jan. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to letter dated 13 Jan. 2010 (S/2010/23) from the Secretary-General concerning the intention to deploy Edmund Mulet as Acting Special Representative and Head of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) and reports that members of the Security Council take note of the intention expressed therein.


S/2010/131 Letter, 8 Mar. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) and reports the Secretary-General’s intention to appoint Major General Luiz Guilherme Paul Cruz (Brazil) as Force Commander of MINUSTAH, to replace Major General Floriano Peixoto (Brazil) who will complete his tour of duty on 9 Apr. 2010.

S/2010/132 Letter, 10 Mar. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to Secretary-General’s letter dated 10 Mar. 2010 (S/2010/131) and reports that his intention to appoint Major General Luiz Guilherme Paul Cruz (Brazil) as Force Commander of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINTUSAH) has been brought to the attention of the Council and they have taken note thereof.

S/2010/160 Letter, 26 Mar. 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) and reports the Secretary-General’s intention to appoint Edmond Mulet (Guatemala) as his Special Representative in Haiti and Head of MINUSTAH.
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI (continued)

S/2010/161 Letter, 29 Mar. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to Secretary-General’s letter dated 26 Mar. 2010 (S/2010/160) and reports that members of the Security Council have taken note of the his intention to appoint Edmond Mulet (Guatemala) as his Special Representative and Head of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti.

Draft resolutions

S/2010/29 Draft resolution [on increasing the overall force levels of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) to support the immediate recovery, reconstruction and stability efforts] / Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Canada, Chile, France, Gabon, Guatemala, Japan, Lebanon, Mexico, Nigeria, Peru, Russian Federation, Turkey, Uganda, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America and Uruguay.

S/2010/277 Draft resolution [on the composition of the military and police components of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH)] / Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Canada, Chile, France, Gabon, Guatemala, Japan, Mexico, Peru, Spain, United States of America and Uruguay.

S/2010/519 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH)] / Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Ecuador, France, Guatemala, Japan, Mexico, Peru, Spain, United States of America and Uruguay.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)


S/PV.6303 (28 Apr. 2010) Argentina, Canada, Dominican Republic, Colombia, Guatemala, Haiti, Norway, Peru, Spain and Uruguay.

S/PV.6330 (4 June 2010) Argentina, Canada, Chile, Guatemala, Haiti, Peru, Spain and Uruguay.

S/PV.6382 (13 Sept. 2010) Argentina, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Haiti, Norway, Peru and Uruguay.

S/PV.6399 (14 Oct. 2010) Argentina, Canada, Chile, Ecuador, Guatemala, Haiti, Peru, Spain and Uruguay.

Discussion in plenary

At the 6261st meeting, draft resolution S/2010/29 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1908 (2010).

S/PV.6274 (19 Feb. 2010).

S/PV.6303 (28 Apr. 2010).

S/PV.6330 (4 June 2010).
At the 6330th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/277 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1927 (2010).

S/PV.6380 (9 Sept. 2010).

S/PV.6382 (13 Sept. 2010).

UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI (continued)

At the 6399th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/519 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1944 (2010).

Resolutions

S/RES/1908(2010) [Increasing the overall force levels of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) to support the immediate recovery, reconstruction and stability efforts].

Endorses the recommendation made by the Secretary-General to increase the overall force levels of UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti to support the immediate recovery, reconstruction and stability efforts; decides that MINUSTAH will consist of a military component of up to 8,940 troops of all ranks and of a police component of up to 3,711 police and that it will keep the new levels of troops and police in MINUSTAH under review as necessary.
(Adopted unanimously, 6261st meeting, 19 Jan. 2010)

S/RES/1927(2010) [The composition of the military and police components of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH)].

Authorizes the deployment of a further 680 police in addition to the police strength authorized by resolution 1908 (2010), as a temporary surge capacity with clearly defined objectives, and a particular focus on building the capacity of the Haitian National Police; decides, therefore, that MINUSTAH will consist of a military component of up to 8,940 troops of all ranks and of a police component of up to 4,391 police and that it will keep the new levels of troops and police in MINUSTAH under close and regular review, including through the electoral period and subsequent constitutional transfer of power, and requests the Secretary-General to include in his upcoming report to the Council an assessment of the implementation of resolution 1908 and the present resolution; requests MINUSTAH to continue, within its current mandate, its collaboration with OCHA and the UN Country Team in supporting the humanitarian and recovery efforts and further encourages all actors to continue to engage in joint planning and coordination at the national and local level; requests MINUSTAH to continue its support to the Haitian Government and to the Provisional Electoral Council, as requested, in the preparation and conduct of Haiti's elections, and to coordinate international electoral assistance to Haiti in cooperation with other international stakeholders including the OAS. (Adopted unanimously, 6330th meeting, 4 June 2010)
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI (continued)

S/RES/1944(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH)].
Decides to extend the mandate of MINUSTAH until 15 Oct. 2011, with the intention of further renewal; decides to maintain the current Mission overall force levels, which consists of a military component of up to 8940 troops of all ranks and of a police component of up to 4391 police and calls on the Secretary-General to conduct a comprehensive assessment of the security environment following the election and transfer of power to a new government in 2011; requests the UN country team, to complement security and development operations undertaken by the Government of Haiti with the support of MINUSTAH with activities aimed at effectively improving the living conditions of the concerned populations, in particular women and children; requests MINUSTAH to continue to implement quick-impact projects that further enhance the trust of the Haitian population towards MINUSTAH; strongly condemns the grave violations against children affected by armed violence, as well as widespread rape and other sexual abuse of women and girls, and calls upon the Government of Haiti, with the support of MINUSTAH and the UN country team, to continue to promote and protect the rights of women and children; requests MINUSTAH to continue to pursue its expanded community violence reduction approach, adapting the programme to the changing requirements of the post-earthquake Haitian context with a particular focus on the displacement of violence-affected neighbourhoods; requests MINUSTAH to continue to support the Haitian authorities in their efforts to control the flow of small arms including labour-intensive projects, the development of a weapons registry, the revision of current laws on importation and possession of arms, reform of the weapons permit system and the development and implementation of a national community policing doctrine; requests the Secretary-General to include in his reports a comprehensive assessment of threats to security in Haiti and give particular attention to the protective environment for all, in particular women and children, and on progress in the sustainable resettlement of displace persons, and to propose, as appropriate, options to reconfigure the composition of MINUSTAH. (Adopted unanimously, 6399th meeting, 14 Oct. 2010)

WESTERN SAHARA QUESTION

Reports

Draft resolutions
S/2010/216 Draft resolution [on extension of the mandate of the UN Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara (MINURSO)] / France, Russian Federation, Spain, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)

Discussion in plenary
S/PV.6295 (9 Apr. 2010).
S/PV.6305 (30 Apr. 2010).
At the 6305th meeting, draft resolution S/2010/216 was adopted unanimously: resolution 1920 (2010).

Resolutions
S/RES/1920(2010) [Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara (MINURSO)].
Reaffirms the need for full respect of the military agreements reached with the UN Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara (MINURSO) with regard to the ceasefire and calls on the parties to adhere fully to those agreements; calls upon the parties to continue negotiations under the auspices of the Secretary-General without preconditions and in good faith; requests the Secretary-General to keep the Security Council informed on a regular basis on the status and progress of these negotiations under his auspices and express its intention to meet to receive and discuss his report; urges Member States to provide voluntary contributions to fund confidence-building measures; and decides to extend the mandate of MINURSO until 30 Apr. 2011. (Adopted unanimously, 6305th meeting, 30 Apr. 2010)

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS

Reports
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS (continued)


General documents


S/2010/63 Letter, 2 Feb. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Refers to letter from the Secretary-General dated 29 Jan. 2010 (S/2010/62) and reports that members of the Security Council have taken note of the intention to appoint Margot Wallström (Sweden) as Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in Conflict.

S/2010/416 Letter, 29 July 2010, from the Secretary-General. Refers to para. 27 of resolution 1888 (2009) of Sept. 2009 by which the Security Council requested the Secretary-General to submit annual reports on the implementation of resolution 1820 (2008) and to submit his next report by Sept. 2010 on the implementation of both resolutions; requests an extension of the time frame for submission to be on 1 Dec. 2010 instead of Sept. 2010.

S/2010/417 Letter, 3 Aug. 2010, from the President of the Security Council. Reports that the letter of the Secretary-General dated 29 July 2010 (S/2010/416) concerning the issuance of the report requested by the Security Council in para. 27 of its resolution 1888 (2009), under the agenda item "Women and peace and security", has been brought to the attention of the members of the Council.


Draft resolutions

S/2010/641 Draft resolution [on sexual violence against women and children in situations of armed conflict] / Albania, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Benin, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Czech Republic, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Denmark, Djibouti, Estonia, Finland, France, Gabon, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Lebanon, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Mexico, Monaco, Montenegro, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria, Norway, Panama, Papua New Guinea, Peru, Portugal, Romania, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Timor-Leste, Turkey, Uganda, Ukraine, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America.

Statements by the President of the Security Council


Welcomes the appointment of Margot Wallstrom as Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in Conflict and reiterates its support of her mandate as outlined in resolution 1889 (2009); welcomes the timely submission of the report of the Secretary-General (S/2010/173) requested in resolution 1889 (2009) and takes note both of the indicators and the recommendations contained in the report; notes that indicators contained in the report would need technical and conceptual development before they could become operational; requests the Secretary-General to continue to consult with the Security Council in order to include a comprehensive set of indicators in his next report on the implementation of resolution 1325 (2000) to be submitted to the Security Council in Oct. 2010, as well as a programme of work containing roles and responsibilities vis-à-vis the indicators within the UN system and a timeframe to render the indicators operational; requests the Secretary-General to continue to ensure that all country reports to the Security Council provide information on the impact of situations of armed conflict on women and girls, their particular needs in post-conflict situations and obstacles to attaining those needs; reiterates its desire to commemorate the 10th anniversary of its resolution 1325 (2000).
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS (continued)


Reiterates the importance of national ownership of peacebuilding efforts and priorities; stresses the importance of women’s equal participation and full involvement in all efforts for the maintenance and promotion of peace and security, including peacebuilding; reiterates the importance of addressing women’s peacebuilding needs and their involvement in the development and implementation of post-conflict strategies.


Welcomes General Assembly resolution A/64/289 establishing the UN Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women (UN Women); reiterates its strong condemnation of all violations of applicable international law committed against women and girls in situations of armed conflict and post-conflict situations; encourages Member States to deploy greater numbers of female military and police personnel to UN peacekeeping operations; reiterates its demand to all parties to armed conflict to immediately and completely cease all forms of violence against women and girls, including acts of sexual violence; reiterates its request to Member States, international, regional and subregional organizations to take measures to increase the participation of women in conflict prevention, conflict resolution and peacebuilding.

Participation by non-Council members (without the right to vote)

S/PV.6396 (13 Oct. 2010) Australia, Bangladesh, Canada, Chile, Croatia, Czech Republic, Egypt, Finland, Ireland, Morocco, Nepal, Pakistan, Peru, Portugal, South Africa and Thailand.

S/PV.6411 (26 Oct. 2010) Afghanistan, Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Bahamas, Bangladesh, Belgium, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Denmark, Egypt, El Salvador, Estonia, Fiji, Finland, Gambia, Germany, Ghana, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Jamaica, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malawi, Monaco, Morocco, Namibia, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Peru, Philippines, Portugal, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Slovenia, Solomon Islands, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Ukraine, United Republic of Tanzania, Uruguay, Viet Nam and Palestine.

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS (continued)

S/PV.6453 (16 Dec. 2010) Albania, Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Belgium, Benin, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Czech Republic, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Denmark, Djibouti, Estonia, Finland, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Kenya, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, Montenegro, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Panama, Papua New Guinea, Peru, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Romania, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Timor-Leste and Ukraine.

Discussion in plenary

S/PV.6302 (27 Apr. 2010).

At the 6302nd meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled “Women and peace and security”: S/PRST/2010/8.


At the 6396th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled “Post-conflict peacebuilding”: S/PRST/2010/20.

S/PV.6411 (26 Oct. 2010).

At the 6411th meeting, the President made a statement, on behalf of the Council members, in connection with prior consultations among Council members on the item entitled “Women and peace and security”: S/PRST/2010/22.

S/PV.6411(Resumption1) (26 Oct. 2010).

S/PRST/2010/20

S/PV.6453 (16 Dec. 2010).

S/PRST/2010/22

S/PV.6411(Resumption1) (26 Oct. 2010).

S/PRST/2010/20

S/PV.6453(Resumption1) (17 Dec. 2010).

Resolutions


Requests the Secretary-General to apply the listing and de-listing criteria for parties listed in his annual report on sexual violence in armed conflict; requests the Secretary-General to track and monitor implementation of these commitments by parties to armed conflict on the Security Council’s agenda that engage in patterns of rape and other sexual violence; requests the Secretary-General to establish monitoring; requests the Secretary-General to continue to ensure full transparency, cooperation and coordination of efforts between the Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Children and Armed Conflict and the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in Conflict; invites the Special Representative on Sexual Violence in Conflict to continue to provide briefings on sexual violence; requests that the Secretary-General continue to submit annual reports to the Council. (Adopted unanimously, 6453rd meeting, 16 Dec. 2010)
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Rassoul, Zalmai – S/PV.6394
Tanin, Zahir – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Tanin, Zahir – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Tanin, Zahir – S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427

PEACEBUILDING
Rassoul, Zalmai – S/PV.6299

TERRORISM
Tanin, Zahir – S/PV.6424

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
Tanin, Zahir – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Tanin, Zahir – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

African Union

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
António, Téte – S/PV.6288

AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
Mbeki, Thabo – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425

GUINEA-BISSAU SITUATION
Isata, Sebastiao – S/PV.6416

PEACEBUILDING
António, Téte – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
António, Téte – S/PV.6270

SMALL ARMS
António, Téte – S/PV.6288

SOMALIA SITUATION
António, Téte – S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386

SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Mbeki, Thabo – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425

UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
Mbeki, Thabo – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
António, Téte – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

African Union. Commissioner for Peace and Security

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Lamamra, Ramtane – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6409
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Lamamra, Ramtane – S/PV.6257

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Lamamra, Ramtane – S/PV.6409

REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
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Goledzinowski, Andrew – S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
Quinlan, Gary Francis – S/PV.6351
Windsor, David Anthony – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287

Argentina
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Argüello, Jorge – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
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Argüello, Jorge – S/PV.6310

HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
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Nazarian, Garen – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
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INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Le, Luong Minh (Viet Nam) – S/PV.6257
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INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
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  Goledzinowski, Andrew – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
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  Quintan, Gary Francis – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

UN SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
  Goledzinowski, Andrew – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)
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  Quintan, Gary Francis – S/PV.63453
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  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6268

FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
  Ebner, Christian – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6442; S/PV.6434; S/PV.6463

HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6347

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6434; S/PV.6463

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6434; S/PV.6463

IRAQ SITUATION
  Kyrle, Johannes – S/PV.6450

KOSOVO (SERBIA)
  Ebner, Christian – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353; S/PV.6422

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6404

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

NARCOTIC DRUGS
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6277

NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6335

NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6335

PALESTINE QUESTION
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

PEACEBUILDING
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6299; S/PV.6396

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6347

REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
  Spindelegger, Michael – S/PV.6306

RWANDA SITUATION
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6434; S/PV.6463

SMALL ARMS
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6288

SOMALIA SITUATION
  Ebner, Christian – S/PV.6313; S/PV.6374
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6316; S/PV.6386

SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452; S/PV.6457
  Spindelegger, Michael – S/PV.6425

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

TERRORISM
  Spindelegger, Michael – S/PV.6390

TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

UN SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
  Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6300
Austria (continued)

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
Kyrle, Johannes – S/PV.6450
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
Ebner, Christian – S/PV.6255
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
Ebner, Christian – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6422
UN MISSION FOR THE REFERENDUM IN WESTERN SAHARA
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6305
UN MISSION IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6321
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6452
Spindelegger, Michael – S/PV.6425
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
WESTERN SAHARA QUESTION
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6305
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6302; S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453
Spindelegger, Michael – S/PV.6411

Austria. President

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Fischer, Heinz – S/PV.6389
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Fischer, Heinz – S/PV.6389

Azerbaijan

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Musayev, Tofig – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Mehdiyev, Agshin – S/PV.6345(Resumption1)
Musayev, Tofig – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Mehdiyev, Agshin – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)

Bahamas

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Bethel, Paulette A. – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Bangladesh

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Momen, Abulkalam Abdul – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Mahmood, Mohammad Sarwar – S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Momen, Abulkalam Abdul – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Bangladesh (continued)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Momen, Abulkalam Abdul – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
Momen, Abulkalam Abdul – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Momen, Abulkalam Abdul – S/PV.6270(Resumption1); S/PV.6370
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Momen, Abulkalam Abdul – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Rahman, Nojibur (Bangladesh) – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Belgium

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Grauls, Jan – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Grauls, Jan – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Benin

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Zinsou, Jean-Francis Régis – S/PV.6360(Resumption1)

Bolivia (Plurinational State of)

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Solón-Romero, Pablo – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Solón-Romero, Pablo – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
Solón-Romero, Pablo – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Solón-Romero, Pablo – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Bosnia and Herzegovina

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6394
Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6316; S/PV.6409
Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6360
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
Alkalaj, Sven – S/PV.6425
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6338
Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6452

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6341
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6427
Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6354
DISARMAMENT
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6310
DJIBOUTI–ERITREA
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6316
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bosnia and Herzegovina (continued)</th>
<th>Bosnia and Herzegovina (continued)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6268</td>
<td>Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION</td>
<td>UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6342; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422; S/PV.6434</td>
<td>Alkalaj, Sven – S/PV.6450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</td>
<td>UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382</td>
<td>Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6285; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6390</td>
<td>UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6347</td>
<td>Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA</td>
<td>UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6342</td>
<td>Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA</td>
<td>S/PV.6422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6342</td>
<td>Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRAQ SITUATION</td>
<td>Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alkalaj, Sven – S/PV.6450</td>
<td>NARROW DISARMAMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOSOVO (SERBIA)</td>
<td>Barbalk, Ivan – S/PV.6277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422</td>
<td>NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6353</td>
<td>Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</td>
<td>NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6404</td>
<td>Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDDLE EAST SITUATION</td>
<td>PALESTINE QUESTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6404</td>
<td>Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6363</td>
<td>Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NARCOTIC DRUGS</td>
<td>Vukasinovic, Milos – S/PV.6265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbalk, Ivan – S/PV.6277</td>
<td>PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARBARIC SITUATION</td>
<td>Barbalk, Ivan – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6370; S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6306</td>
<td>REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUANDA SITUATION</td>
<td>Barbalk, Ivan – S/PV.6257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbalk, Ivan – S/PV.6342</td>
<td>Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMALIA SITUATION</td>
<td>Barbalk, Ivan – S/PV.6342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbalk, Ivan – S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386</td>
<td>Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6313</td>
<td>SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbalk, Ivan – S/PV.6425</td>
<td>Alkalaj, Sven – S/PV.6425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbalk, Ivan – S/PV.6388</td>
<td>Barbalk, Ivan – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6452</td>
<td>Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL</td>
<td>Vukasinovic, Milos – S/PV.6265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbalk, Ivan – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6404</td>
<td>TERRORISM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6363</td>
<td>Barbalk, Ivan – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6390; S/PV.6424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vukasinovic, Milos – S/PV.6265</td>
<td>TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbalk, Ivan – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405</td>
<td>Barbalk, Ivan – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Brazil (continued)

AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
  Patriota, Antonio de Aguiar – S/PV.6425
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6452

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
  Moretti, Norberto – S/PV.6341

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6354; S/PV.6427

DISARMAMENT
  Dunlop, Regina Maria Cordeiro – S/PV.6310
  DJIBOUTI–ERITREA
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6316

EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6268

FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
  Dunlop, Regina Maria Cordeiro – S/PV.6367
  Moretti, Norberto – S/PV.6342
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314;
  S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422

HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
  Amorim, Celso – S/PV.6389; S/PV.6390
  Dunlop, Regina Maria Cordeiro – S/PV.6306
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6287;
  S/PV.6351

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
  Moretti, Norberto – S/PV.6342

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
  Moretti, Norberto – S/PV.6342

IRAQ SITUATION
  Machado, Vera Barrouin – S/PV.6450

KOSOVO (SERBIA)
  Dunlop, Regina Maria Cordeiro – S/PV.6367
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314;
  S/PV.6353; S/PV.6422

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6404

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298;
  S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

NARCOTIC DRUGS
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6277

NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6335

NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6335

PALESTINE QUESTION
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298;
  S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

PEACEBUILDING
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6299; S/PV.6396

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
  Amorim, Celso – S/PV.6389
  Dunlop, Regina Maria Cordeiro – S/PV.6370
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6260

REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
  Dunlop, Regina Maria Cordeiro – S/PV.6306
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6257

RWANDA SITUATION
  Moretti, Norberto – S/PV.6342

Brazil (continued)

SMALL ARMS
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6288

SOMALIA SITUATION
  Dunlop, Regina Maria Cordeiro – S/PV.6386
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6313

SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
  Patriota, Antonio de Aguiar – S/PV.6425
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298;
  S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

TERRORISM
  Amorim, Celso – S/PV.6390
  Dunlop, Regina Maria Cordeiro – S/PV.6310
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6424

TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6300

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
  Machado, Vera Barrouin – S/PV.6450

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
  Dunlop, Regina Maria Cordeiro – S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287;
  S/PV.6351

UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
  Dunlop, Regina Maria Cordeiro – S/PV.6367
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314;
  S/PV.6422

UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
  Patriota, Antonio de Aguiar – S/PV.6425
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6452

UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6302; S/PV.6396;
  S/PV.6411; S/PV.6453

Burkina Faso

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
  Kafando, Michel – S/PV.6360(Resumption1)

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
  Kafando, Michel – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Burundi

BURUNDI SITUATION
  Gahutu, Zacharie – S/PV.6309
  Nsanze, Augustin – S/PV.6439

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
  Gahutu, Zacharie – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Canada

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
  McNee, John – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351;
  S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
  McNee, John – S/PV.6360

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
  Normandin, Henri-Paul – S/PV.6341
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Canada</strong></td>
<td><strong>CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS</strong></td>
<td>McNee, John – S/PV.6354*(Resumption1)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</strong></td>
<td>McNee, John – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</strong></td>
<td>McNee, John – S/PV.6347*(Resumption1)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>PEACEBUILDING</strong></td>
<td>McNee, John – S/PV.6299*(Resumption1)*; S/PV.6396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</strong></td>
<td>McNee, John – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</strong></td>
<td>McNee, John – S/PV.6347*(Resumption1)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>PEACEBUILDING</strong></td>
<td>McNee, John – S/PV.6299*(Resumption1)*; S/PV.6396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Caribbean Community</strong></td>
<td><strong>UN SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK</strong></td>
<td>Normandin, Henri-Paul – S/PV.6370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Central African Republic</strong></td>
<td><strong>AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY</strong></td>
<td>Poukré-Kono, Fernand – S/PV.6288*(Resumption1)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC SITUATION</strong></td>
<td>Gambi, Antoine – S/PV.6371; S/PV.6406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CHAD SITUATION</strong></td>
<td>Gambi, Antoine – S/PV.6371; S/PV.6406; Poukré-Kono, Fernand – S/PV.6449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SMALL ARMS</strong></td>
<td>Poukré-Kono, Fernand – S/PV.6288*(Resumption1)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chad</strong></td>
<td><strong>AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY</strong></td>
<td>Allam-Mi, Mohamad – S/PV.6288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC SITUATION</strong></td>
<td>Allam-Mi, Mohamad – S/PV.6371; S/PV.6406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CHAD SITUATION</strong></td>
<td>Allam-Mi, Mohamad – S/PV.6371; S/PV.6406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SMALL ARMS</strong></td>
<td>Allam-Mi, Mohamad – S/PV.6288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>UN MISSION IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD</strong></td>
<td>Allam-Mi, Mohamad – S/PV.6371; S/PV.6406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chile</strong></td>
<td><strong>CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</strong></td>
<td>Errázuriz, Octavio – S/PV.6341*(Resumption1)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS</strong></td>
<td>Errázuriz, Octavio – S/PV.6427*(Resumption1)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</strong></td>
<td>Errázuriz, Octavio – S/PV.6382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>PEACEBUILDING</strong></td>
<td>Errázuriz, Octavio – S/PV.6396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI</strong></td>
<td>Errázuriz, Octavio – S/PV.6382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</strong></td>
<td>Errázuriz, Octavio – S/PV.6398; S/PV.6411*(Resumption1)<em>; S/PV.6453</em>(Resumption1)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>China</strong></td>
<td><strong>AFGHANISTAN SITUATION</strong></td>
<td>Li, Baodong – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6310; Wang, Min – S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY</strong></td>
<td>Liu, Zhenmin – S/PV.6268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION</strong></td>
<td>Guo, Xiaomei – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434; Li, Baodong – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6319; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</strong></td>
<td>Li, Baodong – S/PV.6303; Wang, Min – S/PV.6382; Zhang, Yesui – S/PV.6255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</strong></td>
<td>Li, Baodong – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6316; Wang, Min – S/PV.6354; S/PV.6427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>DISARMAMENT</strong></td>
<td>Wang, Min – S/PV.6382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</strong></td>
<td>Wang, Min – S/PV.6390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</strong></td>
<td>Wang, Min – S/PV.6347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</strong></td>
<td>Zhang, Yesui – S/PV.6257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA</strong></td>
<td>Guo, Xiaomei – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434; Guo, Xiaomei – S/PV.6342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA</strong></td>
<td>Guo, Xiaomei – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>IRAQ SITUATION</strong></td>
<td>Li, Baodong – S/PV.6370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>KOSOVO (SERBIA)</strong></td>
<td>Li, Baodong – S/PV.6353; S/PV.6347; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</strong></td>
<td>Li, Baodong – S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
China (continued)

**MIDDLE EAST SITUATION**
- Li, Baodong – S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
- Long, Zhou – S/PV.6298
- Yang, Tao – S/PV.6325
- Zhang, Yesui – S/PV.6265

**NARCOTIC DRUGS**
- Liu, Zhenmin – S/PV.6277

**NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT**
- Du, Xiacong – S/PV.6344
- Li, Baodong – S/PV.6335
- Wang, Min – S/PV.6442

**NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION**
- Du, Xiacong – S/PV.6344
- Li, Baodong – S/PV.6335
- Liu, Zhenmin – S/PV.6280
- Wang, Min – S/PV.6384; S/PV.6442

**PALESTINE QUESTION**
- Li, Baodong – S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
- Long, Zhou – S/PV.6298
- Yang, Tao – S/PV.6325
- Zhang, Yesui – S/PV.6265

**PEACEBUILDING**
- Li, Baodong – S/PV.6299
- Wang, Min – S/PV.6396

**PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS**
- Li, Baodong – S/PV.6409
- Liu, Zhenmin – S/PV.6270
- Wang, Min – S/PV.6370

**REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN**
- Li, Baodong – S/PV.6306
- Zhang, Yesui – S/PV.6257

**RWANDA SITUATION**
- Guo, Xiaomei – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

**SOMALIA SITUATION**
- Du, Xiacong – S/PV.6313
- Li, Baodong – S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386

**SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS**
- Li, Baodong – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425
- Long, Zhou – S/PV.6401; S/PV.6452
- Yang, Tao – S/PV.6404

**TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL**
- Li, Baodong – S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
- Long, Zhou – S/PV.6298
- Yang, Tao – S/PV.6325
- Zhang, Yesui – S/PV.6265

**TERRORISM**
- Li, Baodong – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6390
- Wang, Min – S/PV.6424

**TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION**
- Liu, Zhenmin – S/PV.6276
- Wang, Min – S/PV.6405

**UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ**
- Li, Baodong – S/PV.6450

**UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN**
- Li, Baodong – S/PV.6287
- Wang, Min – S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464

**UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE**
- Liu, Zhenmin – S/PV.6276
- Wang, Min – S/PV.6405

**UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO**
- Li, Baodong – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422

China (continued)

**UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN**
- Li, Baodong – S/PV.6425
- Yang, Tao – S/PV.6452

**UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI**
- Li, Baodong – S/PV.6303
- Wang, Min – S/PV.6382

**WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS**
- Long, Zhou – S/PV.6302
- Wang, Min – S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411; S/PV.6453

**Civil Society Advisory Group to the United Nations on Women, Peace and Security**
- Awori, Thelma – S/PV.6411

**Colombia**

**AFGHANISTAN SITUATION**
- Blum, Claudia – S/PV.6310

**CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS**
- Blum, Claudia – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

**CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS**
- Blum, Claudia – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
- Osorio, Néstor Fernando – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

**INTERNATIONAL SECURITY**
- Blum, Claudia – S/PV.6310

**TERRORISM**
- Blum, Claudia – S/PV.6310

**UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK**
- Blum, Claudia – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

**UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI**
- Blum, Claudia – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

**WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS**
- Blum, Claudia – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)
- Osorio, Néstor Fernando – S/PV.6453(Resumption1)

**Communauté économique des Etats de l’Afrique centrale. Secrétaire général**

**AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY**
- Sylvain-Goma, Louis – S/PV.6288

**SMALL ARMS**
- Sylvain-Goma, Louis – S/PV.6288

**Congo**

**AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY**
- Maboundou, Raphael Dieudonné – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)

**SMALL ARMS**
- Maboundou, Raphael Dieudonné – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
Coordinating Bureau of the Non-Aligned Countries

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Abdelaziz, Maged Abdelfattah (Egypt) – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Abdelaziz, Maged Abdelfattah (Egypt) – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
Abdelaziz, Maged Abdelfattah (Egypt) – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PEACEBUILDING
Momen, Abulkalam Abdul (Bangladesh) – S/PV.6299(Resumption1); S/PV.6396
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Abdelaziz, Maged Abdelfattah (Egypt) – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Edrees, Mohamed Fathi (Egypt) – S/PV.6300
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Momen, Abulkalam Abdul (Bangladesh) – S/PV.6396

Costa Rica
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Urbina, Jorge – S/PV.6288
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Hernández-Milian, Jairo – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Ulibarri, Eduardo R. – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Weisleder, Saúl – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Weisleder, Saúl – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
Weisleder, Saúl – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
SMALL ARMS
Urbina, Jorge – S/PV.6288
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Weisleder, Saúl – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Hernández-Milian, Jairo – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
Vilovic, Ranko – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
Vilovic, Ranko – S/PV.6342
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Vilovic, Ranko – S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Côte d’Ivoire
CÔTE D’IVOIRE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Djédjé, Ilahiri A. – S/PV.6263; S/PV.6284
UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D’IVOIRE
Djédjé, Ilahiri A. – S/PV.6263; S/PV.6284

Council of the European Union. High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
Ashton, Catherine, Baroness – S/PV.6306

Croatia
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
Vilovic, Ranko – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Mikec, Neven – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

Croatia (continued)
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
Vilovic, Ranko – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
Vilovic, Ranko – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
Vilovic, Ranko – S/PV.6342
PEACEBUILDING
Vilovic, Ranko – S/PV.6299(Resumption1); S/PV.6396
RWANDA SITUATION
Vilovic, Ranko – S/PV.6342
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Vilovic, Ranko – S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Cuba
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
Núñez Mosquera, Pedro – S/PV.6310
Orellana Alvarado, María del Carmen – S/PV.6310
DISARMAMENT
Núñez Mosquera, Pedro – S/PV.6310
Orellana Alvarado, María del Carmen – S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Núñez Mosquera, Pedro – S/PV.6310
Orellana Alvarado, María del Carmen – S/PV.6310
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Benítez Versón, Rodolfo Eliseo – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
Núñez Mosquera, Pedro – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
Benítez Versón, Rodolfo Eliseo – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
Núñez Mosquera, Pedro – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Benítez Versón, Rodolfo Eliseo – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
Núñez Mosquera, Pedro – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
TERRORISM
Núñez Mosquera, Pedro – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424; S/PV.6424
Orellana Alvarado, María del Carmen – S/PV.6310
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Benítez Versón, Rodolfo Eliseo – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Czech Republic
PEACEBUILDING
Cervenka, David – S/PV.6396
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Kaiser, Petr – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Cervenka, David – S/PV.6396

Democratic Republic of the Congo
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Ileka, Atoki – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO SITUATION
Ileka, Atoki – S/PV.6378
SMALL ARMS
Ileka, Atoki – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
Democratic Republic of the Congo (continued)

UN ORGANIZATION STABILIZATION MISSION IN THE
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
Ileka, Atoki – S/PV.6378

Denmark

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Laursen, Erik – S/PV.6374

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Staur, Carsten – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Djibouti

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Hassan, Kadra Ahmed – S/PV.6362

DJIBOUTI–ERITREA
Hassan, Kadra Ahmed – S/PV.6362

SOMALIA SITUATION
Hassan, Kadra Ahmed – S/PV.6362

Djibouti. President

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Guelleh, Ismaël Omar – S/PV.6316

DJIBOUTI–ERITREA
Guelleh, Ismaël Omar – S/PV.6316

SOMALIA SITUATION
Guelleh, Ismaël Omar – S/PV.6316

Dominican Republic

HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Cuello Camilo, Federico Alberto – S/PV.6303

UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
Cuello Camilo, Federico Alberto – S/PV.6303

Ecuador

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Lalama, Jenny – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Lalama, Jenny – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Morejon, Diego – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

PALESTINE QUESTION
Lalama, Jenny – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Morejon, Diego – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Lalama, Jenny – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Morejon, Diego – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Carrión Mena, Francisco – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Egypt

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Abdelaziz, Maged Abdelfattah – S/PV.6360

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Abdelaziz, Maged Abdelfattah – S/PV.6427

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Edrees, Mohamed Fathi – S/PV.6363

PALESTINE QUESTION
Edrees, Mohamed Fathi – S/PV.6363

Egypt (continued)

PEACEBUILDING
Abdelaziz, Maged Abdelfattah – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)
Gendi, Soha – S/PV.6396

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Abdelaziz, Maged Abdelfattah – S/PV.6270(Resumption1)

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Edrees, Mohamed Fathi – S/PV.6363

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Abdelaziz, Maged Abdelfattah – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)
Gendi, Soha – S/PV.6396

El Salvador

PEACEBUILDING
Gallardo Hernández, Carmen María – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
García González, Carlos Enrique – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Eritrea

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Desta, Araya – S/PV.6362

DJIBOUTI–ERITREA
Desta, Araya – S/PV.6362

SOMALIA SITUATION
Desta, Araya – S/PV.6362

Estonia

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Intelmann, Tiina – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Ethiopia

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Abay, Grum – S/PV.6409

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Abay, Grum – S/PV.6409

SOMALIA SITUATION
Bame, Aman Hassen – S/PV.6386

European Union

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
Rivière, Nicolas de (France) – S/PV.6287
Schwaiger, Peter – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6464
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6288; S/PV.6360(Resumption1); S/PV.6409

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6319

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Schwaiger, Peter – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)

DISARMAMENT
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6310
European Union (continued)

FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6319

HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Schwaiger, Peter – S/PV.6382
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6303

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6347(Resumption1)

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

PALESTINE QUESTION
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

PEACEBUILDING
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6299(Resumption1); S/PV.6396

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6409

REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6257

SMALL ARMS
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6288

SOMALIA SITUATION
Schwaiger, Peter – S/PV.6374
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6313; S/PV.6386

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

TERRORISM
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424

TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
Rivière, Nicolas de (France) – S/PV.6287
Schwaiger, Peter – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6464

UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
Schwaiger, Peter – S/PV.6382
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6303

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Schwaiger, Peter – S/PV.6453(Resumption1)
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

European Union Rule of Law Mission in Kosovo

KOSOVO (SERBIA)
Kermabon, Yves de – S/PV.6353

Fiji

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Thomson, Peter – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Finland

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Haavisto, Pekka – S/PV.6409

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Viinanen, Jarmo Veli Tapio – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Viinanen, Jarmo Veli Tapio – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)

PEACEBUILDING
Viinanen, Jarmo Veli Tapio – S/PV.6396

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Haavisto, Pekka – S/PV.6409

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Holmlund, Anne – S/PV.6411
Viinanen, Jarmo Veli Tapio – S/PV.6396

France

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6268; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
Briens, Martin – S/PV.6464
Rivière, Nicolas de – S/PV.6310

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6288; S/PV.6316; S/PV.6360
Briens, Martin – S/PV.6409

AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6319
Briens, Martin – S/PV.6421

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6341

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6354
Briens, Martin – S/PV.6427

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO SITUATION
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6317

DISARMAMENT
Rivière, Nicolas de – S/PV.6310

DIJIBOUTI–ERITREA
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6316

EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6268

FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6319; S/PV.6422
Briens, Martin – S/PV.6421; S/PV.6434
Le Fraper du Hellen, Béatrice – S/PV.6342
Rivière, Nicolas de – S/PV.6367

HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6303
Briens, Martin – S/PV.6382

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6390
Kouchner, Bernard – S/PV.6389
Le Fraper du Hellen, Béatrice – S/PV.6347
Rivière, Nicolas de – S/PV.6310

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
Briens, Martin – S/PV.6434
Le Fraper du Hellen, Béatrice – S/PV.6342
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France (continued)</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA</td>
<td>Briens – S/PV.6434; Le Fraper du Hellen, Béatrice – S/PV.6342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IRAQ SITUATION</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KOSOVO (SERBIA)</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6353; S/PV.6422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IRAQ SITUATION</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIDDLE EAST SITUATION</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NARCOTIC DRUGS</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6335; Bonne, Emmanuel – S/PV.6344; Briens, Martin – S/PV.6442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6335; Bonne, Emmanuel – S/PV.6344; Briens, Martin – S/PV.6442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEACEBUILDING</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6299; S/PV.6396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6270; Briens, Martin – S/PV.6409; Kouchner, Bernard – S/PV.6389; Rivière, Nicolas de – S/PV.6320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RWANDA SITUATION</td>
<td>Briens, Martin – S/PV.6434; Le Fraper du Hellen, Béatrice – S/PV.6342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMALL ARMS</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOMALIA SITUATION</td>
<td>Briens, Martin – S/PV.6386; Rivière, Nicolas de – S/PV.6313; S/PV.6374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TERRORISM</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6390; Bonne, Emmanuel – S/PV.6424; Rivière, Nicolas de – S/PV.6310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TIMOR-LESTЕ SITUATION</td>
<td>Briens, Martin – S/PV.6405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANANIA</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; Briens, Martin – S/PV.6464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>AFGHANISTAN SITUATION</td>
<td>Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6287; Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6268; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ICTR SITUATION</td>
<td>Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6287; Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6268; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR</td>
<td>Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6370; S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION</td>
<td>Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6421; Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6427; Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DISARMAMENT</td>
<td>Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DJIBOUTI–ERITREA</td>
<td>Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION</td>
<td>Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422; S/PV.6434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</td>
<td>Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6342</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Gabon (continued)

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6257
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6310;
S/PV.6322; S/PV.6347
Toungui, Paul – S/PV.6390

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL—FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6434
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6342

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL—RWANDA
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6434
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6342

IRAQ SITUATION
Toungui, Paul – S/PV.6450

KOSOVO (SERBIA)
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6264;
S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6353

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6265;
S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6404
Onanga Ndiaye, Michel Régis – S/PV.6363

NARCOTIC DRUGS
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6277

PALESTINE QUESTION
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6265;
S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6404
Onanga Ndiaye, Michel Régis – S/PV.6363

PEACEBUILDING
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6299; S/PV.6396

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6270;
S/PV.6370; S/PV.6409

REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6257
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6306

RWANDA SITUATION
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6434
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6342

SMALL ARMS
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6288

SOMALIA SITUATION
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6313
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6316;
S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386

SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6338;
S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6265;
S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6404
Onanga Ndiaye, Michel Régis – S/PV.6363

TERRORISM
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6424
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6310
Toungui, Paul – S/PV.6390

TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6276
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6405

Gabon. President
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Bongo Ondimba, Ali – S/PV.6389

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Bongo Ondimba, Ali – S/PV.6389

Gambia
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Waffa-Ogoo, Susan – S/PV.6360(Resumption1)

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Jobe-Njie, Fatou Mass – S/PV.6411

Georgia
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Lomaia, Alexander – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Tsiskarashvili, Shalva – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Tsiskarashvili, Shalva – S/PV.6453(Resumption1)

Germany
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
Berger, Miguel – S/PV.6464
Wittig, Peter – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Wittig, Peter – S/PV.6288(Resumption1); S/PV.6360

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Ney, Martin – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Wittig, Peter – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Wittig, Peter – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)

SMALL ARMS
Wittig, Peter – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)

UN SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Ney, Martin – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)
Germany (continued)

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
Berger, Miguel – S/PV.6464
Wittig, Peter – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Wittig, Peter – S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6453

Ghana

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Christian, Leslie – S/PV.6360

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Christian, Leslie – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

PEACEBUILDING
Christian, Leslie – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Christian, Leslie – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Guatemala

HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Rosenthal, Gert – S/PV.6303

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Rosenthal, Gert – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)

PEACEBUILDING
Briz Gutiérrez, José Alberto – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
Rosenthal, Gert – S/PV.6303

Guinea-Bissau

GUINEA-BISSAU SITUATION
Cabral, Alfredo Lopes – S/PV.6281
Gama, João Soares da – S/PV.6416
Queta, Adelino – S/PV.6359

Haiti

HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Bellerive, Jean Max – S/PV.6303
Mérorès, Léo – S/PV.6274; S/PV.6330; S/PV.6382; S/PV.6399

UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
Bellerive, Jean Max – S/PV.6303
Mérorès, Léo – S/PV.6274; S/PV.6330; S/PV.6382; S/PV.6399

High Representative for the Implementation of the Peace Agreement on Bosnia and Herzegovina

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
Inzko, Valentín – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421
Radmanović, Nebojša – S/PV.6421

FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
Inzko, Valentín – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421
Radmanović, Nebojša – S/PV.6421

Honduras

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Flores, Mary Elizabeth – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Human Security Network

PEACEBUILDING
Hernández-Milian, Jairo (Costa Rica) – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

Hungary

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Horváth Fekszl, Mátra – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Körösi, Csaba – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

IBRD

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Cliffe, Sarah – S/PV.6360

IBRD. Managing Director
PEACEBUILDING
Okunjo-Iweala, Ngozi – S/PV.6299

Iceland

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Palsson, Gunnar – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Palsson, Gunnar – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

PALESTINE QUESTION
Palsson, Gunnar – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Palsson, Gunnar – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Palsson, Gunnar – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

India

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
Puri, Hardeep Singh – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
Puri, Manjeev Singh – S/PV.6464

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Puri, Manjeev Singh – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Puri, Hardeep Singh – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
Puri, Manjeev Singh – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

DISARMAMENT
Puri, Hardeep Singh – S/PV.6310

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Puri, Hardeep Singh – S/PV.6310

PEACEBUILDING
Puri, Hardeep Singh – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Puri, Hardeep Singh – S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6370

SOMALIA SITUATION
Ray, Anupam – S/PV.6374

TERRORISM
Puri, Hardeep Singh – S/PV.6310
Puri, Manjeev Singh – S/PV.6424

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Puri, Hardeep Singh – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
Puri, Hardeep Singh – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
Puri, Manjeev Singh – S/PV.6464

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Puri, Manjeev Singh – S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6453(Resumption1)
Indonesia

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Kleib, Hasan – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Kleib, Hasan – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Kleib, Hasan – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
Kleib, Hasan – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Kleib, Hasan – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Kleib, Hasan – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

International Committee of the Red Cross

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Daccord, Yves – S/PV.6427
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Füllermann, Walter A. – S/PV.6411

International Criminal Court. Prosecutor

AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
Moreno-Ocampo, Luis – S/PV.6440
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Moreno-Ocampo, Luis – S/PV.6336; S/PV.6440

International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. President

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
Byron, Dennis – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
RWANDA SITUATION
Byron, Dennis – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. Prosecutor

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
Jallow, Hassan Bubacar – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
RWANDA SITUATION
Jallow, Hassan Bubacar – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since 1991. President

FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
Robinson, Patrick – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
Robinson, Patrick – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since 1991. Prosecutor

FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
Brammertz, Serge – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
Brammertz, Serge – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

Iran (Islamic Republic of)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
Al-Habib, Eshagh – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6464
DISARMAMENT
Al-Habib, Eshagh – S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Al-Habib, Eshagh – S/PV.6310
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Khazaee, Mohammad – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Al-Habib, Eshagh – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
Khazaee, Mohammad – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
Khazaee, Mohammad – S/PV.6335
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
Khazaee, Mohammad – S/PV.6335
PALESTINE QUESTION
Al-Habib, Eshagh – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
Khazaee, Mohammad – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRORISM
Al-Habib, Eshagh – S/PV.6310
Dehghani, Gholamhossein – S/PV.6424
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Khazaee, Mohammad – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
Al-Habib, Eshagh – S/PV.6464

Iraq

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Al Bayati, Hamid – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
IRAQ SITUATION
Al Bayati, Hamid – S/PV.6271; S/PV.6320; S/PV.6368
Zebari, Hoshyar – S/PV.6450
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
Al Bayati, Hamid – S/PV.6271; S/PV.6320; S/PV.6368
Zebari, Hoshyar – S/PV.6450

Ireland

PEACEBUILDING
Anderson, Anne – S/PV.6396
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
Anderson, Anne – S/PV.6276
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
Anderson, Anne – S/PV.6276
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Anderson, Anne – S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453
White, Mary – S/PV.6411
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporate Names/Countries</th>
<th>Speeches</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Israel</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFGHANISTAN SITUATION</td>
<td>Shalev, Gabriela – S/PV.6310</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>Shalev, Gabriela – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>Reuben, Meron – S/PV.6427; Schoenmann, Ady – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISARMAMENT</td>
<td>Shalev, Gabriela – S/PV.6310</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>Shalev, Gabriela – S/PV.6310</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</td>
<td>Reuben, Meron – S/PV.6404; Waxman, Haim – S/PV.6375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDDLE EAST SITUATION</td>
<td>Carmon, Daniel – S/PV.6325; Reuben, Meron – S/PV.6404; Shalev, Gabriela – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; Waxman, Haim – S/PV.6375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALESTINE QUESTION</td>
<td>Carmon, Daniel – S/PV.6325; Reuben, Meron – S/PV.6404; Shalev, Gabriela – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL</td>
<td>Carmon, Daniel – S/PV.6325; Reuben, Meron – S/PV.6404; Shalev, Gabriela – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRORISM</td>
<td>Shalev, Gabriela – S/PV.6310; Waxman, Haim – S/PV.6424</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN INTERIM FORCE IN LEBANON</td>
<td>Waxman, Haim – S/PV.6375; WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reuben, Meron – S/PV.6453; Waxman, Haim – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Italy</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFGHANISTAN SITUATION</td>
<td>Ragaglini, Cesare Maria – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6427</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>Ragaglini, Cesare Maria – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>Ragaglini, Cesare Maria – S/PV.6354; S/PV.6427</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>Nesti, Giuseppe – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS</td>
<td>Ragaglini, Cesare Maria – S/PV.6270(Resumption1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK</td>
<td>Ragaglini, Cesare Maria – S/PV.6300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN</td>
<td>Ragaglini, Cesare Maria – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6427</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>Carfagna, Maria Rosaria – S/PV.6411; Ragaglini, Cesare Maria – S/PV.6453</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jamaica</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>Wolfe, Raymond – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Japan</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFGHANISTAN SITUATION</td>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Okuda, Norihiro – S/PV.6310</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6268; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>Kodama, Kazuo – S/PV.6409</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Okuda, Norihiro – S/PV.6316</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6268; S/PV.6360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUJUN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR</td>
<td>Matsumoto, Takeaki – S/PV.6425; Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6452</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION</td>
<td>Sumi, Shigeki – S/PV.6421</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>Kodama, Kazuo – S/PV.6427; Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISARMAMENT</td>
<td>Okuda, Norihiro – S/PV.6310</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6268</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION</td>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6422; S/PV.6463</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Okuda, Norihiro – S/PV.6314</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sumi, Shigeki – S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6434</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6319; S/PV.6342</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</td>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6382</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Okuda, Norihiro – S/PV.6310</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6347</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA</td>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6463; Sumi, Shigeki – S/PV.6434; Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6342</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA</td>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6463; Sumi, Shigeki – S/PV.6434; Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6342</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRAQ SITUATION</td>
<td>Tokunaga, Hisashi – S/PV.6450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOSOVO (SERBIA)</td>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6422</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Okuda, Norihiro – S/PV.6314</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sumi, Shigeki – S/PV.6367</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</td>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDDLE EAST SITUATION</td>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Okuda, Norihiro – S/PV.6265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NARCOTIC DRUGS</td>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan (continued)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6335; S/PV.6344</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6384</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6280; S/PV.6335; S/PV.6344</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PALESTINE QUESTION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6404</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okuda, Norhiro – S/PV.6265</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PEACEBUILDING</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6396</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodama, Kazuo – S/PV.6409</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumi, Shigeki – S/PV.6370</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6270</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6306</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RWANDA SITUATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6463</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumi, Shigeki – S/PV.6434</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6342</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SMALL ARMS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6288</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOMALIA SITUATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okuda, Norhiro – S/PV.6316</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6313</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matsumoto, Takeaki – S/PV.6425</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6452</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6338</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6404</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okuda, Norhiro – S/PV.6265</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TERRORISM</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodama, Kazuo – S/PV.6424</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6390</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okuda, Norhiro – S/PV.6310</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6405</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6276</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6457</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokunaga, Hisashi – S/PV.6450</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6384; S/PV.6464</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6405</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6276</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6422</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okuda, Norhiro – S/PV.6314</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumi, Shigeki – S/PV.6367</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6264</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matsumoto, Takeaki – S/PV.6425</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6452</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6382</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Kazakhstan (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conference</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>Aitimova, Byrganym – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Kenya

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conference</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>Maina, Solomon K. – S/PV.6409, Muburi-Muita, Zachary D. – S/PV.6360(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION</td>
<td>Kimemia, Francis – S/PV.6342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA</td>
<td>Kimemia, Francis – S/PV.6342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA</td>
<td>Kimemia, Francis – S/PV.6342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEACEBUILDING</td>
<td>Muburi-Muita, Zachary D. – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS</td>
<td>Maina, Solomon K. – S/PV.6409, Rwanda SITUATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMALIA SITUATION</td>
<td>Muburi-Muita, Zachary D. – S/PV.6374, Wetangula, Moses – S/PV.6386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK</td>
<td>Muburi-Muita, Zachary D. – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>Ojiambo, Josephine – S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6453(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Kosovo (Serbia)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conference</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION</td>
<td>Citaku, Vlora – S/PV.6422, Hyseni, Skender – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosovo (SERBIA)</td>
<td>Citaku, Vlora – S/PV.6422, Hyseni, Skender – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353; S/PV.6367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO</td>
<td>Citaku, Vlora – S/PV.6422, Hyseni, Skender – S/PV.6264</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### League of Arab States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOMALIA SITUATION</td>
<td>Mahmassani, Yahya – S/PV.6259</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### League of Arab States, Secretary-General

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conference</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>Moussa, Amre – S/PV.6257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN</td>
<td>Moussa, Amre – S/PV.6257</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Lebanon (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conference</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6316; S/PV.6409, Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR</td>
<td>Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION</td>
<td>Assaf, Ibrahim – S/PV.6421, Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION</td>
<td>Assaf, Ibrahim – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422, Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</td>
<td>Tawk, Brigitte – S/PV.6367, Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Security</td>
<td>Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6347; S/PV.6390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosovo (SERBIA)</td>
<td>Assaf, Ibrahim – S/PV.6422, Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East SITUATION</td>
<td>Tawk, Brigitte – S/PV.6367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Disarmament</td>
<td>Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6375; S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Non-Proliferation</td>
<td>Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestine Question</td>
<td>Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NARCOTIC DRUGS</td>
<td>Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Disarmament</td>
<td>Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Non-Proliferation</td>
<td>Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestinian Question</td>
<td>Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6335</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lebanon (continued)

PEACEBUILDING
Habib, William – S/PV.6396
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6299

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6409
Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6370

REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6257

RWANDA SITUATION
Assaf, Ibrahim – S/PV.6342
Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6434

SOMALIA SITUATION
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6313; S/PV.6316;
S/PV.6374; S/PV.6404
Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6363

TERRORISM
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6390; S/PV.6424;
S/PV.6425
Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6310

TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6276
Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6405

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6300

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6450

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287;
S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394

UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6276
Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6405

UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
Assaf, Ibrahim – S/PV.6422
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6264
Tawk, Brigitte – S/PV.6367

UN INTERIM FORCE IN LIBANON
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6375

UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
Assaf, Ibrahim – S/PV.6303
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6382

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Habib, William – S/PV.6396
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6411; S/PV.6453
Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6302

Lebanon, President
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Sleiman, Michel – S/PV.6389

Lebanon. Prime Minister
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Hariri, Saad – S/PV.6322

LIBERIA
LIBERIA SITUATION
Kamara, Marjon V. – S/PV.6379

REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
Kamara, Marjon V. – S/PV.6379

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Gayflor, Vabah – S/PV.6411

Liechtenstein
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Barriga, Stefan – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Sparber, Georg – S/PV.6247(Resumption1)

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Wenaweser, Christian – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Wenaweser, Christian – S/PV.6300

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Barriga, Stefan – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)
Wenaweser, Christian – S/PV.6453

Luxembourg
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Lucas, Sylvie – S/PV.6411(Resumption1);
S/PV.6453

Malaysia
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Ali, Hamidon – S/PV.6298(Resumption1);
S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

PALESTINE QUESTION
Ali, Hamidon – S/PV.6298(Resumption1);
S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Ali, Hamidon – S/PV.6298(Resumption1);
S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
Ali, Hamidon – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
Ali, Hamidon – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

Malta
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Borg, Saviour F. – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Mauritania
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Ould Hadrami, Abderrahim –
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Ould Hadrami, Abderrahim –
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

PALESTINE QUESTION
Ould Hadrami, Abderrahim –
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Ould Hadrami, Abderrahim –
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
Mexico

**AFGHANISTAN SITUATION**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
- Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6255

**AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6288; S/PV.6316; S/PV.6360
- Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6409

**AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6425

**BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421

**CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6341; S/PV.6457

**CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6354
- Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6427

**DJIBOUTI–ERITREA**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6316; S/PV.6457

**EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6268

**FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6319; S/PV.6342; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422; S/PV.6434
- Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6314

**HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS**
- Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

**INTERNATIONAL SECURITY**
- Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6310
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6310

**INTERNATIONAL SECURITY**
- Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422

**INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

**INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

**IRELAND SITUATION**
- Morgan Sotomayor, Yanerit Cristina – S/PV.6450

**KOSOVO (SERBIA)**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
- Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6353

**LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6404

**MIDDLE EAST SITUATION**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

**NARCOTIC DRUGS**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6277

**NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6335

**NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6335

**PALESTINE QUESTION**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

**PEACEBUILDING**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6396
- Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6299

**PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS**
- Espinosa Cantellano, Patricia – S/PV.6389
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6370
- Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6409

**REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6306

**REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN**
- Morgan Sotomayor, Yanerit Cristina – S/PV.6453
- Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6302

Mexico (continued)

**RWANDA SITUATION**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

**SMALL ARMS**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6288

**SOMALIA SITUATION**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6313; S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386; S/PV.6457

**SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425

**TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

**TERRORISM**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6390

**TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

**UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK**
- Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6300

**UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ**
- Morgan Sotomayor, Yanerit Cristina – S/PV.6450

**UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
- Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6255

**UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

**UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
- Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6314

**UN MISSION FOR THE REFERENDUM IN WESTERN SAHARA**
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6305

**UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN**
- Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425

**UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI**
- Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

**WESTERN SAHARA QUESTION**
- Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6305

Monaco

**WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS**
- Carrera, Laura – S/PV.6411
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6363; S/PV.6396
- Morgan Sotomayor, Yanerit Cristina – S/PV.6453
- Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6302

Morocco

**AFGHANISTAN SITUATION**
- Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6310

**AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY**
- Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6360(Resumption1)

**CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS**
- Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6288
- Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6360(Resumption1)

**DISARMAMENT**
- Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6310

**INTERNATIONAL SECURITY**
- Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6310

**LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS**
- Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6310
Morocco (continued)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
- Bouchaara, Lotfi – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
- Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

PALESTINE QUESTION
- Bouchaara, Lotfi – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
- Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

PEACEBUILDING
- Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6396

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
- Bouchaara, Lotfi – S/PV.6270(Resumption1)

SMALL ARMS
- Bouchaara, Lotfi – S/PV.6288
- Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

TERRORISM
- Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
- Bouchaara, Lotfi – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)
- Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6396

Myanmar

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
- Swe, Than – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

Namibia

UN SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
- Mbuende, Kaire Munionganda – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
- Emvula, Wilfried I. – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

NATO

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
- Lemos-Maniati, Eirini – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

NATO. Deputy Secretary-General

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
- Bisogniero, Claudio – S/PV.6257

REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
- Bisogniero, Claudio – S/PV.6257

Nepal

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
- Bairagi, Shanker – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

NEPAL–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
- Acharya, Gyan Chandra – S/PV.6260; S/PV.6308; S/PV.6377

PEACEBUILDING
- Acharya, Gyan Chandra – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
- Acharya, Gyan Chandra – S/PV.6270(Resumption1)

UN POLITICAL MISSION IN NEPAL
- Acharya, Gyan Chandra – S/PV.6260; S/PV.6308; S/PV.6377

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
- Bairagi, Shanker – S/PV.6396
- Rai, Anir Bahadur – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Netherlands

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
- Schaper, Herman – S/PV.6287

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
- Schaper, Herman – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
- Schaper, Herman – S/PV.6287

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
- Klerk, Piet de – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)
- Schaper, Herman – S/PV.6453

New Zealand

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
- Graham, Kirsty – S/PV.6310
- McLay, Jim – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6394

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
- McLay, Jim – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

DISARMAMENT
- Graham, Kirsty – S/PV.6310

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
- Graham, Kirsty – S/PV.6310

PEACEBUILDING
- Graham, Kirsty – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

TERRORISM
- Graham, Kirsty – S/PV.6310

TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
- McLay, Jim – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

UN SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
- McLay, Jim – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
- McLay, Jim – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287

UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
- McLay, Jim – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
- McLay, Jim – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Nicaragua

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
- Rubiales de Chamorro, Maria – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
- Rosales Díaz, Danilo – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
- Rubiales de Chamorro, Maria – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

PALESTINE QUESTION
- Rosales Díaz, Danilo – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
- Rubiales de Chamorro, Maria – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
- Rosales Díaz, Danilo – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
- Rubiales de Chamorro, Maria – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Nigeria

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
- Lolo, Bolus Paul – S/PV.6351
- Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6255
- Onemola, Raff Bukun-olu Wole – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
Nigeria (continued)

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Ajumogobia, Odein – S/PV.6409
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6316
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6288
AJUN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
Ajumogobia, Odein – S/PV.6425
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Lolo, Bolus Paul – S/PV.6341
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6354
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6427
DISARMAMENT
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6310
DJIBOUTI–ERITREA
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6316
EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6268
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
Amieyeofori, Kio Solomon – S/PV.6314
Lolo, Bolus Paul – S/PV.6342
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6434
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421
Onowu, Obinna C. – S/PV.6422
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Ajumogobia, Odein – S/PV.6390
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6347
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
Lolo, Bolus Paul – S/PV.6342
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
Lolo, Bolus Paul – S/PV.6342
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6434
IRAQ SITUATION
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6450
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
Amieyeofori, Kio Solomon – S/PV.6314
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6367
Onowu, Obinna C. – S/PV.6422
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6404
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6298
NARCOTIC DRUGS
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6277
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6335
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6335
PALESTINE QUESTION
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6298
PEACEBUILDING
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6299
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6396
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Ajumogobia, Odein – S/PV.6409
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6370
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6257
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6306
RWANDA SITUATION
Lolo, Bolus Paul – S/PV.6342
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6434
SOMALIA SITUATION
Lolo, Bolus Paul – S/PV.6313
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6316; S/PV.6386
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6374
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Ajumogobia, Odein – S/PV.6425
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6305
UN SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6300
UN SECURITY COUNCIL–REPORTS (2009–2010)
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6413
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
Amieyeofori, Kio Solomon – S/PV.6314
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6264
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6367
Onowu, Obinna C. – S/PV.6422
UN MISSION FOR THE REFERENDUM IN WESTERN SAHARA
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6305
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
Ajumogobia, Odein – S/PV.6425
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6452
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
WESTERN SAHARA QUESTION
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6305
Nigeria (continued)

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6302; S/PV.6411
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453

Nigeria. President
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Jonathan, Goodluck Ebele – S/PV.6389
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Jonathan, Goodluck Ebele – S/PV.6389

Norway

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
Juul, Mona – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6351
Smith, Tine Morch – S/PV.6394
Wetland, Morten – S/PV.6287

CIVILIAN PERSONS—ARMED CONFLICTS
Langeland, Knut – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
Michelsen, Svein Atle – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)

HAITI—POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Juul, Mona – S/PV.6303
Smith, Tine Morch – S/PV.6382

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Juul, Mona – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)

LEBANON—POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Smith, Tine Morch – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Enge, Berit – S/PV.6363
Juul, Mona – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
Smith, Tine Morch – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

PALESTINE QUESTION
Enge, Berit – S/PV.6363
Juul, Mona – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
Smith, Tine Morch – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

SOMALIA SITUATION
Smith, Tine Morch – S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386
Wetland, Morten – S/PV.6313

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Enge, Berit – S/PV.6363
Juul, Mona – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
Smith, Tine Morch – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

TERRORISM
Smith, Tine Morch – S/PV.6424
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
Juul, Mona – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6351
Smith, Tine Morch – S/PV.6394
Wetland, Morten – S/PV.6287

UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
Juul, Mona – S/PV.6303
Smith, Tine Morch – S/PV.6382

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Faremo, Grete – S/PV.6411

OAS
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Frontaura, Victor Rico – S/PV.6257
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS—UN
Frontaura, Victor Rico – S/PV.6257

OAS. Assistant Secretary-General

HAITI—POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Ramdin, Albert – S/PV.6303
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
Ramdin, Albert – S/PV.6303

Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Pavlyuk, Oleksandr – S/PV.6257
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS—UN
Pavlyuk, Oleksandr – S/PV.6257

Organization of the Islamic Conference
LEBANON—POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Aslov, Sirodjidin M. (Tajikistan) – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Aslov, Sirodjidin M. (Tajikistan) – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
Ja’afari, Bashar (Syrian Arab Republic) – S/PV.6298

PALESTINE QUESTION
Aslov, Sirodjidin M. (Tajikistan) – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
Ja’afari, Bashar (Syrian Arab Republic) – S/PV.6298

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Aslov, Sirodjidin M. (Tajikistan) – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
Ja’afari, Bashar (Syrian Arab Republic) – S/PV.6298

Organization of the Islamic Conference. Secretary-General
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Ihsanoglu, Ekmeleddin – S/PV.6257
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS—UN
Ihsanoglu, Ekmeleddin – S/PV.6257

Organizatsiia Dogovora o kollektivnoi bezopasnosti. Secretary-General
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Bordyuzha, Nikolai – S/PV.6257
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS—UN
Bordyuzha, Nikolai – S/PV.6257

Pacific Islands Forum
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Quinlan, Gary Francis (Australia) – S/PV.6257
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS—UN
Quinlan, Gary Francis (Australia) – S/PV.6257

Pakistan

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464

AFRICA—REGIONAL SECURITY
Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6360(Resumption1)

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Sial, Amjad Hussain B. – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Pakistan (continued)

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
Sial, Amjad Hussain B. – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6298(Resumption1);
S/PV.6363(Resumption1);
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6298(Resumption1);
S/PV.6363(Resumption1);
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PEACEBUILDING
Andrabi, Tahir Hussain – S/PV.6396
Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6370
Sial, Amjad Hussain B. – S/PV.6270(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6298(Resumption1);
S/PV.6363(Resumption1);
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRORISM
Sial, Amjad Hussain B. – S/PV.6424
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Sial, Amjad Hussain B. – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6255;
S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Andrabi, Tahir Hussain – S/PV.6396
Sial, Amjad Hussain B. – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Palestine

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Mansour, Riyad H. – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Mansour, Riyad H. – S/PV.6404
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Mansour, Riyad H. – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298;
S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
PALESTINE QUESTION
Mansour, Riyad H. – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298;
S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Mansour, Riyad H. – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Papua New Guinea

PEACEBUILDING
Aisi, Robert Guba – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Aisi, Robert Guba – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Peru

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Rodríguez, Roberto – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Gutiérrez, Gonzalo – S/PV.6354(Resumption1);
S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Gutiérrez, Gonzalo – S/PV.6382
Rodríguez, Roberto – S/PV.6303
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Rodríguez, Roberto – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
PEACEBUILDING
Gutiérrez, Gonzalo – S/PV.6299(Resumption1);
S/PV.6396
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Gutiérrez, Gonzalo – S/PV.6300
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
Gutiérrez, Gonzalo – S/PV.6382
Rodríguez, Roberto – S/PV.6303
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Gutiérrez, Gonzalo – S/PV.6396;
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Philippines

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Cabactulan, Libran N. – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Cabactulan, Libran N. – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Cabactulan, Libran N. – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
Cabactulan, Libran N. – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Cabactulan, Libran N. – S/PV.6370
Davide, Hilario G. – S/PV.6270(Resumption1)
SOMALIA SITUATION
Sorreta, Carlos – S/PV.6374
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Cabactulan, Libran N. – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
TERRORISM
Sorreta, Carlos – S/PV.6424
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
Cabactulan, Libran N. – S/PV.6405
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Sorreta, Carlos – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
Cabactulan, Libran N. – S/PV.6405
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Cabactulan, Libran N. – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Poland

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
Herczynski, Pawel – S/PV.6287
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
Herczynski, Pawel – S/PV.6287

Portugal

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Moraes Cabral, José Filipe – S/PV.6409
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Moraes Cabral, José Filipe – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
PEACEBUILDING
Cravinho, Joao Gomes – S/PV.6396
### Portugal (continued)

#### PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
- Moraes Cabral, José Filipe – S/PV.6409

#### TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
- Moraes Cabral, José Filipe – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

#### UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
- Moraes Cabral, José Filipe – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

#### WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
- Cravinho, Joao Gomes – S/PV.6396
- Moraes Cabral, José Filipe – S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6453(Resumption1)

### Qatar

#### CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
- Al-Thani, A.S. – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

### Republic of Korea

#### AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
- Kim, Bonghyun – S/PV.6288(Resumption1); S/PV.6360(Resumption1)

#### CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
- Kim, Bonghyun – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

#### CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
- Kim, Bonghyun – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

#### INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
- Shin, Boonam – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)

#### PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
- Park, In-kook – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

#### PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
- Park, In-kook – S/PV.6370

#### SMALL ARMS
- Kim, Bonghyun – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)

#### UN SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
- Park, In-kook – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

#### WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
- Kim, Bonghyun – S/PV.6453

### Russian Federation (continued)

#### BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6421

#### CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6341

#### CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6354

#### DISARMAMENT
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6268

#### EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6310

#### FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6342; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422; S/PV.6463
- Parkin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6434
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6347; S/PV.6390
- Pankin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6325

#### INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6463
- Parkin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6434

#### INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6463
- Pankin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6434

#### IRAQ SITUATION
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6450

#### KOSOVO (SERBIA)
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6353; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
- Shcherbak, Igor N. – S/PV.6264

#### LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6310
- Lavrov, Sergei Viktorovich – S/PV.6389
- Parkin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6325

#### MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
- Parkin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6325

#### NARCOTIC DRUGS
- Shcherbak, Igor N. – S/PV.6277

#### NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6335; S/PV.6344
- Dolgov, Konstantin K. – S/PV.6442

#### NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6280; S/PV.6335; S/PV.6344; S/PV.6384
- Dolgov, Konstantin K. – S/PV.6442

#### PALESTINE QUESTION
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
- Pankin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6325

#### PEACEBUILDING
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6299; S/PV.6396

#### PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6370; S/PV.6409
- Lavrov, Sergei Viktorovich – S/PV.6389

#### REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6306

### Russian Federation

#### AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6290; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
- Dolgov, Konstantin K. – S/PV.6287

#### AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6360; S/PV.6409
- Dolgov, Konstantin K. – S/PV.6316
- Shcherbak, Igor N. – S/PV.6288

#### AUSTRALIA HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
### Russian Federation (continued)

- **RWANDA SITUATION**
  - Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6463
  - Pankin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6434
- **SMALL ARMS**
  - Shcherbak, Igor N. – S/PV.6288
  - Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6301; S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386
  - Dolgov, Konstantin K. – S/PV.6288; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
  - Pankin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6313
- **SOMALIA SITUATION**
  - Shcherbak, Igor N. – S/PV.6288
- **SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS**
  - Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
  - Territories Occupied by Israel
    - Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
    - Pankin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6325
- **TERRORISM**
  - Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6390; S/PV.6424
  - **TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION**
    - Dolgov, Konstantin K. – S/PV.6405
    - Shcherbak, Igor N. – S/PV.6276
  - **UN SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK**
    - Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6300
  - **UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ**
    - Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6269
  - **UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN**
    - Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
    - Dolgov, Konstantin K. – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
  - **UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE**
    - Dolgov, Konstantin K. – S/PV.6405
    - Shcherbak, Igor N. – S/PV.6276
  - **UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO**
    - Jeremic, Vuk – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
    - Tadic, Boris – S/PV.6264
  - **UN MISSION FOR THE REFERENDUM IN WESTERN SAHARA**
    - Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6301; S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386
  - **UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN**
    - Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6245; S/PV.6452
  - **UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI**
    - Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
  - **WESTERN SAHARA QUESTION**
    - Dolgov, Konstantin K. – S/PV.6305
  - **WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS**
    - Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6301; S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386
    - Karev, Sergey N. – S/PV.6302; S/PV.6453
    - Tolkach, Stanislav N. – S/PV.6453(Resumption1)

### Saudi Arabia

- **LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS**
  - Al Nafisee, Khalid Abdalrazaq – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
- **MIDDLE EAST SITUATION**
  - Al Nafisee, Khalid Abdalrazaq – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
- **PALESTINE QUESTION**
  - Al Nafisee, Khalid Abdalrazaq – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
- **TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL**
  - Al Nafisee, Khalid Abdalrazaq – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

### Senegal

- **AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY**
  - Badji, Paul – S/PV.6360(Resumption1)

### Serbia

- **BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION**
  - Starcevic, Fedor – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421
- **FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION**
  - Jeremic, Vuk – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
    - Starcevic, Fedor – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6342; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6434
  - **INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA**
    - Starcevic, Fedor – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
  - **INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA**
    - Starcevic, Fedor – S/PV.6342
  - **KOSOVO (SERBIA)**
    - Jeremic, Vuk – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
  - **RWANDA SITUATION**
    - Starcevic, Fedor – S/PV.6342
  - **UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO**
    - Jeremic, Vuk – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
    - Tadic, Boris – S/PV.6264
  - **UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO**
    - Tadic, Boris – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353
  - **UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO**
    - Tadic, Boris – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353

### Seychelles

- **SOMALIA SITUATION**
  - Jumeau, Ronald Jean – S/PV.6374

### Shanghai Cooperation Organisation

- **INTERNATIONAL SECURITY**
  - Imanaliev, Muratbek – S/PV.6257
  - **REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN**
    - Imanaliev, Muratbek – S/PV.6257

### Sierra Leone

- **AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY**
  - Touray, Shekou M. – S/PV.6360(Resumption1)
- **CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS**
  - Kamara, Osman Keh – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
- **PEACEBUILDING**
  - Conte, Alfie Palo – S/PV.6299
Sierra Leone (continued)

SIERRA LEONE—POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Bangura, Zainab Hawa – S/PV.6391
Davies, Rupert S.D. – S/PV.6291
Touray, Shekou M. – S/PV.6392

UN SECURITY COUNCIL—METHODS OF WORK
Kamara, Osman Keh – S/PV.6300

UN INTEGRATED PEACEBUILDING OFFICE IN SIERRA LEONE
Bangura, Zainab Hawa – S/PV.6391
Davies, Rupert S.D. – S/PV.6291
Touray, Shekou M. – S/PV.6392

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Kamara, Osman Keh – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

South Africa (continued)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Crowley, Cedrick Charles – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
Mashabane, Doctor – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

PALESTINE QUESTION
Crowley, Cedrick Charles – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
Mashabane, Doctor – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

PEACEBUILDING
Mashabane, Doctor – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)
Sangqu, Baso – S/PV.6396

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Sangqu, Baso – S/PV.6409

SOMALIA SITUATION
Duale, Elmi Ahmed – S/PV.6259; S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386; S/PV.6417
Keegel, Maxwell – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Kohona, Palitha Tikiri Bandara – S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Crowley, Cedrick Charles – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
Mashabane, Doctor – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
Dye, Moné – S/PV.6405
Sangqu, Baso – S/PV.6276

UN SECURITY COUNCIL—METHODS OF WORK
Tladi, Dire David – S/PV.6300

UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
Dye, Moné – S/PV.6405
Sangqu, Baso – S/PV.6276

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Dlamini, Bathabile – S/PV.6411
Sangqu, Baso – S/PV.6396

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Mashabane, Doctor – S/PV.6360
Paschalis, Johann – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Mashabane, Doctor – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Tladi, Dire David – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)

SOUTH AFRICA (continued)

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Kohona, Palitha Tikiri Bandara – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Jayasekara, Bandula – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Kohona, Palitha Tikiri Bandara – S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Kohona, Palitha Tikiri Bandara – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Jayasekara, Bandula – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
Keegel, Maxwell – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
Kohona, Palitha Tikiri Bandara – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
Sri Lanka (continued)

PALESTINE QUESTION
Jayasekara, Bandula – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
Keegel, Maxwell – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
Kohona, Palitha Tikiri Bandara – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

PEACEBUILDING
Kohona, Palitha Tikiri Bandara – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

SOMALIA SITUATION
Kohona, Palitha Tikiri Bandara – S/PV.6374

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Jayasekara, Bandula – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
Keegel, Maxwell – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
Kohona, Palitha Tikiri Bandara – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

TERRORISM
Kohona, Palitha Tikiri Bandara – S/PV.6424

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Kohona, Palitha Tikiri Bandara – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Sudan

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Osman, Daffa-Alla Elhag Ali – S/PV.6409

AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
Karti, Ali Ahmed – S/PV.6425
Osman, Daffa-Alla Elhag Ali – S/PV.6410
Siddiq, Mutruf – S/PV.6452

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Osman, Daffa-Alla Elhag Ali – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Osman, Daffa-Alla Elhag Ali – S/PV.6409

SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Karti, Ali Ahmed – S/PV.6425
Osman, Daffa-Alla Elhag Ali – S/PV.6410
Siddiq, Mutruf – S/PV.6452

UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
Karti, Ali Ahmed – S/PV.6425
Siddiq, Mutruf – S/PV.6452

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Osman, Daffa-Alla Elhag Ali – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Switzerland (continued)

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Gürber, Thomas – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
Seger, Paul – S/PV.6427

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Gürber, Thomas – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Grau, Heidi – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

PALESTINE QUESTION
Grau, Heidi – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

SMALL ARMS
Grau, Heidi – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Grau, Heidi – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Grau, Heidi – S/PV.6300

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Seger, Paul – S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6453(Resumption1)

Syrian Arab Republic

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
Ja’afari, Bashar – S/PV.6310

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Ja’afari, Bashar – S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

DISARMAMENT
Ja’afari, Bashar – S/PV.6310

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Ja’afari, Bashar – S/PV.6310

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Ja’afari, Bashar – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Ja’afari, Bashar – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

PALESTINE QUESTION
Ja’afari, Bashar – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Ja’afari, Bashar – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

TERRORISM
Ja’afari, Bashar – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424

Tajikistan

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Aslov, Sirodjidin M. – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

PALESTINE QUESTION
Aslov, Sirodjidin M. – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Aslov, Sirodjidin M. – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Thailand

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Sinhaseeni, Norachit – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

PEACEBUILDING
Chaimongkol, Siriporn – S/PV.6396

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Chaimongkol, Siriporn – S/PV.6396
### Timor-Leste
- **Peacebuilding**
  - Lobato, Lucia – S/PV.6299

### Tunisia
- **Afganistan Situation**
  - Jomaa, Ghazi – S/PV.6310
- **Disarmament**
  - Jomaa, Ghazi – S/PV.6310

### Turkey
- **Afghanistan Situation**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464
  - Corman, Fazli – S/PV.6255
- **Africa–Regional Security**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6288; S/PV.6409
  - Corman, Fazli – S/PV.6316; S/PV.6360
- **Aujun Hybrid Operation in Darfur**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
- **Bosnia and Herzegovina Situation**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6421
  - Corman, Fazli – S/PV.6319
- **Children in Armed Conflicts**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6341
- **Civilian Persons–Armed Conflicts**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6427
  - Corman, Fazli – S/PV.6354
- **Cyprus Question**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6339; S/PV.6445
  - Corman, Fazli – S/PV.6316
- **Former Yugoslavia Situation**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6342; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422; S/PV.6434
  - Corman, Fazli – S/PV.6319
- **HAITI–Political Conditions**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
- **International Security**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6322
  - Corman, Fazli – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6347
  - Davutoğlu, Ahmet – S/PV.6390
- **International Tribunal–Former Yugoslavia**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
- **International Tribunal–Rwanda**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
- **Ireland Situation**
  - Davutoğlu, Ahmet – S/PV.6450
- **Kosovo (Serbia)**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
- **Lebanon–Political Conditions**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6404
  - Corman, Fazli – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6347
  - Davutoğlu, Ahmet – S/PV.6390
  - Davutoğlu, Ahmet – S/PV.6390
- **Narcotic Drugs**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6288
- **Somalia Situation**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6313; S/PV.6374
- **Sudan–Political Conditions**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6383; S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
- **Territories Occupied by Israel**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
  - Davutoğlu, Ahmet – S/PV.6325
- **Terrorism**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6457
  - Davutoğlu, Ahmet – S/PV.6390
  - Sevi, Aziz – S/PV.6424
Turkey (continued)

TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

UN SECURITY COUNCIL—METHODS OF WORK
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6300

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
Davutoglu, Ahmet – S/PV.6450

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464
Corman, Fazli – S/PV.6255

UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
Apakan, Ertugul – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422

UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

UN PEACEKEEPING FORCE IN CYPRUS
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6639; S/PV.6445

UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
Apakan, Ertugul – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Apakan, Ertugul – S/PV.6302; S/PV.6411
Corman, Fazli – S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453

Turkey. President

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Gül, Abdullah – S/PV.6389

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Gül, Abdullah – S/PV.6389

Uganda (continued)

HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6382

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Kutesa, Sam – S/PV.6390
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6347

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6342

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

IRAQ SITUATION
Bukenya, Gilbert Balibaseka – S/PV.6450

KOSOVO (SERBIA)
Kafeero, Arthur Sewankambo – S/PV.6367
Mugoya, Patrick S. – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6422

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6404

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Lukwiya, Benedict – S/PV.6265
Mugoya, Patrick S. – S/PV.6265
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

NARCOTIC DRUGS
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6277

NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6335

NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6335

PALESTINE QUESTION
Lukwiya, Benedict – S/PV.6265
Mugoya, Patrick S. – S/PV.6325
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

PEACEBUILDING
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6299; S/PV.6396

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Mugoya, Patrick S. – S/PV.6370
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6270

REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6306

RWANDA SITUATION
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

SMALL ARMS
Mugoya, Patrick S. – S/PV.6288

SOMALIA SITUATION
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6301; S/PV.6313; S/PV.6316; S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386; S/PV.6457; S/PV.6460; S/PV.6461

SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Okello Oryem, Henry – S/PV.6425
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Lukwiya, Benedict – S/PV.6265
Mugoya, Patrick S. – S/PV.6325
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

TERRORISM
Kutesa, Sam – S/PV.6390
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424

TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
Uganda (continued)

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6300
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
Bukunya, Gilbert Balibaseka – S/PV.6450
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
Mugoya, Patrick S. – S/PV.6287
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
Kafeero, Arthur Sewankambo – S/PV.6367
Mugoya, Patrick S. – S/PV.6264
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6422
UN MISSION FOR THE REFERENDUM IN WESTERN SAHARA
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6305
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
Okello Oryem, Henry – S/PV.6425
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6382
WESTERN SAHARA QUESTIONS
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6305
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Kategaya, Eriya Tukahirwa – S/PV.6411
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6302; S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453

Uganda. President

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Museveni, Yoweri – S/PV.6389
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Museveni, Yoweri – S/PV.6389

Ukraine

SOMALIA SITUATION
Tsymbaliuk, Yevhenii – S/PV.6374
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Sergeyev, Yuriy – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Kyslytsya, Sergiy – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

UN. Assistant Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations

AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
Titov, Dmitry – S/PV.6269
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Khare, Atul – S/PV.6341
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
SITUATION
Khare, Atul – S/PV.6378
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Titov, Dmitry – S/PV.6269
UN ORGANIZATION STABILIZATION MISSION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
Khare, Atul – S/PV.6378

UN. Assistant Secretary-General for Political Affairs

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Fernández Taranco, Oscar – S/PV.6404
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Fernández Taranco, Oscar – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6372; S/PV.6404
PALESTINE QUESTION
Fernández Taranco, Oscar – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6372; S/PV.6404
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Fernández Taranco, Oscar – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6372; S/PV.6404

UN. Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People. Chairman

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Badji, Paul – S/PV.6363
PALESTINE QUESTION
Badji, Paul – S/PV.6363
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Badji, Paul – S/PV.6363

UN. Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People. Vice-Chairman

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Tanin, Zahir – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
Tanin, Zahir – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Tanin, Zahir – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

UN. Controller

IRAQ SITUATION
Yamazaki, Jun – S/PV.6293; S/PV.6356; S/PV.6418

UN. Department for Field Support. Under-Secretary-General

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Malcorra, Susana – S/PV.6270

UN. Department of Peacekeeping Operations

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Obiakor, Chikadibia Isaac – S/PV.6370

UN. Deputy Secretary-General

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Migiro, Asha-Rose Mtengeti – S/PV.6288; S/PV.6360
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Migiro, Asha-Rose Mtengeti – S/PV.6347
SMALL ARMS
Migiro, Asha-Rose Mtengeti – S/PV.6288

UN. Economic and Social Council (2010 : New York). President

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Ali, Hamidon (Malaysia) – S/PV.6411
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UN. Executive Representative of the Secretary-General for Burundi and Head of the United Nations Integrated Office in Burundi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BURUNDI SITUATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrie, Charles – S/PV.6309; S/PV.6439</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UN. Executive Representative of the Secretary-General for the United Nations Integrated Peacebuilding Office in Sierra Leone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von der Schulenburg, Michael – S/PV.6270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SIERRA LEONE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von der Schulenburg, Michael – S/PV.6291; S/PV.6391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN INTEGRATED PEACEBUILDING OFFICE IN SIERRA LEONE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von der Schulenburg, Michael – S/PV.6291; S/PV.6391</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UN. Group of Arab States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MIDDLE EAST SITUATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alotaibi, Mansour Ayyad SH A (Kuwait) – S/PV.6298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PALESTINE QUESTION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alotaibi, Mansour Ayyad SH A (Kuwait) – S/PV.6298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alotaibi, Mansour Ayyad SH A (Kuwait) – S/PV.6298</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UN. Group of Nordic Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AFGHANISTAN SITUATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetland, Morten (Norway) – S/PV.6310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DISARMAMENT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetland, Morten (Norway) – S/PV.6310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetland, Morten (Norway) – S/PV.6310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PEACEBUILDING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viinanen, Jarmo Veli Tapio (Finland) – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TERRORISM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetland, Morten (Norway) – S/PV.6310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viinanen, Jarmo Veli Tapio (Finland) – S/PV.6453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UN. Legal Counsel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Brien, Patricia – S/PV.6347; S/PV.6347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOMALIA SITUATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Brien, Patricia – S/PV.6374</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UN. Peacebuilding Commission. Burundi Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BURUNDI SITUATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grau, Heidi – S/PV.6309</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UN. Peacebuilding Commission. Burundi Configuration. Chairman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BURUNDI SITUATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seger, Paul – S/PV.6439</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC SITUATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grau, Jan – S/PV.6345; S/PV.6438</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UN. Peacebuilding Commission. Chairman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PEACEBUILDING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wittig, Peter (Germany) – S/PV.6299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wittig, Peter (Germany) – S/PV.6270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UN. Peacebuilding Commission. Guinea-Bissau Configuration. Chairman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GUINEA-BISSAU SITUATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro (Brazil) – S/PV.6281; S/PV.6359; S/PV.6416</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UN. Peacebuilding Commission. Sierra Leone Configuration. Chairman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SIERRA LEONE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNee, John – S/PV.6291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UN INTEGRATED PEACEBUILDING OFFICE IN SIERRA LEONE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNee, John – S/PV.6291</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UN. Secretary-General</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AFGHANISTAN SITUATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO SITUATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6389; S/PV.6390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IRAQ SITUATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MIDDLE EAST SITUATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NARCOTIC DRUGS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PALESTINE QUESTION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PEACEBUILDING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6299; S/PV.6396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6389; S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOMALIA SITUATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6374; S/PV.6407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6425</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UN. Secretary-General (continued)

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6292

TERRORISM
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6390

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6450

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6255

UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6425

UN ORGANIZATION MISSION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6317

UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6257

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411; S/PV.6453

UN. Secretary-General’s Panel on the Referenda in the Sudan. Chair

AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
Mkapa, Benjamin W. (Benjamin William) – S/PV.6452

SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Mkapa, Benjamin W. (Benjamin William) – S/PV.6452

UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
Mkapa, Benjamin W. (Benjamin William) – S/PV.6452

UN Security Council (65th year : 2010). President (continued)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6394
Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6464
Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – S/PV.6395
Ziaide, Caroline (Lebanon) – S/PV.6310

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
Ajumogobia, Odein (Nigeria) – S/PV.6360
Araud, Gérard (France) – S/PV.6272
Kategaya, Eriya Tukahirwa (Uganda) – S/PV.6409
Mounou-Mboussotsi, Alfred (Gabon) – S/PV.6288 (Resumption1)
Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – S/PV.6397

AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
Hague, William (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6425
Ogwu, U. Joy (Nigeria) – S/PV.6366

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
Parham, Philip John (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6426
Salam, Nawaf A. (Lebanon) – S/PV.6319

BURUNDI SITUATION
Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6451

CÔTE D’IVOIRE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6393
Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6458
Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – S/PV.6402
Zhang, Yesui (China) – S/PV.6267
Ziaide, Caroline (Lebanon) – S/PV.6323

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC SITUATION
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6345
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel (Gabon) – S/PV.6283
Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6444; S/PV.6460

CHAD SITUATION
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel (Gabon) – S/PV.6283
Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6460

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Ogwu, U. Joy (Nigeria) – S/PV.6354

DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF KOREA–MISSILE LAUNCHINGS
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6333

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO SITUATION
Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6387
Parham, Philip John (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6432
Salam, Nawaf A. (Lebanon) – S/PV.6324

DISARMAMENT
Araud, Gérard (France) – S/PV.6279
Ziaide, Caroline (Lebanon) – S/PV.6310

FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6463
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel (Gabon) – S/PV.6286
Parham, Philip John (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6426
Salam, Nawaf A. (Lebanon) – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6319
Zhang, Yesui (China) – S/PV.6264

GUINEA–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Araud, Gérard (France) – S/PV.6272

GUINEA-BISSAU SITUATION
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6428
Ogwu, U. Joy (Nigeria) – S/PV.6364

HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Takasu, Yukio (Japan) – S/PV.6303
Zhang, Yesui (China) – S/PV.6261

ICJ–MEMBERS
Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6381
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6327; S/PV.6346

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Davutoğlu, Ahmet (Turkey) – S/PV.6390
Gül, Abdullah (Turkey) – S/PV.6359
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6347 (Resumption1)
Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – S/PV.6414
Ziaide, Caroline (Lebanon) – S/PV.6310

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6463
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6348
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel (Gabon) – S/PV.6286
Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6446

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6463
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6349
Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6447

IRAQ SITUATION
Araud, Gérard (France) – S/PV.6279
Biden, Joseph R. (United States) – S/PV.6450
Churkin, Vitaly I. (Russian Federation) – S/PV.6369
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6423

KOREAN QUESTION
Ogwu, U. Joy (Nigeria) – S/PV.6355
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Names</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kosovo (Serbia)</td>
<td>Salam, Nawaf A. (Lebanon) – Zhang, Yesui (China)</td>
<td>S/PV.6314, S/PV.6264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon—Political Conditions</td>
<td>Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – Salam, Nawaf A. (Lebanon) – Zhang, Yesui (China)</td>
<td>S/PV.6404(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East Situation</td>
<td>Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey)</td>
<td>S/PV.6404(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia Situation</td>
<td>Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey)</td>
<td>S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal—Political Conditions</td>
<td>Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey)</td>
<td>S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Disarmament</td>
<td>Rice, Susan E. (United States)</td>
<td>S/PV.6442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Non-Proliferation</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard (France) – Heller, Claude (Mexico) – Zhang, Yesui (China)</td>
<td>S/PV.6279, S/PV.6333, S/PV.6442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestine Question</td>
<td>Heller, Claude (Mexico) – Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – Zhang, Yesui (China)</td>
<td>S/PV.6404, S/PV.6414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peacekeeping Operations</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard (France) – Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – Zhang, Yesui (China)</td>
<td>S/PV.6270(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Organizations—UN</td>
<td>Salam, Nawaf A. (Lebanon)</td>
<td>S/PV.6306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda Situation</td>
<td>DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – Rice, Susan E. (United States) – Zhang, Yesui (China)</td>
<td>S/PV.6306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Arms</td>
<td>Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred (Gabon) – S/PV.6288</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia Situation</td>
<td>Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey)</td>
<td>S/PV.6386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan—Political Conditions</td>
<td>Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda)</td>
<td>S/PV.6397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Territories Occupied by Israel</td>
<td>Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda)</td>
<td>S/PV.6401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrorism</td>
<td>Davutoglu, Ahmet (Turkey)</td>
<td>S/PV.6390, S/PV.6424, S/PV.6459, S/PV.6310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timor-Leste Situation</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard (France) – Zhang, Yesui (China) – S/PV.6276, S/PV.6278</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Assistance Mission for Iraq</td>
<td>Biden, Joseph R. (United States)</td>
<td>S/PV.6450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan</td>
<td>Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey)</td>
<td>S/PV.6394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Disengagement Observer Force</td>
<td>Heller, Claude (Mexico) – Zhang, Yesui (China) – S/PV.6264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard (France) – Zhang, Yesui (China) – S/PV.6276, S/PV.6278</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo</td>
<td>Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey)</td>
<td>S/PV.6314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Mission in Timor-Leste</td>
<td>Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey)</td>
<td>S/PV.6383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad</td>
<td>Issoue-Ngondet, Emmanuel (Gabon)</td>
<td>S/PV.6283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Mission in the Sudan</td>
<td>Hague, William (United Kingdom)</td>
<td>S/PV.6425, S/PV.6304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Operation in Côte d’Ivoire</td>
<td>Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey)</td>
<td>S/PV.6393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Organization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
<td>Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – Zhang, Yesui (China)</td>
<td>S/PV.6324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
<td>Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – Zhang, Yesui (China)</td>
<td>S/PV.6387, S/PV.6432, S/PV.6397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Political Mission in Nepal</td>
<td>Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – Zhang, Yesui (China) – S/PV.6262</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women in Armed Conflicts</td>
<td>Takasu, Yukio (Japan) – Zhang, Yesui (China) – S/PV.6261</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yar’ Adua, Umaru—Tributes</td>
<td>Salam, Nawaf A. (Lebanon)</td>
<td>S/PV.6309</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KOSOVO (SERBIA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wolff, Alejandro D. – S/PV.6353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MIDDLE EAST SITUATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wolff, Alejandro D. – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NARCOTIC DRUGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
United States (continued)

NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6280; S/PV.6335; S/PV.6344; S/PV.6384

PALESTINE QUESTION
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
Wolff, Alejandro D. – S/PV.6268; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325

PEACEBUILDING
Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6396
Wolff, Alejandro D. – S/PV.6299

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6409
Clinton, Hillary Rodham – S/PV.6389
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6370

REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6306
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6257

RWANDA SITUATION
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

SMALL ARMS
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6288

SOMALIA SITUATION
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6313; S/PV.6316
Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386

SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Clinton, Hillary Rodham – S/PV.6425
Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6397; S/PV.6452

TERRORISM
Clinton, Hillary Rodham – S/PV.6390
DeLaurentis, Jeffrey – S/PV.6310
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6424
Donovan, James B. – S/PV.6424
Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6310

TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6405
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6276

UN SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6288

UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
Alvarez, Gustavo – S/PV.6382
Cancela, José Luis – S/PV.6382

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Clinton, Hillary Rodham – S/PV.6411
Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6302; S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453

Uruguay

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Cancela, José Luis – S/PV.6354; S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Alvarez, Gustavo – S/PV.6303
Cancela, José Luis – S/PV.6382

PEACEBUILDING
Alvarez, Gustavo – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
Cancela, José Luis – S/PV.6270(Resumption1)

UN SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Vidal, Martin – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
Alvarez, Gustavo – S/PV.6303
Cancela, José Luis – S/PV.6382

Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
Valero Briceño, Jorge – S/PV.6310

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Valero Briceño, Jorge – S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

DISARMAMENT
Valero Briceño, Jorge – S/PV.6310

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Valero Briceño, Jorge – S/PV.6310

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
Valero Briceño, Jorge – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
Colmenares, Alexis – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
Valero Briceño, Jorge – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

PALESTINE QUESTION
Colmenares, Alexis – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
Valero Briceño, Jorge – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

TERRORISM
Valero Briceño, Jorge – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424

UN SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
Escalona Ojeda, Julio Rafael – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Viet Nam

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Bui, The Giang – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Bui, The Giang – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)
Yemen

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
Alsaidi, Abdullah M. – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Abay, Grum (Ethiopia)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6409
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6409

Abdelaziz, Maged Abdelfattah (Egypt)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6360
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299(Resolution1)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270(Resolution1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resolution1)

Abdelaziz, Maged Abdelfattah (Egypt)
(Coordinating Bureau of the Non-Aligned Countries)
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resolution1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6298; S/PV.6404(Resolution1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6298; S/PV.6404(Resolution1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298; S/PV.6404(Resolution1)

Acharya, Gyan Chandra (Nepal)
NEPAL–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6260; S/PV.6308; S/PV.6377
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299(Resolution1)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270(Resolution1)
UN POLITICAL MISSION IN NEPAL
S/PV.6260; S/PV.6308; S/PV.6377

Afzal, Sikander (UN Mission in Liberia)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6370
UN MISSION IN LIBERIA
S/PV.6370

Aisi, Robert Guba (Papua New Guinea)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299(Resolution1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resolution1)

Aitimova, Byrganym (Kazakhstan)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resolution1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resolution1)

Ajumogobia, Odein (Nigeria)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6409

Ajumogobia, Odein (Nigeria) (continued)
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6425
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6390
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6409
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6425
TERRORISM
S/PV.6390
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6425

Ajumogobia, Odein (Nigeria) (UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6360

Al Bayati, Hamid (Iraq)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resolution1)
IRAQ SITUATION
S/PV.6271; S/PV.6320; S/PV.6368
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
S/PV.6271; S/PV.6320; S/PV.6368

Al Nafisee, Khalid Abdalrazaq (Saudi Arabia)
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resolution1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6404(Resolution1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6404(Resolution1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6404(Resolution1)

Al-Allaf, Mohammed F. (Jordan)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270(Resolution1)

Al-Habib, Eshagh (Iran (Islamic Republic of))
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310; S/PV.6464
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6298(Resolution1); S/PV.6363(Resolution1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6298(Resolution1); S/PV.6363(Resolution1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298(Resolution1); S/PV.6363(Resolution1)
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6464

Al-Khalifa, Nasser (Qatar)
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resolution1)
Al-Khalifa, Nasser (Qatar) (continued)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Al-Nasser, Nassir Abdulaziz (Qatar)
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Al-Thani, A.S. (Qatar)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

Ali, Hamidon (Malaysia)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411

Alkalaj, Sven (Bosnia and Herzegovina)
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6425
IRAQ SITUATION
S/PV.6450
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6425
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
S/PV.6450
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6425

Allam-Mi, Mohamad (Chad)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC REPUBLIC
S/PV.6371; S/PV.6406
CHAD SITUATION
S/PV.6371; S/PV.6406
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288
UN MISSION IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD
S/PV.6371; S/PV.6406

Alotaibi, Mansour Ayyad SH A (Kuwait) (UN. Group of Arab States)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6298
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6298
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298

Alsaidi, Abdullah M. (Yemen)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

Alvarez, Gustavo (Uruguay)
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6303
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299(Resumption1)
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6303

Amieyeofori, Kio Solomon (Nigeria)
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6314
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6314
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6314

Amorim, Celso (Brazil)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6389; S/PV.6390
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6389
TERRORISM
S/PV.6390

Amos, Valerie, Baroness (UN. Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427; S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

Amum, Pagan (Sudan People’s Liberation Movement)
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

Anderson, Anne (Ireland)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6396
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453
### Anderson, Brooke D. (United States)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>S/PV.6316; S/PV.6360; S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJIBOUTI–ERITREA</td>
<td>S/PV.6316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMER YUGOSLAVIA/SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6314; S/PV.6319; S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>S/PV.6322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA</td>
<td>S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA</td>
<td>S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOSOVO (SERBIA)</td>
<td>S/PV.6314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</td>
<td>S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDDLE EAST SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALESTINE QUESTION</td>
<td>S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS</td>
<td>S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN</td>
<td>S/PV.6306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWANDA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMALIA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6313; S/PV.6316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRitorIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL</td>
<td>S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE</td>
<td>S/PV.6405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO</td>
<td>S/PV.6314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN MISSION FOR THE REFERENDUM IN WESTERN SAHARA</td>
<td>S/PV.6305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WESTERN SAHARA QUESTION</td>
<td>S/PV.6305</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFGHANISTAN SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>S/PV.6288; S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR</td>
<td>S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>S/PV.6341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>S/PV.6427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYPRUS QUESTION</td>
<td>S/PV.6339; S/PV.6445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6342; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422; S/PV.6434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</td>
<td>S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>S/PV.6322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA</td>
<td>S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA</td>
<td>S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOSOVO (SERBIA)</td>
<td>S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</td>
<td>S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDDLE EAST SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NARCOTIC DRUGS</td>
<td>S/PV.6277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT</td>
<td>S/PV.6335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6335; S/PV.6457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALESTINE QUESTION</td>
<td>S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEACEBUILDING</td>
<td>S/PV.6299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS</td>
<td>S/PV.6270; S/PV.6370; S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN</td>
<td>S/PV.6306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWANDA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMALL ARMS</td>
<td>S/PV.6288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMALIA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6313; S/PV.6374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL</td>
<td>S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRORISM</td>
<td>S/PV.6457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK</td>
<td>S/PV.6300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN</td>
<td>S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Andrabi, Tahir Hussain (Pakistan)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEACEBUILDING</td>
<td>S/PV.6396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>S/PV.6396</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### António, Téte (African Union)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>S/PV.6288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEACEBUILDING</td>
<td>S/PV.6299(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS</td>
<td>S/PV.6270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMALL ARMS</td>
<td>S/PV.6288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMALIA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) (continued)
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
UN PEACEKEEPING FORCE IN CYPRUS
S/PV.6339; S/PV.6445
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6302; S/PV.6411

Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) (UN. Security Council
Committee Established pursuant to Resolution
1373 (2001) concerning Counter-Terrorism. Chairman)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6394
CÔTE D’IVOIRE—POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6393
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
SITUATION
S/PV.6387
ICJ—MEMBERS
S/PV.6381
LIBERIA SITUATION
S/PV.6383
NEPAL—POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6385
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6386
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6394
UN MISSION IN LIBERIA
S/PV.6383
UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D’IVOIRE
S/PV.6393
UN ORGANIZATION STABILIZATION MISSION IN THE
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
S/PV.6387
UN POLITICAL MISSION IN NEPAL
S/PV.6385

Araud, Gérard (France) (continued)
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6319
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341
CIVILIAN PERSONS—ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
SITUATION
S/PV.6317
DJIBOUTI—ERITREA
S/PV.6316
EUROPE—REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6268
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6319; S/PV.6422
HAITI—POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6303
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6390
IRAQ SITUATION
S/PV.6450
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6353; S/PV.6422
LEBANON—POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
NARCOTIC DRUGS
S/PV.6277
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6335
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6335; S/PV.6384
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299; S/PV.6396
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS—UN
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6306
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288
SUDAN—POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
TERRORISM
S/PV.6390
UN, SECURITY COUNCIL—METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
S/PV.6450
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6422

Araud, Gérard (France) (continued)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6268; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
AFRICA—REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288; S/PV.6316; S/PV.6360

Araud, Gérard (France) (continued)
UN MISSION FOR THE REFERENDUM IN WESTERN SAHARA
S/PV.6305
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
UN ORGANIZATION MISSION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
S/PV.6317
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6303
WESTERN SAHARA QUESTION
S/PV.6305
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411; S/PV.6453

Araud, Gérard (France) (UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6272
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6279
GUINEA–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6272
IRAQ SITUATION
S/PV.6279
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6279
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270(Resumption1)
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6278
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6278

Aslov, Sirodjidin M. (Tajikistan)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Aslov, Sirodjidin M. (Tajikistan) (Organization of the Islamic Conference)
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Assaf, Ibrahim (Lebanon)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6464
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6421
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6303
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6342
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6342
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6422
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6342
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6464
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6422
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6303

Awori, Thelma (Civil Society Advisory Group to the United Nations on Women, Peace and Security)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411

Bachelet, Michelle (UN-Women. Under-Secretary-General and Executive Director)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411

Badji, Paul (Senegal)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6360(Resumption1)
Badji, Paul (UN. Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People. Chairman)  
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION  
S/PV.6363  
PALESTINE QUESTION  
S/PV.6363  
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL  
S/PV.6363  

Bairagi, Shanker (Nepal)  
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS  
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)  
PEACEBUILDING  
S/PV.6396  
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS  
S/PV.6396  

Bame, Aman Hassen (Ethiopia)  
SOMALIA SITUATION  
S/PV.6386  

Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- (UN. Secretary-General)  
(continued)  
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN  
S/PV.6255  
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN  
S/PV.6425  
UN ORGANIZATION MISSION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO  
S/PV.6317  
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI  
S/PV.6257  
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS  
S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411; S/PV.6453  

Bangura, Zainab Hawa (Sierra Leone)  
SIERRA LEONE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS  
S/PV.6391  
UN INTEGRATED PEACEBUILDING OFFICE IN SIERRA LEONE  
S/PV.6391  

Barbalic, Ivan (Bosnia and Herzegovina)  
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION  
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6394  
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY  
S/PV.6316; S/PV.6409  
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR  
S/PV.6342; S/PV.638; S/PV.6422; S/PV.6434  
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS  
S/PV.6303; S/PV.6392  
DISARMAMENT  
S/PV.6268  
EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY  
S/PV.6310  
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION  
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6342; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422; S/PV.6434  
HAI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS  
S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382  
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY  
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6390  
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA  
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434  
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA  
S/PV.6342  
KOSOVO (SERBIA)  
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422  
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS  
S/PV.6404  
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION  
S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6404  
NARCOTIC DRUGS  
S/PV.6277  
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT  
S/PV.6335  
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION  
S/PV.6335  
PALESTINE QUESTION  
S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6404
Barbalic, Ivan (Bosnia and Herzegovina)  
(continued)  
PEACEBUILDING  
S/PV.6396  
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS  
S/PV.6270; S/PV.6370; S/PV.6409  
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN  
S/PV.6257  
RWANDA SITUATION  
S/PV.6342  
SOMALIA SITUATION  
S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386  
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS  
S/PV.6338  
TERRORISM  
S/PV.6310; S/PV.6390; S/PV.6404  
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION  
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405  
UN, SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK  
S/PV.6300  
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN  
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6394  
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE  
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405  
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO  
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422  
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI  
S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382  
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS  
S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453  

Barriga, Stefan (Liechtenstein)  
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS  
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)  
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS  
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)  

Bassolé, Djibrill Yipènè (Joint African Union-UN  
Chief Mediator for Darfur)  
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR  
S/PV.6338  
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS  
S/PV.6338  

Beck, Collin D. (Solomon Islands)  
PEACEBUILDING  
S/PV.6299(Resumption1)  
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS  
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)  

Belfrage, Frank (Sweden)  
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS  
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)  

Bellerive, Jean Max (Haiti)  
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS  
S/PV.6303  
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI  
S/PV.6303  

Ben Lagha, Adel (Tunisia)  
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS  
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)  

Benitez Versón, Rodolfo Eliseo (Cuba)  
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION  
S/PV.6363(Resumption1)  
PALESTINE QUESTION  
S/PV.6363(Resumption1)  
TERRORITIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL  
S/PV.6363(Resumption1)  
UN, SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK  
S/PV.6300(Resumption1)  

Benmehidi, Mourad (Algeria)  
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY  
S/PV.6360(Resumption1); S/PV.6409  
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS  
S/PV.6409  
SOMALIA SITUATION  
S/PV.6386  

Berger, Miguel (Germany)  
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION  
S/PV.6464  
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN  
S/PV.6464  

Bethel, Paulette A. (Bahamas)  
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS  
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)  

Biden, Joseph R. (United States)  
IRAQ SITUATION  
S/PV.6450  
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ  
S/PV.6450  

Biden, Joseph R. (United States)  
(UN. Security  
Council (65th year : 2010). President)  
IRAQ SITUATION  
S/PV.6450  
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ  
S/PV.6450  

Bisogniero, Claudio (NATO. Deputy Secretary-  
General)  
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY  
S/PV.6257  
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN  
S/PV.6257  

Blum, Claudia (Colombia)  
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION  
S/PV.6310  
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS  
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)  
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS  
S/PV.6354(Resumption1)  
DISARMAMENT  
S/PV.6310
Blum, Claudia (Colombia) (continued)
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310
UN SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300 (Resumption1)
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411 (Resumption1)

Boissiere, Melissa Ann Marie (Trinidad and Tobago)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411 (Resumption1)

Bongo Ondimba, Ali (Gabon. President)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6389
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6389

Bonne, Emmanuel (France)
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6344
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6344
TERRORISM
S/PV.6424

Bordyuzha, Nikolai (Organizatsiia Dogovora o kollektivnoi bezopasnosti. Secretary-General)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6257

Borg, Saviour F. (Malta)
UN SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300 (Resumption1)

Bouchaara, Lotfi (Morocco)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404 (Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6404 (Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6404 (Resumption1)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270 (Resumption1)
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6404 (Resumption1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411 (Resumption1)

Brammertz, Serge (International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since 1991. Prosecutor)
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

Briens, Martin (France)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6409
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6409
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6421
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6421; S/PV.6434
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6382
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6434
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6442
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6442
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6409
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6409
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6386
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6405
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6405
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6405
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6382

Briz Gutiérrez, José Alberto (Guatemala)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299 (Resumption1)

Bui, The Giang (Viet Nam)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341 (Resumption1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411 (Resumption1)

Bukenya, Gilbert Balibaseka (Uganda)
IRAQ SITUATION
S/PV.6450
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
S/PV.6450
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burt, Alistair (United Kingdom)</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY, IRAQ SITUATION, UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ</td>
<td>S/PV.6322, S/PV.6450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byron, Dennis (International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, President)</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA, RWANDA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6342, S/PV.6434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabactulan, Libran N. (Philippines)</td>
<td>CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS, MIDDLE EAST SITUATION, PALESTINE QUESTION, PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS, TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL, TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6341(Resumption1), S/PV.6363(Resumption1), S/PV.6370, S/PV.6405, S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabral, Alfredo Lopes (Guinea-Bissau)</td>
<td>GUINEA-BISSAU SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancela, José Luis (Uruguay)</td>
<td>CIVILIAN PERSONS--ARMED CONFLICTS, HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS, PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS, UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI</td>
<td>S/PV.6354, S/PV.6427(Resumption1), S/PV.6382, S/PV.6270(Resumption1), S/PV.6382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carfagna, Maria Rosaria (Italy)</td>
<td>WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>S/PV.6411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmon, Daniel (Israel)</td>
<td>MIDDLE EAST SITUATION, PALESTINE QUESTION, TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL</td>
<td>S/PV.6325, S/PV.6325, S/PV.6325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrera, Laura (Mexico)</td>
<td>WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>S/PV.6411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrión Mena, Francisco (Ecuador)</td>
<td>UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK</td>
<td>S/PV.6300(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervenka, David (Czech Republic)</td>
<td>PEACEBUILDING, WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>S/PV.6363, S/PV.6396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaimongkol, Siriporn (Thailand)</td>
<td>PEACEBUILDING, WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>S/PV.6363, S/PV.6396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choi, Young-Jin (UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Operation in Côte d’Ivoire)</td>
<td>CÔTE D’IVOIRE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS, UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D’IVOIRE</td>
<td>S/PV.6263, S/PV.6284, S/PV.6415, S/PV.6437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian, Leslie (Ghana)</td>
<td>AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY, CIVILIAN PERSONS--ARMED CONFLICTS, PEACEBUILDING</td>
<td>S/PV.6360, S/PV.6427(Resumption1), S/PV.6299(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Churkin, Vitaly I. (Russian Federation) (continued)

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6347; S/PV.6390
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6463
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6463
IRAQ SITUATION
S/PV.6450
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6314; S/PV.6353; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6335; S/PV.6344
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6280; S/PV.6335; S/PV.6344; S/PV.6384
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299; S/PV.6396
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270; S/PV.6370; S/PV.6409
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6306
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6463
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6301; S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310; S/PV.6390; S/PV.6424
UN, SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
S/PV.6450
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396

Churkin, Vitaly I. (UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President)

SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6374

Churkin, Vitaly I. (Russian Federation) (UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President)

IRAQ SITUATION
S/PV.6369
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
S/PV.6369

Citaku, Vlora (Kosovo (Serbia))

FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6422
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6422
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6422

Cliffe, Sarah (IBRD)

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6360

Clinton, Hillary Rodham (United States)

AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6425
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6389; S/PV.6390
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6389
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6425
TERRORISM
S/PV.6390
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6425
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411

Colakovic, Mirsada (Bosnia and Herzegovina)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6360
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6452
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6347
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6353
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6353
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6363
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6306
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6313
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6452
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6363
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6452
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411
Colmenares, Alexis (Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of))
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

Conteh, Alfre Palo (Sierra Leone)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299

Coomaraswamy, Radhika (UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Children and Armed Conflict)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341

Corman, Fazli (Turkey)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6255
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6316; S/PV.6360
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6319
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354
DJIBOUTI–ERITREA
S/PV.6316
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6319
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6347
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6306
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6257
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6255
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453

Costa, Antonio Maria (UN Office for Drug Control and Crime Prevention. Executive Director)
NARCOTIC DRUGS
S/PV.6277; S/PV.6277

Cravinho, Joao Gomes (Portugal)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6396
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396

Crowley, Cedrick Charles (South Africa)
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Crowley, Cedrick Charles (South Africa) (continued)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Cruz, Luiz Guilherme Paul (UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6370
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6370

Cuello Camilo, Federico Alberto (Dominican Republic)
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6303
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6303

Daccord, Yves (International Committee of the Red Cross)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427

Davide, Hilario G. (Philippines)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270(Resumption1)

Davies, Rupert S.D. (Sierra Leone)
SIERRA LEONE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6291
UN INTEGRATED PEACEBUILDING OFFICE IN SIERRA LEONE
S/PV.6291

Davutoglu, Ahmet (Turkey)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6390
IRAQ SITUATION
S/PV.6450
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6325
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6325
TERRORISM
S/PV.6325
TERRORISM
S/PV.6390
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
S/PV.6450

Davutoglu, Ahmet (Turkey) (UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6390
TERRORISM
S/PV.6390
De Laiglesia, Juan Pablo (Spain)

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6453 (Resumption1)

De Mistura, Staffan (UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464

Dehghani, Gholamhossein (Iran (Islamic Republic of))

TERRORISM
S/PV.6424

DeLaurentis, Jeffrey (United States)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310

Desta, Araya (Eritrea)

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6362
DJIBOUTI–ERITREA
S/PV.6362
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6362

DiCarlo, Rosemary A. (UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President)

FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6463
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6463
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6463
LIBERIA SITUATION
S/PV.6454
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6463

DiCarlo, Rosemary A. (United States)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6268
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6421
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427
EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6268
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422

DiCarlo, Rosemary A. (United States) (continued)

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270; S/PV.6370
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6257
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288
TERRORISM
S/PV.6424
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6255
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6422

Djédjé, Ilahiri A. (Côte d'Ivoire)

CÔTE D'IVOIRE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6263; S/PV.6284
UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D'IVOIRE
S/PV.6263; S/PV.6284

Djinnit, Said (UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Office for West Africa)

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6256; S/PV.6358; S/PV.6455

Dlamini, Bathabile (South Africa)

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411

Dolgov, Konstantin K. (Russian Federation)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6287
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6316
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6442
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6442
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6316
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6405
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6287
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6405
UN MISSION FOR THE REFERENDUM IN WESTERN SAHARA
S/PV.6305
WESTERN SAHARA QUESTION
S/PV.6305
Donovan, James B. (United States)
TERRORISM
S/PV.6424

Doss, Alan (UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Head of the United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo)
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
SITUATION
S/PV.6297
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270
UN ORGANIZATION MISSION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
S/PV.6297

Du, Xiacong (China)
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6344
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6344
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6313

Duale, Elmi Ahmed (Somalia)
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6259; S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386; S/PV.6417

Dunlop, Regina Maria Cordeiro (Brazil)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6367
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6367
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6370
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6306
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6386
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6367

Dye, Moné (South Africa)
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6405
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6405

Ebner, Christian (Austria)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6255
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6409
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6370; S/PV.6409
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6313; S/PV.6374
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6255
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367

Edrees, Mohamed Fathi (Egypt)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6363
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6363
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6363

Edrees, Mohamed Fathi (Egypt) (Coordinating Bureau of the Non-Aligned Countries)
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300

Eide, Kai (UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6255
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6255

Emvula, Wilfried I. (Namibia)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Enge, Berit (Norway)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6363
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6363
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6363

Errázuriz, Octavio (Chile)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6382
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6396
Errázuriz, Octavio (Chile) (continued)
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6382
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411(Resumption1);
S/PV.6453(Resumption1)

Escalona Ojeda, Julio Rafael (Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of))
UN SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Espinosa Cantellano, Patricia (Mexico)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6389
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6389

Faremo, Grete (Norway)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411

Fernández Taranco, Oscar (UN Assistant Secretary-General for Political Affairs)
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6372; S/PV.6404
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6372; S/PV.6404
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6372; S/PV.6404

Fischer, Heinz (Austria. President)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6389
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6389

Flores, Mary Elizabeth (Honduras)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Frontaura, Victor Rico (OAS)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6257

Füllmann, Walter A. (International Committee of the Red Cross)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Gahutu, Zacharie (Burundi)
BURUNDI SITUATION
S/PV.6309
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Gallardo Hernández, Carmen Maria (El Salvador)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

Gama, João Soares da (Guinea-Bissau)
GUINEA-BISSAU SITUATION
S/PV.6416

Gambari, I.A. (Ibrahim Agboola) (Joint African Union-United Nations Special Representative for Darfur)
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6318; S/PV.6338; S/PV.6365
CHAD–SUDAN
S/PV.6318
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6318; S/PV.6338; S/PV.6365
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6338

Gambi, Antoine (Central African Republic)
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC SITUATION
S/PV.6371; S/PV.6406
UN MISSION IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD
S/PV.6371; S/PV.6406

García González, Carlos Enrique (El Salvador)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Gasana, Eugène-Richard (Rwanda)
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

Gaye, Babacar (UN Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6370
UN ORGANIZATION STABILIZATION MISSION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
S/PV.6370
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6453

Gayflor, Vabah (Liberia)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411
Gendi, Soha (Egypt)

PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6396
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396

Goledzinowski, Andrew (Australia)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288(Resumption1); S/PV.6360(Resumption1)
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6360(Resumption1)
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6453

Gonsalves, Camillo (Saint Vincent and the Grenadines) (Caribbean Community)

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300

Graham, Kirsty (New Zealand)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299(Resumption1)
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310

Grau, Heidi (Switzerland)

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
TERRORISM
S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Grau, Heidi (UN. Peacebuilding Commission.
Burundi Configuration)

BURUNDI SITUATION
S/PV.6309

Grauls, Jan (Belgium)

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

Grauls, Jan (Belgium) (continued)

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Grauls, Jan (UN. Peacebuilding Commission.
Central African Republic Configuration. Chairman)

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC SITUATION
S/PV.6345; S/PV.6438

Guelleh, Ismaël Omar (Djibouti. President)

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6316
DJIBOUTI–ERITREA
S/PV.6316
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6316

Gül, Abdullah (Turkey. President)

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6389
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6389

Gül, Abdullah (Turkey) (UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President)

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6389

Guo, Xiaomei (China)

FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

Gürber, Thomas (Switzerland)

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6347(Resumption1)

Gurung, Manju (***)

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341

Guterres, José Luis (Timor-Leste)

TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276

Gutiérrez, Gonzalo (Peru)

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6382
Gutiérrez, Gonzalo (Peru) (continued)

PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299(Resumption1); S/PV.6396
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6382
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Haavisto, Pekka (Finland)

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6409
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6409

Habib, William (Lebanon)

PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6396
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396

Hafiz, Abdul (Bangladesh) (UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire)

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6370

Hague, William (United Kingdom)

AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6425
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6389; S/PV.6390
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6389
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6425
TERRORISM
S/PV.6390
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6425

Hague, William (United Kingdom) (UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President)

AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6425
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6425
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6425

Haq, Ameerah (UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Timor-Leste and Head of the United Nations Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste)

TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

Hariri, Saad (Lebanon. Prime Minister)

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6322

Haroon, Abdullah Hussain (Pakistan)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6360(Resumption1)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299(Resumption1)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6370
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464

Hassan, Kadra Ahmed (Djibouti)

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6362
DJIBOUTI–ERITREA
S/PV.6362
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6362

Heller, Claude (Mexico)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6288; S/PV.6316; S/PV.6360
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6425
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341; S/PV.6457
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354
DJIBOUTI–ERITREA
S/PV.6316; S/PV.6457
EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6268
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6319; S/PV.6342; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422; S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6390
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
Heller, Claude (Mexico) (continued)

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
NARCOTIC DRUGS
S/PV.6277
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6335
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6335
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6396
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270; S/PV.6370
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6267; S/PV.6306
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6313; S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386; S/PV.6457
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
TERRORISM
S/PV.6390
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
UN MISSION FOR THE REFERENDUM IN WESTERN SAHARA
S/PV.6305
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425
WESTERN SAHARA QUESTION
S/PV.6305
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396

Heller, Claude (Mexico) (UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1267 (1999) concerning Al-Qaida and the Taliban and Associated Individuals and Entities)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310

Heller, Claude (Mexico) (UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1373 (2001) concerning Counter-Terrorism)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310

Heller, Claude (Mexico) (UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1540 (2004) concerning Non-Proliferation of Nuclear, Chemical and Biological Weapons. Chairman)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310
Herczynski, Pawel (Poland)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6287
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6287

Hernández-Milian, Jairo (Costa Rica)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
UN, SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Hernández-Milian, Jairo (Costa Rica) (Human Security Network)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

Holmes, John (UN, Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354; S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6274
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6274

Holmlund, Anne (Finland)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411

Horváth Fekszi, Márta (Hungary)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

Ileka, Atoki (Democratic Republic of the Congo)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
SITUATION
S/PV.6378
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
UN ORGANIZATION STABILIZATION MISSION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
S/PV.6378

Imanaliev, Muratbek (Shanghai Cooperation Organisation)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6257

Intelmann, Tiina (Estonia)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Inyumba, Aloysia (Rwanda)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Inzko, Valentín (High Representative for the Implementation of the Peace Agreement on Bosnia and Herzegovina)
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421

Isata, Sebastiao (African Union)
GUINEA-BISSAU SITUATION
S/PV.6416

Issouze-Ngondet, Emmanuel (Gabon)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6287
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288; S/PV.6360; S/PV.6409
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6370; S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6421
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422; S/PV.6434
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6382
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6434
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel (Gabon) (continued)
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6434

KOSSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325

PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325

PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299; S/PV.6396

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270; S/PV.6370; S/PV.6409

REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6257

RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6434

SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288

SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6313

SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325

TERRORISM
S/PV.6424

TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6287

UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276

UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422

UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6382

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6398; S/PV.6411; S/PV.6453

Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel (Gabon) (UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President)

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC SITUATION
S/PV.6283

CHAD SITUATION
S/PV.6283

FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6286

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6286

SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6289

UN MISSION IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD
S/PV.6283

Ja'afari, Bashar (Syrian Arab Republic)
(continued)

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

TERRORISM
S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424

Ja'afari, Bashar (Syrian Arab Republic)
(Organization of the Islamic Conference)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6298

PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6298

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298

Jallow, Hassan Bubacar (International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. Prosecutor)

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

Jayasekara, Bandula (Sri Lanka)

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

Jeremic, Vuk (Serbia)

FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422

KOSSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422

UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422

Jobe-Njie, Fatou Mass (Gambia)

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411

Johnson, Hilde Frafjord (UNICEF. Deputy Executive Director)

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341
Jomaa, Ghazi (Tunisia)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
LEBANON—POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310

Jonathan, Goodluck Ebele (Nigeria. President)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6389
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6389

Jumeau, Ronald Jean (Seychelles)
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6374

Juul, Mona (Norway)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6351
HAITI—POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6303
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6351
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6303

Kafando, Michel (Burkina Faso)
AFRICA—REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6360(Resumption1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Kafeero, Arthur Sewankambo (Uganda)
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6367
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6367
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6367

Kaiser, Petr (Czech Republic)
UN SECURITY COUNCIL—METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Kamara, Marjon V. (Liberia)
LIBERIA SITUATION
S/PV.6379
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS—UN
S/PV.6379

Kamara, Osman Keh (Sierra Leone)
CIVILIAN PERSONS—ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
UN SECURITY COUNCIL—ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6300
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Kan, Naoto (Japan. Prime Minister)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6389
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6389

Kandji, Elhadji Mouhamedou (UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6370
UN MISSION IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD
S/PV.6370

Karanouh, Ali (Lebanon)
CIVILIAN PERSONS—ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

Karev, Sergey N. (Russian Federation)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6302; S/PV.6453

Karti, Ali Ahmed (Sudan)
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6425
SUDAN—POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6425
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6425

Kategaya, Eriya Tukahirwa (Uganda)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411

Kategaya, Eriya Tukahirwa (Uganda) (UN Security Council (65th year : 2010). President)
AFRICA—REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6409
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6409
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411

Keegel, Maxwell (Sri Lanka)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
Keegel, Maxwell (Sri Lanka) (continued)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Kermabon, Yves de (European Union Rule of Law Mission in Kosovo)
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6353

Khair, Adi (Jordan)
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300

Khare, Atul (UN. Assistant Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO SITUATION
S/PV.6378
UN ORGANIZATION STABILIZATION MISSION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
S/PV.6378

Khazaee, Mohammad (Iran (Islamic Republic of))
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6335
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6335
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Khoudaervdian, Karine (Armenia)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354(Resumption1)

Kikuta, Makiko (Japan)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411

Kim, Bonghyun (Republic of Korea)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288(Resumption1); S/PV.6360(Resumption1)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6453

Kimemia, Francis (Kenya)
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6342
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6342
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6342
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6342

Kleib, Hasan (Indonesia)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Klerk, Piet de (Netherlands)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Kodama, Kazuo (Japan)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6409
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6409
TERRORISM
S/PV.6424

Kohona, Palitha Tikiri Bandara (Sri Lanka)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299(Resumption1)
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6374
TERRORISM
S/PV.6424
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Kőrösi, Csaba (Hungary)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)
Koterec, Milos (Slovakia)
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300

Kouchner, Bernard (France)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6389
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6389

Kutesa, Sam (Uganda)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6390
TERRORISM
S/PV.6390

Kyrle, Johannes (Austria)
IRAQ SITUATION
S/PV.6450
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
S/PV.6450

Kyslytsya, Sergiy (Ukraine)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Lalama, Jenny (Ecuador)
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Lamamra, Ramtane (African Union. Commissioner for Peace and Security)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6409
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6409
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6257
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6259; S/PV.6313; S/PV.6407

Landgren, Karin (UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for the United Nations Political Mission in Nepal)
NEPAL–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6260; S/PV.6308; S/PV.6377
UN POLITICAL MISSION IN NEPAL
S/PV.6260; S/PV.6308; S/PV.6377

Langeland, Knut (Norway)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

Laursen, Erik (Denmark)
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6374

Lavrov, Sergei Viktorovich (Russian Federation)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6389
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6389

Le, Luong Minh (Viet Nam) (ASEAN)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6257

Le Fraper du Hellen, Béatrice (France)
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6342
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6347
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6342
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6342
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6342

Le Roy, Alain (UN. Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6287
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6410; S/PV.6452
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6274
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270; S/PV.6270(Resumption1); S/PV.6370
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6410; S/PV.6452
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6287
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6410; S/PV.6452
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6274
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411; S/PV.6453

Lemos-Maniati, Eirini (NATO)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Li, Baodong (China)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6287; S/PV.6310
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6316; S/PV.6360; S/PV.6409
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Li, Baodong (China) (continued)</strong></td>
<td>BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DISARMAMENT</td>
<td>S/PV.6310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DJIBOUTI–ERITREA</td>
<td>S/PV.6316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6314; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6319; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</td>
<td>S/PV.6303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>S/PV.6310; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IRAQ SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KOSOVO (SERBIA)</td>
<td>S/PV.6314; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6353; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</td>
<td>S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIDDLE EAST SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT</td>
<td>S/PV.6335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PALESTINE QUESTION</td>
<td>S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEACEBUILDING</td>
<td>S/PV.6299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS</td>
<td>S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN</td>
<td>S/PV.6306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOMALIA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</td>
<td>S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL</td>
<td>S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TERRORISM</td>
<td>S/PV.6310; S/PV.6390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ</td>
<td>S/PV.6450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANANAT</td>
<td>S/PV.6287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO</td>
<td>S/PV.6314; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN</td>
<td>S/PV.6425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI</td>
<td>S/PV.6303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limeres, Diego (Argentina) (continued)</strong></td>
<td>UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI</td>
<td>S/PV.6303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Liu, Zhenmin (China)</strong></td>
<td>EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>S/PV.6268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NARCOTIC DRUGS</td>
<td>S/PV.6277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS</td>
<td>S/PV.6270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE</td>
<td>S/PV.6276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lobato, Lucia (Timor-Leste)</strong></td>
<td>PEACEBUILDING</td>
<td>S/PV.6299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Loj, Ellen (UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Liberia and Head of the United Nations Mission in Liberia)</strong></td>
<td>LIBERIA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS</td>
<td>S/PV.6270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN</td>
<td>S/PV.6379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lolo, Bolus Paul (Nigeria)</strong></td>
<td>AFGHANISTAN SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>S/PV.6341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA</td>
<td>S/PV.6342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDANIA</td>
<td>S/PV.6342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RWANDA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOMALIA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANANAT</td>
<td>S/PV.6351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lomaia, Alexander (Georgia)</strong></td>
<td>CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>S/PV.6341(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Long, Zhou (China)</strong></td>
<td>MIDDLE EAST SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PALESTINE QUESTION</td>
<td>S/PV.6298</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Long, Zhou (China) (continued)

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6302

Loulichki, Mohammed (Morocco)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6360 (Resumption 1)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427 (Resumption 1)
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6298 (Resumption 1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6298 (Resumption 1)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6396
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298 (Resumption 1)
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396

Lucas, Sylvie (Luxembourg)

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411 (Resumption 1); S/PV.6453

Lucas, Sylvie (Luxembourg) (Union économique Benelux)

UN, SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300

Lukwiya, Benedict (Uganda)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6268
EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6268
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6265
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6265
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6265

Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir (United Kingdom) (continued)

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6314; S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6303
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6347
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6314; S/PV.6422
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
NARCOTIC DRUGS
S/PV.6277
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6336; S/PV.6442
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6280; S/PV.6335; S/PV.6384; S/PV.6442
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270; S/PV.6409
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6306
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6397; S/PV.6452
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
UN, SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6314; S/PV.6422
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6303
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6302; S/PV.6411; S/PV.6453

Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir (United Kingdom) (UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President)

CÔTE D’IVOIRE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6431
GUINEA-BISSAU SITUATION
S/PV.6428
IRAQ SITUATION
S/PV.6423
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir (United Kingdom) (UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President) (continued)
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6429
TERRORISM
S/PV.6424
UN MISSION IN LIBERIA
S/PV.6431
UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D’IVOIRE
S/PV.6431

Maboundou, Raphael Dieudonné (Congo)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288(Resumption1)

Machado, Vera Barrouin (Brazil)
IRAQ SITUATION
S/PV.6450
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
S/PV.6450

Mahiga, Augustine P. (UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Somalia and Head of the United Nations Political Office for Somalia)
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6386

Mahmassani, Yahya (League of Arab States)
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6259

Mahmood, Mohammad Sarwar (Bangladesh)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

Mahmoud, Youssef (UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad)
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC SITUATION
S/PV.6371; S/PV.6449
CHAD SITUATION
S/PV.6371; S/PV.6449
UN MISSION IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD
S/PV.6371; S/PV.6449

Maina, Solomon K. (Kenya)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6409
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6409

Malcorra, Susana (UN. Department for Field Support. Under-Secretary-General)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270

Mansour, Riyad H. (Palestine)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Mashabane, Doctor (South Africa)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6360
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Matsumoto, Takeaki (Japan)
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6425
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6425
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6425

Mayanja, Rachel N. (UN. Special Adviser to the Secretary-General on Gender Issues and Advancement of Women)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6302

Mayr-Harting, Thomas (Austria)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6268; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288; S/PV.6316; S/PV.6360
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC SITUATION
S/PV.6321
CHAD SITUATION
S/PV.6321
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354; S/PV.6427
Mayr-Harting, Thomas (Austria) (continued)

DJIBOUTI–ERITREA
S/PV.6316
EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6268
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422; S/PV.6434; S/PV.6463
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6347
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6434; S/PV.6463
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6434; S/PV.6463
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353; S/PV.6422
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
NARCOTIC DRUGS
S/PV.6277
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6335
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6335
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299; S/PV.6396
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270; S/PV.6347
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6257
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6434; S/PV.6463
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6316; S/PV.6386
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452; S/PV.6457
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6422
UN MISSION FOR THE REFERENDUM IN WESTERN SAHARA
S/PV.6305

Mayr-Harting, Thomas (Austria) (continued)

UN MISSION IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD
S/PV.6321
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6452
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
WESTERN SAHARA QUESTION
S/PV.6305
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6302; S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453


FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6342
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6342
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6342
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6342

Mayr-Harting, Thomas (Austria) (UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1267 (1999) concerning Al-Qaida and the Taliban and Associated Individuals and Entities. Chairman)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424

Mbeki, Thabo (African Union)

AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425

Mbuende, Kaire Munionganda (Namibia)

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

McLay, Jim (New Zealand)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6394
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300(Resumption1)
McLay, Jim (New Zealand) (continued)
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN  
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE  
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS  
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

McLeod, Mary E. (United States)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY  
S/PV.6347

McNee, John (Canada)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION  
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY  
S/PV.6360
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS  
S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS  
S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY  
S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
PEACEBUILDING  
S/PV.6299(Resumption1); S/PV.6396
SIERRA LEONE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS  
S/PV.6391
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK  
S/PV.6300(Resumption1)
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN  
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464
UN INTEGRATED PEACEBUILDING OFFICE IN SIERRA LEONE  
S/PV.6391
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI  
S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS  
S/PV.6398; S/PV.6453

McNee, John (UN. Peacebuilding Commission. Sierra Leone Configuration. Chairman)
SIERRA LEONE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS  
S/PV.6291
UN INTEGRATED PEACEBUILDING OFFICE IN SIERRA LEONE  
S/PV.6291

Meece, Roger A. (UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Head of the United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo)
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO  
S/PV.6403
UN ORGANIZATION STABILIZATION MISSION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO  
S/PV.6403

Mehdiyev, Agshin (Azerbaijan)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS  
S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY  
S/PV.6347(Resumption1)

Melkert, John (UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Assistance Mission for Iraq)
IRAQ SITUATION  
S/PV.6271; S/PV.6320; S/PV.6368
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ  
S/PV.6271; S/PV.6320; S/PV.6368

Menkerios, Haile (UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for the Sudan)
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS  
S/PV.6338
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN  
S/PV.6338

Menon, Vanu Gopala (Singapore)
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK  
S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Mérorès, Léo (Haiti)
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS  
S/PV.6274; S/PV.6330; S/PV.6382; S/PV.6399
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI  
S/PV.6274; S/PV.6330; S/PV.6382; S/PV.6399

Mesquita Borges, Sofia (Timor-Leste)
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION  
S/PV.6405
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE  
S/PV.6405

Michelsen, Svein Atle (Norway)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS  
S/PV.6354(Resumption1)

Migiro, Asha-Rose Mtengeti (UN. Deputy Secretary-General)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY  
S/PV.6288; S/PV.6360
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY  
S/PV.6347
SMALL ARMS  
S/PV.6288

Mikec, Neven (Croatia)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS  
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

Mkapa, Benjamin W. (Benjamin William) (UN. Secretary-General’s Panel on the Referenda in the Sudan. Chair)
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR  
S/PV.6452
Mkapa, Benjamin W. (Benjamin William) (UN. Secretary-General’s Panel on the Referenda in the Sudan. Chair) (continued)
SUDAN--POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6452
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6452

Momen, Abulkalam Abdul (Bangladesh)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
LEBANON--POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270(Resumption1); S/PV.6370
TERRORITIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Momen, Abulkalam Abdul (Bangladesh)
(Chair of the Coordinating Bureau of the Non-Aligned Countries)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299(Resumption1); S/PV.6396
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396

Mood, Robert (UN Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6370
UN DISENGAGEMENT OBSERVER FORCE
S/PV.6370
UN INTERIM FORCE IN LEBANON
S/PV.6370
UN TRUCE SUPERVISION ORGANIZATION IN PALESTINE
S/PV.6370

Moraes Cabral, José Filipe (Portugal)
AFGHANISTAN--REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6409
CIVILIAN PERSONS--ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6409
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN SECURITY COUNCIL--METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6453(Resumption1)

Morejon, Diego (Ecuador) (continued)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
TERRORITIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Moreno-Ocampo, Luis (International Criminal Court. Prosecutor)
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6440
SUDAN--POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6336; S/PV.6440

Moretti, Norberto (Brazil)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6342
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL--FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6342
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL--RWANDA
S/PV.6342
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6342

Morgan Sotomayor, Yanerit Cristina (Mexico)
IRAQ SITUATION
S/PV.6450
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
S/PV.6450
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6453

Mougarga-Moussotsi, Alfred (Gabon)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6268; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
AFRICA--REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6316
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6319
CIVILIAN PERSONS--ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
DJIBOUTI--ERITREA
S/PV.6316
EUROPE--REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6268
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6319; S/PV.6342
HAITI--POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6303
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6347
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL--FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6342
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL--RWANDA
S/PV.6342
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6353
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred</td>
<td>LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS</td>
<td>S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Gabon) (continued)</td>
<td>MIDDLE EAST SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NARCOTIC DRUGS</td>
<td>S/PV.6277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PALESTINE QUESTION</td>
<td>S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN</td>
<td>S/PV.6306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RWANDA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOMALIA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6316; S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL</td>
<td>S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TERRORISM</td>
<td>S/PV.6310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN</td>
<td>S/PV.6255; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE</td>
<td>S/PV.6405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI</td>
<td>S/PV.6303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>S/PV.6302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred</td>
<td>AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>S/PV.6288(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(UN. Security Council</td>
<td>SMALL ARMS</td>
<td>S/PV.6288(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(65th year : 2010).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moussa, Amre (League of</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>S/PV.6257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arab States. Secretary-</td>
<td>REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN</td>
<td>S/PV.6257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moubi-Muita, Zachary D.</td>
<td>AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>S/PV.6360(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kenya)</td>
<td>PEACEBUILDING</td>
<td>S/PV.6299(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOMALIA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK</td>
<td>S/PV.6300(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mugoya, Patrick S.</td>
<td>AFGHANISTAN SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Uganda)</td>
<td>AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>S/PV.6288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>S/PV.6354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mugoya, Patrick S.</td>
<td>FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Uganda) (continued)</td>
<td>KOSOVO (SERBIA)</td>
<td>S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIDDLE EAST SITUATION</td>
<td>S/PV.6327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PALESTINE QUESTION</td>
<td>S/PV.6325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS</td>
<td>S/PV.6325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMALL ARMS</td>
<td>S/PV.6288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL</td>
<td>S/PV.6325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN</td>
<td>S/PV.6287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO</td>
<td>S/PV.6264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mule, Edmond (UN.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Representative of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Secretary-General and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head of the United Nations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabilization Mission in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musayev, Tofig (Azerbaijan)</td>
<td>CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>S/PV.6341(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>S/PV.6427(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museveni, Yoweri (Uganda.</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>S/PV.6389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President)</td>
<td>PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS</td>
<td>S/PV.6389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutaboba, Joseph (UN.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Representative of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Secretary-General and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head of the United Nations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Peacebuilding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office in Guinea-Bissau)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nazarian, Garen (Armenia)</td>
<td>CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>S/PV.6341(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>S/PV.6427(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL SECURITY</td>
<td>S/PV.6347(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PEACEBUILDING</td>
<td>S/PV.6299(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ndabarasa, Alfred (Rwanda)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270(Resumption1)

Nesi, Giuseppe (Italy)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6347(Resumption1)

Ney, Martin (Germany)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Nishida, Tsuneo (Japan)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6452
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6422; S/PV.6463
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6382
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6390
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6463
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6463
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6422
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6404
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6384
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6404
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6396
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6463
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6452
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6404
TERRORISM
S/PV.6390
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6405
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6467
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6405
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6422
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6452

Nishida, Tsuneo (Japan) (continued)
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6382
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453

Nishida, Tsuneo (Japan) (UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1737 (2006) concerning the Islamic Republic of Iran. Chairman)
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6442
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6442

Normandin, Henri-Paul (Canada)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6370

Nsanze, Augustin (Burundi)
BURUNDI SITUATION
S/PV.6439

Ntwaagae, Charles (Botswana)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288; S/PV.6360(Resumption1)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299(Resumption1)
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Núñez Mosquera, Pedro (Cuba)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424; S/PV.6424
O’Brien, Patricia (UN. Legal Counsel)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6347; S/PV.6347
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6374

Obi, Moses Bisong (UN Mission in Sudan)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6370
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6370

Obiakor, Chikadibia Isaac (UN. Department of Peacekeeping Operations)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6370

Oda, Beverley J. (Canada)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411

Ogwu, U. Joy (Nigeria)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6255
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6316
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354
DJIBOUTI–ERITREA
S/PV.6316
EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6268
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6347
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6434
IRAQ SITUATION
S/PV.6450
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
NARCOTIC DRUGS
S/PV.6277
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270; S/PV.6370
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6257
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6434
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6316; S/PV.6386

Ogwu, U. Joy (Nigeria) (continued)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–REPORTS (2009-2010)
S/PV.6413
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
S/PV.6450
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6255
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6264
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6302; S/PV.6411

Ogwu, U. Joy (Nigeria) (UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President)
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6366
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354
GUINEA-BISSAU SITUATION
S/PV.6364
KOREAN QUESTION
S/PV.6355

Ojiambo, Josephine (Kenya)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6453(Resumption1)

Okada, Katsuya (Japan) (UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299

Okello Oryem, Henry (Uganda)
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6425
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6425
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6425

Okonjo-Iweala, Ngozi (IBRD. Managing Director)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299

Okuda, Norihiro (Japan)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6316
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6314
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6314
Okuda, Norihiro (Japan) (continued)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6265
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6265
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6316
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6265
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6314

Onanga Ndiaye, Michel Régis (Gabon)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6363
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6363
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6363

Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole (Nigeria)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6287; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6319; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421
HAEU–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6367
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6298
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6335
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6335
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6298
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6396
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6306
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6374
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298

Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole (Nigeria) (continued)
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6287; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6367
UN MISSION FOR THE REFERENDUM IN WESTERN SAHARA
S/PV.6305
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6452
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
WESTERN SAHARA QUESTION
S/PV.6305
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453

Onowu, Obinna C. (Nigeria)
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.622
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.622
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.622

Orellana Alvarado, Maria del Carmen (Cuba)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310

Osman, Daffa-Alla Elhag Ali (Sudan)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.609
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6410
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6409
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6410
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Osorio, Néstor Fernando (Colombia)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6453(Resumption1)
Ould Abdallah, Ahmedou (UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Somalia)

SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6259; S/PV.6313

Ould Hadrami, Abderrahim (Mauritania)

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Oyarzún, Román (Spain)

TERRORISM
S/PV.6424

Palsson, Gunnar (Iceland)

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Pankin, Alexander A. (Russian Federation)

FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6322
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6434
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6325
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6325
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6434
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6313
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6325

Parham, Philip John (United Kingdom) (continued)

EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6268
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6434; S/PV.6463
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6382
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434; S/PV.6463
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434; S/PV.6463
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6367
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6396
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6370
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434; S/PV.6463
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6313; S/PV.6316
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6464
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6367
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6382
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396

Park, In-kook (Republic of Korea)

PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299(Resumption1)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6370
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Paschalis, Johann (South Africa)

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
Paschalis, Johann (South Africa) (continued)
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288(Resumption1)

Pascoe, Lynn (UN. Under-Secretary-General for Political Affairs)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6362
DJIbouti–ERITREA
S/PV.6362
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6273
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6273; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6430
NEPAL–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6398
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6273; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6430
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6362; S/PV.6417
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6273; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6430
UN INTERIM FORCE IN LEBANON
S/PV.6273
UN POLITICAL MISSION IN NEPAL
S/PV.6398

Patriota, Antonio de Aguiar (Brazil)
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6425
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6425
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6425

Pavlyuk, Oleksandr (Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6257

Petrie, Charles (UN. Executive Representative of the Secretary-General for Burundi and Head of the United Nations Integrated Office in Burundi)
BURUNDI SITUATION
S/PV.6309; S/PV.6439

Picco, Isabelle F. (Monaco)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Pillay, Navanethem (UN High Commissioner for Human Rights)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354; S/PV.6427

Poukré-Kono, Fernand (Central African Republic) (continued)
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC SITUATION
S/PV.6345; S/PV.6438; S/PV.6449
CHAD SITUATION
S/PV.6449
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
UN MISSION IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD
S/PV.6449

Puente, Guillermo (Mexico)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6255
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6409
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6314
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6314; S/PV.6353
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6409
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6255
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6314
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6302

Puri, Hardeep Singh (India)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6287; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299(Resumption1)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270(Resumption1); S/PV.6370
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300(Resumption1)
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394

Puri, Manjeev Singh (India)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6464
Puri, Manjeev Singh (India) (continued)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
TERRORISM
S/PV.6424
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6464
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6453(Resumption1)

Quarrey, David (United Kingdom)
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6353
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6344
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6344
UN MISSION FOR THE REFERENDUM IN WESTERN SAHARA
S/PV.6305
WESTERN SAHARA QUESTION
S/PV.6305

Queta, Adelino (Guinea-Bissau)
GUINEA-BISSAU SITUATION
S/PV.6359

Quinlan, Gary Francis (Australia)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6351
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6409
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6409
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6351
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Radmanovic, Nebojsa (High Representative for the Implementation of the Peace Agreement on Bosnia and Herzegovina)
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6421
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6421

Ragaglini, Cesare Maria (Italy)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354; S/PV.6427
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270(Resumption1)
UN SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6453

Rahman, Nojibur (Bangladesh) (Bangladesh)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Rai, Amrit Bahadur (Nepal)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Ramdin, Albert (OAS. Assistant Secretary-General)
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6303
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6303

Rassoul, Zalmay (Afghanistan)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6394
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299

Ray, Anupam (India)
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6374

Reuben, Meron (Israel)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6404
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6404
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6404
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6453
Rice, Susan E. (United States) (UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6287; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
NARCOTIC DRUGS
S/PV.6277
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6335; S/PV.6344
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6280; S/PV.6335; S/PV.6344; S/PV.6384
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6396
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6397; S/PV.6452
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
UN MISSION IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD
S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6302; S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453

Rivard, Gilles (Canada)

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427

Rivière, Nicolas de (France)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6367
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6367
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6280
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6370
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6313; S/PV.6374
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6367
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6302

Rivière, Nicolas de (France) (European Union)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6287

Robinson, Patrick (International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since 1991. President)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

Rodríguez, Roberto (Peru)

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6303
Rodríguez, Roberto (Peru) (continued)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6303

Rosales Díaz, Danilo (Nicaragua)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Rose, Andrew (Australia)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6396
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396

Rosenthal, Gert (Guatemala)
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6303
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6303

Rubiales de Chamorro, María (Nicaragua)
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) (continued)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6347
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6342
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6314; S/PV.6422
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
NARCOTIC DRUGS
S/PV.6277
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6335
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6335
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299; S/PV.6396
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6306
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6301; S/PV.6313; S/PV.6313; S/PV.6316;
S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386; S/PV.6457; S/PV.6460;
S/PV.6461
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6314; S/PV.6422
UN MISSION FOR THE REFERENDUM IN WESTERN SAHARA
S/PV.6305
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6382
WESTERN SAHARA QUESTION
S/PV.6305
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6302; S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453
Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) (UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6395
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6397
CÔTE D’IVOIRE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6402
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6414
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404; S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6404; S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6404; S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6414
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6397
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6397; S/PV.6401
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6404; S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D’IVOIRE
S/PV.6402
UN ORGANIZATION STABILIZATION MISSION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
S/PV.6397

Salam, Nawaf A. (Lebanon)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6316; S/PV.6409
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6319
DJIBOUTI–ERITREA
S/PV.6316
EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6268
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6319
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6382
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6347; S/PV.6390
IRAQ SITUATION
S/PV.6450
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6375; S/PV.6404
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6375; S/PV.6404
NARCOTIC DRUGS
S/PV.6277
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6335

Salam, Nawaf A. (Lebanon) (continued)
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6335
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6404
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270; S/PV.6409
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6257
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6313; S/PV.6316; S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
TERRORISM
S/PV.6390; S/PV.6424; S/PV.6424
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
S/PV.6450
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6264
UN INTERIM FORCE IN LEBANON
S/PV.6375
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6392
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411; S/PV.6453

Salam, Nawaf A. (Lebanon) (UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President)
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6319
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO SITUATION
S/PV.6324
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6314; S/PV.6319
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6314
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6306
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6314
UN ORGANIZATION MISSION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
S/PV.6324
YAR’ADUA, UMARU–TRIBUTES
S/PV.6309

Sangqu, Baso (South Africa)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6409
Sangqu, Baso (South Africa) (continued)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6396
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6409
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6374
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396

Saudabayev, Kanat (Kazakhstan)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6268
EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6268

Schaper, Herman (Netherlands)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6287
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6287
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6453

Schonmann, Ady (Israel)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354(Resumption1)

Schwaiger, Peter (European Union)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6464
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6382
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6374
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6464
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6382
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6453(Resumption1)

Sefue, Ombeni Yohana (United Republic of Tanzania)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Seger, Paul (Switzerland)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6453(Resumption1)

Seger, Paul (UN. Peacebuilding Commission. Burundi Configuration. Chairman)
BURUNDI SITUATION
S/PV.6439

Sergeyev, Yuriy (Ukraine)
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Serrano, Pedro (European Union)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288; S/PV.6360(Resumption1); S/PV.6409
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6319
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6319
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6303
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299(Resumption1); S/PV.6396
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270; S/PV.6409
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6257
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6313; S/PV.6386
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6303
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411(Resumption1)
Serry, Robert H. (UN Special Coordinator for the Middle East Peace Process)
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6318
CHAD–SUDAN
S/PV.6318
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6315; S/PV.6340; S/PV.6388; S/PV.6448
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6315; S/PV.6340; S/PV.6388; S/PV.6448
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6318
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6315; S/PV.6340; S/PV.6448

Seruhere, Justine (United Republic of Tanzania)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6360(Resumption1)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6374

Sevi, Aziz (Turkey)
TERRORISM
S/PV.6424

Shalev, Gabriela (Israel)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310

Shawabkah, Khalid Abdullah Krayyem (Jordan)
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Shcherbak, Igor N. (Russian Federation)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288

Shcherbak, Igor N. (Russian Federation)
(continued)
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6264
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6264
NARCOTIC DRUGS
S/PV.6277
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6264

Shin, Boonam (Republic of Korea)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6347(Resumption1)

Sial, Amjad Hussain B. (Pakistan)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270(Resumption1)
TERRORISM
S/PV.6424
UN SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Siddiq, Mutreif (Sudan)
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6452
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6452
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6452

Silajdzic, Haris (Bosnia and Herzegovina. Presidency. Chair)
LEBANON AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6319
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6319
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6389
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6389

Silveira, Lilian (Uruguay)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Sinhaseni, Norachit (Thailand)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Sleiman, Michel (Lebanon. President)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6389
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6389

Smith, Tine Morch (Norway)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6394
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6382
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRORISM
S/PV.6424
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6394
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6382

Solón-Romero, Pablo (Bolivia (Plurinational State of))
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Staur, Carsten (Denmark)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Stiglic, Sanja (Slovenia)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6453(Resumption1)

Sumi, Shigeki (Japan)
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6421
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6434
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6367
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6370
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6434
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6367

Swe, Than (Myanmar)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

Sylvain-Goma, Louis (Communauté économique des Etats de l’Afrique centrale. Secrétaire général)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288
Tadic, Boris (Serbia, President)

FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6264
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6264

Takasu, Yukio (Japan)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288; S/PV.6360
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6319
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354
EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6268
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6319; S/PV.6342
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6347
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6342
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6342
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363
NARCOTIC DRUGS
S/PV.6277
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6335; S/PV.6344
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6280; S/PV.6335; S/PV.6344
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6306
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6342
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6313
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6338
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276
UN, SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6266

Takasu, Yukio (Japan) (continued)

UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6264
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6302

Takasu, Yukio (Japan) (UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President)

HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6303
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299(Resumption1)
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6304
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6304
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6303

Tanin, Zahir (Afghanistan)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427
TERRORISM
S/PV.6424
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Tanin, Zahir (UN. Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People. Vice-Chairman)

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

Tawk, Brigitte (Lebanon)

FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6367
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6367
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6367

Thomson, Peter (Fiji)

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Titov, Dmitry (UN. Assistant Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations)

AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6269
Titov, Dmitry (UN. Assistant Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations) (continued)
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6269

Tladi, Dire David (South Africa)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300

Tokunaga, Hisashi (Japan)
IRAQ SITUATION
S/PV.6450
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
S/PV.6450

Tolkach, Stanislav N. (Russian Federation)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6453(Resumption1)

Touray, Shekou M. (Sierra Leone)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6360(Resumption1)
SIERRA LEONE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6392
UN INTEGRATED PEACEBUILDING OFFICE IN SIERRA LEONE
S/PV.6392

Tsiskarashvili, Shalva (Georgia)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6453(Resumption1)

Tsymbaliuk, Yevhenii (Ukraine)
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6374

Turky Saed, Abdul Basit (Iraq)
IRAQ SITUATION
S/PV.6356

Turky Saed, Abdul Basit (Iraq) (Iraq. Committee of Financial Experts)
IRAQ SITUATION
S/PV.6293; S/PV.6418

Ulibarri, Eduardo R. (Costa Rica)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6453(Resumption1)

Urbina, Jorge (Costa Rica)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288

Valero Briceño, Jorge (Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of))
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424

Vidal, Martin (Uruguay)
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Viinanen, Jarmo Veli Tapio (Finland)
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6396
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396

Viinanen, Jarmo Veli Tapio (Finland) (UN. Group of Nordic Countries)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299(Resumption1)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6453

Vilovic, Ranko (Croatia)
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6319; S/PV.6342; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Vilovic, Ranko (Croatia) (continued)
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6342
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299(Resumption1); S/PV.6396
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6342
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro (Brazil) (continued)
TERRORISM
S/PV.6424
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6342
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6422
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6452
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6302; S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411; S/PV.6453

Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro (Brazil) (continued)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6268; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288; S/PV.6316; S/PV.6360; S/PV.6409
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6452
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION
S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354; S/PV.6427
DJIBOUTI–ERITREA
S/PV.6316
EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6268
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6347
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6353; S/PV.6422
LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6297
NARCOTIC DRUGS
S/PV.6277
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6335
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6335
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6209; S/PV.6396
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6257
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6313
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452
TERRORITIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

Vukasinovic, Milos (Bosnia and Herzegovina)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6265
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6265
TERRORITIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6265
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6302

Waffa-Ogoo, Susan (Gambia)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6360(Resumption1)

Wallström, Margot (UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in Conflict)
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
SITUATION
S/PV.6378; S/PV.6400
UN ORGANIZATION STABILIZATION MISSION IN THE
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
S/PV.6378; S/PV.6400
Wallström, Margot (UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in Conflict) (continued)

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6302; S/PV.64353; S/PV.6453(Resumption1)

Wang, Min (China)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6382
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6347
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6442
NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION
S/PV.6384; S/PV.6442
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6396
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6370
TERRORISM
S/PV.6424
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6405
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6405
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6382
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411; S/PV.6453

Waxman, Haim (Israel)

LEYBAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6375
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6375
TERRORISM
S/PV.6424
UN INTERIM FORCE IN LEBANON
S/PV.6375
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Weisleder, Saúl (Costa Rica)

LEYBAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Wen, Jiabao (China. Premier)

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6389
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6389

Wenaweser, Christian (Liechtenstein)

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6453

Wetangula, Moses (Kenya)

SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6396

Wetland, Morten (Norway)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6287
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6313
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6287

Wetland, Morten (Norway) (UN. Group of Nordic Countries)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310

White, Mary (Ireland)

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411

Windsor, David Anthony (Australia)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287
UN INTERIM MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287

Wittig, Peter (Germany)

AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6288(Resumption1); S/PV.6360
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
SMALL ARMS
S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN
S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
Wittig, Peter (Germany) (continued)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6453

Wittig, Peter (Germany) (UN. Peacebuilding Commission. Chairman)
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6270

Wolfe, Raymond (Jamaica)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Wolff, Alejandro D. (United States)
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6353
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325
PEACEBUILDING
S/PV.6299
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300

Yamazaki, Jun (UN. Controller)
IRAQ SITUATION
S/PV.6293; S/PV.6356; S/PV.6418

Yánez-Barnuevo, Juan Antonio (Spain)
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6303
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6303

Yang, Tao (China)
AU/JUN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
S/PV.6452
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6325
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6325
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6401; S/PV.6452
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6325
UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN
S/PV.6452

Zannier, Lamberto (UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo) (continued)
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6353; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422

Zebari, Hoshyar (Iraq)
IRAQ SITUATION
S/PV.6450
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ
S/PV.6450

Zewde, Sahle-Work (UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Integrated Peacebuilding Office in the Central African Republic)
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC SITUATION
S/PV.6345; S/PV.6438

Zhang, Yesui (China)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6255
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6257
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6265
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6265
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN
S/PV.6257
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6265

Zhang, Yesui (China) (UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President)
CÔTE D’IVOIRE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6267
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6264
HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6261
KOSOVO (SERBIA)
S/PV.6264
NEPAL–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6262
SOMALIA SITUATION
S/PV.6266
UN INTERIM ADMINISTRATION MISSION IN KOSOVO
S/PV.6264
UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D’IVOIRE
S/PV.6267
UN POLITICAL MISSION IN NEPAL
S/PV.6262
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI
S/PV.6261
Ziade, Caroline (Lebanon)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6360
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6341
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6427
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION
S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA
S/PV.6434
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
S/PV.6363
PALESTINE QUESTION
S/PV.6363
PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS
S/PV.6370
RWANDA SITUATION
S/PV.6434
TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL
S/PV.6363
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION
S/PV.6405
UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK
S/PV.6300
UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
S/PV.6405
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6302

Ziade, Caroline (Lebanon) (UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President)
AFGHANISTAN SITUATION
S/PV.6310
CÔTE D’IVOIRE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS
S/PV.6323
DISARMAMENT
S/PV.6310
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6310
TERRORISM
S/PV.6310
UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D’IVOIRE
S/PV.6323

Ziadeh, Fadi (Lebanon)
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6354(Resumption1)

Zidar, Andraz (Slovenia)
WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS
S/PV.6411

Zinsou, Jean-Francis Régis (Benin)
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY
S/PV.6360(Resumption1)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>AFGHANISTAN SITUATION</strong></th>
<th><strong>AFGHANISTAN SITUATION (continued)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Afghanistan</strong></td>
<td><strong>Italy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rassoul, Zalmi – S/PV.6394</td>
<td>Ragaglini, Cesare Maria – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanin, Zahir – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464</td>
<td><strong>Japan</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Argentina</strong></td>
<td><strong>Nishida, Tauno – S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argüello, Jorge – S/PV.6310</td>
<td>Okuda, Norhiro – S/PV.6310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Australia</strong></td>
<td><strong>Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6268; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bosnia and Herzegovina</strong></td>
<td><strong>Kazakhstan</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6394</td>
<td>Saudabayev, Kanat – S/PV.6268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464</td>
<td><strong>Lebanon</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brazil</strong></td>
<td><strong>Assaf, Ibrahim – S/PV.6464</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunlop, Regina Maria Cordeiro – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464</td>
<td><strong>Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6268; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351</td>
<td><strong>Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6310</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Canada</strong></td>
<td><strong>Mexico</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNee, John – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464</td>
<td><strong>Heller, Claude – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>China</strong></td>
<td><strong>Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6255</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li, Baodong – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6310</td>
<td><strong>Morocco</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang, Min – S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464</td>
<td>Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang, Yesui – S/PV.6255</td>
<td><strong>Netherlands</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Colombia</strong></td>
<td>Schaper, Herman – S/PV.6287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blum, Claudia – S/PV.6310</td>
<td><strong>New Zealand</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cuba</strong></td>
<td>Graham, Kirsty – S/PV.6310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuñez Mosquera, Pedro – S/PV.6310</td>
<td><strong>McLay, Jim – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6394</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>European Union</strong></td>
<td><strong>Niger</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivière, Nicolas de (France) – S/PV.6287</td>
<td>Lolo, Bolus Paul – S/PV.6351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwaiger, Peter – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6464</td>
<td>Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394</td>
<td>Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>France</strong></td>
<td><strong>Nigeria</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6268; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394</td>
<td><strong>Norway</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briens, Martin – S/PV.6464</td>
<td>Juul, Mona – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivière, Nicolas de – S/PV.6310</td>
<td><strong>Smith, Tine Mørch – S/PV.6394</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gabon</strong></td>
<td><strong>Wetland, Morten – S/PV.6287</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issoza-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6287</td>
<td><strong>Pakistan</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounjara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6268; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464</td>
<td><strong>Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6265; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Germany</strong></td>
<td><strong>Poland</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berger, Miguel – S/PV.6464</td>
<td>Herczynski, Paweł – S/PV.6287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wittig, Peter – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394</td>
<td><strong>Russian Federation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>India</strong></td>
<td>Churkin, Vitaly I – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6290; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puri, Hardeep Singh – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394</td>
<td><strong>Syrian Arab Republic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puri, Manjeev Singh – S/PV.6464</td>
<td>J'aafar, Bashar – S/PV.6310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran (Islamic Republic of)</td>
<td><strong>Tunisia</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Habib, Eshagh – S/PV.6310</td>
<td>Jomaa, Ghazi – S/PV.6310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Israel</strong></td>
<td><strong>Turkey</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shalev, Gabriela – S/PV.6310</td>
<td>Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464</td>
</tr>
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</table>
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UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6394
Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6464
Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – S/PV.6395
Ziade, Caroline (Lebanon) – S/PV.6310

UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to
Resolution 1267 (1999) concerning Al-Qaida and the
Taliban and Associated Individuals and Entities
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6310

UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to
Resolution 1373 (2001) concerning Counter-Terrorism.
Chairman
Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6310

UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to
Resolution 1540 (2004) concerning Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear, Chemical and Biological Weapons. Chairman
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6310

UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General
and Head of the United Nations Assistance Mission in
Afghanistan
De Mistura, Staffan – S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394;
S/PV.6464
Eide, Kai – S/PV.6255

UN. Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping
Operations
Le Roy, Alain – S/PV.6287

United Kingdom
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287;
S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6268; S/PV.6310;
S/PV.6464

United States
DeLaurentis, Jeffrey – S/PV.6310
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6268
Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6351;
S/PV.6394

Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of)
Valero Briceño, Jorge – S/PV.6310

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY (continued)

African Union
António, Tête – S/PV.6288

African Union, Commissioner for Peace and Security
Lamamra, Ramtane – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6409

Algeria
Benmehidi, Mourad – S/PV.6360(Resumption1);
S/PV.6409

Australia
Goledzinowski, Andrew – S/PV.6288(Resumption1);
S/PV.6360(Resumption1)
Quinlan, Gary Francis – S/PV.6409

Austria
Ebner, Christian – S/PV.6409
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6288; S/PV.6316;
S/PV.6360

Benin
Zinsou, Jean-Francis Régis –
S/PV.6360(Resumption1)

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6316; S/PV.6409
Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6360

Botswana
Ntwagae, Charles – S/PV.6288;
S/PV.6360(Resumption1)

Brazil
Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6288; S/PV.6316;
S/PV.6360; S/PV.6409

Burkina Faso
Kafando, Michel – S/PV.6360(Resumption1)

Canada
McNee, John – S/PV.6360

Central African Republic
PoukRé-Kono, Fernand – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)

Chad
Allam-Mi, Mohamad – S/PV.6288

China
Li, Baodong – S/PV.6316; S/PV.6360; S/PV.6409

Communauté économique des Etats de l’Afrique
centrale. Secrétaire général
Sylvain-Goma, Louis – S/PV.6288

Congo
Maboundou, Raphael Dieudonné –
S/PV.6288(Resumption1)

Costa Rica
Urbina, Jorge – S/PV.6288

Democratic Republic of the Congo
Ileka, Atoki – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)

Djibouti
Hassan, Kadra Ahmed – S/PV.6362

Djibouti, President
Guelleh, Ismaël Omar – S/PV.6316

Egypt
Abdelaziz, Maged Abdelfattah – S/PV.6360

Eritrea
Desta, Araya – S/PV.6362

Ethiopia
Kabir, Girma – S/PV.6288

European Union
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6288;
S/PV.6360(Resumption1); S/PV.6409

Finland
Haavisto, Pekka – S/PV.6409

France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6288; S/PV.6316; S/PV.6360

Gboun
Issoufou, Patrice Yacouba – S/PV.6288;
S/PV.6360; S/PV.6409

Gambia
Waffa-Ogoo, Susan – S/PV.6360(Resumption1)

Germany
Wittig, Peter – S/PV.6288(Resumption1); S/PV.6360
AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY (continued)

Ghana
Christian, Leslie – S/PV.6360
IBRD
Cliffe, Sarah – S/PV.6360
Japan
Kodama, Kazuo – S/PV.6409
Okuda, Norhiro – S/PV.6316
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6288; S/PV.6360
Kenya
Maina, Solomon K. – S/PV.6409
Muburi-Muita, Zachary D. – S/PV.6360(Resumption1)
Lebanon
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6316; S/PV.6409
Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6360
Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6288; S/PV.6316; S/PV.6360
Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6409
Morocco
Bouchaara, Lotfi – S/PV.6288
Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6360(Resumption1)
Nigeria
Ajamogobia, Odein – S/PV.6409
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6316
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6288
Pakistan
Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6360(Resumption1)
Portugal
Moraes Cabral, José Filipe – S/PV.6409
Republic of Korea
Kim, Bonghyun – S/PV.6288(Resumption1); S/PV.6360
Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6360; S/PV.6409
Dolgov, Konstantin K. – S/PV.6316
Shcherbak, Igor N. – S/PV.6288
Senegal
Badji, Paul – S/PV.6360(Resumption1)
Sierra Leone
Touray, Shekou M. – S/PV.6360(Resumption1)
South Africa
Mashabane, Doctor – S/PV.6360
Paschalis, Johann – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
Sangqu, Baso – S/PV.6409
Sudan
Osman, Daffa-Alla Elhag Ali – S/PV.6409
Switzerland
Grau, Heidi – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
Turkey
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6288; S/PV.6409
Corman, Fazli – S/PV.6316; S/PV.6360
Uganda
Mugoya, Patrick S. – S/PV.6288
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6316; S/PV.6360; S/PV.6457
UN. Deputy Secretary-General
Migiro, Asha-Rose Migiro – S/PV.6288; S/PV.6360
UN. Secretary-General
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6409

AFRICA–REGIONAL SECURITY (continued)

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Ajumogobia, Odein (Nigeria) – S/PV.6360
Araud, Gérard (France) – S/PV.6272
Kategaya, Erya Yukahiriwa (Uganda) – S/PV.6409
Moungar-Moussotsi, Alfred (Gabon) – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – S/PV.6397
UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Office for West Africa
Djinnit, Said – S/PV.6256; S/PV.6358; S/PV.6455
UN. Under-Secretary-General for Political Affairs
Pascoe, Lynn – S/PV.6362
United Kingdom
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6288; S/PV.6360; S/PV.6409
Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6316
United Republic of Tanzania
Seruhere, Justine – S/PV.6360(Resumption1)
United States
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6316; S/PV.6360; S/PV.6409
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6288

AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR

African Union
Mbeki, Thabo – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425
Austria
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452
Spindelegger, Michael – S/PV.6425
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Alkalaj, Sven – S/PV.6425
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6338
Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6452
Brazil
Patriota, Antonio de Aguiar – S/PV.6425
Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6452
China
Li, Baodong – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425
Yang, Tao – S/PV.6452
France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
Gabon
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6370; S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
International Criminal Court. Prosecutor Moreno-Ocampo, Luis – S/PV.6440
Japan
Matsumoto, Takeaki – S/PV.6425
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6452
Joint African Union-UN Chief Mediator for Darfur
Bassolé, Djibril Yipènè – S/PV.6338
Joint African Union-United Nations Special Representative for Darfur
Gambari, I.A. (Ibrahim Agboola) – S/PV.6318; S/PV.6338; S/PV.6365
Lebanon
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6425
AU/UN HYBRID OPERATION IN DARFUR
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Nigeria
Ajumogobia, Odein – S/PV.6425
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452

Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

Sudan
Karti, Ali Ahmed – S/PV.6425
Osman, Daffa-Alla Elhag Ali – S/PV.6410
Siddiq, Mutrif – S/PV.6452

Sudan People's Liberation Movement
Amum, Pagan – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

Turkey
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

Uganda
Okello Oryem, Henry – S/PV.6425
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452

UN. Assistant Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations
Titov, Dmitry – S/PV.6269

UN. Secretary-General
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6425

UN. Secretary-General's Panel on the Referenda in the Sudan. Chair
Mkap, Benjamin W. (Benjamin William) – S/PV.6452

UN. Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations
Le Roy, Alain – S/PV.6410; S/PV.6452

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION

(continued)

High Representative for the Implementation of the Peace Agreement on Bosnia and Herzegovina
Inzko, Valentin – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421
Radmanovic, Nebojsa – S/PV.6421

Japan
Sumi, Shigeki – S/PV.6421
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6319

Lebanon
Assaf, Ibrahim – S/PV.6421
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6319

Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421

Nigeria
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421

Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6421

Serbia
Starcevic, Feodor – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421

Turkey
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6421
Corman, Fazli – S/PV.6319

Uganda
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Parham, Philip John (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6426
Salam, Nawaf A. (Lebanon) – S/PV.6319
United Kingdom
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421
United States
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6319
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6421

BURUNDI SITUATION

Burundi
Gahutu, Zacharie – S/PV.6309
Nsanze, Augustin – S/PV.6439

UN. Executive Representative of the Secretary-General for Burundi and Head of the United Nations Integrated Office in Burundi
Petrie, Charles – S/PV.6309; S/PV.6439

UN. Peacebuilding Commission. Burundi Configuration
Grau, Heidi – S/PV.6309

UN. Peacebuilding Commission. Burundi Configuration. Chairman
Seger, Paul – S/PV.6439

CÔTE D’IVOIRE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS

Côte d’Ivoire
Djédjé, Iahiri A. – S/PV.6263; S/PV.6284

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6393
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6329; S/PV.6350
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6431
Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6458

Zhang, Yesui (China) – S/PV.6267
Ziade, Caroline (Lebanon) – S/PV.6323

CÔTE D’IVOIRE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS

Côte d’Ivoire
Djédjé, Iahiri A. – S/PV.6263; S/PV.6284

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6393
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6329; S/PV.6350
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6431
Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6458

Zhang, Yesui (China) – S/PV.6267
Ziade, Caroline (Lebanon) – S/PV.6323
CÔTE D'IVOIRE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)

UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Operation in Côte d'Ivoire
Choi, Young-Jin – S/PV.6263; S/PV.6284; S/PV.6415; S/PV.6437

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC SITUATION

Austria
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6321
Central African Republic
Gambi, Antoine – S/PV.6371; S/PV.6406
Poukré-Kono, Fernand – S/PV.6345; S/PV.6438; S/PV.6449
Chad
Allam-Mi, Mohamad – S/PV.6371; S/PV.6406
Grauls, Jan – S/PV.6345; S/PV.6438
UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6345
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel (Gabon) – S/PV.6283
Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6444; S/PV.6460
UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Integrated Peacebuilding Office in the Central African Republic and Chad
Mahmoud, Youssef – S/PV.6371; S/PV.6449

CHAD–SUDAN
Joint African Union-United Nations Special Representative for Darfur
Gambari, I.A. (Ibrahim Agboola) – S/PV.6318
UN Special Coordinator for the Middle East Peace Process
Serry, Robert H. – S/PV.6318

CHAD SITUATION

Austria
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6321
Central African Republic
Gambi, Antoine – S/PV.6371; S/PV.6406
Poukré-Kono, Fernand – S/PV.6449
Chad
Allam-Mi, Mohamad – S/PV.6371; S/PV.6406
UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel (Gabon) – S/PV.6283
Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6460
UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad
Mahmoud, Youssef – S/PV.6371; S/PV.6449

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS (continued)

Afghanistan
Tanin, Zahir – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Argentina
Argüello, Jorge – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Armenia
Nazarian, Garen – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Australia
Quinlan, Gary Francis – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Austria
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6341
Azerbaijan
Musayev, Tofiq – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Bangladesh
Momen, Abulkalam Abdul – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Belgium
Grauls, Jan – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6341
Brazil
Moretti, Norberto – S/PV.6341
Canada
Normandin, Henri-Paul – S/PV.6341
Chile
Errázuriz, Octavio – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
China
Wang, Min – S/PV.6341
Colombia
Blum, Claudia – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Costa Rica
Hernández-Milian, Jairo – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Croatia
Mikec, Neven – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
European Union
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Finland
Viinanen, Jarmo Veli Tapio – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6341
Gabon
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6341
Georgia
Lomaia, Alexander – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Germany
Ney, Martin – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Hungary
Horváth Feksz, Márt – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
India
Puri, Manjeev Singh – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Indonesia
Kleib, Hasan – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Iraq
Al Bayati, Hamid – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Israel
Shalev, Gabriela – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Italy
Ragaglini, Cesare Maria – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Japan
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6341
Kazakhstan
Altimova, Byrganym – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS

***

Gurung, Manju – S/PV.6341
CHILDREN IN ARMED CONFLICTS (continued)
Lebanon
Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6341
Liechtenstein
Barriga, Stefan – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6341; S/PV.6457
Myanmar
Swe, Than – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Nepal
Bairagi, Shanker – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Netherlands
Schaper, Herman – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
New Zealand
McLay, Jim – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Nigeria
Lolo, Bolus Paul – S/PV.6341
Pakistan
Sial, Amjad Hussain B. – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Palestine
Mansour, Riyad H. – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Peru
Rodríguez, Roberto – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Philippines
Cabactulan, Libran N. – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Qatar
Al-Thani, A.S. – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Republic of Korea
Kim, Bonghyun – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6341
Slovenia
Tiglic, Sanja – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Sri Lanka
Mahmood, Mohammad Sarwar – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Switzerland
Grau, Heidi – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Turkey
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6341
Uganda
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6341; S/PV.6457
UN. Assistant Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations
Khare, Atul – S/PV.6341
UN. Special Representative of the Secretariat-General for Children and Armed Conflict
Coomaraswamy, Radhika – S/PV.6341
UNICEF, Deputy Executive Director
Johnson, Hilde Frafjord – S/PV.6341
United Kingdom
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6341
United States
Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6341
Viet Nam
Bui, The Giang – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)
Yemen
Alsaidi, Abdullah M. – S/PV.6341(Resumption1)

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
Afghanistan
Tanin, Zahir – S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS (continued)
Argentina
Argüello, Jorge – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
Limeres, Diego – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
Armenia
Khoudaverdian, Karine – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
Nazarian, Garen – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
Australia
Quinlan, Gary Francis – S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427
Austria
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6354; S/PV.6427
Azerbaijan
Mehtiyev, Agshin – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
Musayev, Tofiq – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
Bangladesh
Mahmood, Mohammad Sarwar – S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6427
Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6354
Botswana
Ntwaagae, Charles – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
Brazil
Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6354; S/PV.6427
Canada
McNee, John – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
Rivard, Gilles – S/PV.6427
Chile
Errázuriz, Octavio – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
China
Wang, Min – S/PV.6354; S/PV.6427
Colombia
Blum, Claudia – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
Osorio, Nestor Fernando – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
Costa Rica
Ulberri, Eduardo R. – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
Egypt
Abdelaziz, Maged Abdelfattah – S/PV.6427
European Union
Schwaiger, Peter – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6354
Briens, Martin – S/PV.6427
Gabon
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6427
Mounkara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6354
Georgia
Tsiskarashvili, Shalva – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
Germany
Wittig, Peter – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
Ghana
Christian, Leslie – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
India
Puri, Hardeep Singh – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
Puri, Manjeev Singh – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
International Committee of the Red Cross
Daccord, Yves – S/PV.6427
CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
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Israel
- Reuben, Meron – S/PV.6427
- Schonmann, Ady – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)

Italy
- Ragaglini, Cesare Maria – S/PV.6354; S/PV.6427

Japan
- Kodama, Kazuo – S/PV.6427
- Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6354

Lebanon
- Assaf, Ibrahim – S/PV.6354
- Karanouh, Ali – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
- Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6427
- Ziadeh, Fadi – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)

Liechtenstein
- Sparber, Georg – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

Mexico
- Heller, Claude – S/PV.6354
- Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6427

Morocco
- Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

Nigeria
- Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6354
- Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6427

Norway
- Langeland, Knut – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
- Michelsen, Svein Åtłe – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)

Pakistan
- Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)
- Sial, Amjad Hussain B. – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

Peru
- Gutiérrez, Gonzalo – S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

Philippines
- Cabactulan, Libran N. – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

Portugal
- Moraes Cabral, José Filipe – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)

Republic of Korea
- Kim, Bonghyun – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

Russian Federation
- Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6354
- Khare, Atul – S/PV.6378

Sierra Leone
- Kamara, Osman Keň – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)

Slovenia
- Stiglic, Sanja – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

South Africa
- Mashabane, Doctor – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)

Sri Lanka
- Kohona, Palitha Tikiri Bandara – S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

Syria
- Osman, Daffa-Alla Elhag Ali – S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
- Seger, Paul – S/PV.6427
- Syrian Arab Republic
- Jaafari, Bashar– S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

Turkish Republic
- Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6339; S/PV.6445

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
- Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6339
- Parham, Philip John (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6333
- Salam, Nawaf A. (Lebanon) – S/PV.6324

CIVILIAN PERSONS–ARMED CONFLICTS
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Turkey
- Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6342
- Corman, Fazil – S/PV.6354

Uganda
- Mugoya, Patrick S. – S/PV.6354
- Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6427

UN. Secretary-General
- Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6354

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
- Ogwu, U. Joy (Nigeria) – S/PV.6354

UN. Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator
- Amos, Valerie, Baroness – S/PV.6427; S/PV.6427(Resumption1)
- Holmes, John – S/PV.6354; S/PV.6354(Resumption1)

UN. Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations
- Le Roy, Alain – S/PV.6427

UN High Commissioner for Human Rights
- Pillay, Navanethem – S/PV.6354; S/PV.6427

United Kingdom
- Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6427
- Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6354

United Republic of Tanzania
- Seruhare, Justine – S/PV.6354(Resumption1)

United States
- DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6427
- Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6354

Uruguay
- Cancela, José Luis – S/PV.6354; S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of)
- Valero Bricerño, Jorge – S/PV.6354(Resumption1); S/PV.6427(Resumption1)

CYPRUS QUESTION

Turkey
- Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6339; S/PV.6445

DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF KOREA–MISSILE LAUNCHINGS

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
- Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6333

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO SITUATION

Democratic Republic of the Congo
- Ileka, Atoki – S/PV.6378

France
- Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6317

UN. Assistant Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations
- Khare, Atul – S/PV.6378

UN. Secretary-General
- Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6317

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
- Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6387
- Parham, Philip John (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6432
- Salam, Nawaf A. (Lebanon) – S/PV.6324
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO
SITUATION (continued)
UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Head of the United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo
Doss, Alan – S/PV.6297
Meece, Roger A. – S/PV.6403
UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in Conflict
Wallström, Margot – S/PV.6378; S/PV.6400

DISARMAMENT
Argentina
Argüello, Jorge – S/PV.6310
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6310
Brazil
Dunlop, Regina Maria Cordeiro – S/PV.6310
China
Li, Baodong – S/PV.6310
Colombia
Blum, Claudia – S/PV.6310
Cuba
Núñez Mosquera, Pedro – S/PV.6310
Orellana Alvarado, María del Carmen – S/PV.6310
European Union
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6310
France
Rivièr, Nicolas de – S/PV.6310
Gabon
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6310
India
Puri, Hardeep Singh – S/PV.6310
Iran (Islamic Republic of)
Al-Habib, Eshagh – S/PV.6310
Israel
Shalev, Gabriela – S/PV.6310
Japan
Okuda, Norihiro – S/PV.6310
Lebanon
Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6310
Morocco
Louliechi, Mohammed – S/PV.6310
New Zealand
Graham, Kirsty – S/PV.6310
Nigeria
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6310
Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6310
Syrian Arab Republic
Jaafari, Bashar – S/PV.6310
Tunisia
Joma, Ghazi – S/PV.6310
Uganda
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6310
UN. Group of Nordic Countries
Wetland, Morten (Norway) – S/PV.6310
UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Araud, Philip John – S/PV.6310
Ziade, Caroline (Lebanon) – S/PV.6310

DISARMAMENT (continued)
UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1267 (1999) concerning Al-Qaida and the Taliban and Associated Individuals and Entities
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6310
UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1267 (1999) concerning Al-Qaida and the Taliban and Associated Individuals and Entities. Chairman
Mayr-Harting, Thomas (Austria) – S/PV.6310
UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1373 (2001) concerning Counter-Terrorism
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6310
UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1373 (2001) concerning Counter-Terrorism. Chairman
Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6310
UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1540 (2004) concerning Non-Proliferation of Nuclear, Chemical and Biological Weapons. Chairman
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6310
United Kingdom
Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6310
United States
DeLaurentis, Jeffrey – S/PV.6310
Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6310
Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of)
Valero Briceño, Jorge – S/PV.6310

DJIBOUTI–ERITREA
Austria
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6316
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6316
Brazil
Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6316
China
Li, Baodong – S/PV.6316
Djibouti
Hassan, Kadra Ahmed – S/PV.6362
Djibouti. President
Guelleh, Ismaël Omar – S/PV.6316
Eritrea
Desta, Araya – S/PV.6362
France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6316
Gabon
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6316
Lebanon
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6316
Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6316; S/PV.6457
Nigeria
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6316
Turkey
Corman, Fazli – S/PV.6316
United Kingdom
Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6316
DJIBOUTI–ERITREA (continued)
United States
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6316

EUROPE–REGIONAL SECURITY
Austria
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6268

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6268

Brazil
Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6268

China
Liu, Zhenmin – S/PV.6268

France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6268

Gabon
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6268

Japan
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6268

Kazakhstan
Saudabayev, Kanat – S/PV.6268

Lebanon
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6268

Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6268

Nigeria
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6268

Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6268

Uganda
Lukwya, Benedict – S/PV.6268

United Kingdom
Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6268

United States
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6268

FORMER YUGOSLAVIA SITUATION (continued)
France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6319; S/PV.6422

Briens, Martin – S/PV.6421; S/PV.6434

Le Fraper du Hellen, Béatrice – S/PV.6342

Rivière, Nicolas de – S/PV.6367

Gabon
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422; S/PV.6434

Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6342

High Representative for the Implementation of the Peace Agreement on Bosnia and Herzegovina
Inzko, Valentin – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6421

Radmanovic, Nebojsa – S/PV.6421

International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since 1991. President
Robinson, Patrick – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since 1991. Prosecutor
Brammertz, Serge – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

Japan
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6422; S/PV.6463

Okuda, Norhiro – S/PV.6314

Sumi, Shigeki – S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6434

Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6319; S/PV.6342

Kenya
Kimemia, Francis – S/PV.6342

Kosovo (Serbia)
Cilaku, Vlora – S/PV.6422

Hyseni, Skender – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6367

Lebanon
Assaf, Ibrahim – S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422

Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6319

Tawk, Brigitte – S/PV.6367

Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6434

Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6319; S/PV.6342; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422; S/PV.6434

Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6314

Nigeria
Amieyeofori, Kio Solomon – S/PV.6314

Lolo, Bolus Paul – S/PV.6342

Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6434

Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421

Onowu, Obinna C. – S/PV.6422

Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6342; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422; S/PV.6434

Pankin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6342

Shcherbak, Igor N. – S/PV.6264

Serbia
Jeremic, Vuk – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422

Starcevic, Fedor – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6342; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6434

Tadic, Boris – S/PV.6264
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- Turkey
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6342; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422; S/PV.6434
  - Corman, Fazli – S/PV.6319

- Uganda
  - Kafeero, Arthur Sewankambo – S/PV.6367
  - Mugoya, Patrick S. – S/PV.6264
  - Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6319; S/PV.6342; S/PV.6421; S/PV.6422

- UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
  - DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6463
  - Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel (Gabon) – S/PV.6286
  - Parham, Philip John (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6286
  - Salam, Nawaf A. (Lebanon) – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6319; S/PV.6434; S/PV.6463
  - Zhang, Yesui (China) – S/PV.6264

  - Mayr-Harting, Thomas (Austria) – S/PV.6319; S/PV.6422

- UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Interim Administration in Kosovo
  - Mutaboba, Joseph – S/PV.6281; S/PV.6359; S/PV.6416

- **GUINEA–POLITICAL CONDITIONS**

- UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
  - Araud, Gérard (France) – S/PV.6272

- **GUINEA-BISSAU SITUATION**

- African Union
  - Isata, Sebastiao – S/PV.6416

- Guinea-Bissau
  - Cabral, Alfredo Lopes da – S/PV.6281
  - Queta, Adelino – S/PV.6359

- UN. Peacebuilding Commission. Guinea-Bissau
  - Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro (Brazil) – S/PV.6281; S/PV.6359; S/PV.6416

- **HAITI–POLITICAL CONDITIONS**

- Argentína
  - Argüello, Jorge – S/PV.6382
  - Limeres, Diego – S/PV.6303

- Austria
  - Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

- Bosnia and Herzegovína
  - Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

- Brazil
  - Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

- Canada
  - McNe, John – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

- Chile
  - Errázuñiz, Octavio – S/PV.6382

- China
  - Li, Baodong – S/PV.6303
  - Wang, Min – S/PV.6382

- Colombia
  - Blum, Claudia – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

- Dominican Republic
  - Cuello Camilo, Federico Alberto – S/PV.6303

- European Union
  - Schwagcaer, Peter – S/PV.6303
  - Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6303

- France
  - Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6303
  - Brians, Martin – S/PV.6382

- Gabon
  - Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6382
  - Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6303

- Guatemala
  - Rosenthal, Gert – S/PV.6303

- Haiti
  - Bellerive, Jean Max – S/PV.6303
  - Mérorès, Léo – S/PV.6274; S/PV.6303; S/PV.6330; S/PV.6382; S/PV.6399

- Japan
  - Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6382

- Lebanon
  - Assaf, Ibrahim – S/PV.6303
  - Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6382

- Mexico
  - Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

- Nigeria
  - Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
  - S/PV.6399

- Norway
  - Juul, Mona – S/PV.6303
  - Smith, Tine Morch – S/PV.6382

- OAS, Assistant Secretary-General
  - Ramdin, Albert – S/PV.6303

- Peru
  - Gutiérrez, Gonzalo – S/PV.6382
  - Rodríguez, Roberto – S/PV.6303

- Russian Federation
  - Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

- Spain
  - Yáñez-Barnuevo, Juan Antonio – S/PV.6303

- Turkey
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

- Uganda
  - Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6382

- UN. Secretary-General
  - Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6257
HAITI—POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President Takasu, Yukio (Japan) – S/PV.6303
Zhang, Yesui (China) – S/PV.6261
UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti Mulet, Edmond – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
UN. Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator Holmes, John – S/PV.6274
UN. Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations Le Roy, Alain – S/PV.6274
United Kingdom
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6303
Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6382
United States
Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382
Uruguay
Alvarez, Gustavo – S/PV.6303
Cancela, José Luis – S/PV.6382

ICJ–MEMBERS
UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6381
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6327; S/PV.6346

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

African Union. Commissioner for Peace and Security Lamamra, Ramtane – S/PV.6257
Argentina
Argüello, Jorge – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
Armenia
Nazarian, Garen – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
ASEAN
Le, Luong Minh (Viet Nam) – S/PV.6257
Australia
Quinlan, Gary Francis – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
Austria
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6347
Spindelegger, Michael – S/PV.6390
Austria. President Fischer, Heinz – S/PV.6389
Azerbaijan
Mehdiyev, Agshin – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6390
Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6347
Bosnia and Herzegovina. Presidency. Chair Silajdžic, Haris – S/PV.6389
Botswana
Ntwagae, Charles – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
Brazil
Amorim, Celso – S/PV.6389; S/PV.6390
Dunlop, Regina Maria Cordeiro – S/PV.6310
Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6347
Canada
McNee, John – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY (continued)

China
Li, Baodong – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6390
Wang, Min – S/PV.6347
Zhang, Yesui – S/PV.6257
China. Premier Wen, Jiabao – S/PV.6389
Colombia
Blum, Claudia – S/PV.6310
Cuba
Nuñez Mosquera, Pedro – S/PV.6310
Orellana Alvarado, María del Carmen – S/PV.6310
Denmark
Staur, Carsten – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
European Union
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
Finland
Viinanen, Jarmo Veli Tapio – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6390
Kouchner, Bernard – S/PV.6389
Le Fraper du Hellen, Béatrice – S/PV.6347
Rivière, Nicolas de – S/PV.6310
Gabon
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6257
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6347
Toungui, Paul – S/PV.6390
Gabon. President Bongo Ondimba, Ali – S/PV.6389
Germany
Wittig, Peter – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
Guatemala
Rosenthal, Gert – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
India
Puri, Hardeep Singh – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
Israel
Shalev, Gabriela – S/PV.6310
Italy
Nesi, Giuseppe – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
Japan
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6390
Okuda, Norhiro – S/PV.6310
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6347
Japan. Prime Minister Kan, Naoto – S/PV.6389
League of Arab States. Secretary-General Moussa, Amre – S/PV.6257
Lebanon
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6347; S/PV.6390
Zaïde, Caroline – S/PV.6310
Lebanon. President Sleiman, Michel – S/PV.6389
Lebanon. Prime Minister Hariri, Saad – S/PV.6322
Liechtenstein
Wenaweser, Christian – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY (continued)

Mexico
   Espinosa Cantellano, Patricia – S/PV.6389
   Heller, Claude – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6390
Morocco
   Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6310
NATO. Deputy Secretary-General
   Bisogniero, Claudio – S/PV.6257
New Zealand
   Graham, Kirsty – S/PV.6310
Nigeria
   Ajumogobia, Odein – S/PV.6390
   Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6347
   Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6310
Nigeria. President
   Jonathan, Goodluck Ebele – S/PV.6389
Norway
   Juul, Mona – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
OAS
   Frontaura, Victor Rico – S/PV.6257
Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe
   Pavlyuk, Oleksandr – S/PV.6257
Organization of the Islamic Conference. Secretary-General
   Ihsanoglu, Ekmeleddin – S/PV.6257
Organizatsiia Dogovora o kollektivnoi bezopasnosti. Secretary-General
   Bordyuzha, Nikolai – S/PV.6257
Pacific Islands Forum
   Quinlan, Gary Francis (Australia) – S/PV.6257
Peru
   Rodriguez, Roberto – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
Republic of Korea
   Shin, Boonam – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
Russian Federation
   Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6347; S/PV.6390
   Lavrov, Sergei Viktorovich – S/PV.6389
   Pankin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6322
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation
   Imanaliev, Muratbek – S/PV.6257
South Africa
   Tladi, Dire David – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
Switzerland
   Gürber, Thomas – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
Syrian Arab Republic
   Ja'afari, Bashar – S/PV.6310
Tunisia
   Jomaa, Ghazi – S/PV.6310
Turkey
   Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6322
   Corman, Fazli – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6347
   Davutoglu, Ahmet – S/PV.6390
Turkey. President
   Gül, Abdullah – S/PV.6389
Uganda
   Kutesa, Sam – S/PV.6390
   Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6310; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6347
Uganda. President
   Museveni, Yoweri – S/PV.6389
UN. Deputy Secretary-General
   Migiro, Asha-Rose Mtengeti – S/PV.6347

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY (continued)

UN. Group of Nordic Countries
   Wetland, Morten (Norway) – S/PV.6310
UN. Legal Counsel
   O’Brien, Patricia – S/PV.6347; S/PV.6347
UN. Secretary-General
   Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6322; S/PV.6389; S/PV.6390
UN. Security Council (65th year: 2010). President
   Davutoglu, Ahmet (Turkey) – S/PV.6390
   Gül, Abdullah (Turkey) – S/PV.6389
   Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6347(Resumption1)
   Rughunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – S/PV.6310
   Ziade, Caroline (Lebanon) – S/PV.6310
UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1267 (1999) concerning Al-Qaïda and the Taliban and Associated Individuals and Entities
   Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6310
UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1267 (1999) concerning Al-Qaïda and the Taliban and Associated Individuals and Entities.
   Chairman
   Mayr-Harting, Thomas (Austria) – S/PV.6310
UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1373 (2001) concerning Counter-Terrorism
   Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6310
UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1373 (2001) concerning Counter-Terrorism.
   Chairman
   Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6310
UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1540 (2004) concerning Non-Proliferation of Nuclear, Chemical and Biological Weapons. Chairman
   Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6310
United Kingdom
   Burt, Alistair – S/PV.6322
   Hague, William – S/PV.6389; S/PV.6390
   Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6347
   Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6310
United States
   Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6322
   Clinton, Hillary Rodham – S/PV.6390; S/PV.6390
   DeLaurentis, Jeffrey – S/PV.6310
   DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6257
   McLeod, Mary E. – S/PV.6347
   Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6310
Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of)
   Valero Briceño, Jorge – S/PV.6310

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA

Austria
   Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6434; S/PV.6463
Bosnia and Herzegovina
   Barbić, Ivan – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Brazil
   Moretti, Norberto – S/PV.6342
China
   Guo, Xiaomei – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Croatia
   Vilovic, Ranko – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA (continued)
France
Briens, Martin – S/PV.6434
Le Fraper du Hellen, Béatrice – S/PV.6342
Gabon
Issozé-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6434
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6342
International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since 1991. President
Robinson, Patrick – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia since 1991. Prosecutor
Brammertz, Serge – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Japan
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6463
Sumi, Shigeki – S/PV.6434
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6342
Kenya
Kimemia, Francis – S/PV.6342
Lebanon
Assaf, Ibrahim – S/PV.6342
Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6344
Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Nigeria
Lolo, Bolus Paul – S/PV.6342
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6434
Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6463
Pankin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6434
Serbia
Starcevic, Feodor – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Turkey
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Uganda
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6342
UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6463
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6348
Issozé-Ngondet, Emmanuel (Gabon) – S/PV.6286
Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6446
Mayr-Harting, Thomas (Austria) – S/PV.6342
United Kingdom
Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434; S/PV.6463
United States
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
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China
Guo, Xiaomei – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Croatia
Vilovic, Ranko – S/PV.6342
France
Briens, Martin – S/PV.6434
Le Fraper du Hellen, Béatrice – S/PV.6342
Gabon
Issozé-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6434
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6342
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. President
Byron, Dennis – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. Prosecutor
Jallow, Hassan Bubacar – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Japan
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6463
Sumi, Shigeki – S/PV.6434
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6342
Kenya
Kimemia, Francis – S/PV.6342
Lebanon
Assaf, Ibrahim – S/PV.6342
Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6344
Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Nigeria
Lolo, Bolus Paul – S/PV.6342
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6434
Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6463
Pankin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6434
Rwanda
Gasana, Eugène-Richard – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Serbia
Starcevic, Feodor – S/PV.6342
Turkey
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Uganda
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6463
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6348
Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6447
Mayr-Harting, Thomas (Austria) – S/PV.6342
United Kingdom
Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434; S/PV.6463
United States
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

IRAQ SITUATION
Austria
Kyrle, Johannes – S/PV.6450
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Alkalaj, Sven – S/PV.6450
Brazil
Machado, Vera Barrouin – S/PV.6450
China
Li, Baodong – S/PV.6450
IRAQ SITUATION (continued)

France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6450
Gabon
Toungui, Paul – S/PV.6450
Iraq
Al Bayati, Hamid – S/PV.6271; S/PV.6320; S/PV.6368
Turky Saed, Abdul Basit – S/PV.6356
Zebari, Hoshyar – S/PV.6450
Iraq, Committee of Financial Experts
Turky Saed, Abdul Basit (Iraq) – S/PV.6293; S/PV.6418
Japan
Tokunaga, Hisashi – S/PV.6450
Lebanon
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6450
Mexico
Morgan Sotomayor, Yanerit Cristina – S/PV.6450
Nigeria
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6450
Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6450
Turkey
Davutoglu, Ahmet – S/PV.6450
Uganda
Bukunya, Gilbert Balibaseka – S/PV.6450
UN, Controller
Yamazaki, Jun – S/PV.6293; S/PV.6356; S/PV.6418
UN, Secretary-General
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6450
UN, Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Araud, Gérard (France) – S/PV.6279
Biden, Joseph R. (United States) – S/PV.6450
Churkin, Vitaly I. (Russian Federation) – S/PV.6369
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6423
UN, Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Assistance Mission for Iraq
Melkert, Ad – S/PV.6271; S/PV.6320; S/PV.6368
United Kingdom
Burt, Alistair – S/PV.6450
United States
Biden, Joseph R. – S/PV.6450

KOREAN QUESTION

UN, Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Ogwu, U. Joy (Nigeria) – S/PV.6355

KOSOVO (SERBIA) (continued)

China
Li, Baodong – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6353; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
European Union Rule of Law Mission in Kosovo
Kermabon, Yves de – S/PV.6353
France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6353; S/PV.6422
Rivière, Nicolas de – S/PV.6367
Gabon
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6353
Japan
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6422
Okuda, Norihiro – S/PV.6314
Sumi, Shigeki – S/PV.6367
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353
Kosovo (Serbia)
Cilaku, Vlora – S/PV.6422
Hyseni, Skender – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353; S/PV.6367
Lebanon
Assaf, Ibrahim – S/PV.6422
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353
Tawk, Brigitte – S/PV.6367
Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6353
Nigeria
Amieyeofori, Kio Solomon – S/PV.6314
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6367
Onowu, Obinna C. – S/PV.6422
Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6353; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
Shcherbak, Igor N. – S/PV.6264
Serbia
Jeremic, Vuk – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
Serbia, President
Tadic, Boris – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353
Turkey
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
Uganda
Kafeero, Arthur Sewankambo – S/PV.6367
Mugoya, Patrick S. – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6353
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6422
UN, Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Salam, Nawaf A. (Lebanon) – S/PV.6314
Zhang, Yesui (China) – S/PV.6264
UN, Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo
Zannier, Lamberto – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6353; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
United Kingdom
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6422
Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6367
Quarrey, David – S/PV.6353
KOSOVO (SERBIA) (continued)

United States
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6314
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
Wolff, Alejandro D. – S/PV.6353

LEBANON–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)

Austria
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6404
Bangladesh
Momen, Abulkalam Abdul – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
Bolivia (Plurinational State of)
Solón-Romero, Pablo – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6404
Brazil
Viottì, María Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6404

China
Li, Baodong – S/PV.6404

Coordinating Bureau of the Non-Aligned Countries
Abdelaziz, Maged Abdelfattah (Egypt) – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Costa Rica
Weisleder, Saúl – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Ecuador
Lalama, Jenny – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

European Union
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6404

Gabon
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6404

Iceland
Palsson, Gunnar – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Indonesia
Kleib, Hasan – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Iran (Islamic Republic of)
Khaazaei, Mohammad – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Israel
Reuben, Meron – S/PV.6404
Waxman, Haim – S/PV.6375

Japan
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6404

Jordan
Shawbakkhah, Khalid Abdullah Krayyem – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Lebanon
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6375; S/PV.6404

Mauritania
Ould Hadrami, Abderrahim – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6404

Morocco
Bouchaara, Lotfi – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Nicaragua
Rubiales de Chamorro, María – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Nigeria
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6404

Norway
Smith, Tine Morch – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Organization of the Islamic Conference
Ashlov, Sirojudin M. (Tajikistan) – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Pakistan
Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Palestine
Mansour, Riyad H. – S/PV.6404

Qatar
Al-Khalifa, Nasser – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6404

Saudi Arabia
Al Nafisee, Khalid Abdalrazaq – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

South Africa
Crowley, Cedrick Charles – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Sierra Leone
Kohona, Palitha Tikiri Bandara – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Syrian Arab Republic
Ja’afari, Bashar – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Tunisia
Jomaa, Ghazi – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Turkey
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6404

Uganda
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6404

UN. Assistant Secretary-General for Political Affairs
Fernández Taranco, Oscar – S/PV.6404

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – S/PV.6404; S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

UN. Under-Secretary-General for Political Affairs
Pascoe, Lynn – S/PV.6273

United Kingdom
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6404

United States
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6404

Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of)
Valero Briceño, Jorge – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

LIBERIA SITUATION

Liberia
Kamara, Marjon V. – S/PV.6379

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6383
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6454

UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Liberia and Head of the United Nations Mission in Liberia
Loj, Ellen – S/PV.6379

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION

Austria
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)

Bangladesh
  Momen, Abulkalam Abdul – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Bolivia (Plurinational State of)
  Solón-Romero, Pablo – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Bosnia and Herzegovina
  Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6404
  Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6363
  Vukasinovic, Milos – S/PV.6265

Botswana
  Ntwaagae, Charles – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

Brazil
  Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

China
  Li, Baodong – S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
  Long, Zhou – S/PV.6298
  Yang, Tao – S/PV.6325
  Zhang, Yesui – S/PV.6265

Coordinating Bureau of the Non-Aligned Countries
  Abdelaziz, Maged Abdelfattah (Egypt) – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Costa Rica
  Weisleder, Saúl – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Cuba
  Benítez Versón, Rodolfo Eliseo – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
  Núñez Mosquera, Pedro – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

Ecuador
  Lalama, Jenny – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
  Morejon, Diego – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Egypt
  Edrees, Mohamed Fathi – S/PV.6363

European Union
  Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

France
  Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

Gabon
  Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325
  Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6404
  Onanga Ndiaye, Michel Régis – S/PV.6363

Iceland
  Palsson, Gunnar – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Indonesia
  Kleib, Hasan – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Iran (Islamic Republic of)
  Al-Habib, Eshagh – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
  Khazaei, Mohammad – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Israel
  Carmon, Daniel – S/PV.6325
  Reuben, Meron – S/PV.6404
  Shalev, Gabriela – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363
  Waxman, Haim – S/PV.6375

Japan
  Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6404
  Okuda, Norihiro – S/PV.6265
  Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363

Jordan
  Shawabkah, Khalid Abdullah Krayyem – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Lebanon
  Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6375; S/PV.6404
  Ziadé, Caroline – S/PV.6363

Malaysia
  Ali, Hamidon – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Mauritania
  Ould Hadrami, Abderrahim – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Mexico
  Heller, Claude – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

Morocco
  Bouchaara, Lotfi – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
  Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

Nicaragua
  Rosales Díaz, Danilo – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
  Rubiales de Chamorro, María – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Nigeria
  Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
  Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6298

Norway
  Enge, Berit – S/PV.6363
  Juul, Mona – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
  Smith, Tine Morch – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Organization of the Islamic Conference
  Ashov, Strojdin M. (Tajikistan) – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
  Jaafari, Bashar (Syrian Arab Republic) – S/PV.6298

Pakistan
  Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Palestine
  Mansour, Riyad H. – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

Philippines
  Cabactulan, Libran N. – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Qatar
  Al-Khalifa, Nasser – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Russian Federation
  Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
  Pankin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6325

Saudi Arabia
  Al Nafisee, Khalid Abdulrazaq – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)

South Africa
Crowley, Cedrick Charles – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
Mashabane, Doctor – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Sri Lanka
Jayasekara, Bandula – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
Keegel, Maxwell – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
Kohona, Palitha Tike Bandara – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Switzerland
Grau, Heidi – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Syrian Arab Republic
Ja'afari, Bashar – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Tajikistan
Aslov, Sirodjidin M. – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Turkey
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
Davutoglu, Ahmet – S/PV.6325

Uganda
Lukeniya, Benedict – S/PV.6265
Mugoya, Patrick S. – S/PV.6325
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

UN. Assistant Secretary-General for Political Affairs
Fernández Taranco, Oscar – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6372; S/PV.6404

UN. Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People. Chairman
Badji, Paul – S/PV.6363

UN. Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People. Vice-Chairman
Tanin, Zahir – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

UN. Group of Arab States
Aloaiibi, Mansour Ayyad SH A (Kuwait) – S/PV.6298

UN. Secretary-General
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6277

UN Office for Drug Control and Crime Prevention. Executive Director
Costa, Antonio Maria – S/PV.6277; S/PV.6277

UN. Under-Secretary-General for Political Affairs
Pascoe, Lynn – S/PV.6277

NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT

Austria
Mayr-Hartinger, Thomas – S/PV.6335

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6335

NARCOTIC DRUGS

Austria
Mayr-Hartinger, Thomas – S/PV.6277

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6277

Brazil
Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6277

China
Liu, Zhenmin – S/PV.6277

France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6277

Gabon
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6277

Japan
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6277

Lebanon
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6277

Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6277

Nigeria
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6277

Russian Federation
Shcherbak, Igor N. – S/PV.6277

Turkey
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6277

UN. Secretary-General
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6277

UN Office for Drug Control and Crime Prevention. Executive Director
Costa, Antonio Maria – S/PV.6277; S/PV.6277

United Kingdom
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6277

United States
Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6277

NEPAL–POLITICAL CONDITIONS

Nepal
Acharya, Gyan Chandra – S/PV.6260; S/PV.6308; S/PV.6377

UN. Secretary-General
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6277

UN Office for Drug Control and Crime Prevention. Executive Director
Costa, Antonio Maria – S/PV.6277; S/PV.6277

United Nations Political Mission in Nepal
Landgren, Karin – S/PV.6260; S/PV.6308; S/PV.6377

UN. Under-Secretary-General for Political Affairs
Pascoe, Lynn – S/PV.6398
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT (continued)

Brazil
Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6335

China
Du, Xiacong – S/PV.6344
Li, Baodong – S/PV.6335
Wang, Min – S/PV.6442

France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6335
Bonne, Emmanuel – S/PV.6344
Briens, Martin – S/PV.6442

Iran (Islamic Republic of)
Khazaei, Mohammad – S/PV.6335

Japan
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6335; S/PV.6344

Lebanon
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6335

Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6335

Nigeria
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6335

Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6280; S/PV.6335; S/PV.6344; S/PV.6384
Dolgov, Konstantin K. – S/PV.6442

Turkey
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6335; S/PV.6457

Uganda
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6335

UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1737 (2006) concerning the Islamic Republic of Iran. Chairman
Nishida, Tsuneo (Japan) – S/PV.6442

United Kingdom
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6280; S/PV.6335; S/PV.6384; S/PV.6442
Quarrey, David – S/PV.6344

United States
Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6280; S/PV.6335; S/PV.6344; S/PV.6384

PALESTINE QUESTION

Austria
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

Bangladesh
Momen, Abulkalam Abdul – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Bolivia (Plurinational State of)
Solón-Romero, Pablo – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6335

Brazil
Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6335

China
Du, Xiacong – S/PV.6344
Li, Baodong – S/PV.6335
Liu, Zhenmin – S/PV.6280
Wang, Min – S/PV.6384; S/PV.6442

France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6335; S/PV.6384
Bonne, Emmanuel – S/PV.6344
Briens, Martin – S/PV.6442
Rivière, Nicolas de – S/PV.6280

Iran (Islamic Republic of)
Khazaei, Mohammad – S/PV.6335

Japan
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6384
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6280; S/PV.6335; S/PV.6344

Lebanon
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6335

Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6335

Nigeria
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6335

PALESTINE QUESTION (continued)

Austria
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

Bangladesh
Momen, Abulkalam Abdul – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Bolivia (Plurinational State of)
Solón-Romero, Pablo – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6404
Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6363
Vukasinovic, Milos – S/PV.6285

Botswana
Ntwaagae, Charles – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

Brazil
Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

China
Li, Baodong – S/PV.6335; S/PV.6404
Yang, Tao – S/PV.6325
Zhang, Yesui – S/PV.6285

Costa Rica
Weisleder, Saúl – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Coordinating Bureau of the Non-Aligned Countries
Abdelaziz, Maged Abdel fattah (Egypt) – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
PALESTINE QUESTION (continued)

Cuba
Benítez Versón, Rodolfo Eliseo – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
Núñez Mosquera, Pedro – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

Ecuador
Lalama, Jenny – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
Morejon, Diego – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Egypt
Edrees, Mohamed Fathi – S/PV.6363

European Union
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

Gabon
Issoua-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6404
Onanga Ndiaye, Michel Régis – S/PV.6363

Iceland
Palsson, Gunnar – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6404

Indonesia
Kleib, Hasan – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Iran (Islamic Republic of)
Al-Habib, Eshagh – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
Khazaee, Mohammad – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Israel
Carmon, Daniel – S/PV.6325
Reuben, Meron – S/PV.6404
Shalev, Gabriela – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363

Japan
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6404
Okuda, Norhiro – S/PV.6265
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363

Jordan
Shawbakhab, Khalid Abdullah Krayyem – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Lebanon
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6404
Ziadé, Caroline – S/PV.6363

Malaysia
Ali, Hamdon – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Mauritania
Ould Hadrami, Abderrahim – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

Morocco
Bouchaara, Lotfi – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

Nicaragua
Rosales Díaz, Danilo – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
Rubiales de Chamorro, María – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Nigeria
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6298

Norway
Enge, Berit – S/PV.6363
Juul, Mona – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
Smith, Tine Mort – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Organization of the Islamic Conference
Aslov, Sirodjidin M. (Tajikistan) – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
Ja’afari, Bashar (Syrian Arab Republic) – S/PV.6298

Pakistan
Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Philippines
Cabactulan, Libran N. – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Qatar
Al-Khalifa, Nasser – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
Pankin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6325

Saudi Arabia
Al Nafisee, Khalid Adalrazaq – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

South Africa
Crowley, Cedrick Charles – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
Mashabane, Doctor – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Sri Lanka
Jayasekara, Bandula – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
Keegel, Maxwell – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
Kohona, Palitha Tikiri Bandara – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Switzerland
Grau, Heidi – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Syrian Arab Republic
Ja’afari, Bashar – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Tajikistan
Aslov, Sirodjidin M. – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Tunisia
Jomaa, Ghazi – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

Turkey
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
Davutoglu, Ahmet – S/PV.6325
PALESTINE QUESTION (continued)

Uganda
Luksiya, Benedict – S/PV.6265
Mugoya, Patrick S. – S/PV.6325
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

UN. Assistant Secretary-General for Political Affairs
Fernández Taranco, Oscar – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6372; S/PV.6404

UN. Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People. Chairman
Badji, Paul – S/PV.6363

UN. Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People. Vice-Chairman
Tanin, Zahir – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

UN. Group of Arab States
Alotaibi, Mansour Ayyad Sh A (Kuwait) – S/PV.6298

UN. Secretary-General
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6292

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6326
Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – S/PV.6404; S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

UN. Under-Secretary-General for Political Affairs
Pascoe, Lynn – S/PV.6273; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6430

United Kingdom
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

United States
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
Wolff, Alejandro D. – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325

Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of)
Colmenares, Alexis – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)
Valero Briceño, Jorge – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

PEACEBUILDING (continued)

Chile
Errázuriz, Octavio – S/PV.6396

China
Li, Baodong – S/PV.6299
Wang, Min – S/PV.6396

Coordinating Bureau of the Non-Aligned Countries
Momen, Abulkalam Abdul (Bangladesh) – S/PV.6299(Resumption1); S/PV.6396

Croatia
Vilovic, Ranko – S/PV.6299(Resumption1); S/PV.6396

Czech Republic
Corvenka, David – S/PV.6396

Egypt
Abdelaziz, Maged Abdelfattah – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)
Gendi, Soha – S/PV.6396

El Salvador
Gallardo Hernández, Carmen María – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

European Union
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6299(Resumption1); S/PV.6396

Finland
Viinanen, Jarmo Veli Tapio – S/PV.6396

France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6299; S/PV.6396

Gabon
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6299; S/PV.6396

Ghana
Christian, Leslie – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

Guatemala
Briz Gutiérrez, José Alberto – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

Human Security Network
Hernández-Milán, Jairo (Costa Rica) – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

IBRD. Managing Director
Okonjo-Iweala, Ngozi – S/PV.6299

India
Puri, Hardeep Singh – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

Ireland
Anderson, Anne – S/PV.6396

Japan
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6396

Kenya
Muburi-Multa, Zachary D. – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

Lebanon
Habib, William – S/PV.6396
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6299

Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6396
Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6299

Morocco
Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6396

Nepal
Acharya, Gyan Chandra – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)
Bairagi, Shanker – S/PV.6396

New Zealand
Graham, Kirsty – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)
PEACEBUILDING (continued)

Nigeria
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6299
Onemola, Raff Buku-Olu Wole – S/PV.6396

Pakistan
Andrabi, Tahir Hussain – S/PV.6396
Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

Papua New Guinea
Aisi, Robert Guba – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

Peru
Gutiérrez, Gonzalo – S/PV.6299(Resumption1);
S/PV.6396

Portugal
Cravinho, Joao Gomes – S/PV.6409

Republic of Korea
Park, In-kook – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6299; S/PV.6396

Sierra Leone
Conteh, Alfre Palo – S/PV.6299

Sri Lanka
Kohona, Palitha Tikiri Bandara – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

Thailand
Chaimongkol, Siriporn – S/PV.6396

Timor-Leste
Lobato, Lucia – S/PV.6299

Turkey
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6299
Corman, Fazli – S/PV.6396

Uganda
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6299; S/PV.6396

UN. Group of Nordic Countries
Viinanen, Jarmo Veli Tapio (Finland) – S/PV.6270(Resumption1)

UN. Peacebuilding Commission. Chairman
Wittig, Peter (Germany) – S/PV.6299

UN. Secretary-General
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6409

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Okada, Katsuya (Japan) – S/PV.6299
Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – S/PV.6414

United Kingdom
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6299
Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6396

United States
Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6396
Wolff, Alejandro D. – S/PV.6299

Uruguay
Alvarez, Gustavo – S/PV.6299(Resumption1)

PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS (continued)

Algeria
Benmehidi, Mourad – S/PV.6409

Australia
Quinlan, Gary Francis – S/PV.6409

Austria
Ebner, Christian – S/PV.6370; S/PV.6409
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6347

Bangladesh
Momen, Abulkalam Abdul – S/PV.6270(Resumption1); S/PV.6370

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6370; S/PV.6409

Brazil
Amorim, Celso – S/PV.6389
Dunlop, Regina Maria Cordeiro – S/PV.6370

Canada
Normandin, Henri-Paul – S/PV.6370

China
Li, Baodong – S/PV.6409
Liu, Zhenmin – S/PV.6396

Egypt
Abdelaziz, Maged Abdelfattah – S/PV.6270(Resumption1)

Ethiopia
Abay, Grum – S/PV.6409

European Union
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6409

Finland
Haavisto, Pekka – S/PV.6409

France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6270

Gabon
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6370; S/PV.6409

Gabon. President
Bongo Ondimba, Ali – S/PV.6389

India
Puri, Hardeep Singh – S/PV.6270(Resumption1); S/PV.6370

Italy
Ragaglini, Cesare Maria – S/PV.6270(Resumption1)

Japan
Kodama, Kazuo – S/PV.6409
Sumi, Shigeki – S/PV.6370
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6270

Jordan
Al-Allaf, Mohammed F. – S/PV.6270(Resumption1)

Kenya
Maina, Solomon K. – S/PV.6409
## PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon, President</td>
<td>Sleiman, Michel – S/PV.6389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Espinosa Cantellano, Patricia – S/PV.6389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heller, Claude – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>Bouchaara, Lotfi – S/PV.6270(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>Acharya, Gyan Chandra – S/PV.6270(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>Ajumogobia, Odein – S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria, President</td>
<td>Jonathan, Goodluck Ebele – S/PV.6389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sial, Amjad Hussain B. – S/PV.6270(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>Cabaculan, Libran N. – S/PV.6370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Davide, Hilario G. – S/PV.6270(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>Moraes Cabral, José Filipe – S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td>Park, In-kook – S/PV.6370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6370; S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lavrov, Sergei Viktorovich – S/PV.6389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>Ndabarasa, Alfred – S/PV.6270(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>Sangqu, Baso – S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>Osman, Daffa-Ala Elhag Ali – S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6370; S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey, President</td>
<td>Gül, Abdullah – S/PV.6389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>Mugo, Patrick S. – S/PV.6370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda, President</td>
<td>Museveni, Yoweri – S/PV.6389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN, Department for Field Support, Under-Secretary-General</td>
<td>Malcorra, Susana – S/PV.6270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN, Department of Peacekeeping Operations</td>
<td>Obiakor, Chikadibia Isaac – S/PV.6370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN, Executive Representative of the Secretary-General for the United Nations Integrated Peacebuilding Office in Sierra Leone</td>
<td>Von der Schuelenburg, Michael – S/PV.6270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN, Peacebuilding Commission, Chairman</td>
<td>Wittig, Peter (Germany) – S/PV.6270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN, Secretary-General</td>
<td>Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6389; S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UN, Security Council (65th year: 2010), President</td>
<td>Araud, Gérard (France) – S/PV.6270(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kategaya, Eriya (Uganda) – S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN, Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Liberia and Head of the United Nations Mission in Liberia</td>
<td>Loj, Ellen – S/PV.6270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UN, Special Representative of the Secretary-General for the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Head of the United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN, Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations</td>
<td>Le Roy, Alain – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6270(Resumption1); S/PV.6370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Hague, William – S/PV.6389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clinton, Hillary Rodham – S/PV.6389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6270; S/PV.6370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>Cancela, José Luis – S/PV.6270(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African Union, Commissioner for Peace and Security</td>
<td>Lamamra, Ramtane – S/PV.6257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEM</td>
<td>Le, Luong Minh (Viet Nam) – S/PV.6257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spindelegger, Michael – S/PV.6306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
<td>Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Dunlop, Regina Maria Cordeiro – S/PV.6306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Li, Baodong – S/PV.6306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zhang, Yesui – S/PV.6257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council of the European Union, High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy</td>
<td>Ashton, Catherine, Baroness – S/PV.6306</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS–UN (continued)

European Union
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6257
France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6306
Gabon
Issoue-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6257
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6306
Japan
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6306
League of Arab States. Secretary-General
Moussa, Amr – S/PV.6257
Lebanon
Kamara, Marjon V. – S/PV.6379
Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6306
NATO. Deputy Secretary-General
Bisogniero, Claudio – S/PV.6257
Nigeria
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6257
Onemola, Raff Bukun-olu Wole – S/PV.6306
OAS
Frontaura, Victor Rico – S/PV.6257
Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe
Pavllyuk, Oleksandr – S/PV.6257
Organization of the Islamic Conference. Secretary-General
Ihsanoglu, Ekmeleddin – S/PV.6257
Organizatsiia Dogovora o kollektivnoi bezopasnosti. Secretary-General
Bordyuzha, Nikolai – S/PV.6257
Pacific Islands Forum
Quinlan, Gary Francis (Australia) – S/PV.6257
Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6257; S/PV.6306
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. President
Byron, Dennis – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. Prosecutor
Jallow, Hassan Bubacar – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Japan
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6463
Sumi, Shigeki – S/PV.6434
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6342
Kenya
Kimemia, Francis – S/PV.6342
Lebanon
Assaf, Ibrahim – S/PV.6342
Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6434
Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Nigeria
Lolo, Bolus Paul – S/PV.6342
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6434
Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6463
Pankin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6434
Rwanda
Gasana, Eugène-Richard – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Serbia
Starcevic, Fedor – S/PV.6432
Turkey
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6342
Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
United Kingdom
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Uganda
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6463
Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6447
May-Hartling, Thomas (Austria) – S/PV.6342
United Kingdom
Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434; S/PV.6463
United States
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

RWANDA SITUATION (continued)

Brazil
Moretti, Norberto – S/PV.6342
China
Guo, Xiaomei – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Croatia
Vilovic, Ranko – S/PV.6342
France
Briens, Martin – S/PV.6434
Le Fraper du Hellen, Béatrice – S/PV.6342
Gabon
Issoue-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6434
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6342
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. President
Byron, Dennis – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. Prosecutor
Jallow, Hassan Bubacar – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Japan
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6463
Sumi, Shigeki – S/PV.6434
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6342
Kenya
Kimemia, Francis – S/PV.6342
Lebanon
Assaf, Ibrahim – S/PV.6342
Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6434
Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Nigeria
Lolo, Bolus Paul – S/PV.6342
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6434
Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6463
Pankin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6434
Rwanda
Gasana, Eugène-Richard – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
Serbia
Starcevic, Fedor – S/PV.6432
Turkey
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434
United Kingdom
Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434; S/PV.6463
United States
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6342; S/PV.6434

SIERRA LEONE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS

Canada
McNee, John – S/PV.6391
Sierra Leone
Bangura, Zainab Hawa – S/PV.6391
Davies, Rupert S.D. – S/PV.6291
Touray, Shekou M. – S/PV.6392
SIERRA LEONE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)

UN. Executive Representative of the Secretary-General for the United Nations Integrated Peacebuilding Office in Sierra Leone
Von der Schulenburg, Michael – S/PV.6291; S/PV.6391
UN. Peacebuilding Commission. Sierra Leone Configuration. Chairman
McNee, John – S/PV.6291

SMALL ARMS

African Union
António, Téte – S/PV.6288
Australia
Goledzinowski, Andrew – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
Austria
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6288
Botswana
Ntwagae, Charles – S/PV.6288
Brazil
Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6288
Central African Republic
Poukré-Kono, Fernand – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
Chad
Allam-Mi, Mohamad – S/PV.6288
Communauté économique des Etats de l’Afrique centrale. Secrétaire général
Sylvain-Goma, Louis – S/PV.6288
Congo
Maboundou, Raphael Dieudonné – S/PV.6288
Costa Rica
Urbina, Jorge – S/PV.6288
Democratic Republic of the Congo
Ileka, Atoki – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
European Union
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6288
France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6288
Gabon
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6288
Germany
Wittig, Peter – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
Japan
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6288
Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6288
Morocco
Bouchaara, Lotfi – S/PV.6288
Nigeria
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6288
Republic of Korea
Kim, Bonghyun – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
Russian Federation
Scherbak, Igor N. – S/PV.6288
South Africa
Paschalis, Johann – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
Switzerland
Grau, Heidi – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
Turkey
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6288

SMALL ARMS (continued)

Uganda
Mugoya, Patrick S. – S/PV.6288
UN. Deputy Secretary-General
Migiro, Asha-Rose Mtengeti – S/PV.6288
UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred (Gabon) – S/PV.6288(Resumption1)
United Kingdom
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6288
United States
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6288

SOMALIA SITUATION

African Union
António, Téte – S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386
African Union. Commissioner for Peace and Security
Lamamra, Ramtane – S/PV.6259; S/PV.6313; S/PV.6407
Algeria
Benmehidi, Mourad – S/PV.6386
Austria
Ebner, Christian – S/PV.6316; S/PV.6386
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386
Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6313
Brazil
Dunlop, Regina Maria Condeiro – S/PV.6386
Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6313
China
Du, Xiacong – S/PV.6313
Li, Baodong – S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386
Denmark
Laursen, Erik – S/PV.6374
Djibouti
Hassan, Kadra Ahmed – S/PV.6362
Djibouti. President
Guelleh, Ismaël Omar – S/PV.6316
Eritrea
Desta, Araya – S/PV.6362
Ethiopia
Bame, Aman Hassen – S/PV.6386
European Union
Schwaiger, Peter – S/PV.6374
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6313; S/PV.6386
France
Briens, Martin – S/PV.6386
Rivière, Nicolas de – S/PV.6313; S/PV.6374
Gabon
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6313
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6316; S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386
India
Ray, Anupam – S/PV.6374
Japan
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386
Okada, Norhiro – S/PV.6316
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6313
Kenya
Muburi-Multa, Zachary D. – S/PV.6374
Wetangula, Moses – S/PV.6386
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League of Arab States
Mahmassani, Yahya – S/PV.6259

Lebanon
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6313; S/PV.6316; S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386

Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6313; S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386; S/PV.6457

Nigeria
Lolo, Bolus Paul – S/PV.6313
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6316; S/PV.6386
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6374

Norway
Smith, Tine Morch – S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386
Wetland, Morten – S/PV.6313

Philippines
Sorreta, Carlos – S/PV.6374

Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6301; S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386
Dolgov, Konstantin K. – S/PV.6316
Pankin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6313

Seychelles
Jumeau, Ronald Jean – S/PV.6374

Singapore
Lim, Yoon Boon – S/PV.6374

Somalia
Duale, Elmi Ahmed – S/PV.6259; S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386; S/PV.6417
Ibrahim, Abdurahman – S/PV.6313
Ibrahim, Yusuf Hasan – S/PV.6407

South Africa
Sangqu, Baso – S/PV.6374

Sudan
Karti, Ali Ahmed – S/PV.6425
Osman, Daffa-Alla Elhag Ali – S/PV.6410
Siddiq, Mutrif – S/PV.6452

UN. Legal Counsel
O’Brien, Patricia – S/PV.6374

UN. Secretary-General
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6374; S/PV.6407
UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6386
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6374
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel (Gabon) – S/PV.6289
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6429
Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – S/PV.6397
Zhang, Yesui (China) – S/PV.6266
UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Somalia
Ould Abdallah, Ahmedou – S/PV.6259; S/PV.6313
UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Somalia and Head of the United Nations Political Office for Somalia
Mahiga, Augustine P. – S/PV.6386
UN. Under-Secretary-General for Political Affairs
Pascoe, Lynn – S/PV.6362; S/PV.6417
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UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Somalia
Ould Abdallah, Ahmedou – S/PV.6259; S/PV.6313

UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Somalia and Head of the United Nations Political Office for Somalia
Mahiga, Augustine P. – S/PV.6386
UN. Under-Secretary-General for Political Affairs
Pascoe, Lynn – S/PV.6362; S/PV.6417

UN Office on Drugs and Crime
Fedotov, Yury V. – S/PV.6417

United Kingdom
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386
Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6313; S/PV.6316

United Republic of Tanzania
Seruhure, Justine – S/PV.6374

United States
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6313; S/PV.6316
Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6374; S/PV.6386

SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS

Africa
Mbeki, Thabo – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425

Austria
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452; S/PV.6457
Spindelegger, Michael – S/PV.6425

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Alkalaj, Sven – S/PV.6425
Barbatu, Ivan – S/PV.6338

Brazil
Patriota, Antonio de Aguiar – S/PV.6425
Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452

China
Li, Baodong – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425
Yang, Tao – S/PV.6401; S/PV.6452

France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425

Gabon
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

International Criminal Court. Prosecutor
Moreno-Ocampo, Luis – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6440

Japan
Matsumoto, Takeaki – S/PV.6425
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6452
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6338

Joint African Union-UN Chief Mediator for Darfur
Bassolé, Djibrill Yipènè – S/PV.6338

Joint African Union-United Nations Special Representative for Darfur
Gambari, I.A. (Ibrahim Agboola) – S/PV.6318; S/PV.6338; S/PV.6365

Lebanon
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425

Nigeria
Ajamogobia, Odein – S/PV.6425
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452

Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

Sudan
Karti, Ali Ahmed – S/PV.6425
Osman, Daffa-Alla Elhag Ali – S/PV.6410
Siddiq, Mutrif – S/PV.6452

Sudan People's Liberation Movement
Amun, Pagan – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452
SUDAN–POLITICAL CONDITIONS (continued)

Turkey
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

Uganda
Okello Oryem, Henry – S/PV.6425
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452

UN. Assistant Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations
Titov, Dmitry – S/PV.6269

UN. Secretary-General
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6425

UN. Secretary-General's Panel on the Referenda in the Sudan. Chair
Mkapa, Benjamin W. (Benjamin William) – S/PV.6452

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Hague, William (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6425
Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – S/PV.6397; S/PV.6452

Takasu, Yukio (Japan) – S/PV.6304

UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for the Sudan
Mkapa, Benjamin W. (Benjamin William) – S/PV.6452

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Hague, William (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6425

Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – S/PV.6397; S/PV.6452

Takasu, Yukio (Japan) – S/PV.6304

UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations

Le Roy, Alain – S/PV.6410; S/PV.6452

UN Special Coordinator for the Middle East Peace Process
Serry, Robert H. – S/PV.6318

United Kingdom
Hague, William – S/PV.6425
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6397; S/PV.6452

United States
Clinton, Hillary Rodham – S/PV.6425
Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6397; S/PV.6452

TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL (continued)

Austria
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

Bangladesh
Momen, Abul Kalam Abdul – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Bolivia (Plurinational State of)
Solón-Romero, Pablo – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6404
Colakovic, Mirsad – S/PV.6363
Vukasinovic, Milos – S/PV.6265

Botswana
Ntwaeaga, Charles – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

Brazil
Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404

China
Li, Baodong – S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
Long, Zhou – S/PV.6298
Yang, Tao – S/PV.6325
Zhang, Yexui – S/PV.6265

Costa Rica
Weisleder, Saul – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Cuba
Benitez Versón, Rodolfo Eliseo – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
Núñez Mosquera, Pedro – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)

Ecuador
Lalama, Jenny – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)
Morejon, Diego – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Egypt
Edrees, Mohamed Fathi – S/PV.6363

European Union
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363(Resumption1);
S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363;
S/PV.6404

Gabon
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6404
Onanga Ndiaye, Michel Régis – S/PV.6363

Iceland
Palsson, Gunnar – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Indonesia
Klein, Hasan – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Iran (Islamic Republic of)
Al-Habib, Eshagh – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)
Khazaei, Mohammad – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Israel
Carmon, Daniel – S/PV.6325
Reuben, Meron – S/PV.6404
Shalev, Gabriela – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363

Japan
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6404
Okuda, Norhiro – S/PV.6265
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363

Jordan
Shawbakah, Khalid Abdullah Krayyem – S/PV.6298(Resumption1);
S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Lebanon
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6404
Ziadé, Caroline – S/PV.6363

Malaysia
Ali, Hamidon – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)

Mauritania
Ould Hadrami, Abderrahim – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)

Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL (continued)</th>
<th>TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL (continued)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bouchaara, Lotfi – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)</td>
<td>Lukwiya, Benedict – S/PV.6265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)</td>
<td>Mugoya, Patrick S. – S/PV.6325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosales Díaz, Danilo – S/PV.6298(Resumption1);</td>
<td>S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubiales de Chamorro, María – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)</td>
<td>UN. Assistant Secretary-General for Political Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>Fernández Taranco, Oscar – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6325;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404</td>
<td>S/PV.6372; S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6298</td>
<td>UN. Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People. Chairman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>Badij, Paul – S/PV.6363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosales Díaz, Danilo – S/PV.6298(Resumption1);</td>
<td>UN. Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People. Vice-Chairman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubiales de Chamorro, María – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)</td>
<td>Tanin, Zahir – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>UN. Group of Arab States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enge, Berit – S/PV.6363</td>
<td>Alotalbi, Mansour Ayyad SH A (Kuwait) – S/PV.6298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juul, Mona – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)</td>
<td>UN. Secretary-General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Tine Morch – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)</td>
<td>Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of the Islamic Conference</td>
<td>UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aslov, Sirodjidin M. (Tajikistan) – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)</td>
<td>Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ja'afari, Bashar (Syrian Arab Republic) – S/PV.6298</td>
<td>Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – S/PV.6404;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>S/PV.6404(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6298(Resumption1);</td>
<td>UN. Under-Secretary-General for Political Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)</td>
<td>Pascoe, Lynn – S/PV.6273; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestine</td>
<td>UN Special Coordinator for the Middle East Peace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansour, Riyad H. – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404</td>
<td>Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>Serry, Robert H. – S/PV.6315; S/PV.6340; S/PV.6448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabactulan, Libran N. – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td>Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Khalifa, Nasser – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404</td>
<td>Wolff, Alejandro D. – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pankin, Alexander A. – S/PV.6325</td>
<td>Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>Colmenares, Alexis – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Nafisee, Khalid Abdulrazaq – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)</td>
<td>Valero Briceño, Jorge – S/PV.6363(Resumption1);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>S/PV.6404(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crowley, Cedrick Charles – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mashabane, Doctor – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6363(Resumption1)</td>
<td>Grau, Heidi – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Syrian Arab Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayasekara, Bandula – S/PV.6298(Resumption1)</td>
<td>Ja'afari, Bashar – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keegel, Maxwell – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)</td>
<td>Tajikistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kohona, Paitha Tikiri Bandara – S/PV.6404(Resumption1)</td>
<td>Aslov, Sirodjidin M. – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Tunisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grau, Heidi – S/PV.6363(Resumption1)</td>
<td>Jomaa, Ghazi – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syrian Arab Republic</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ja'afari, Bashar – S/PV.6363(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)</td>
<td>Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>Davutoglu, Ahmet – S/PV.6325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jomaa, Ghazi – S/PV.6298(Resumption1); S/PV.6404(Resumption1)</td>
<td>Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Blum, Claudia – S/PV.6310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6265; S/PV.6298; S/PV.6363; S/PV.6404</td>
<td>Cuba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davutoglu, Ahmet – S/PV.6325</td>
<td>Núñez Mosquera, Pedro – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424; S/PV.6424</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TERRORISM (continued)

**European Union**  
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424

**France**  
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6390  
Bonne, Emmanuel – S/PV.6424  
Rivière, Nicolas de – S/PV.6310

**Gabon**  
Issouze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6424  
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6310  
Toungui, Paul – S/PV.6390

**India**  
Puri, Hardeep Singh – S/PV.6310  
Puri, Manjeev Singh – S/PV.6424

**Iran (Islamic Republic of)**  
Al-Habib, Eshagh – S/PV.6310  
Dehghani, Gholamhossein – S/PV.6424

**Israel**  
Shalev, Gabriela – S/PV.6310  
Waxman, Haim – S/PV.6424

**Japan**  
Kodama, Kazuo – S/PV.6424  
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6390  
Okuda, Norihiro – S/PV.6310

**Lebanon**  
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6390  
Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6424

**Mexico**  
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6390

**Morocco**  
Loulichki, Mohammed – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424

**New Zealand**  
Graham, Kirsty – S/PV.6424

**Nigeria**  
Ajumogobia, Odein – S/PV.6390  
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424

**Norway**  
Smith, Tine Mørch – S/PV.6424

**Pakistan**  
Sial, Anjed Hussain B. – S/PV.6424

**Philippines**  
Sorreta, Carlos – S/PV.6424

**Russian Federation**  
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6390; S/PV.6424

**Spain**  
Oyarzún, Román – S/PV.6424

**Sri Lanka**  
Kohona, Palitha Tikiri Bandara – S/PV.6424

**Syrian Arab Republic**  
Ja’afari, Bashar – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424

**Tunisia**  
Jomaa, Ghazi – S/PV.6310

**Turkey**  
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6457  
Davutoglu, Ahmet – S/PV.6390  
Sevi, Aziz – S/PV.6424

**Uganda**  
Kutesa, Sam – S/PV.6390  
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424

**UN. Group of Nordic Countries**  
Wetland, Morten (Norway) – S/PV.6310

---

### TERRORISM (continued)

**UN. Secretary-General**  
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6390

**UN. Security Council**  
President  
Davutoglu, Ahmet (Turkey) – S/PV.6390  
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6424  
Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6459  
Ziade, Caroline (Lebanon) – S/PV.6310

**UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1267 (1999) concerning Al-Qaida and the Taliban and Associated Individuals and Entities**  
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6310

**UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1373 (2001) concerning Counter-Terrorism**  
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6310

**UN. Security Council Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1540 (2004) concerning Non-Proliferation of Nuclear, Chemical and Biological Weapons.**  
Chairman  
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424

**United Kingdom**  
Hague, William – S/PV.6390  
Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6310

**United States**  
Clinton, Hillary Rodham – S/PV.6390  
DeLaurentis, Jeffrey – S/PV.6310  
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6424  
Donovan, James B. – S/PV.6424  
Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6310

**Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of)**  
Valero Briceño, Jorge – S/PV.6310; S/PV.6424

---

### TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION

**Australia**  
Quinlan, Gary Francis – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

**Austria**  
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

**Bosnia and Herzegovina**  
Barbatic, Ivan – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

**Brazil**  
Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

**China**  
Liu, Zhenmin – S/PV.6276  
Wang, Min – S/PV.6405

**European Union**  
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

**France**  
Briens, Martin – S/PV.6405

**Gabon**  
Issouze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6276  
Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6405

**Ireland**  
Anderson, Anne – S/PV.6276
TIMOR-LESTE SITUATION (continued)

Japan
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6405
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6276

Lebanon
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6276
Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6405

Malaysia
Ali, Hamidon – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

New Zealand
McLay, Jim – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

Nigeria
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

Philippines
Cabactulan, Libran N. – S/PV.6405

Portugal
Moraes Cabral, José Filipe – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

Russian Federation
Dolgov, Konstantin K. – S/PV.6405
Shcherbak, Igor N. – S/PV.6276

South Africa
Dye, Moné – S/PV.6405
Sangqu, Baso – S/PV.6276

Timor-Leste
Guterres, José Luis – S/PV.6276
Mesquita Borges, Sofia – S/PV.6405

Turkey
Apakan, Ertrugrul – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

Uganda
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Araud, Gérard (France) – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6278

UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Timor-Leste and Head of the United Nations Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste
Haq, Ameerah – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

United Kingdom
Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

United States
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6405
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6405

UN. SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK (continued)

Argentina
Argüello, Jorge – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Australia
Goledzinowski, Andrew – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Austria
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6300

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6300

Brazil
Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6300

Canada
McNee, John – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Caribbean Community
Gonsalves, Camillo (Saint Vincent and the Grenadines) – S/PV.6300

Colombia
Blum, Claudia – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Coordinating Bureau of the Non-Aligned Countries
Edrees, Mohamed Fathi (Egypt) – S/PV.6300

Costa Rica
Hernández-Milian, Jairo – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Cuba
Benítez Versón, Rodolfo Eliseo – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Czech Republic
Kaiser, Petr – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Ecuador
Carrión Mena, Francisco – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6300

Gabon
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6300

Germany
Ney, Martin – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

India
Puri, Hardeep Singh – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Iran (Islamic Republic of)
Khazaee, Mohammad – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Italy
Ragaglini, Cesare Maria – S/PV.6300

Japan
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6457
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6300

Jordan
Khair, Adi – S/PV.6300

Kenya
Muburi-Multa, Zachary D. – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Namibia
Mbuende, Kaire Munjinganda – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

New Zealand
McLay, Jim – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Nigeria
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6300

Pakistan
Sial, Amjad Hussain B. – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Peru
Gutiérrez, Gonzalo – S/PV.6300

Philippines
Sorreta, Carlos – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Portugal
Moraes Cabral, José Filipe – S/PV.6300

Qatar
Al-Nasser, Nassir Abdulaziz – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Republic of Korea
Park, In-kook – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6300
UN SECURITY COUNCIL–METHODS OF WORK (continued)

Sierra Leone
Kamara, Osman Keh – S/PV.6300
Sierra Leone
Menon, Vanu Gopala – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)
Slovakia
Koterec, Milos – S/PV.6300
Slovenia
Stiglic, Sanja – S/PV.6300
South Africa
Tladi, Dire David – S/PV.6300
Switzerland
Grau, Heidi – S/PV.6300
Turkey
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6300
Uganda
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6300
Ukraine
Sergeyev, Yuriy – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)
Union économique Benelux
Lucas, Sylve (Luxembourg) – S/PV.6300
United Kingdom
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6300
United States
Wolff, Alejandro D. – S/PV.6300
Uruguay
Vidal, Martin – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)
Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of)
Escalona Ojeda, Julio Rafael – S/PV.6300(Resumption1)

UN SECURITY COUNCIL–REPORTS (2009-2010)

Nigeria
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6413

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ

Austria
Kyrle, Johannes – S/PV.6450
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Alkalaj, Sven – S/PV.6450
Brazil
Machado, Vera Barrouin – S/PV.6450
Canada
McNee, John – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464
China
Li, Baodong – S/PV.6255
France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6450
Gabon
Toun gui, Paul – S/PV.6450
Iraq
Al Bayati, Hamid – S/PV.6271; S/PV.6320; S/PV.6368
Zebari, Hoshyar – S/PV.6450
Japan
Tokunaga, Hisashi – S/PV.6450
Lebanon
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6450
Mexico
Morgan Sotomayor, Yanneri Cristina – S/PV.6450
Nigeria
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6450
Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6450

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ (continued)

Turkey
Davutoglu, Ahmet – S/PV.6450
Uganda
Bukenerya, Gilbert Balibaseka – S/PV.6450
UN. Secretary-General
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944– – S/PV.6450
UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Biden, Joseph R. (United States) – S/PV.6450
Churkin, Vitaly I. (Russian Federation) – S/PV.6369
UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Assistance Mission for Iraq
Melkert, Ad – S/PV.6271; S/PV.6320; S/PV.6368
United Kingdom
Burt, Alistair – S/PV.6450
United States
Biden, Joseph R. – S/PV.6450

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN

Afghanistan
Tanin, Zahir – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
Australia
Goledzinowski, Andrew – S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
Quinlan, Gary Francis – S/PV.6351
Windsor, David Anthony – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287
Austria
Ebner, Christian – S/PV.6255
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
Colakovic, Mirsad – S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464
Brazil
Dunlop, Regina Maria Cordeiro – S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351
Canada
McNee, John – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464
China
Li, Baodong – S/PV.6287
Wang, Min – S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
European Union
Rivière, Nicolas de (France) – S/PV.6287
Schwaiger, Peter – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6464
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
Briens, Martin – S/PV.6464
Gaban
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6287
Moungara-Moussoti, Alfred – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
Germany
Berger, Miguel – S/PV.6464
Wittig, Peter – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN (continued)

India
Puri, Hardeep Singh – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
Puri, Manjeev Singh – S/PV.6464

Iran (Islamic Republic of)
Al-Habib, Eshagh – S/PV.6464

Italy
Ragaglini, Cesare Maria – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464

Japan
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351

Lebanon
Assaf, Ibrahim – S/PV.6464
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394

Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6255

Netherlands
Schaper, Herman – S/PV.6287

New Zealand
McLay, Jim – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287

Nigeria
Lolo, Bolus Paul – S/PV.6351
Ogwu, U. Joy – S/PV.6255
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464

Norway
Juul, Mona – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6351
Smith, Tine Morch – S/PV.6394
Wetland, Morten – S/PV.6287

Pakistan
Haroon, Abdullah Hussain – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464

Poland
Herczynski, Pawel – S/PV.6287

Russian Federation
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
Dolgov, Konstantin K. – S/PV.6287

Turkey
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6464
Corman, Fazli – S/PV.6255

Uganda
Mugoya, Patrick S. – S/PV.6287
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464

UN. Secretary-General
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6255

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6394
Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6464

UN Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan
De Mistura, Staffan – S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394; S/PV.6464
Eide, Kai – S/PV.6255

UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN (continued)

UN. Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations
Le Roy, Alain – S/PV.6287

United Kingdom
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6255; S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394
Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6464

United States
DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6255
Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6287; S/PV.6351; S/PV.6394

UN DISENGAGEMENT OBSERVER FORCE

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6352
Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6462

UN Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine
Mood, Robert – S/PV.6370

UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE

Australia
Quinlan, Gary Francis – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

Austria
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

Brazil
Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

China
Liu, Zhenmin – S/PV.6276
Wang, Min – S/PV.6405

European Union
Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

France
Briens, Martin – S/PV.6405

Gabon
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6276
Mounghara-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6405

Ireland
Anderson, Anne – S/PV.6276

Japan
Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6405
Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6276

Lebanon
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6276

Malaysia
Ali, Hamidon – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
Ziade, Caroline – S/PV.6405

Philippines
Cabactulan, Libran N. – S/PV.6405

Portugal
Moraes Cabral, José Filipe – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

Russian Federation
Dolgov, Konstantin K. – S/PV.6405

UN DISENGAGEMENT OBSERVER FORCE

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6352
Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6462

UN Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine
Mood, Robert – S/PV.6370

UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE
### UN Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste (continued)

- **South Africa**
  - Dye, Moné – S/PV.6405
  - Sangqu, Baso – S/PV.6276
- **Timor-Leste**
  - Guterres, José Luis – S/PV.6276
  - Mesquita Borges, Sofia – S/PV.6405
- **Turkey**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405
  - Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

### UN Integrated Peacebuilding Office in Sierra Leone

- **Canada**
  - McNee, John – S/PV.6391
- **Sierra Leone**
  - Bangura, Zainab Hawa – S/PV.6391
  - Davies, Rupert S.D. – S/PV.6291
  - Touray, Shekou M. – S/PV.6392
- **United Kingdom**
  - Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6276; S/PV.6405

### UN Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo (continued)

- **Austria**
  - Ebner, Christian – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367
  - Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6422
- **Bosnia and Herzegovina**
  - Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
- **Brazil**
  - Dinlop, Regina Maria Cordeiro – S/PV.6367
  - Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6422
- **China**
  - Li, Baodong – S/PV.6314; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
- **France**
  - Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422
  - Rivière, Nicolas de – S/PV.6367
- **Gabon**
  - Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6314; S/PV.6367; S/PV.6422

### UN Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo (continued)

- **Japan**
  - Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6422
  - Okuda, Norhiro – S/PV.6314
  - Sumi, Shigeki – S/PV.6367
  - Takasu, Yukio – S/PV.6264
- **Kosovo**
  - Citaku, Vlora – S/PV.6422
  - Hyseni, Skender – S/PV.6264

### UN Interim Force in Lebanon

- **Israel**
  - Waxman, Haim – S/PV.6375
- **Lebanon**
  - Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6375
- **United Kingdom**
  - Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6367
- **United States**
  - Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6314
  - DiCarlo, Rosemary A. – S/PV.6264; S/PV.6422

### UN Under-Secretary-General for Political Affairs

- Pascoe, Lynn – S/PV.6273

### UN Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine

- Mood, Robert – S/PV.6370
### UN MISSION FOR THE REFERENDUM IN WESTERN SAHARA

Austria  
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6305

France  
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6305

Mexico  
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6305

Nigeria  
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6305

Russian Federation  
Dolgov, Konstantin K. – S/PV.6305

Uganda  
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6305

United Kingdom  
Quarrey, David – S/PV.6305

United States  
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6305

### UN MISSION IN LIBERIA

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President  
Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6383

Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6431

UN Mission in Liberia  
Afzal, Sikander – S/PV.6370

### UN MISSION IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD

Austria  
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6321

Central African Republic  
Gambi, Antoine – S/PV.6371; S/PV.6406

Poukré-Kono, Fernand – S/PV.6449

Chad  
Allam-Mi, Mohamad – S/PV.6371; S/PV.6406

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President  
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel (Gabon) – S/PV.6283

Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6460

UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad  
Mahmoud, Youssef – S/PV.6371; S/PV.6449

UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad  
Kandji, Elhadji Mouhamedou – S/PV.6370

### UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN

African Union  
Mbeki, Thabo – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425

Austria  
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6452

Spindelegger, Michael – S/PV.6425

Bosnia and Herzegovina  
Alkalaj, Sven – S/PV.6425

Colakovic, Mirsada – S/PV.6452

Brazil  
Patriota, Antonio de Aguiar – S/PV.6425

Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6452

China  
Li, Baodong – S/PV.6425

Yang, Tao – S/PV.6452

France  
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

Gabon  
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

Japan  
Matsumoto, Takeaki – S/PV.6425

Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6452

Joint African Union-United Nations Special Representative for Darfur  
Gambart, I.A. (Ibrahim Agboola) – S/PV.6338

Lebanon  
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

Mexico  
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425

Nigeria  
Ajamogobia, Odein – S/PV.6425

Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6452

Russian Federation  
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

Sudan  
Karti, Ali Ahmed – S/PV.6425

Siddiq, Mutrif – S/PV.6452

Sudan People's Liberation Movement  
Aamum, Pagan – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

Turkey  
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

Uganda  
Okello Oryem, Henry – S/PV.6425

Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452

UN. Secretary-General  
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6452

UN. Secretary-General's Panel on the Referenda in the Sudan. Chair  
Mkapa, Benjamin W. (Benjamin William) – S/PV.6452

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President  
Hague, William (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6425

Takasu, Yukio (Japan) – S/PV.6304

UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for the Sudan  
Menkerios, Haile – S/PV.6338

UN. Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations  
Le Roy, Alain – S/PV.6410; S/PV.6452

UN Mission in Sudan  
Obi, Moses Bisong – S/PV.6370

United Kingdom  
Hague, William – S/PV.6425

Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452

United States  
Clinton, Hillary Rodham – S/PV.6425

Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6397; S/PV.6452

### UN MISSION IN THE SUDAN (continued)

Gabon  
Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

Japan  
Matsumoto, Takeaki – S/PV.6425

Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6452

Joint African Union-United Nations Special Representative for Darfur  
Gambart, I.A. (Ibrahim Agboola) – S/PV.6338

Lebanon  
Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

Mexico  
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6425

Nigeria  
Ajamogobia, Odein – S/PV.6425

Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6452

Russian Federation  
Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

Sudan  
Karti, Ali Ahmed – S/PV.6425

Siddiq, Mutrif – S/PV.6452

Sudan People's Liberation Movement  
Aamum, Pagan – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

Turkey  
Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6425; S/PV.6452

Uganda  
Okello Oryem, Henry – S/PV.6425

Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452

UN. Secretary-General  
Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6452

UN. Secretary-General's Panel on the Referenda in the Sudan. Chair  
Mkapa, Benjamin W. (Benjamin William) – S/PV.6452

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President  
Hague, William (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6425

Takasu, Yukio (Japan) – S/PV.6304

UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for the Sudan  
Menkerios, Haile – S/PV.6338

UN. Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations  
Le Roy, Alain – S/PV.6410; S/PV.6452

UN Mission in Sudan  
Obi, Moses Bisong – S/PV.6370

United Kingdom  
Hague, William – S/PV.6425

Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6452

United States  
Clinton, Hillary Rodham – S/PV.6425

Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6338; S/PV.6397; S/PV.6452

### UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D’IVOIRE

Côte d’Ivoire  
Djédjé, Ilahiri A. – S/PV.6263; S/PV.6284

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President  
Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6393

Heller, Claude (Mexico) – S/PV.6329; S/PV.6350

Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6431

Rice, Susan E. (United States) – S/PV.6458

Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – S/PV.6402

Zhang, Yesui (China) – S/PV.6267

Ziade, Caroline (Lebanon) – S/PV.6323
UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D’IVOIRE (continued)

UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General and Head of the United Nations Operation in Côte d’Ivoire

Choi, Young-Jin – S/PV.6263; S/PV.6284; S/PV.6415; S/PV.6437

UN ORGANIZATION MISSION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

France

Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6317

UN. Secretary-General

Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6317

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President

Salam, Nawaf A. (Lebanon) – S/PV.6324

UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Head of the United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo

Doss, Alan – S/PV.6297

UN ORGANIZATION STABILIZATION MISSION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

Democratic Republic of the Congo

Ileka, Atoki – S/PV.6378

UN. Assistant Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations

Khare, Atul – S/PV.6378

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President

Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6387

Parham, Philip John (United Kingdom) – S/PV.6432

Rugunda, Ruhakana (Uganda) – S/PV.6397

UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Head of the United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo

Meece, Roger A. – S/PV.6403

UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in Conflict

Wallström, Margot – S/PV.6378; S/PV.6400

UN Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo

Gaye, Babacar – S/PV.6370

UN PEACEKEEPING FORCE IN CYPRUS

Turkey

Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6339; S/PV.6445

UN POLITICAL MISSION IN NEPAL

Nepal

Acharya, Gyan Chandra – S/PV.6260; S/PV.6308; S/PV.6377

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President

Apakan, Ertugrul (Turkey) – S/PV.6385

Zhang, Yesui (China) – S/PV.6262

UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General for the United Nations Political Mission in Nepal

Landgren, Karin – S/PV.6260; S/PV.6308; S/PV.6377

UN. Under-Secretary-General for Political Affairs

Pascoe, Lynn – S/PV.6398

UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI

Argentina

Argüello, Jorge – S/PV.6382

Limeres, Diego – S/PV.6303

Austria

Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

Brazil

Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

Canada

McNee, John – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

Chile

Errázuriz, Octavio – S/PV.6382

China

Li, Baodong – S/PV.6303

Wang, Min – S/PV.6382

Colombia

Blum, Claudia – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

Dominican Republic

Cuello Camilo, Federico Alberto – S/PV.6303

European Union

Schwaiger, Peter – S/PV.6382

Serrano, Pedro – S/PV.6303

France

Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6303

Briens, Martin – S/PV.6382

Gabon

Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel – S/PV.6382

Mounoua-Moussotsi, Alfred – S/PV.6303

Guatemala

Rosenthal, Gert – S/PV.6303

Haiti

Bellerive, Jean Max – S/PV.6303

Méronès, Léo – S/PV.6274; S/PV.6330; S/PV.6382; S/PV.6399

Japan

Nishida, Tsuneo – S/PV.6382

Lebanon

Assaf, Ibrahim – S/PV.6303

Salam, Nawaf A. – S/PV.6382

Mexico

Puente, Guillermo – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

Nigeria

Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

Norway

Juul, Mona – S/PV.6303

Smith, Tine Mørch – S/PV.6382

OAS. Assistant Secretary-General

Ramdín, Albert – S/PV.6303

Peru

Gutiérrez, Gonzalo – S/PV.6382

Rodríguez, Roberto – S/PV.6303

Russian Federation

Churkin, Vitaly I. – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

Spain

Yáñez-Barnuevo, Juan Antonio – S/PV.6303

Turkey

Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

Uganda

Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6382

UN. Secretary-General

Ban, Ki-moon, 1944- – S/PV.6257
UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI (continued)

UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President
Takasu, Yukio (Japan) – S/PV.6303
Zhang, Yesui (China) – S/PV.6261

UN. Special Representative of the Secretary-General
and Head of the United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti
Mulet, Edmond – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

UN. Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs
and Emergency Relief Coordinator
Holmes, John – S/PV.6274

UN. Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations
Le Roy, Alain – S/PV.6274

UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti
Cruz, Luiz Guilherme Paul – S/PV.6370

United Kingdom
Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6303
Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6382

United States
Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6303; S/PV.6382

UN TRUCE SUPERVISION ORGANIZATION IN PALESTINE

UN Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine
Mood, Robert – S/PV.6370

WESTERN SAHARA QUESTION

Austria
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6305

France
Araud, Gérard – S/PV.6305

Mexico
Heller, Claude – S/PV.6305

Nigeria
Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wole – S/PV.6305

Russian Federation
Dolgov, Konstantin K. – S/PV.6305

Uganda
Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6305

United Kingdom
Quarrey, David – S/PV.6305

United States
Anderson, Brooke D. – S/PV.6305

WOMEN IN ARMED CONFLICTS (continued)

Afghanistan
Tanin, Zahir – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

African Union
António, Tête – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Argentina
Limeres, Diego – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Armenia
Nazarian, Garen – S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6453

Australia
Goledzinowski, Andrew – S/PV.6453

Austria
Mayr-Harting, Thomas – S/PV.6302; S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453

Belgium
Grauls, Jan – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Barbalic, Ivan – S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453

Botswana
Ntwaagae, Charles – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Brazil
Viotti, Maria Luiza Ribeiro – S/PV.6302; S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411; S/PV.6453

Burkina Faso
Kafando, Michel – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Burundi
Gahutu, Zacharie – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Canada
McNee, John – S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453

Chile
Errázuriz, Octavio – S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6453(Resumption1)

China
Long, Zhou – S/PV.6302

Colombia
Blum, Claudia – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Croatia
Vilovic, Ranko – S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Czech Republic
Cervenka, David – S/PV.6396

Denmark
Staur, Carsten – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Egypt
Abdelaziz, Maged Abdelfattah – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

El Salvador
García González, Carlos Enrique – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)

Estonia
Intelmann, Tiina – S/PV.6411(Resumption1)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Speeches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S/PV.6453(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji</td>
<td></td>
<td>Thomson, Peter</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td></td>
<td>HolmLund, Anne</td>
<td>S/PV.6411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Viinanen, Jarmo Veli Tapio</td>
<td>S/PV.6396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
<td>Araud, Gérard</td>
<td>S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411; S/PV.6453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rivière, Nicolas de</td>
<td>S/PV.6453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td></td>
<td>Issoze-Ngondet, Emmanuel</td>
<td>S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411; S/PV.6453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred</td>
<td>S/PV.6302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jobe-Njie, Fatou Mass</td>
<td>S/PV.6411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tsiskarashvili, Shalva</td>
<td>S/PV.6453(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Moungara-Moussotsi, Alfred</td>
<td>S/PV.6302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wittig, Peter</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td></td>
<td>Christian, Leslie</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td></td>
<td>Flores, Mary Elizabeth</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td></td>
<td>Körösi, Csaba</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td></td>
<td>Palsson, Gunnar</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Puri, Manjeev Singh</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6453(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Committee of the Red Cross</td>
<td></td>
<td>Füllemann, Walter A.</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td></td>
<td>Anderson, Anne</td>
<td>S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>White, Mary</td>
<td>S/PV.6411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reuben, Meron</td>
<td>S/PV.6453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Waxman, Haim</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Carfagna, Maria Rosaria</td>
<td>S/PV.6411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ragaglini, Cesare Maria</td>
<td>S/PV.6453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wolfe, Raymond</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kikuta, Makiko</td>
<td>S/PV.6411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nishida, Tsuneo</td>
<td>S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Takasu, Yukio</td>
<td>S/PV.6302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Altimova, Byrganym</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ojiambo, Josephine</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6453(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td></td>
<td>Habib, William</td>
<td>S/PV.6396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Salam, Nawaf A.</td>
<td>S/PV.6411; S/PV.6453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Zlade, Caroline</td>
<td>S/PV.6302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gayflor, Vabah</td>
<td>S/PV.6411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liechtenstein</td>
<td></td>
<td>Barriga, Stefan</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wenaweser, Christian</td>
<td>S/PV.6453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lucas, Sylvie</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td></td>
<td>Picasso, Isabelle F.</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td></td>
<td>Emvula, Wilfried I.</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lemos-Maniati, Eirini</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bairagi, Shanker</td>
<td>S/PV.6396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rai, Amrit Bahadur</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
<td>Klerk, Piet de</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Schaper, Herman</td>
<td>S/PV.6453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td></td>
<td>McClay, Jim</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ogwu, U. Joy</td>
<td>S/PV.6302; S/PV.6411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Onemola, Raff Bukun-Olu Wolfe</td>
<td>S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td></td>
<td>Faremo, Grete</td>
<td>S/PV.6411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Andrabi, Tahir Hussain</td>
<td>S/PV.6396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sial, Amjad Hussain B.</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palestine</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mansour, Riyad H.</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cabactulan, Libran N.</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cravinho, Joao Gomes</td>
<td>S/PV.6396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Moraes Cabral, Jose Filipe</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1); S/PV.6453(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kim, Bonghyun</td>
<td>S/PV.6453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Churkin, Vitaly I.</td>
<td>S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Karev, Sergey N.</td>
<td>S/PV.6302; S/PV.6453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tolkach, Stanislav N.</td>
<td>S/PV.6453(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td></td>
<td>Inyumba, Aloysia</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kamara, Osman Keh</td>
<td>S/PV.6411(Resumption1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- **Slovenia**
  - Stiglic, Sanja – S/PV.6453 (Resumption1)
  - Zidar, Andraz – S/PV.6411

- **Solomon Islands**
  - Beck, Collin D. – S/PV.6411 (Resumption1)

- **South Africa**
  - Dlamini, Bathabile – S/PV.6411
  - Sangqu, Baso – S/PV.6396

- **Spain**
  - De Laiglesia, Juan Pablo – S/PV.6453 (Resumption1)

- **Sri Lanka**
  - Kohona, Palitha Tikiri Bandara – S/PV.6411 (Resumption1)

- **Sudan**
  - Osman, Daffa-Alla Elhag Ali – S/PV.6411 (Resumption1)

- **Sweden**
  - Belfrage, Frank – S/PV.6411 (Resumption1)

- **Switzerland**
  - Seger, Paul – S/PV.6411 (Resumption1)
  - S/PV.6453 (Resumption1)

- **Thailand**
  - Chaimongkol, Siriporn – S/PV.6396

- **Trinidad and Tobago**
  - Boissiere, Melissa Ann Marie – S/PV.6411 (Resumption1)

- **Tunisia**
  - Ben Lagha, Adel – S/PV.6411 (Resumption1)

- **Turkey**
  - Apakan, Ertugrul – S/PV.6302; S/PV.6411
  - Corman, Fazli – S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453

- **Uganda**
  - Kategaya, Eriya Tukahirwa – S/PV.6411
  - Rugunda, Ruhakana – S/PV.6302; S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453

- **Ukraine**
  - Kyslytsya, Sergiy – S/PV.6411 (Resumption1)

- **UN. Economic and Social Council (2010 : New York). President**
  - Ali, Hamidon (Malaysia) – S/PV.6411

- **UN. Group of Nordic Countries**
  - Viinanen, Jarmo Veli Tapio (Finland) – S/PV.6453

- **UN. Secretary-General**
  - Ban, Ki-moon, 1944 – S/PV.6396; S/PV.6411; S/PV.6453

- **UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President**
  - Salam, Nawaf A. (Lebanon) – S/PV.6309

- **UN-Women. Under-Secretary-General and Executive Director**
  - Bachelet, Michelle – S/PV.6411

- **United Kingdom**
  - Lyall Grant, Mark, Sir – S/PV.6302; S/PV.6411; S/PV.6453
  - Parham, Philip John – S/PV.6396

- **United Republic of Tanzania**
  - Sefue, Ombeni Yohana – S/PV.6411 (Resumption1)

- **United States**
  - Clinton, Hillary Rodham – S/PV.6411
  - Rice, Susan E. – S/PV.6302; S/PV.6396; S/PV.6453

- **Uruguay**
  - Silveira, Lilian – S/PV.6411 (Resumption1)

- **Viet Nam**
  - Bui, The Giang – S/PV.6411 (Resumption1)

### YAR' AUDA, UMARU–TRIBUTES

- **UN. Security Council (65th year : 2010). President**
  - Salam, Nawaf A. (Lebanon) – S/PV.6309

- **UN. Under-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations**
  - Le Roy, Alain – S/PV.6411; S/PV.6453

- **UN Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo**
  - Gaye, Babacar – S/PV.6453
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/70 (A/64/654)</td>
<td>S/2010/70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/72</td>
<td>S/2010/72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/73</td>
<td>S/2010/73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/74 (A/64/656)</td>
<td>S/2010/74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/75</td>
<td>S/2010/75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/76</td>
<td>S/2010/76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/77</td>
<td>S/2010/77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/78 (A/64/658)</td>
<td>S/2010/78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/81 (A/64/663)</td>
<td>S/2010/81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/82 (A/64/668)</td>
<td>S/2010/82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/84 (A/64/666)</td>
<td>S/2010/84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/86</td>
<td>S/2010/86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/87</td>
<td>S/2010/87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/90</td>
<td>S/2010/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/91</td>
<td>S/2010/91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/93</td>
<td>S/2010/93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/95</td>
<td>S/2010/95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/100</td>
<td>S/2010/100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General series</td>
<td>General series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/103</td>
<td>S/2010/162 (A/64/731)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/113</td>
<td>S/2010/172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/118</td>
<td>S/2010/177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/121</td>
<td>S/2010/180 (A/64/744)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/127 (A/64/705)</td>
<td>S/2010/186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/130</td>
<td>S/2010/189 (A/64/748)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/133</td>
<td>S/2010/192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/137</td>
<td>S/2010/196 (A/64/746)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/139</td>
<td>S/2010/198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/140</td>
<td>S/2010/199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/144</td>
<td>S/2010/203 (A/64/752)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/145</td>
<td>S/2010/204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/146</td>
<td>S/2010/205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/147</td>
<td>S/2010/206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/149</td>
<td>S/2010/208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/152</td>
<td>S/2010/211 (A/64/760)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/153 <strong>withdrawn</strong></td>
<td>S/2010/212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/156</td>
<td>S/2010/216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/159</td>
<td>S/2010/219 (A/64/759)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### LIST OF DOCUMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General series</th>
<th>General series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/221</td>
<td>S/2010/281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/223</td>
<td>S/2010/283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/226 (A/64/769)</td>
<td>S/2010/286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/238</td>
<td>S/2010/298 (A/64/808)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/240</td>
<td>S/2010/300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/241</td>
<td>S/2010/301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/244 (A/64/788)</td>
<td>S/2010/304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/245</td>
<td>S/2010/305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/248</td>
<td>S/2010/308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/251</td>
<td>S/2010/311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/252</td>
<td>S/2010/312 (A/64/816)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/253</td>
<td>S/2010/313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/256</td>
<td>S/2010/316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/262</td>
<td>S/2010/322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/265</td>
<td>S/2010/325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/266</td>
<td>S/2010/326 (A/64/838)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/267</td>
<td>S/2010/327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/268</td>
<td>S/2010/328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/271</td>
<td>S/2010/331 (A/64/842)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/275</td>
<td>S/2010/335</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## LIST OF DOCUMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General series</th>
<th>General series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/343</td>
<td>S/2010/403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/357</td>
<td>S/2010/417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/358</td>
<td>S/2010/418 (A/64/888)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/359</td>
<td>S/2010/419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/362 (A/64/858)</td>
<td>S/2010/422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/368</td>
<td>S/2010/428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/392 + Add.1</td>
<td>S/2010/452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/400 (A/64/875)</td>
<td>S/2010/460 (A/64/908)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General series</td>
<td>General series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/461</td>
<td>S/2010/518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/462</td>
<td>S/2010/519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/463</td>
<td>S/2010/520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/467 (A/64/909)</td>
<td>S/2010/527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/468</td>
<td>S/2010/528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/470</td>
<td>S/2010/530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/477</td>
<td>S/2010/537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/478</td>
<td>S/2010/538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/482 (A/64/912)</td>
<td>S/2010/542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/483</td>
<td>S/2010/543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/485</td>
<td>S/2010/545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/488</td>
<td>S/2010/548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/492</td>
<td>S/2010/552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/494</td>
<td>S/2010/554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/495</td>
<td>S/2010/555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/496</td>
<td>S/2010/556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/504 (A/65/482)</td>
<td>S/2010/564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/510</td>
<td>S/2010/571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/516</td>
<td>S/2010/577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/517</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# LIST OF DOCUMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General series</th>
<th>General series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/582</td>
<td>S/2010/642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/583</td>
<td>S/2010/643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/584</td>
<td>S/2010/644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/590</td>
<td>S/2010/650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/591</td>
<td>S/2010/651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/592</td>
<td>S/2010/652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/593</td>
<td>S/2010/653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/596</td>
<td>S/2010/656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/600</td>
<td>S/2010/660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/603</td>
<td>S/2010/663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/608</td>
<td>S/2010/668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/618</td>
<td>S/2010/678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/621</td>
<td>S/2010/681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/625</td>
<td>S/2010/685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/626</td>
<td>S/2010/686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/629</td>
<td>S/2010/689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/635</td>
<td>S/2010/695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/2010/637</td>
<td>S/2010/697</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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S/Agenda/6255-6464

Meeting records
S/PV.6255-6264
S/PV.6265 + (Resumption1)
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S/PV.6412-6426
S/PV.6427 + (Resumption1)
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Resolutions

Statements of the President of the Security Council
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# RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE SECURITY COUNCIL

## List of Resolutions

Vote reads Yes-No-Abstain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/RES/</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Meeting / Date, 2010</th>
<th>Vote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1908(2010)</td>
<td>UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI</td>
<td>6261 / 19 Jan.</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Increasing the overall force levels of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) to support the immediate recovery, reconstruction and stability efforts]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in Nepal (UNMIN)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Renewal of the authorization of Member States of the African Union to maintain the African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Extension of the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d’Ivoire (UNOCI)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912(2010)</td>
<td>UN INTEGRATED MISSION IN TIMOR-LESTE</td>
<td>6278 / 26 Feb.</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Extension of the mandate of the UN Integrated Mission in Timor-Leste (UNMIT)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913(2010)</td>
<td>UN MISSION IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD</td>
<td>6283 / 12 Mar.</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[The date of election to fill a vacancy in the International Court of Justice]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[The maximum number of ad litem judges serving at the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Re-establishment of the UN Monitoring Group Established pursuant to Security Council Resolution 1519 (2003)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917(2010)</td>
<td>UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN AFGHANISTAN</td>
<td>6290 / 22 Mar.</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Extension of the mandate of the UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Acts of piracy and armed robbery against vessels in the waters off the coast of Somalia]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in Sudan (UNMIS)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920(2010)</td>
<td>UN MISSION FOR THE REFERENDUM IN WESTERN SAHARA</td>
<td>6305 / 30 Apr.</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara (MINURSO)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921(2010)</td>
<td>UN POLITICAL MISSION IN NEPAL</td>
<td>6311 / 12 May</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in Nepal (UNMIN)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922(2010)</td>
<td>UN MISSION IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD</td>
<td>6312 / 12 May</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923(2010)</td>
<td>UN MISSION IN THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND CHAD</td>
<td>6321 / 25 May</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Extension of the mandate of the UN Mission in the Central African Republic and Chad (MINURCAT)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924(2010)</td>
<td>UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D’IVOIRE</td>
<td>6323 / 27 May</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Extension of the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d’Ivoire (UNOCI)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925(2010)</td>
<td>UN ORGANIZATION MISSION IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO</td>
<td>6324 / 28 May</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Extension of the mandate of the UN Organization Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUC)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926(2010)</td>
<td>ICJ–MEMBERS</td>
<td>6327 / 2 June</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[The date of election to fill a vacancy in the International Court of Justice]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/RES/</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Meeting / Date, 2010</td>
<td>Vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927(2010)</td>
<td>UN STABILIZATION MISSION IN HAITI [The composition of the military and police components of the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH)]</td>
<td>6330 / 4 June</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929(2010)</td>
<td>NUCLEAR NON-PROLIFERATION [Measures against the Islamic Republic of Iran in connection with its enrichment-related and reprocessing activities, including research and development]</td>
<td>6335 / 9 June</td>
<td>12-2-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930(2010)</td>
<td>UN PEACEKEEPING FORCE IN CYPRUS [Extension of the mandate of the UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP)]</td>
<td>6339 / 15 June</td>
<td>14-1-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931(2010)</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA [Extension of the terms of office of permanent and ad litem judges to the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY)]</td>
<td>6348 / 29 June</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932(2010)</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA [Extension of the terms of office of permanent and ad litem judges to the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) and on amending article 12 of the Statute of the International Tribunal]</td>
<td>6349 / 29 June</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933(2010)</td>
<td>UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D’IVOIRE [Renewal of the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d’Ivoire (UNOCI) and of the French forces which support it]</td>
<td>6350 / 30 June</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934(2010)</td>
<td>UN DISENGAGEMENT OBSERVER FORCE [Extension of the mandate of the UN Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF)]</td>
<td>6352 / 30 June</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936(2010)</td>
<td>UN ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR IRAQ [Extension of the mandate of the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI)]</td>
<td>6369 / 5 Aug.</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937(2010)</td>
<td>UN INTERIM FORCE IN LEBANON [Extension of the mandate of the UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL)]</td>
<td>6375 / 30 Aug.</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940(2010)</td>
<td>SIERRA LEONE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS [Termination of the oil and arms embargo against Sierra Leone and dissolution of the Committee Established pursuant to Resolution 1132 (1997)]</td>
<td>6392 / 29 Sept.</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941(2010)</td>
<td>UN INTEGRATED PEACEBUILDING OFFICE IN SIERRA LEONE [Extension of the mandate of the UN Integrated Peacebuilding Office in Sierra Leone (UNIPSIL)]</td>
<td>6392 / 29 Sept.</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942(2010)</td>
<td>UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D’IVOIRE [Authorization of the temporary increase of the military and police personnel of the UN Operation in Côte d’Ivoire (UNOCI)]</td>
<td>6393 / 29 Sept.</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/RES/</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Meeting / Date, 2010</td>
<td>Vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948(2010)</td>
<td>BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA SITUATION [Authorization of the Member States to establish a multinational stabilization force (EUFOR) in Bosnia and Herzegovina as a legal successor to SFOR]</td>
<td>6426 / 18 Nov.</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951(2010)</td>
<td>CÔTE D'IVOIRE–POLITICAL CONDITIONS [Redeployment of infantry companies and an aviation unit from UN Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) to the UN Operation in Côte d'Ivoire (UNOCI)]</td>
<td>6431 / 24 Nov.</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953(2010)</td>
<td>UN PEACEKEEPING FORCE IN CYPRUS [Extension of the mandate of the UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNIFICYP)]</td>
<td>6445 / 14 Dec.</td>
<td>14-1-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954(2010)</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–FORMER YUGOSLAVIA [Authorization of the judges to complete cases notwithstanding the expiry of their term of office at the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY)]</td>
<td>6446 / 14 Dec.</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955(2010)</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL–RWANDA [Authorization of the judges to complete cases notwithstanding the expiry of their term of office at the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR)]</td>
<td>6447 / 14 Dec.</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958(2010)</td>
<td>IRAQ SITUATION [Termination of all residual activities under the OIl-For-Food Program]</td>
<td>6450 / 15 Dec.</td>
<td>14-0-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962(2010)</td>
<td>UN OPERATION IN CÔTE D’IVOIRE [Renewal of the mandate of the UN Operation in Côte d’Ivoire (UNOCI) and of the French forces which support it]</td>
<td>6458 / 20 Dec.</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963(2010)</td>
<td>TERRORISM [Extension of the mandate of the Counter-Terrorism Committee Executive Directorate (CTED) as special political mission under the policy guidance of Counter-Terrorism Committee (CTC)]</td>
<td>6459 / 20 Dec.</td>
<td>Unanimous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## VOTING CHART OF RESOLUTIONS

Votes are as indicated in the provisional verbatim records of the Security Council, sixty-fifth year, 2010. The following symbols are used to indicate how each member voted:

- **Y** Voted Yes
- **N** Voted No
- **A** Abstained
- **NP** Not Participating

Resolutions adopted without vote are indicated by a blank space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/RES/-</th>
<th>1908</th>
<th>1909</th>
<th>1910</th>
<th>1911</th>
<th>1912</th>
<th>1913</th>
<th>1914</th>
<th>1915</th>
<th>1916</th>
<th>1917</th>
<th>1918</th>
<th>1919</th>
<th>1920</th>
<th>1921</th>
<th>1922</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>